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Com a cabeça nas estrelas, envoltas em tecidos 
estampados coloridos, deambulemos pelas florestas em 
busca de territórios imaginários. Entre o céu e a terra, 
luz e trevas, memória e esquecimento, que cintilem as 
projeções e ressoem as palavras. Vamos abrir as janelas 
e deixar o vento entrar. Vamos mergulhar em águas 
intemporais refletindo as chamas vacilantes das nossas 
vidas multiplicadas. Vamos desbastar, cortar, cavar, 
tecer, desdobrar e desenhar mapas para nos perdermos, 
para melhor nos encontrarmos no mundo habitável do 
cinema. 

Agnès Wildenstein, programadora convidada

~

The head in the stars, draped in colorful patterned 
fabrics, let us wander in the forests in search of 
imagined territories. Between sky and earth, light 
and darkness, memory and forgetfulness, may the 
projections sparkle and the words resound. Let’s open 
the windows and let in the wind. Let’s dive into timeless 
waters reflecting the flickering flames of our multiplied 
lives. Let’s cut, open up, dig, weave, unfold, draw maps 
to get lost, in order to better find ourselves in the 
habitable world of cinema.

Agnès Wildenstein, guest programmer
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(1)      See Russell 
Alan Mittermeir et 
al., “Wilderness 
and Biodiversity 
Conservation,” in 
Proceedings of the 
National Academy of 
Sciences 100, no. 18 
(September 2, 2003).

(2)      Seeds and fruit 
fallen from trees or 
directly foraged in the 
tree canopy. The layer 
of fallen leaves on 
the ground is poor in 
nutrients.

(3)      See Leslie E. 
Sponsel, “Amazon 
Ecology and 
Adaptation,” in Annual 
Review of Anthropology 
15 (October 15, 1986).

(4)      See Kenneth J. 
Feeley and Miles R. 
Silman, “Extinction Risks 
of Amazonian Plant 
Species,” in Proceedings 
of the National Academy 
of Sciences 106, no. 30 
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(...) According to the present state 
of our knowledge, which is far from complete, the 
Amazon forest is home to 1,300 species of birds, 427 
species of amphibians, and 425 species of mammals.
(1) These animals, in spite of their large diversity, 
mainly depend on plant-based food sources,(2) which 
are unevenly distributed and subject to wide seasonal 
variation. As a result, the animal population is both 
low in density and highly mobile, while a large part of 
the game sought by native hunters is nocturnal and/or 
arboreal.(3) All of these features make hunting in this 
region a complex and very challenging activity whose 
outcome is always unpredictable.

Moreover, as one would imagine, the thick tangle 
and great diversity of vegetation in the forest—50,000 
species of plants and trees(4)—create a vegetal screen 
that, beyond a very short distance, is impenetrable 
to the eye. This means that hunters are only able to 
discern or, at best, glimpse their ever-elusive prey, after 
observing possible clues as to their presence on the 
ground.

Consequently, it is mainly through the experience 
of listening to their environment that they are able 
to detect the presence or movement of game in 
the undergrowth or up in the treetops. It is thus 
understandable that Amazonian hunters not only 
acquire an extensive knowledge of the sounds of the 
forest from a very young age, but also that the concert 
of animal sounds that constantly surrounds them 
deeply informs the language and the cosmology of their 
people. (...)

When out hunting or gathering, the Yanomami, as they 
make their way through the forest, maintain an ongoing 
dialogue with its many different voices. Their attention 
is thus continuously turned toward and listening to the 
biophony of the forest, and they are always quick to use 
mimicry to respond to their nonhuman interlocutors. 
Moreover, in addition to this ever-attentive acoustic 
focus, they are constantly involved in decoding an 

BERLIN…25  OCTOBRE  1990...



(5)      A sound installation 
inspired by this theme 
(Heã, by Stephen Vitiello) 
was presented as part of 
the exhibition Yanomami, 
Spirit of the Forest at the 
Fondation Cartier pour 
l’art contemporain in 
2003.

(6)      The Yanomami 
distinguish between 
animals that can be 
“made to come by 
imitating them” (haxamãi) 
from those for whom 
“we make do with simply 
imitating the voice” (wã 
uëmãi pio), for example 
in a hunting tale or a 
mythical story.

(7)      See Eduardo O. 
Kohn, “Runa Realism: 
Upper Amazonian 
Attitudes to Nature 
Knowing,” in Ethnos 70, 
no. 2 (2005).
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imitation covers not only game animals, but very nearly 
all of the fauna in the forest area known to and traveled 
by hunters (most Yanomami names for birds, game or 
not, in fact come from onomatopoeia based on their 
songs).(6)

The aim of such call hunting methods is to make game 
“run up” (rërëmãi) in front of the hunter, while he 
conceals his human appearance under a sound mask 
in order to be perceived, at least in voice, as a fellow 
animal, a mate, or an offspring. They are thus strategies 
designed to attract, entice, or provoke a sense of caring 
in the animal that will induce it to become docile and 
available, waroro, a word that is also used to describe 
the open, generous feelings associated with friendship, 
love relationships, or parenthood (the verb waroroai 
means “to let oneself slide”).(...)

Davi Kopenawa ends his description of the tapir hunt 
with a series of onomatopoeia related to the killing 
of the animal: “Thaiii (the snap of the bowstring)! 
Kosho (the impact of the arrow)! Uwooo hoo hoo hoo 
(the tapir whimpering in pain)! Tëk tëk tëk (its feet 
running away)! Kurai (sound of the animal falling)!” 
The narrative art of the Yanomami makes pervasive use 
of onomatopoeia and ideophones, demonstrating once 
again the influence of the acoustic environment of the 
forest in Amerindian forms of linguistic expression. 
But in addition to the usual panoply of phonic 
mimetisms, when storytellers want to emphasize the 
dramatic intensity of certain episodes in their narrative, 
as is the case here, they may amplify this tendency 
toward acoustic iconicity to the point of substituting 
the entire descriptive narration with sequences of 
coded onomatopoeia. In doing so, they are seeking to 
completely break away from the formal constraints of 
describing the events in order to create, via a succession 
of sound simulations obvious to the audience, a shared 
acoustic experience that comes as close as possible to 
the sensual world of the forest.(7)

(...)

elaborate system of sound associations connected with 
the notion of heã.

This is the term hunters use for the songs, cries, and 
calls of many birds (as well as of amphibians and 
certain insects) that they interpret as acoustic clues 
indicating the possible presence of the prey, fruits or 
plants associated with them. As one hunter laconically 
summed it up for me, “When there are many animal 
voices talking in the forest, we say there are sound signs 
of game among them.”

(...)

The etymology of the term heã probably comes from 
he, “head,” which refers to the tip or “endpoint” of 
something, and ã associated with sound and voice. 
The intransitive verb heãmuu means “to mark one’s 
presence by a sound.” When approaching a friendly 
collective house, for instance, the act of whistling to 
announce one’s arrival is called husi heãmuu. The term 
can thus be linked to the idea of a “sound marker.” With 
its complex network of associations between indexical 
animal voices and the presence of game or useful plants 
in the forest, the Yanomami heã constitute a permanent 
and flexible acoustic positioning system that, inculcated 
from a very early age, can always be relied on to guide 
hunters and gatherers through the “great animal 
orchestra” of the forest.(5)

(...)

There is indeed quite a large number of forest animals 
that the Yanomami are able to “call” (nakai) and “make 
answer” (wã huamãi). During our conversations, it 
seemed to me that, depending on the differing talents of 
my interlocutors, these sonic decoys could be applied to 
most of the game commonly hunted by the Yanomami: 
from toucans, aracaris, macaws, trumpeters, guans, 
curassows, quails, big and small tinamous to tapirs, 
peccaries, deer, jaguars, agoutis, spider monkeys, red 
howler monkeys, black saki monkeys, and white-
fronted capuchins. Moreover, this capacity for phonic 

OÙ  LES  SOLDATS  AMÉRICAINS 
L’ ONT  MIS.

DANS  LA  PLAINE
SOUS  LES  MONTAGNES  DE  PISE.

JE  PENSAIS  À  LUI  DANS  SA  HUTTE,
DANS  SA  CAGE,ET  JE  PENSE  À  EZRA  POUND.



(8)      See chap. 4 of 
Maria-Inês Smiljanic’s 
thesis, “O corpo cósmico: 
O xamanismo entre 
os Yanomae do Alto 
Toototobi” (Brasilia: 
University of Brasilia, 
1999).

Albert Bruce
The polyglot forest, 2015

(1)      Biographical 
details and unattributed 
quotations throughout 
this essay are derived 
from transcripts of 
interviews with Kramer by 
the author (6 November 
1997) and Bernard 
Eisenschitz & Roberto 
Turigliatto (1997); parts of 
the latter are contained 
in Eisenschitz, Point de 
départ: Entretien avec 
Robert Kramer (Aix-
en-Provence: Institut 
de l’Image, 2001). 
Newspaper accounts of 
Kramer’s life consulted 
include: Edouard 
Waintrop, ‘Le cinéma est 
tellement en retard ...’, 
Libération (16 January 
1991); F.F., ’L’américain à 
nulle part’, L’Express (24 
January 1991). 
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The songs that the xapiri spirits sing via the 
intermediary of their shaman “fathers” have the same 
name, amoã pë, as those of the herii “choruses” and are 
believed to have originated from the same “song trees.” 
It was said in the past that the spirits had to go and 
cut the branches of the “song trees” in order to obtain 
their melodies,(8) and because of this the harmonicas 
that the first napë pë (foreigners, “whites”) to visit the 
region gave to the Yanomami were also called “song 
trees.” More recently, this expression (along with yõrixia 
kiki, “cocoa thrush objects”) was also applied to tape 
recorders. (...)

After emigrating to Europe in 1979, director 
Robert Kramer (1939-1999), the US-born grandson of 
Jewish immigrants, made Our Nazi (Notre Nazi/Unser 
Nazi, 1984) and Berlin 10/90 (1991) on the themes 
of Nazism and genocide. Kramer frequently made 
comments in interviews regarding his Jewishness and 
the Israel issue. This essay delves into the relationship 
between Kramer’s Jewish background and his life 
and work.(1) I will refer (as the filmmaker did) to his 
European Trilogy: Berlin 10/90, Walk the Walk (1996) 
and Le manteau (The Mantle aka The Coat, 1996), 
considering his cinema and television work on an equal 
level.

Kramer’s Jewish Background

Kramer was born on June 22 1939 in New York City. 
His father, Milton, was a second-generation Jewish 
immigrant whose family had come from Poland via 
Germany to settle in the US. His maternal great-
grandfather was in charge of supply for the Army of the 
Tsar (Russian Imperial Army) in Sebastopol, and his 
grandfather escaped to Odessa from the pogroms and 
from there emigrated to the US. Kramer’s mother was 
also second-generation. His father studied in Berlin as 
a medical student from 1930 to 1933 while, in 1933, 
his mother studied at the Bauhaus, also in Berlin. As 
recalled in Berlin 10/90, although his mother and father 
did not know each other at this time, as the Nazis 
came to power, they both returned to the US, met in 
New York and married. Kramer’s father became a US 
Army doctor and his mother a housewife. Even after 
his son had reached adulthood, Kramer’s father never 
mentioned his Berlin experiences.

Kramer has said that, during his youth, ‘Jewish’ was a 
cultural concept. There was no religious education in 
his home and ‘there was no real family contact with the 
extermination (...) I was brought up like a member of 
the German bourgeoisie.’In 1942, Kramer’s father had 
a job transfer and the family moved to White Sulphur 
Springs, West Virginia. But his parents thought that the 

COMME  LES  SOLDATS  DU  GOLFE.CES  JEUNES  GARÇONS... POUR  CES  RIDICULESPOUR  TRAHISON.



(2)      The French version 
of this text appears as 
‘Présentation’, Cahiers 
du cinéma, nos. 258-259 
(July-August 1975), pp. 
54-60; and in Cyril Béghin 
(ed.), Robert Kramer 
(Bobigny: Magic cinéma, 
2006).

(3)      Annie Cot, 
Marthe Cartier-Bresson 
and Serge Toubiana, 
‘Entretien avec Robert 
Kramer’, Cahiers 
du cinéma no. 295 
(December 1978), pp. 
19-24.
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‘How far does the authority of suffering go?’

It is clear that Kramer was aware of his Jewishness. 
And it is equally clear that he thought Israel was the 
‘country of my people’, and that he was searching for a 
way to exist in mutual peace with the people of other 
countries. However, from the fact that he supported the 
Civil Rights Movement and the ‘war of independence’ 
in North Vietnam, we can also see that he thought 
war could not be avoided if one is to protect one’s 
family. But how can one maintain a stance against 
self-protection that goes over the line and becomes the 
persecution of others (a people, a nation, individuals)? 
The basic concept that political and social issues must 
be dealt with by each individual became Kramer’s basic 
philosophy in his work from Milestones (1975) onward.

Kramer’s stance on Israel changed when the problem 
of the occupied territories started to become more 
severe. In an article co-authored with John Douglas for 
the Milestones press kit, he wrote: ‘We heard talk of the 
daily violations of the “Peace Treaty” in Vietnam by the 
arrogant Thieu; belief in the continuation of American 
support; the horror of the coup against Allende in 
Chile; the escalating struggle of the Palestine people in 
the Middle East. There was always so much going on in 
the States.’(2) And, three years later, when the French-
Jewish film critic Serge Toubiana asked for his opinion 
on Franco Fortini’s The Dogs of Sinai, he replied: ‘Still 
a forbidden theme, the left-wing-Jew-who-has-a-bad-
opinion-on-the-question-around-Palestine.’(3)

Kramer started to be strongly aware of international 
social issues after he finished graduate school in 1963, 
got a press card from The New Republic and headed 
off to Latin America. He was shocked at the anti-US 
sentiment he encountered everywhere he went, and 
realised that he was a member of a privileged class. 
Then he became interested in anti-government left-
wing guerrilla activities. Kramer participated in the 
Civil Rights Movement as a white person and also in 
the Vietnam War protests as a citizen of the ‘aggressor 

‘local elementary school was anti-Jewish’ so they did 
not let him attend school, even though he had reached 
school age. Robert spent his childhood ‘like a savage 
boy’ until 1948, when another job transfer enabled 
the family to build a house in a middle-class German-
Jewish area of Upper West Manhattan.

Kramer went to Israel for the first time in 1957, and 
his stay in a Kibbutz marked the beginning of his 
connection with that country. In 1967, conditions in 
Israel caused an important change in Kramer which 
was later to form the keynote of his creativity. After 
his father died, his mother went to live with relatives 
in Israel after staying in a Zen temple in the city of 
Mishima, Japan—in search (in vain) of harmony after 
the instability instilled by the frequent absence of her 
husband. Kramer married his first wife, Jane, in the 
same year and directed the fiction film The Edge (1967). 
After this, he participated in an exchange conference 
between the NFL and the States in Bratislava, 
Czechoslovakia.

While he was in Czechoslovakia, the Seven Day 
War broke out and he heard that North Vietnam 
had praised the Israeli Army—‘a small nation that 
became independent from neighbouring countries has 
protected its independence by waging a courageous 
battle.’ Kramer recalls:

I remember working on The Edge [1967] and feeling 
extremely confused about this whole question: being 
basically in an anti-Zionist environment, and pretty 
strongly anti-Zionist myself, but feeling these absolute, 
overwhelming feelings of ... something between my 
responsibility to my mother and something about Jews, 
probably. I tried to enlist to fight, but I didn’t.

Still in Bratislava, he received a message that his mother 
had died in a car accident in Israel. He set off for 
Jerusalem (over which the Israelis had gained control 
two days previously) and stayed there for two months. 
At this stage he formulated for himself the question: 

LA  DIRECTION  CULTURELLE,VENU  EN  EUROPE  POUR  TROUVER
CE  PRINCE  DE  LA  RENAISSANCE  !  
VENU  EN  EUROPE  POUR  ÇA.

ÉMISSIONS  DE  PROPAGANDE
POUR  LE  DUCE,



(5)      Marie-Christine 
Peyrière, ’La fin d’une 
histoire: entretien 
avec Robert Kramer’, 
Documentaires, no. 8 
(1994), pp. 41-46.

(6)      Ibid, p. 45.(4)      Ibid.
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Our Nazi

In 1997, Kramer said to me: ‘I am European, and that 
means I am German.’ This statement reflected his home 
environment and his youth. However, because Kramer 
had not experienced post-war Europe firsthand, he was 
actually a stranger to the real Europe.

After moving to France, Kramer’s Jewish identity 
began changing. ‘It is true that Nazism and Germany, 
like the war, were one of my “motors”. Living in New 
York, in a universe under the influence of Eastern 
European culture, I, an American arriving in Paris 
in 1980, was a Thomas Mann enthusiast.’(5) Kramer 
here places Nazism, the Weimar period in Germany 
and Thomas Mann on the same level. ‘It was only in 
Europe that Nazism became obvious. On the other 
hand, in France I found that Collaboration remained 
a taboo topic. When I tried to raise a discussion about 
whether someone was partisan or a “traitor”, there was 
a great fuss. So, by avoiding reference to Collaborators, 
I helped the rise of anti-Semitism. I still remember the 
protest march on Rue Copernic [in Paris] against the 
[anti-Jewish] outrage in 1982. It was the first time I 
could say to myself, “After all, I’m Jewish”. Until then, 
this self-definition had never worked.’(6)

For Kramer—who recognised that, in his formative 
years, a sort of Buddenbrooks-type German culture 
had become the basis of his soul—revisiting his 
self-definition as a Jew brought up a myriad of 
contradictions. The self that was the victim of massacre 
and oppression, as were the Jews, was mutually 
dependent upon a self which had German culture at 
its soul base—and the Germans were the aggressors. 
This issue had been invisible to Kramer when he was 
in the US. The German culture in which he had lived 
had been preserved in the US by Jewish immigrants 
and defectors—but in Europe, that German culture was 
the foundation from which Nazism and the massacre 
of Jews had sprung. Worse still, in Northeastern US 
this German culture was seen as the authority of 

nation’, the United States. But he still saw himself as a 
member of the class where ‘the general privilege in the 
States is a privilege coming from imperialism.’(4)

So, for Kramer, Israeli suppression of the Palestinians 
was very hard to acknowledge. There is, however, no 
indication that he thought of Israel as imperialist. The 
conflict between ‘supporting a nation for my people’ 
and ‘maintaining peace with other peoples’ remained as 
a problem that could not be resolved without denying a 
nation for his people.

Among his American works, Milestones shows several 
signs of Kramer’s attitude toward being a Jew in the 
New World. This panoramic film begins in New York 
City, tracking an old woman who has migrated from 
Eastern Europe. Singing a Yiddish song, she looks 
back on her long life. This woman might be Jewish 
only because the filmmakers (Kramer and Douglas) 
are also Jewish. This introduction recounts, in a 
very concentrated form, the real birth of the nation: 
migrations, mixture of peoples from various roots 
that no one can escape but that allow them freedom 
to move around, succeed, look for a better way of life; 
reformation. In the last sequence this woman appears 
again and takes the cans of the final cut of the film out 
of the editing room, as one of the main characters, 
Peter, murmurs to his doctor father: ‘I’ve had a dream, 
and it was something like, “I want to be an Indian”.’ 
This woman may be some saviour who silently declares 
that the young characters and filmmakers are authentic 
successors of such a history. Comparing this ending 
with that of Route One/USA (1989), where the camera 
jumps into the sea out of the US border, Milestones 
might seem a naive film. How had Kramer as a 
filmmaker changed so much during those fifteen years? 
His changing identification as Jewish is one of the keys 
to this question.

IL  N’ EST  PAS  LE  SEUL
À  AVOIR  DÉRAPÉ  PAR  LÀ.ILLUSION  FATALE.

LA  NOUVELLE  RENAISSANCE
QUI  LUI  MANQUAIT...  EN  AMÉRIQUE.L’ INTÉGRATION  CULTURELLE,



(9)      Robert Kramer 
and Dusan Makavejev, 
‘Conversation sur 
Milestones’, Positif, no. 
176 (December 1975), pp. 
18- 27.

(10)      Peyrière, ’La fin 
d’une histoire’.

(7)      Cf. Andrée Tournès, 
‘Entretien avec Harlan’, 
Jeune Cinéma, no. 162 
(November 1984), p. 
24. Yvette Bíró (who 
has written an essay 
on Route One/USA) 
worked on early drafts 
for this project, which 
began as a story about 
radical terrorists in 
Germany in the late ‘70s, 
‘trying to understand 
their motivations and 
actions, arguments and 
relationships’. However, 
that project fell through, 
and Harlan reshaped 
it after meeting ‘a real 
Nazi’. According to 
Bíró (who considered 
taking her name off the 
finished film), ‘Robert 
followed the whole 
shooting process and 
realised that the making 
of the film might be 
more telling than the film 
itself’ (correspondence 
with Rouge editors, 
2005). A different, more 
positive appreciation 
of Wundkanal from an 
avant-garde cinema 
perspective can be found 
in Cantrills Filmnotes, no. 
47/48 (August 1985).

(8)      Michel Ciment, 
‘Venise 1984: Unser 
Nazi (Notre Nazi) et 
Wundkanal’, Positif, no. 
285 (November 1984), 
p. 55.
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responsibility ... we certainly did not want that kind of 
seduction.’(9) ‘I just wanted to stand this test—to face 
this “pleasant”, bureaucratic gentleman, and capture 
the jurisdiction of suffering before authority, over 
comrades, the director, the Fuhrer.’(10) Ultimately, 
Harlan’s hopes for Wundkanal were betrayed; the 
film operates on a logic of exclusion backed by the 
‘authority’ of the director (Harlan himself) and the 
support he gets from his team—as he effectively 
prosecutes/persecutes Filbert. This ‘trial’ was itself 
interpreted as itself a lingering expression of Nazi 
ideology. In this sense, Harlan, Kramer and their 
contemporary German Jewish-American colleagues 
are all ‘German’. Our Nazi shows Kramer’s own issues 
leaping back at him, as in a mirror. We should view this 
work not only as an impeachment of Veit Harlan’s son, 
but also as a deeply self-critical testament.

Our Nazi was, in many respects, a transitional film for 
Kramer—it was, for instance, his first attempt at using 
Hi-8 video and at shooting all the footage himself. 
Although rigorously edited, the insertions of dramatic 
footage, and the clash of viewpoints (Kramer’s versus 
Harlan’s), resolve themselves into an uncomfortable 
kind of ‘message’ picture. It was not until the ‘90s, in 
films such as Leeward (Sous le vent, 1991), Point de 
départ/Starting Place (1993) and SayKomSa (1998), that 
Kramer started to wield his camera like a pen. These 
are masterpieces that fully express the filmmaker’s 
mentality and show how the artist sees the world. But 
there is room for debate about whether or not Our Nazi 
offers a suitable way of taking root in and transmitting 
the world. This is a different issue from the strategically 
guided propaganda that is central to films like Shoah 
(1985); it is another dimension altogether, a matter of 
higher aesthetic ethics. And it is these more complex 
areas that the films of European Trilogy explore.

Berlin 10/90

After the completion of Route One/USA in 1990, the 
Ford Foundation and the German Academic Exchange 

the dominant class. Did the authority that Nazism 
generated simply amount to political and social 
oppression? Was Nazism a phenomenon unique to the 
culture and political thought of the Third Reich?

In 1984, the West German film director Thomas Harlan 
(maker of Torre Bela [1976] and author of the novel 
Rosa [2000]), directed Wundkanal: Execution for Four 
Voices, a joint French-German production about Dr S, 
a soldier impeached after the war for taking part in the 
massacre of Jews in Lithuania, and his slide towards 
suicide. To express his resistance to the forgetting 
of Nazism as war criminals aged, Harlan cast Alfred 
Filbert—an actual member of the SS during the War 
who spoke only German—as Dr S for this experimental 
fiction film shot in a French studio.(7) Filbert was not 
aware of what was to happen on set, in front of the 
camera, more that the script was merely a pretext or 
ruse for a psychodramatic ‘happening’: Harlan, in fact, 
intended to interrogate and expose, ‘live’, his complicity 
with Nazi atrocities.

Kramer collaborated with Harlan on the project. He 
recorded scenes of filming, interviewed the cast and 
crew. Later, he turned these into the independent 
project Our Nazi. Both this film and Harlan’s were 
screened for the first time at the Venice Film Festival 
in 1984, and reappeared together at the Berlin Film 
Festival in 1985. The fact that Harlan’s father Veit 
Harlan was a film director who had made the film 
Jud Süss (1940) was a major factor in the reception 
accorded the film: ‘Harlan’s hatred of his father 
resembles, strangely enough, an inverted love; and 
Kramer’s film, titled Our Nazi with intentional irony, 
obliges us to ask ourselves: who is the Nazi in this 
story?’(8) The West German production team decided 
to postpone general screening of the film; it has rarely 
surfaced since.

Why did such a scandal occur? Kramer: ‘Let’s say, in 
a way, most films we watch are fascist because they 
are seductive enough to make you lose your sense of 

CRIMINELLE  ERREUR.ET  IL  A  FAIT  CETTE  TERRIBLE,IL  CHERCHAIT  QUELQUE  CHOSEINCOMPRIS.
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camp showers, and that his shaved head is a metaphor 
for neo-Nazism.

Berlin 10/90 poses the question: will the work, 
grounded in the experience of reality and in the 
communication of that experience, be receivable by 
viewers as reality? Kramer has not experienced the 
damage of the Nazi Final Solution in Europe. But 
that experience is alive in the present-day society that 
surrounds him. He is both outside the experience of 
the Final Solution and at the same time its victim. 
Furthermore, the idea of living with the authority of 
German culture is also a legitimation of the ideology 
of the aggressors. This is why this film begins with 
a reference to Ezra Pound, the American poet who 
crossed the ocean in order to join the Nazis: Kramer 
starts with the case of an American Jew coming face to 
face with Nazism.

Did Kramer’s parents experience what he describes as 
the outsider/victim/aggressor split? In Berlin 10/90, he 
muses:

I wonder what it was to my father, led by history—his 
own Jewishness—what did it mean to recognise this, I 
wonder. Well, maybe this is what it means: separating 
from ‘European history’—becoming American—moving 
to the modern world. My father ran away from my 
grandparent’s shtetel, then my father became a doctor. 
He was here in Berlin from 1930 to 1933. He saw the 
flames rising from the dome of the Reichstag; those 
flames seem to be telling him, ‘no matter what you think, 
this is reality’.

The film deals with the destruction of East Germany 
and other issues which are related to Kramer, but which 
he did not experience directly. The history and reality 
of others also appears. At the same time someone with 
a different history and reality who is close to Kramer, 
someone who has a physical body, also makes an 
appearance: Erika.

Human beings cannot make the experience of others 

Service (DAAD) invited Kramer and his second wife, 
Erika, to spend ten months in Berlin after the Wall had 
fallen, as Germany was moving towards reunification. 
He spent this time working on a video, Berlin 10/90. 
At the request of Philippe Grandrieux, producer of the 
Live series, the entire work is one scene and one  
shot.(11) Kramer placed a camera in the bathroom of an 
apartment in Berlin right after reunification. He faces 
the camera for the duration of the video and, almost 
‘channelling’ his father, talks about himself as a Jew, 
past and present, in the two different worlds of America 
and Europe.

Berlin 10/90 attempts to overcome the problems 
raised by Our Nazi in two ways. The first is an effort to 
renounce the privileges of the creator-as-God—a denial 
of the viewpoint that looks down from on high. In 
works that make us strongly feel the artist’s viewpoint, 
the controlling power in this vision comes from filming 
the world as it exists only within the artist’s context.

However, reality exists beyond this singular viewpoint. 
How can this solid reality be allowed to take root? 
Kramer places himself as physical-existence-in-
the-world inside his video as subject, and conducts 
experiments that confront history and society with this 
external self—thereby creating contradictions within 
his internal self. The camera he trains on himself is 
sometimes operated by remote control, at other times 
by hand. The external and the internal are not merely 
in conflict with each other—ego-consciousness has 
countless intersections with the external, and the world 
existing in front of the ego is just a single point in the 
line of time.

In order to dynamise the structure of the video, Kramer 
sets up a television in the bathroom, screening images 
he had previously shot and edited of Berlin in 1990. The 
camera swings between the video images on the TV 
screen and Kramer sitting on a chair in the bathroom, 
speaking into the camera. It becomes clear by the end 
that the bathroom is a metaphor for the concentration 

UNE  MAISON  HANTÉE.
ICI,  AU  TIERGARTEN
QUI  EST  DEVENUÀ  L’ AMBASSADE  D’ ITALIE,PEUT-ÊTRE  A-T-IL  DÎNÉ
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their own. We are unable to feel the warmth of sunlight 
on our cheek in front of the television screen, as 
Kramer does in Berlin 10/90. There is a scene where 
Kramer, after reading Wittgenstein aloud, recites his 
own epistemological theory. (The Live series was meant 
to be impromptu and executed in one shot but, because 
of the images that appear on television and the balance 
with two images and the sound, we can see that Berlin 
10/90 is a work that was carefully pre-planned.) It is a 
painful struggle with the problem of experiencing—and 
communicating—reality.

Bringing up the life of Paul Celan is pertinent here. It 
may, in a sense, be unethical to put Kramer’s travails 
on an equal footing with Celan’s, who lived through 
the time of the Final Solution in Europe and continued 
to feel the pain directly through his experiences with 
other Auschwitz survivors. But both of them grapple 
with the problem of expression and communication. 
Cannot we see in this a fierce resistance to the words 
‘After Auschwitz, reading poetry is immoral’, and 
equally to those acts of expression which take leave 
from these words for the sake of committing debauched 
obscenities?

Kramer tries to find a hope for the future in the 
existence of his own and Erika’s physical bodies. At the 
end of sixty-two minutes of blocked feelings, Kramer 
touches the water in the bath with his own hand. It is a 
moment of release. Ending with an action as primitive 
as this makes for a conclusion that feels optimistic—a 
moment of blessing.

(...)

DU  IIIE  REICH.FERMÉ  DEPUIS  LES  JOURS EZRA  DANS  LES  TOILETTESJE  L’ IMAGINE...  EZRA...
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Archéologie, ça fait penser à une sorte 
d’entreprise de fouille : gratter la terre pour retrouver 
quelque chose comme des ossements du passé, un 
monument aux morts, des ruines inertes auxquelles 
il faudrait péniblement et par les moyens du bord 
redonner vie et date (...) Par « archéologie », je ne 
pensais pas tellement à cette fouille dans la terre, à ce 
grattage des vieux os du passé. Par « archéologie », je 
voudrais entendre quelque chose comme la description 
de l’archive. Que le mot « archéologie » vienne de 
l’archive. C’est-à-dire, la description de cette masse 
extraordinairement vaste, complexe, de choses qui ont 
été dites dans une culture, en l’occurrence dans notre 
culture à nous.

Il faudrait essayer de les décrire, ces choses, dans leur 
configuration propre, de voir comment elles ont pu 
être dites, comment elles ont pu subsister, comment 
elles ont pu fonctionner, et comment elles ont pu 
finalement se transformer. Toute cette vie, toute cette 
activité sourde et en même temps bavarde des choses 
dites à travers une culture, c’est ça que j’entends par 
archéologie.

Apprendre concerne essentiellement les signes. 
Les signes sont l’objet d’un apprentissage temporel, 
non pas d’un savoir abstrait. Apprendre, c’est d’abord 
considérer une matière, un objet, un être comme s’ils 
émettaient des signes à déchiffrer, à interpréter. Il n’y a 
pas d’apprenti qui ne soit « l’égyptologue » de quelque 
chose. On ne devient menuisier qu’en se faisant sensible 
aux signes du bois, ou médecin, sensible aux signes de 
la maladie. La vocation est toujours prédestination par 
rapport à des signes. 

Tout ce qui nous apprend quelque chose émet des 
signes, tout acte d’apprendre est une interprétation 
de signes ou de hiéroglyphes. L’œuvre de Proust est 
fondée, non pas sur l’exposition de la mémoire, mais sur 
l’apprentissage des signes. 

(…)

La Recherche se présente comme l’exploration des 
différents mondes de signes, qui s’organisent en cercles 
et se recoupent en certains points. Car les signes sont 
spécifiques et constituent la matière de tel ou tel monde. 

(…)

L’unité de tous les mondes est qu’ils forment des 
systèmes de signes émis par des personnes, des 
objets, des matières; on ne découvre aucune vérité, on 
n’apprend rien, sinon par déchiffrage et interprétation. 
Mais la pluralité des mondes est que ces signes ne 
sont pas du même genre, n’ont pas la même manière 
d’apparaître, ne se laissent pas déchiffrer de la même 
façon, n’ont pas avec leur sens un rapport identique.

SI  FIER  D’ ÊTREDE  L’ AMBASSADE  D’ ITALIE... MALAPARTE  PAS  LOIN,AU  CENTRE  DE  LA  CULTURE...
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At the instigation of international 
organisations such as UNESCO, the World 
Conservation Union or the United Nation Environment 
Program, the number of protected areas going under 
the heading of nature reserves has risen dramatically 
over the past three decades. Just over 100.000 land 
and marine sites fall in that category amounting to 
19 millions km2 or thereabout, that is equal to the 
aggregated areas of the continental USA and Canada. 
This growth in the zones excluded from exploitation is 
as recent as it is spectacular since, as from 1973 their 
surface has quadrupled. In spite of the differences 
in status between these protected areas, and the 
highly variable level of protection actually afforded 
by them as a result, these special zones are cause that 
a non negligible part of the world’s earth surface, 
approximately 12% may currently be considered as 
a sort of public asset. The whole question is to know 
precisely who is the public which owns this asset and 
who benefits from it.

Indeed conflicts of ownership are many and there is 
nothing new to them. The case of Yellowstone national 
Park, the first natural reserve of modern times, is 
archetypal of what later happened elsewhere. Created in 
1872 in the Northern Rockies on the hunting grounds 
traditionally roamed by the Shoshones, the Bannocks 
and the Nez Percés, it is often presented as having 
been empty of American Indian population when it 
was created. Official lore has it that those tribes were 
filled with a superstitious fear of the geysers the Park is 
famous for. Nothing is further from the truth as those 
geysers were the background to seasonal rituals. What 
is more, a group of about 400 Tukadikas, a Northern 
Shoshone branch, dwelt permanently within the Park 
perimeter and was transported manu militari about 
10 years after its creation towards the Wind River 
Reservation in an inglorious episode carefully kept out 
of the brochures produced by the national park  
service.(1) Not a day passes without this primitive 
conflict being played out between city elites desirous 

to protect the sublime beauty and the famed reserves 
of biodiversity of the landscape and local peoples 
sentenced drastically to kerb their use of lands they 
have inhabited often for centuries, indeed to abandon 
them for good. Here Maasai are prevented from 
grazing their herds in Serengeti Park and turned into a 
photo-safari attraction along with the giraffes and the 
elephants, there, the Jawoyns from Australia’s North-
Western Territory are obliged to fight a long drawn 
legal battle to recover their sovereignty over Nitmiluk 
National Park. Elsewhere, squads of militant ecologists 
from Boston or Karlsruhe explain to a few hundred 
southern Chiapas Lacandons that they have got to 
quit assarting to grow corn in their milpas so as not 
to jeopardize the Montes Azules biosphere reserve. 
Everywhere arguments flare up around the rights of one 
or other community to claim for itself the use of this or 
that section of the human environment. In fact these 
conflicts revolve around two questions, closely related 
but rarely framed in explicit terms: Who owns Nature 
and whom is it to be protected for? I shall address them 
in turn before outlining a possible way around them.

Two contrasting types of answers are usually proposed 
to the first question. First it is possible to insist that 
only nature owns nature, that it has an inherent value, 
unrelated to its usefulness to humans and that it must 
be protected accordingly in and for itself. However 
this inherent value is not easy to define and its content 
evolves with time.  The instigators of the national parks 
in the United States wanted to sustain the evidence of 
the awe-inspiring landscape Providence had entrusted 
the Nation with, and which was the hallmark of its very 
special destiny. (...) 

The situation is not vastly different in the rest of the 
world. The first parks created a little later by the United 
Kingdom and France were not developed on their soil 
but in their colonial empires with motivations akin 
to those which had inspired the United States’ nature 
reserves.(2) (...) Preserving species and ecosystems by 
managing them just like temperate-zone state forests 

MAIS  IL  A  ÉCRIT
DE  TRÈS  BEAUX  POÈMES,  EZRA,ET  PEUT-ÊTRE  CÉLINE... SURTOUT  LÀ-BAS.SURTOUT  DANS  LA  CAGE  À  PISE.
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interest over local interests and how they can make 
the best of it. Accordingly they have begun to present 
themselves as the keepers of nature—an abstract 
notion which does not appear in their languages or 
cultures—to whom the international community 
should entrust the mission to keep watch at their level 
on environments which it is becoming clearer everyday 
have been shaped by their practices. Over and above 
the fact that such an assertion is a good way to take 
steps against land spoliation, it accepts that Australian 
Aborigines’ bush fires, Amazonian and South-Eastern 
Asia’s slash and burn horticulture or pastoralism 
beyond the Polar Circle have profoundly altered the 
phytosociological structure and animal populations 
distribution in ecosystems apparently unspoilt by any 
human interference. This said, not all local populations 
show willing to wield universal values in order to 
preserve a modicum of autonomy. If what is going on 
in the Alps with wolves, in the Pyrenees with bears and 
in the Bordelais with wood pigeons is anything to go 
by, in France, the opposite would appear to be standard 
practice: insistence on local specificities as a way to 
escape universal tyranny.

Should we not then review our most sweeping 
principles in order to take on board the existence of 
many natures and in order to protect them all? In order 
to spare the abstraction of public good to those who 
have other ways to arrive at shared worlds? In order 
not to brutalise all those peoples who have, over time, 
produced all those specific natures? If we can face 
the fact that enlightenment—paramount though its 
part has been in the promotion of human dignity and 
peoples’ emancipation—is but one of many ways to 
agree principles for a manageable togetherness, then we 
must also admit that there are no absolute, scientifically 
founded criteria on which to justify universally 
recognized values concerning the preservation of 
natural and cultural assets. It does not follow that 
values now acceptable to the vast majority could not be 
ratified in a normative act: the right to live in dignity 

was another way to assert the merits of the civilising 
mission the colonial nations had taken on. (...)

Let us now consider the utilitarian answers proposed 
to figure out who owns nature. There will be no need 
to dwell on them at length for they are ubiquitously 
implicit in the answers privileging its inherent 
value. In short, nature must be protected because it 
holds unexplored potential resources and because 
jeopardizing its internal balances will have disastrous 
consequences for humanity. (...) In short some 
instrumental conceptions of nature are presented as 
nobler than others because they refer to a superior level 
of common good, embracing as they do the interests of 
a larger number of human and non human beings. Are 
we then to think that the number of entities concerned 
is enough to legitimise nature’s appropriation? The 
more the perennity of a resource—a species, a group, 
an ecosystem—will positively impact on the greater 
quantity of existing entities, with an optimum target 
of the whole biosphere, the less those penalised by this 
perennity will feel entitled to make a stand.

This takes us to the second question: whom must nature 
be preserved for? The answers hang of course on those 
given to the first question but they also open on other 
issues. The most widely shared answer is, as we saw, that 
nature must be protected as a global common asset, 
that is at the highest possible level of generality. The 
preservation of a species is not, as a rule, undertaken 
for the sole benefit of that species but in so far as it 
contributes to general biodiversity; The preservation 
of an environment is not, as a rule, undertaken for the 
sole benefit of the species living in it but in so far as it 
contributes to the greater diversity of ecosystems as a 
whole; the preservation of earthly biodiversity is not, as 
a rule, undertaken for the sole benefit of the species that 
make it up and of humankind who may gain by it but 
in so far as it contributes to the bountiful life witnessed, 
to date, on our planet alone. Indigenous people living 
in environments declared threatened have got the hang 
of the reasoning behind the pre-eminence of universal 

SES  YEUX  FOUSSA  BARBE  BLANCHE,UN  PEU  COMME  LEAR,
ON  SE  MOQUAIT  DE  LUI,
IL  EST  DEVENU  FOU.
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world alone, to the realm of human values. It relies in 
particular on the idea that the Moderns alone would 
have availed themselves of a privileged access to a true 
intelligence of nature whilst other cultures would have 
arrived at mere representations—crude but worthy of 
interest, according to those charitably inclined, false 
and pernicious by their contaminating capacity for the 
positivists. This epistemological model, which Bruno 
Latour has called ‘particular universalism’(4), entails 
therefore inevitably that nature protection principles 
be imposed to all the non-moderns who were not in 
a position to acquire a clear grasp of their necessity 
for want of adopting a thinking pattern like ours, 
and more particularly for having failed to imagine 
that nature existed as a sphere independent from 
humanity. You lived once in symbiosis with nature, 
Amazonian Indians are told, but now, you have chain 
saws and we must teach you to leave alone your forests 
become world heritage on grounds of their high rate of 
biodiversity.

How are we to make that universalism a bit less 
imperial without renouncing in the process the 
biodiversity which enables us to preserve the world’s 
dazzling splendour? One possible avenue, the twists 
and turns of which I have begun exploring elsewhere 
would be what could be called a relative universalism, 
with relative as in “relative pronoun”, that is making a 
connection. (...) Relative universalism does not demand 
prior equal materiality for all, and contingent meanings, 
it is content to recognize the irruption of discontinuity, 
in things like in the mechanisms to grasp them and 
to admit that there are only a restricted number of 
formulae suited to their best use, either by endorsing a 
phenomenal discontinuity or by invalidating it within a 
continuity.

However, if relative universalism is to lead to an ethos, 
that is to rules for world use to which every one could 
subscribe without denying anyone the values of their 
upbringing, this ethos has yet to be built stone after 
stone, indeed connection after connection. The task 

and not to forego one’s language, the right to exercise 
one’s free will in the debate of public interests or the 
right to live in a healthy environment are probably 
demands that most humans could endorse. But these 
values are not inherent to the human estate; their 
universality should derive from a debate and a trade-
off, that is from a common decision which it is hard 
to imagine could be arrived at collectively, given the 
impossibility to represent impartially the full gamut of 
viewpoints entitled to a voice on these issues.(3)

The question is further complicated by the fact that the 
values that predicate international politics on nature 
preservation are steeped in a very specific cosmology 
which I have described as naturalist and which is not 
yet shared by all the peoples on earth, far from it. 
For naturalism is just one of many ways to configure 
the world, that is to contrive some identifications by 
allotting attributes to existing beings, ascribing, starting 
from the available options, to an unspecified alter a 
physicality and an interiority comparable to or differing 
from those found in any human experiences. So that 
identification can go down four ontological routes. 

(...) 

Now, modern universalism flows directly from 
naturalist ontology, based as it is on the principle that 
beyond the muddle of particularisms endlessly churned 
out by humans, there exists a field of truths reassuringly 
regular, knowable via tried and trusted methods, and 
reducible to immanent laws the exactness of which is 
beyond blight from their discovery process. In short, 
cultural relativism is only tolerable, indeed interesting 
to study, in that it stands against the overwhelming 
background of a natural universalism where truth 
seekers can seek refuge and solace. Mores, customs, 
ethos vary but the mechanisms of carbon chemistry, 
gravitation and DNA are identical for all. The 
universalism of international institutions implementing 
nature protection policies springs from extending these 
general principles, originally applied to the physical 

“J’ ÉTAIE  CES  FRAGMENTS
CONTRE  MES  RUINES.”

“RIEN  NE  COMPTE 
QUE  LE  SENTIMENT.

“RIEN  NE  COMPTE
QUE  LA  QUALITÉ  DE  L’ AFFECTION,QUI  DISAIENT  :  
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On both sides the bare Nevada hills are spread 
out, range beyond range. An occasional dirt trail 
winding into them raises the surprising thought that 
one could follow it and arrive at a human place in the 
interior. No house shows; only an occasional line of 
fence indicates that cattle range here sometimes. The 
hills front the highways like giants’ chests; to the eye 
speeding past, their undulating crests rise and fall as 
though the Earth were silently breathing. The noon sun 
is lighting up red, woundlike stains on their surfaces, 
a sudden blush of purple on one, the next faintly pink, 
another buff. Despite the hum of the engine, the land 
seems undisturbed in its silence, a silence that grows in 
the mind until it becomes a wordless voice.

is not beyond us. It supposes a grand stock taking 
of inter-human connections and of those between 
humans and non-humans and an agreement to banish 
those which give rise to general opprobrium. It is 
more than conceivable that the most extreme forms of 
inequality would come under this heading, such as the 
gratuitous taking of life, the objectification of beings 
endowed with sensible faculties or the standardization 
of lifestyles and behaviours. And as, because of the 
consensus needed to arrive at the selection of the 
connections retained, none of them could be deemed 
superior to another, the values attached to practices, 
knowledge and wisdoms or singular sites could rest 
on the connections they bring out in the specific 
context of their use, without slipping into contingent 
justifications or narrow interest calculations in the 
process. For instance, resuming the protection of 
nature argument: where humans consider it normal 
and desirable to engage in intersubjective relationships 
with non-humans, it would be conceivable to legitimate 
the preservation of a particular environment not in 
virtue of its inherent ecosystemic features but of the 
fact that animals there are treated as persons by the 
local populations—truth to say, usually hunted, but 
subject to ritual precautions. (...) One might say that 
this is in the realm of Utopia: undoubtedly, if Utopia 
is understood in its better sense of a multiplicity of 
virtual futures opening the possibility for solutions not 
hitherto considered.

DES  FRAGMENTS.OUI,  C’ ÉTAIENT  DES  RUINES. TOUTE  CETTE  GÉNÉRATION.
JE  NE  SAIS  PAS  OÙ  ÉTAIT
T.S.  ELIOT.
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But what a spiral man’s being represents!(1) 
And what a number of invertible dynamisms there 
are in this spiral! One no longer knows right away 
whether one is toward the center or escaping. Poets are 
well acquainted with the existence of this hesitation of 
being, as exemplified in thi poem by Jean Tardieu:

Pour avancer je tourne sur moi-même 
Cyclone par l’immobile habité. 
       (JEAN TARDIEU, 
       Les Témoins invisibles, p. 36)

(In order to advance, I walk the treadmill of myself 
Cyclone inhabited by immobility.)

Mais au-dedans, plus de frontières!

(But within, no more boundaries!)

Thus, the spiraled being who, from outside, appears to 
be a well-invested center, will never reach his center. 
The being of man is an unsettled being which all 
expression unsettles. In the reign of the imagination, 
an expression is hardly proposed, before being needs 
another expression, before it must be the being of 
another expression.

(...)

To benefit by all the lessons of modern psychology and 
all that has been learned about a man’s being through 
psychoanalysis, metaphysics should therefore be 
resolutely discursive. It should beware of the privileges 
of evidence that are the property of geometrical 
intuition. Sight says too many things at one time. Being 
does not see itself. Perhaps it listens to itself. It does 
not stand out, it is not bordered by nothingness: one 
is never sure of finding it, or of finding it solid, when 
one approaches a center of being. And if we want to 
determine man’s being, we are never sure of being 
closer to ourselves if we “withdraw” into ourselves, if 
we move toward the center of the spiral; for often is 

is in the heart of being that being is errancy. Sometimes, 
it is in being outside itself that being tests consistencies. 
Sometimes, too, it is closed in, as it were, on the outside. 
(...)

If we multiplied images, taking them in the domains of 
lights and sounds, of heat and cold, we should prepare a 
slower ontology, but doubtless one that is more certain 
than the ontology that reposes upon geometrical images.

(...)

In this drama of intimate geometry, where should one live? 
The philosopher’s advice to withdraw into oneself in order 
to take one’s place in existence, loses it value, and even its 
significance, when the supplest image of “being-there” has 
just been experienced through the ontological nightmare 
of this poet. Let us observe, however, that this nightmare 
is not visually frightening. The fear does not come from 
the outside. Nor is it composed of old memories. It has 
no past, no physiology. Nothing in common, either, with 
having one’s breath taken away. Here fear is being itself. 
Where can one flee, where find refuge? In what shelter can 
one take refuge? Space is nothing but a “horrible outside-
inside.”

(...)

It would be contrry to the nature of my inquiries to 
summarize them by means of radical formulas, by 
defining the being of man, for instance, as the being of an 
ambiguity. I only know how to work with a philosophy of 
detail. Then, on the surface of being, in that region where 
being wants to be both visible and hidden, the movements 
op opening and closing are so numerous, so frequently 
inverted, and so charged with hesitation, that we could 
conclude on the following formula: man is half-open 
being.

SEUL  L’ AMÉRICAIN
THOMAS  MANN  ÉTAIT  À...
LOS  ANGELES. DANS  UNE  SORTE  DE

A  FAIT  LE  PLONGEON
DANS  LA  FOLIE.
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QUI  ME  TOURNENT  PAR  LA  TÊTE
À  BERLIN.C’ EST  CE  GENRE  DE  CHOSES

LA  DIFFÉRENCE  ENTRE  ART
ET  POLITIQUE.TERRIBLE  MALENTENDU  SUR



4140 LA  PORTE  DE  BRANDENBOURG.
CE  QUE  QUE  NOUS  AVONS  VÉCU
PENDANT  CE  SIÈCLE.LE  CARREFOUR  DE  TOUTC’ EST  ÇA,  BERLIN,  POUR  MOI.



4342 DANS  LE  COIN
PAR  LA  TÉLÉVISION,
MES  IMAGES  PAR  LA  TÉLÉVISION,ME  PARVENANT  PAR...

JUSTE  UN  JOUR
APRÈS  L’ UNIFICATION.
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POUR  VIVRE  ET  TRAVAILLER
À  BERLIN,  MON...MON  APPARTEMENT  DE  LA  BOURSE,MON  CENTRE,  MON  TRÉSOR  DE  GUERRE,

DE  CE  GRAND  APPARTEMENT,
MA  SALLE  DE  BAINS,



Jodie Mack
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TRÉSOR  DE  GUERRE  !
COMME  CES  CHAPEAUX,TRÉSOR  DE  GUERRE  !KRIEGSSCHATZ  !MORCEAU  DE  CHAIR.
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VENUES  DES  RUSSES  QUI  N’ ONT  RIEN,
QUI  VENDENT  TOUT

CES  BOTTES,  CES  MANTEAUX,
CES  DÉCORATIONS, ILS  VENDENT  LEURS...POUR  SURVIVRE...



Francis Ponge
Carnet du bois de 
pins,1976

Manoel de Oliveira
cité par Alain Bergala 
dans Stratégie critique, 
tactique pédagogique, 
2018
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Ce que j’aime, c’est la clarté des signes alliée à 
leur profonde ambiguïté. C’est ce que j’aime en général 
au cinéma : une saturation de signes magnifiques qui 
baignent dans la lumière de leur absence d’explication. 
Voilà pourquoi je crois au cinéma.

CET  ENDROIT  VA  ÊTRE  VIOLENT.
KALACHNIKOVS  AUX  SKINHEADS
DE  BERLIN-EST.

CARREFOUR  DE  L’ HISTOIRE  DU  MONDE  
ET  DE  MES...NE  PAS  FILMER  !  ARGENT  !



André Gil Mata

Gilles Chamerois
Aller, revenir, tisser un 
abri : Route One/USA, de 
Robert Kramer (1989), 
2013

(1)      CAUQUELIN, Anne, 
Aristote, Paris, Seuil 
(Écrivains de toujours), 
1994, p. 58.
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Ces mots d’Anne Cauquelin au sujet d’Aristote 
ont les mêmes implications pour Kramer, et du cinéaste 
aussi Cauquelin pourrait affirmer :

Ce qu’il aime ce ne sont pas les palais pyramidaux, à 
étages, les échelles d’êtres et les savoirs, la pente à gravir 
pour accéder à une vue panoramique, appelée ‘noûs’, d’où 
l’on surplombe la terre et ses minces et fragiles plaisirs. 
Lui, il pense horizontal, il pense articulations, syntaxe, 
économie. Il pense à plat. La terre est étendue, peuplée – 
une carte – il s’agit de la déchiffrer.(1)

PARCE  QUE  MON  PÈRE,  ICI,MES  FANTÔMES.
ÉTUDIANT  EN  MÉDECINE,
PAS  LOIN  D’ ICI.A  ÉTÉ



Lula Pena
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tanta sinapse 
adormecida 

tanta sinopse 
sem princípio 

encantado *

maio de 2019

~

– aprender 
a linguagem gestual 

dos absurdos,

sem lábias.

agosto de 2019

– chamar 
buraco negro 
à imagem 
é não ver o 
anel de fogo *

abril de 2019

~

“La memoria, donde se la toque, duele” 

–Giorgios Seferis

“ANCIENNEMENT  BERLIN-EST”,
L’ ÎLE.LA  SPREE...  BERLIN-EST. ET  LES  RUINES.LES  MUSÉES...



Walter Benjamin
Einbahnstraße, pp. 12-13, 
1928

Paul McIsaac
Creating Doc, p. 49-67, 
2001
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Cher Robert...

Nous nous étions promis qu’à l’approche de la mort, 
nous serions là l’un pour l’autre, peut-être même avec 
une caméra. Je n’ai pas pu venir à temps, et je sais que tu 
comprendras. Cette promesse n’était qu’une de ce idées 
impossibles que nous avions sans arrêt, comme de faire 
une révolution ou de créer une oeuvre.

Tout au long de cette semaine où tu étais dans le coma, 
inaccessible, je voulais être là, auprès de toi, pour 
tenir la place de l’ “autre Robert” : guetteur, impie, 
observateur. Non pas le côté beau, chaleureux, ouvert, 
spirituel, que partagent aussi tant de nos amants et 
amis. Non, l’autre côté, l’intellect plein d’idées et prêt 
à l’action. « Nous devons penser à l’histoire et saisir 
l’instant. Amenons une caméra... Enregistrons ça.»

Ils nous mettraient à la porte de l’unité de réanimatino, 
et nous trouverions notre chemin à travers les sous-sols 
nus de l’hôpital, là où se fait le sale travail. Puis, nous 
sortirions dans les rues à la recherche du point faible 
de la ville. Errant toute la nuit jusqu’à nous trouver 
enfin face avec la sombre et violente vérité du monde 
et de nos propres coeurs... alors, dans une rage ivre 
de folie, nous divaguerions dans la nuit. Juste avant 
l’aurore, un silence s’installerait entre nous, et soudain, 
tu serais prêt. Tu calerais la caméra sur ton épaule et tu 
saisirais ce plan énergique et splendide qui révèle une 
vérité profonde sur le monde. Une image unique de 
plus amenée à se mêler à toutes celles que tu nous as 
données.

Quand notre famille et nos amis se rassembleront pour 
méditer et prier en silence... je serai avec eux. Plus tard, 
cette nuit-là, je me soûlerai comme au bon vieux temps, 
je hurlerai et je rierai de la mort, avec toi.

Paul Mc Isaac 
New York City, 12 novembre 1999

LES  SQUELETTES  DE  BEAUCOUP
DE  RÊVES,  LES  CARCASSES...LES  RUINES  DE  BEAUCOUP  DE  RÊVES.

MON  PÈRE  A  ÉTUDIÉ  LA  MÉDECINE
ICI  DE  1930  À  33...SONT  RESTÉS  LÀ.
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The classification of embroidery is 
a difficult task. To term it ‘art’ raises special problems. 
Moving embroidery several rungs up the ladder of 
art forms could be interpreted as simply affirming the 
hierarchical categorisations, rather than deconstructing 
them. Moreover, to describe embroidery as ‘art’ is to 
fail to distinguish it from painting, concealing the 
profound differences that have developed historically 
between the two media. However, to call it ‘craft’ is 
no solution. Embroidery fails to comply with the 
utilitarian imperative that defines craft—because 
much of it is purely pictorial. Traditionally, women 
have called embroidery ‘work’. Although to some 
extent an appropriate term, it tends to confirm the 
stereotypical notion that patience and perseverance go 
into embroidery—but little else. Moreover, the term 
was engendered by an ideology of femininity as service 
and selflessness and the insistence that women work 
for others, not for themselves. I have decided to call 
embroidery art because it is, undoubtedly, a cultural 
practice involving iconography, style and a social 
function.

That embroiderers do transform materials to produce 
sense—whole ranges of meanings—is invariably 
entirely overlooked. Instead embroidery and a 
stereotype of femininity have become collapsed into 
one another, characterised as mindless, decorative 
and delicate; like the icing on the cake, good to look 
at, adding taste and status, but devoid of significant 
content. 

The association between women and embroidery, 
craft and femininity, has meant that writers concerned 
with the status of women have often turned their 
attention towards this tangled, puzzling relationship. 
Feminists who have scorned embroidery tend to blame 
it for whatever constraint on women’s lives they are 
committed to combat. 

(…)

The manner in which embroidery signifies both 
self-containment and submission is the key to 
understanding women’s relation to the art. Embroidery 
has provided a source of pleasure and power for 
women, while being indissolubly linked to their 
powerlessness. The presence and practice of embroidery 
promotes particular states of mind and self experience. 
Because of its history and associations embroidery 
evokes and inculcates femininity in the embroiderer. 
But it can also lead women to an awareness of the 
extraordinary constraints of femininity, providing 
at times a means of negotiating them, and at other 
times provoking the desire to escape the constraints. 
Observing the covert ways embroidery has provided a 
source of support and satisfaction for women leads us 
out of the impasse created by outright condemnation 
or uncritical celebration of the art. Nevertheless, it 
would be a mistake to underestimate the importance of 
the role played by embroidery in the maintenance and 
creation of the feminine ideal. During the seventeenth 
century the art was used to inculcate femininity from 
such an early age that the girl’s ensuing behaviour 
appeared innate. By the eighteenth century embroidery 
was beginning to signify a leisured, aristocratic life 
style—not working was becoming the hallmark of 
femininity. Embroidery with its royal and noble 
associations was perfect proof of gentility, providing 
concrete evidence that a man was able to support a 
leisured woman. Moreover, because embroidery was 
supposed to signify femininity-docility, obedience, 
love of home, and a life without work it showed the 
embroiderer to be a deserving, worthy wife and mother. 
Thus the art played a crucial part in maintaining the 
class position of the household, displaying the value 
of a man’s wife and the condition of his economic 
circumstances. Finally, in the nineteenth century, 
embroidery and femininity were entirely fused, and 
the connection was deemed to be natural. Women 
embroidered because they were naturally feminine and 
were feminine because they naturally embroidered. The 
embroidery was blamed for the conflicts provoked in 

UN  GRAND  HÔPITAL,  CE  DOIT  ÊTREÀ  LA  CHARITÉ
JE  NE  SAIS  PAS
SI  LE  GRAND  BÂTIMENTÀ  5  MINUTES  D’ ICI  À  PIED.
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women by the femininity the art fostered. (…)

The subject matter of a woman’s embroidery during the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries was as important 
as its execution in affirming her femininity (and thus 
her worth and worthlessness in the world’s eyes). It 
was expected to reflect the current feminine ideal, 
which was held to be the highest, yet paradoxically 
most natural, achievement of women. If the content 
conformed to the ideal it supposedly won the 
needlewoman love, admiration and support. 

(…)

The iconography of women’s work is rarely given the 
serious consideration it deserves. Embroidery is all too 
often treated only in terms of technical developments. 
One reason why the subject matter of embroidery is 
summarily dismissed is that embroiderers employ 
patterns. The interpretation, adaptation and variation 
of pattern is an integral aspect of the activity and it is 
therefore assumed that stylistic and technical properties 
are all that concern the embroiderer. However, 
needlewomen chose particular patterns, selecting those 
images which had meaning for them. The enormous 
popularity of certain images at different moments 
indicates that they had specific importance and 
powerful resonance for the women who chose to stitch 
them. Where embroiderers have actually employed 
contemporary paintings as patterns, we can perceive 
what could or could not be stitched by women, and 
how they were able to make meanings of their own, by 
observing which they selected and where they departed 
from their models. Nevertheless, the meanings of any 
embroidered picture have to be carefully considered 
within their historical, artistic and class context. 
What a picture conveys often relates to the needs of a 
woman’s class as much as to her experience as a woman 
at that time, as well as to the dominant concerns 
of contemporary paintings and to the history of 
embroidery.

Sometimes embroiderers reinforced the feminine ideal 
in their work, comfortingly concealing the disjunctures 
between the ‘ideal’ and the ‘real’ by the words and 
images they stitched—‘Home Sweet Home’. At other 
times they resisted or questioned the emerging ideology 
of feminine obedience and subjugation, as in the 
following seventeenth-century sampler verse:

When I was young I little thought 
That wit must be so dearly bought 
But now experience tells me how 
If I would thrive then I must bow 
And bend unto another’s will 
That I might learn both care and skill 
To Get My Living with My Hands 
That So I Might Be Free From Band 
And My Own Dame that I may be 
And free from all such slavery. 
Avoid vaine pastime fle youthful pleasure 
Let moderation all ways be thy measure 
And so prosed unto the heavenly treasure.

The verse is a curious mixture of piety and rebellion, 
resentment and acquiescence. Because samplers were 
becoming the place where moral sentiments were 
impressed upon young girls, they were sometimes also 
the place where conflicts underlying the ideology were 
expressed.

Such overt recognition of the clash between individual 
ambition and the ideology of femininity is rare indeed. 
More often the embroiderers’ desire was to achieve 
exactly what was expected of them, developing 
satisfying and praiseworthy levels of skill. From our 
vantage point, it is all too easy to sneer at the Victorian 
embroiderer completing yet another pair of slippers 
stitched with a fox head, or at the eighteenth-century 
embroiderer reproducing in thread the moralising, 
sentimental domestic genre paintings of her time. But 
rather than ridiculing them, or turning embarrassed 
from our history, we should ask why they selected 
such subjects, what secondary gains they accrued from 

IMPACTS  DE  BALLES  !EST  LE  NOUVEL  HÔPITAL  OU  NON. C’ EST  VRAI  ,  LES  MAISONS  SONT...
TOUS  LES  MURS  PORTENT
DES  IMPACTS  DE  BALLES.



Rozsika Parker
The Subversive Stitch. 
Embroidery and the 
Making of the Feminine, 
pp. 5-13, 1984
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absolute conformity to the feminine ideal, and how 
they were able to make meanings of their own while 
overtly living up to the oppressive stereotype.

Color is something spiritual, something whose 
clarity is spiritual, so that when colors are mixed they 
produce nuances of color, not a blur. The rainbow is a 
pure childlike image. In it color is wholly contour; for the 
person who sees with a child’s eyes, it marks boundaries, 
is not a layer of something superimposed on matter, as 
it is for adults. The latter abstract from color, regarding 
it as a deceptive cloak for individual objects existing 
in time and space. Where color provides the contours, 
objects are not reduced to things but are constituted by an 
order consisting of an infinite range of nuances. Color is 
single, not as a lifeless thing and a rigid individuality but 
as a winged creature that flits from one form to the next. 
Children make soap bubbles. Similarly, games with painted 
sticks, sewing kits, decals, parlor games, even pull-out 
picture books, and, to a lesser extent, making objects by 
folding paper—all involve this view of color.

Children like the way colors shimmer in subtle, shifting 
nuances (as in soap bubbles), or else make definite and 
explicit changes in intensity, as in oleographs, paintings, 
and the pictures produced by decals and magic lan  terns. 
For them color is fluid, the medium of all changes, and 
not a symptom. Their eyes are not concerned with three-
dimensionality; this they perceive through their sense 
of touch. The range of distinctions within each of the 
senses (sight, hearing, and so on) is presumably larger 
in children than in adults, whose ability to correlate the 
different senses is more developed. The child’s view of 
color represents the highest artistic development of the 
sense of sight; it is sight at its purest, because it is isolated. 
But children also elevate it to the spiritual level because 
they perceive objects according to their color content and 
hence do not isolate them, instead using them as a basis 
from which to create the interrelated totality o f the world 
o f the imagination. The imagination can be developed 
only by contemplating colors and dealing with them in this 
fashion; only in this way can it be both satisfied and kept 
within bounds. Wherever it applies itself to the plastic arts, 
it becomes overly lush; the same applies to history, and in 
music it is sterile. For the fact is that the imagination never 

COUVERTES  DECHAQUE  BÂTIMENT  GRELÉ...
TRACES  D’ HISTOIRE...
IMPACTS  DE  BALLES...

SIGNES  DES  BATAILLES  DE  45,
À  L’ ARRIVÉE  DES  RUSSES...



Walter Benjamin
A Child’s View of Color, 
pp. 50-51, 1914-1915
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engages with form, which is the concern of the law, but 
can only contemplate the living world from a human 
point of view creatively in feeling. This takes place 
through color, which for that reason cannot be single 
and pure, for then it remains dull. Instead, wherever 
it is not confined to illustrating objects, it must be full 
of light and shade, full of movement, arbitrary and 
always beautiful. In this respect, coloring-in has a purer 
pedagogical function than painting, so long as it makes 
transparent and fresh surfaces, rather than rendering 
the blotchy skin of things. Productive adults derive 
no support from color; for them color can subsist 
only within law-given circumstances. Their task is to 
provide a world order, not to grasp innermost reasons 
and essences but to develop them. In a child’s life, color 
is the pure expression of the child’s pure receptivity, 
insofar as it is directed at the world. It contains an 
implicit instruction to a life of the spirit which is no 
more dependent on accidental circumstances for its 
creativity than color, for all its receptivity, is capable 
of communicating about the existence of dead, causal 
reality.

Children’s drawings take colorfulness as their point of 
departure. Their goal is color in its greatest possible 
transparency, and there is no reference to form, area, 
or concentration into a single space. For a pure vision 
is concerned not with space and objects but with color, 
which must indeed be concerned with objects but not 
with spatially organized objects. As an art, painting 
starts from nature and moves cumulatively toward 
form. The concern of color with objects is not based on 
their form; without even touching on them empirically, 
it goes right to the spiritual heart of the object by 
isolating the sense of sight. It cancels out the intellectual 
cross-references of the soul and creates a pure mood, 
without thereby sacrificing the world. Colorfulness 
does not stimulate the animal senses because the child’s 
uncorrupted imaginative activity springs from the 
soul. But because children see with pure eyes, without 
allowing themselves to be emotionally disconcerted, 

it is something spiritual: the rainbow refers not to 
a chaste abstraction but to a life in art. The order of 
art is paradisiacal because there is no thought of the 
dissolution of boundaries—from excitement—in the 
object of experience. Instead the world is full of color 
in a state of identity, innocence, and harmony. Children 
are not ashamed, since they do not reflect but only see.

IMPACTS  DE  BALLES.LA  VRAIE  HISTOIRE.
ILS  N’ ONT  JAMAIS  PENSÉ  
À  LES  ENLEVER.IMPACT  DE  BALLES  PARTOUT.



Alexander Kluge & Oskar Negt
History and Obstinacy, pp. 156-157, 1981

6766 IMPACTS.ON  N’ ÉTAIT  PAS  ASSEZ  RICHE... MON  CORPS.IMPACTS  DANS...



Alexander Kluge
Interviewed by Jonathan 
Thomas, 2016
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(…) Constellational filmmaking is 
a gravitational power, like the sun. It is not linked by 
hinges to the planets and the moons. They’re quite 
independent, you see, but the gravitational power brings 
them into Newton’s order. Complete galaxies function 
like this. And perhaps it’s still more complicated 
with dark material, but I’ll leave that out. It’s very 
interesting that there’s a system of combining forces, of 
architecture, in the cosmos. This is independent from 
direct links. It has gaps. It is a montage. You could say 
that the sun, the planets, the moons, the tiny particles 
and even the dust that surrounds the sun—this system 
is a constellation. In Latin, stella means star and con- 
means together with, so when the stars work together, 
it’s constellation. This constellational approach to 
working was invented by Balzac. He put his novels all 
together. They are cosmos. The story is not one novel, 
but all of them. La Comédie humaine, he calls it. All 
good authors, Proust, or Flaubert, or Musil, they all 
use this principle of constellation. Without direct link, 
without grammatical connections, you show context. 
The same principle should be used in film. This is the 
modern type of connecting things. Not by logic, for that 
would be machinery. 

Thomas: The constellation was important for Walter 
Benjamin. 

Kluge: Of course, of course—he’s my teacher, you see, 
and we want to renew the Passagenwerk from the point 
of view of the 21st century looking back to the 20th; we 
imitate what he did from the view of the 1930s looking 
back to the 19th century. If you don’t understand the 
century before, you cannot understand your century. It 
has as much to do with the future as with the past. This 
is Benjamin. The only possible way of making a work is 
montage, extended montage. That means constellation. 
This is the opposite of collage. Collage would mean 
that you are an independent author and for artistic 
reasons put things together, you mix things. This is not 
a constellation, it is patchwork. It is also good, you can 
do it, Dada does it, but it’s not sufficient.

UNE  AUTOPSIE  OBLIGATOIRE
SUR  TOUS  LES  CADAVRES,

MON  PÈRE  EST  VENU
PARCE  QU’ IL  Y  AVAIT IL  ÉTAIT  TRÈS  DIFFICILE  D’ OBTENIRALORS  QU’ AUX  ÉTATS-UNIS,
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C’ ÉTAIT  UN  GESTE  AVISÉ,
PROFESSIONNELLEMENT.DIRECTEMENT  L’ AUTORISATION. CE  QUI  DEVAIT  ÊTRE  LA  FOLLE  ÉPOQUEIL  A  VÉCU  ICI  DANS...



7372 IL  N’ EN  PARLAIT  JAMAIS.L’ ÉPOQUE  D’ ALEXANDERPLATZ... D’ AVENTURE  DE  JEUNESSE.
IL  N’ Y  FAISAIT  PAS  ALLUSION,
COMME  UNE  SORTE



7574 BIEN  SÛR,  JE  N’ AI  PAS  DEMANDÉ.IL  NE  M’ A  JAMAIS  RACONTÉ.
ILS  N’ ONT  PAS  LE  TEMPS
DE  DEMANDER.

MAIS  LES  ENFANTS
NE  DEMANDENT  JAMAIS.



7776 ET  ÇA  DEVIENT  LA  RESPONSABILITÉ
ILS  SONT  BIEN  TROP  OCCUPÉS
AVEC  LEUR  VIE ME  PARLER  DU...DES  PARENTS  DE  PARLER.
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QUE  JE  REVIENS  SANS  CESSE
AU  REICHSTAG  ?DU  REICHSTAG...  C’ EST  POUR  ÇA IL  A  VUJE  NE  SAIS  PAS  COMBIEN  DE  FOIS.



Victor Segalen
Essai sur l’exotisme. Une esthétique du divers (notes), 1918

8180 QUI  A  DISPARU...
LES  FLAMMES  JAILLISSANT  
DE  LA  COUPOLE,

IL  A  SU  QU’ IL  ÉTAIT  TEMPS
DE  PARTIR.33...



Michael Taussig
Shamanism, Colonialism, 
and the Wild Man, p. 5, 
1987

(1)      Gerardo Reichel-
Dolmatoff, Amazonian 
Cosmos: The Sexual and 
Religious Symbolism 
of the Tukano Indians 
(Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1971).

(2)      Antonin Artaud, 
The Theater and Its 
Double, trans. M. C. 
Richards (New York: 
Grove Press , 1958).
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The creation of colonial reality that 
occurred in the New World will remain a subject of 
immense curiosity and study—the New World where 
the Indian and African irracionales became compliant 
to the reason of a small number of white Christians. 
Whatever the conclusions we draw about how that he-
gemony was so speedily effected, we would be unwise 
to overlook the role of terror. And by this I mean 
us to think-through-terror, which as well as being a 
physiological state is also a social one whose special 
features allow it to serve as the mediator par excellence 
of colonial hegemony: the space of death where the 
Indian, African, and white gave birth to a New World. 

Did the grim reaper ever take in a harvest larger than 
that caused by the Spanish conquest of the New World? 
And then the enormity of death of African slaves 
during the middle passage and on the plantations. 

This space of death has a long and rich culture. It 
is where the social imagination has populated its 
metamorphizing images of evil and the un derworld: in 
the Western tradition Homer, Virgil , the Bible, Dante, 
Hieron ymus Bosch, the Inquisition, Rimbaud, Conrad’s 
heart of darkness; in northwest Amazonian tradition, 
zones of visions, communication between terrestrial 
and supernatural beings, putrefaction, death, rebirth, 
and genesis, perhaps in the rivers and land of maternal 
milk bathed eternally in the subtle green light of coca 
leaves.(1) With European conquest and colonization, 
these spaces of death blend into a common pool of 
key signifiers binding the transforming culture of the 
conquerer with that of the conquered. But the signifiers 
are strategically out of joint with what they signify. “If 
confusion is the sign of the times,” wrote Artaud, “I see 
at the root of this confusion a rupture between things 
and words, between things and the ideas and signs 
that are their representation.” He wonders if it is that 
cleavage which is responsible for the revenge of things; 
“the poetry which is no longer within us and which 
we no longer succeed in finding in things suddenly 

appears on their wrong side.”(2) Marx pointed to the 
same disarrangement and rearrange ment between us 
and things in the fetishism of commodities, wherein 
poetry suddenly appeared on the wrong side of things 
now animated . In modern history the fetishism of 
commodities rejuvenates the mythic density of the 
space of death—with the death of the subject as much 
as with the new-found arbitrariness of the sign whereby 
a resurgent animism makes things human and humans 
things. It is in the terror of the space of death that we 
often find an elaborated exploration of what Artaud 
and Marx, in their different ways, see as the rupture and 
revenge of signification.

ELLE  PARAÎT  BIEN  PLUS...INCROYABLE  MASSE  DE  PIERRE... IL  ME  MANQUE  UN  MOT...ANCIENNE  ET  ...



Laura Huertas Millán
Aequador, 2012

(1)      The Gulag 
Archipelago is a book by 
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn 
about the Soviet forced 
labor camp system. It 
was written between 
1958 and 1968, but only 
published in the West 
in 1973. The Chairman’s 
New Clothes is a critical 
account of the Chinese 
Cultural Revolution 
at its midpoint—at a 
moment when many 
other sinologists were still 
praising Mao Zedong. 
Written between 1967 
and 1969 by Pierre 
Ryckmans, under the 
pen name Simon Leys, 
it was published first 
in 1971. Cambodia: 
Year Zero is the first 
detailed account of the 
beginning of the Khmer 
Rouge regime. Its author, 
François Ponchaud, 
was a missionary in 
Cambodia from 1965 
until he was forced to 
flee Phnom Penh in 1975. 
He first wrote about his 
experiences in a series of 
articles for Le Monde in 
1976, which culminated 
in the publication of the 
book in 1977.
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At the dawn of the twentieth century, the poet 
José Fernández says: 

The capital will exhibit the perspective of its wide 
avenues and green squares,

The pride of the marble palaces and the melancholic 
magnitude of the buildings from the colonial era.

It will exhibit the theaters, the circuses and the dazzling 
shop windows.

Libraries and bookshops that will combine on their 
shelves American and European books.

The flower of this material progress will be the 
development of an art with a distinctly national flavour.

The dense smoke of monstrous factories will veil the 
deep blue of our tropical skies.

The electric scream of the locomotives will vibrate in 
the plains and the rails will cross the cities and the 
towns.

Light ! More light !

Brussels, June 2015

Dear Mohanad,

Did you ever get in touch with Godard? I wonder: what 
would you want to ask him? Would you ask him how 
he lives with his ghosts? How to live with yours? Would 
you ask him how he has come to terms with memories 
of missed chances and failed expectations? Has he ever 
taken leave from the task of mourning? Have we?

(...)

Browsing through history, looking back at the time 
when Ici et Ailleurs was unleashed onto the world, 
it feels as if so many opinion paradigms were being 
revised and replaced. In the wake of the publication 
of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s The Gulag Archipelago, 
Simon Leys’ The Chairman’s New Clothes and François 
Ponchaud’s Cambodia: Year Zero, not forgetting the 
emergence of the first reports on the Ethiopian Red 
Terror, all regimes pertaining to the “Red Menace” were 
now suspected to have given way to the establishment 
of authoritarian tyranny and the collapse of history into 
an enormous catastrophic ruin that had perpetually 
been piling wreckage upon wreckage.(1) The gruesome 
series of events set in motion by the kidnapping of 
Hanns Martin Schleyer by the RAF and the hijacking 
of Lufthansa Flight 181 by members of the PFLP 
completely destroyed whatever was left of the myth 
of leftist heroism. In claiming to be able to deliver 
us from the fatal abstractions inflicted by radical 
ideologies, Western capitalism and its political system 
of democratic parliamentarianism presented itself 
as a universal shield protecting us from all forms of 
terror and totalitarianism. In some parts of Europe, 
the whims of revolution were denounced by some of 
those who had once embraced them as nothing but 
carnivalesque eruptions of a fundamental narcissism 
that was underlying the stubborn demand for a 
confirmation of a hope that was no longer in sight. It 
turned out that the “counterculture” of yesteryear had 

PIERRE  TRAPUE...PRÉHISTORIQUE,  TRIBALE... SURGIE  HORS  DU  MONDE.SURGIE,  PAS  CONSTRUITE...



(2)      Jean-François 
Lyotard, “Defining 
The Postmodern,” in 
Postmodernism, ed. Lisa 
Appignanesi, trans. Geoff 
Bennington (London: 
ICA Documents, London, 
1986), 6.

(3)      Elias Sanbar and 
Stéphane Hessel, Le 
Rescapé et l’Exilé (Paris: 
Don Quichotte editions, 
2012)..

(4)      Godard’s concern 
for “Third Worldism” is 
illustrated, for example, 
in his conversation with 
Fernando Solanas that 
was recorded by the Third 
World Cinema Group in 
1969 and which includes 
the following quote: 
“During the screening 
of an imperialist film, 
the screen sells the 
voice of the boss to the 
viewer; the voice flatters, 
represses or bludgeons. 
During the screening of a 
revisionist film, the screen 
is only the loudspeaker 
of a voice delegated by 
the people but which 
is no longer the voice 
of the people, for the 
people watch their own 
disfigured face in silence. 
During the screening of 
an activist film, the screen 
is just a blackboard 
or the wall of a school 
providing a concrete 
analysis of a concrete 
situation.” Jean Luc 
Godard and Fernando 
E. Solanas, “Godard 
by Solanas! Solanas by 
Godard!,” Third World 
Cinema Group (1969), 
accessed April 29, 2016, 
https://cinefiles. bampfa.
berkeley.edu/cinefiles/
DocDetail?docId=11299. 
In Vent d’Est, a 1970 
film by the Dziga Vertov 
Group, Godard also 
staged a scene in which 
Glauber Rocha stands 
at a dusty crossroads, 
with arms outstretched. 
A young woman with a 
movie camera goes up 
to him and says, “Excuse 
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countered nothing at all: all that the spoiled “children 
of Marx and Coca-Cola” and their foolish actions 
had accomplished, so they argued, was to pave the 
way for a rekindled, irrevocable brand of capitalism; 
allowing our societies to become free aggregations of 
unbound molecules, whirling in the void, deprived 
of any affiliation, completely at the mercy of the laws 
of property and capital. It was only a matter of a few 
years before Margaret Thatcher in the UK and Ronald 
Reagan in the US started to pursue vigorous reform 
programmes of neoliberal economic policy and 
regressive social agendas, thereby inaugurating the 
austerity drive that would gradually bring deprivation 
and humiliation to every corner of the Western world 
and beyond. The dismantling of the welfare state and 
the privatization of public functions and services 
were justified by the reputed necessity of adapting 
local economies, administrations and legislations to 
the new world order, which was now arising as our 
only plausible horizon, as natural as the air we breath. 
The rise of the world-wide triumph of neoliberalism 
as well as the systematic dismantling of the Bandung 
project and the Non-Aligned Movement stamped a 
new rhythm on the geopolitical landscape, giving way 
to neo-colonial relationships and dependencies across 
the boundaries of nationhood and region. Creating 
and sustaining a global economic order and a civilised 
world safe from harm became an imperative that had to 
be pursued by all means necessary, barring any attempt 
to invent new forms of dissonant thought and action. 
Soon enough it seemed as if all possibilities for political 
dissent were little by little neutralised and orphaned, as 
if all faith in history was drowned in “a sort of sorrow 
in the zeitgeist.”(2)

(...)

In Palestine too, in the wake of the Six-day war of 1967 
and the Battle of Karameh, the resistance against Israeli 
colonialism flared up and spread its call all over the 
world. I’ve only recently understood to what extent 
the West was, up until then, blinded by the historical 

sentiment that the establishment of the Jewish state in 
1948 was an absolute good to repair an absolute evil, 
a just and adequate response to the horrors of Nazism 
(which is still the sentiment underlying Description of 
a Struggle (1960), Chris Marker’s documentary account 
of the “miraculous” survival of the state of Israel, 
twelve years after its founding). In a dialogue with Elias 
Sanbar, Stéphane Hessel—who was involved in the 
UN- led negotiations prior and during the events of 
1947-1948—has recounted how the Zionist shibboleth 
of “a land without people for a people without land” 
was generally accepted at the time: the idea that the 
inhabitants of Palestine—then commonly designated 
as the “Arab problem” or “population problem”—were 
deprived of a land that was their home just didn’t 
occur at all.(3) When the Palestinians initially refused 
the principle of partition, they were accused of being 
chauvinists who were stubbornly unwilling to give the 
Jewish victims a small portion of their territory. This 
meant that they had to suffer the harsh consequence 
of their choice: forced expulsion. It wasn’t until 1969, 
when Yasser Arafat was appointed president of the 
PLO and entered the international stage to say, “we, 
the Palestinians,” that they—or should I say “you”—
were finally beginning to be seen, in Western eyes, as 
a people rather than a population, and Palestine was 
considered as a country rather than a territory. When 
it became more and more clear that, even after the 
ratification of the post-war UN Resolution and after 
the PLO’s declaration that they wished to establish an 
independent democratic and secular Palestinian state 
side by side with the state of Israel, when the latter kept 
on accumulating faits accomplis on the terrain without 
international sanction, the Palestinian struggle for the 
repossession of their land and name became one of the 
main symbols of the anti-imperialist, Third-Worldist 
movement.

You’ve mentioned that you are in the course of 
documenting how, at that time, a wave of filmmakers 
from all over the globe travelled to the Middle East to 

FRISES...LE  CODE  DE  CES
RECONNAÎTRE
CES  COUCHES  D’ HISTOIRE.

QUI  ONT  ÉTÉ  FAITES
OU  REFAITES...



me for interrupting your 
class struggle, but could 
you please show me the 
way towards political 
cinema?” Rocha points in 
front of him, then behind 
and to his left and says, 
“That way is the cinema 
of aesthetic adventure 
and philosophical 
inquiry, while this way is 
Third World cinema—a 
dangerous cinema, divine 
and marvelous, where the 
questions are practical 
ones... ” See Glauber 
Rocha, “Godard’s Latest 
Scandal” (1970), in the 
Fire Next Time catalogue, 
trans. Stoffel Debuysere 
(Ghent: KASK/School of 
Arts, 2014).

(5)      Elias Sanbar, “Vingt 
et un ans après,” Trafic 1 
(1991): 116.

(6)      The conflict 
between the PLO and the 
Jordanian Armed Forces 
led to an enlarged PLO 
presence in Lebanon, 
which helped precipitate 
the Lebanon Civil War. 
The September events 
also set alight the 
smouldering conflict 
between Hafez al-Assad 
and Salah Jadid in Syria, 
culminated in Assad’s 
Corrective Movement of 
November 1970.

(7)      Louis Althusser, “A 
Letter on Art in Reply to 
André Daspre,” Lenin 
and Philosophy and 
Other Essays, trans. Ben 

Brewster (New York: 
Monthly Review Press, 
1978), 203-38.

(8)      Pier Paolo Pasolini, 
“The Unpopular Cinema” 
(1970), in Heretical 
Empiricism, ed. and trans. 
Ben Lawton and Louise 
K. Barnett (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 
1988), 268. According to 
Pasolini, through their 
boundless provocation 
and transgression of 
cinematic codes, the 
“unpopular” films of 
Godard, Glauber Rocha, 
Jean-Marie Straub and 
Danièle Huillet at the 
same time made them 
into agent provocateurs, 
martyrs and victims: the 
search for freedom from 
repression had led to a 
suicidal intoxication and 
didactic self-exclusion, 
veering violently towards 
the negation of cinema. 
For Pasolini, who was a 
great admirer of Christian 
Metz’ semiology of 
cinema, there was no 
doubt that an infraction 
of the codes is a 
necessary condition for 
invention—the first step 
towards liberation is to 
let go of certainties and 
open up to the unknown. 
But it also implies 
a refraction of self-
preservation, one that 
opens the way to self-
destruction. When the 
codes are too violently 
violated, when the front 
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capture the interior of the Palestinian struggle. Like 
Johan van der Keuken, the Newsreel Group, Groupe 
Cinéma Vincennes, Ugo Adilardi, Luigi Perelli, 
Masao Adachi, Kôji Wakamatsu and many others, 
Godard—then working with Jean-Pierre Gorin under 
the moniker of the Dziga Vertov Group—responded 
to the PLO’s appeal to support the revolution.(4) I’m 
sure you already know the back-story, but I need to 
recount it once more, if only to make it somewhat 
coherent for myself. As we hear Godard himself saying 
in the beginning of the film, the project initially bore 
the title Jusqu’à la Victoire. The filmmakers started off 
by putting together a storyboard of detailed sketches 
that systematically laid out the preferred scenario: the 
people’s will + the armed struggle = people’s war + 
political work = the education of the people + people’s 
logic = the prolonged war, until victory. This was 
the calculative path that was supposed to represent 
the political line of the PLO, the path that had to be 
paved with a succession of images and sounds to be 
filmed and arranged in that particular order, as if to 
fill up a pre-established chain of empty containers. 
When shooting began in November 1969, Godard 
and Gorin found themselves in unknown territory, 
faced with language barriers and under the strict 
guidance of representatives of the PLO’s information 
department who were making sure that the political 
line was followed through. But Elias Sanbar, who 
was then acting as interpreter, has noted that Godard 
became more and more irritated with the oppressive 
effects of the conventional slogans that tended to cover 
up what was being said and the dogmatic rules of 
representation that tended to render unsighted what 
could be seen.(5) By the end of the shoot, in August 
1970, a sensible tension was mounting between two 
seemingly irreconcilable attitudes towards the film: was 
it supposed to be a form of consciousness raising, in 
line with the filmmakers’ sympathy for the Palestinian 
cause, or could it rather offer a deconstructive critique, 
in line with the filmmakers’ Maoist leanings? The 
tension became unbearable when, merely a few 

weeks after they had returned to France, following 
the hijackings of four planes by the PFLP and the 
foundering of the relationship between the Palestinians 
and Jordan, the latter’s King Hussein decided to forgo 
his earlier declaration of solidarity and launched an 
attack to drive the Palestinians out of his kingdom. 
A fight between Jordanian security forces and PLO 
fighters in the streets of Amman resulted in the death 
of hundreds of Palestinians, many of whom Godard 
had met and filmed. After Black September and the 
ensuing civil war—a real turning point in the history of 
the Middle East, as it would turn out(6)—Godard was 
forced to rethink the film; a challenge that became even 
more daunting in light of the dreadful events that took 
place during the 1972 Summer Olympics in Munich. 
For many of those who had latched on to the conviction 
that the future of emancipation lay with armed struggle, 
the murder of the Israeli athletes undoubtedly marked a 
turning point.

(...)

Godard has always claimed that it is cinema’s prime 
mission to make us see and hear what we can’t 
spontaneously see or hear for ourselves. No wonder 
he was so eager, at the time when Marxist science was 
infused with new life, to take up Louis Althusser’s call 
for art to “make us see and therefore give to us in the 
form of seeing, perceiving and feeling—which is not 
the form of knowing—the ideology from which it is 
born, in which it bathes, from which it detaches itself 
as art, and to which it alludes.”(7) Learning to see, listen, 
perceive all over again: this was the inclination that was 
feverishly developing among many French filmmakers 
and critics at the end of the 1960s—the post-Nouvelle 
Vague moment of structuralism. As cinema was 
considered an expression of the prevailing ideology, 
merely reproducing the world as it is experienced 
when filtered through this ideology, the challenge was 
to break through the surface of the seemingly self-
evident and uncover the unconscious mise-en-scène 
that precedes any cinematic mise-en-scène. This logic 

IL  N’ EN  PARLAIT  JAMAIS.
IL  A  VU  JAILLIR  LES  FLAMMES
ET  IL  N’ EN... COMME  DES  BÊTESJAMAIS  UN  MOT.



Stoffel Debuysere
Figures of Dissent. 
Cinema of Politics / 
Politics of Cinema 
Selected Correspondences 
and Conversations,  
pp. 70-78, 2018

lines of transgression and 
invention are crossed 
too far behind the firing 
line, there comes a 
point when the codes 
can be recuperated for 
endless possibilities 
of modification and 
expansion, and any 
notion of struggle ends 
up being neutralized. 
This is when the struggle 
is no longer fought on 
the barricades, but on 
the other side, behind 
vacated enemy lines, at 
which point

the enemy has 
disappeared, because 
he is fighting elsewhere. 
“What is important,” 
wrote Pasolini, “is not the 
moment of the realization 
of invention, but the 
moment of invention. 
Permanent invention, 
continual struggle.” 

(9)    “It seems to 
me that we have to 
rediscover everything 
about everything. We 
must move into modern 
life with a virgin eye.” 
Jean- Luc Godard, “One 
or two things: Jean-Luc 
Godard,” Sight and 
Sound 36 (1966): 4.
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of suspicion and regression is what drove Godard’s 
films of that period: not to simply create or represent 
an alternative worldview, but to investigate and 
deconstruct the whole process of signification out of 
which worldviews are constructed. In order to wake 
the spectator from mediatic slumber, the scenographic 
setting is turned into a classroom, the dialogue into 
a recitation, the voice-over a lecture, the shooting an 
object lesson, the filmmaker a schoolmaster. In short, 
cinema comes to adhere to the logic of school. It is still 
this logic that has eventually won out in Ici et Ailleurs. 
Carving out the visible, questioning it, violently turning 
away from it in order to reveal the blindness at the 
heart of seeing, the deafness at the heart of hearing, to 
finally be able to see again: Godard’s quest not only led 
him to destroy the cinematic forms he had grown up 
with, but also the new forms he had developed while 
trying to get rid of the old ones. After having shaken up 
the cinematic codes and having liberated sounds and 
images from their moorings as one of the forerunners 
of the French Nouvelle Vague, he ended up turning 
the screen into a blackboard and turning cinema on 
itself, rendering its mechanisms visible, exposing its 
inadequacies and delinquencies.

But I can’t help thinking: hasn’t Godard’s zealous 
call to learn to see and listen anew come at a severe 
price, one that we are still paying today? Haven’t 
Godard’s boundless provocations, as Pasolini once 
suggested, led to some kind of suicidal intoxication 
and didactic self-exclusion, veering violently towards 
the negation of cinema?(8) And isn’t there, beyond 
the seemingly positive lesson of going back to “zero” 
and rediscovering the world and its images with a 
“virgin eye,”(9) a sense of culpability that threatens to 
overwhelm any search for affirmation? Have we ever 
left behind the sentiment of guilt, the guilt of taking 
images and making them lie, the guilt of turning them 
into emblems of power, organizing them into stories 
and, and even worse, believing in them? (...)

The degree to which the concept of 
natural beauty has been historically transformed is 
made most strikingly evident by the fact that it was 
probably only in the course of the nineteenth century 
that the concept was enlarged by a new domain: the 
cultural landscape, an artifactitious domain that 
must at first seem totally opposed to natural beauty. 
Historical works are often considered beautiful that 
have some relation to their geographical setting, as 
for instance hillside towns that are related to their 
setting by the use of its stone. A law of form does 
not, as in art, predominate in them; they are seldom 
planned, although sometimes the effect of a plan is 
produced by the arrangement of the town around 
a church or marketplace, just as economic-material 
conditions at times spawn artistic forms. Certainly 
these cultural landscapes do not bear the character 
of inviolability that the accepted view associates with 
natural beauty. Engraved as their expression is history, 
and engraved as their form is historical continuity, 
which integrates the landscapes dynamically as in 
artworks. The discovery of this aesthetic dimension 
and its appropriation through the collective sensorium 
dates back to romanticism, probably initially to the 
cult of the ruin. With the collapse of romanticism, 
that hybrid domain, cultural landscape, deteriorated 
into an advertising gimmick for organ festivals and 
phony security; the prevailing urbanism absorbs as its 
ideological complement whatever fulfills the desiderata 
of urban life without bearing the stigmata of market 
society on its forehead. But if a bad conscience is 
therefore admixed with the joy of each old wall and 
each group of medieval houses, the pleasure survives 
the insight that makes suspicious. So long as progress, 
deformed by utilitarianism, does violence to the surface 
of the earth, it will be impossible—in spite of all proof 
to the contrary—completely to counter the perception 
that what antedates the trend is in its backwardness 
better and more humane. Rationalization is not yet 
rational; the universality of mediation has yet to be 
transformed into living life; and this endows the traces 

A  L’ AFFÛT  AU  MILIEU  DE...À  L’ AFFÛT  DANS  LA  VILLE. LA  PORTE  MASSIVELA  BANALITÉ  MODERNE.



Theodor W. Adorno
Aesthetic Theory, pp. 88-
90, 1997
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of immediacy, however dubious and antiquated, with 
an element of corrective justice. The longing that is 
assuaged and betrayed by them and made pernicious 
through spurious fulfillment is nevertheless legitimated 
by the denial of gratification continually imposed by 
the status quo. But perhaps the most profound force 
of resistance stored in the cultural landscape is the 
expression of history that is compelling, aesthetically, 
because it is etched by the real suffering of the past. 
The figure of the constrained gives happiness because 
the force of constraint must not be forgotten; its 
images are a memento. The cultural landscape, which 
resembles a ruin even when the houses still stand, 
embodies a wailful lament that has since fallen mute. 
If today the aesthetic relation to the past is poisoned 
by a reactionary tendency with which this relation is 
in league, an ahistorical aesthetic consciousness that 
sweeps aside the dimension of the past as rubbish 
is no better. Without historical remembrance there 
would be no beauty. The past, and with it the cultural 
landscape, would be accorded guiltlessly to a liberated 
humanity, free especially of nationalism. What appears 
untamed in nature and remote from history, belongs—
polemically speaking—to a historical phase in which 
the social web is so densely woven that the living fear 
death by suffocation. Times in which nature confronts 
man over-poweringly allow no room for natural 
beauty; as is well known, agricultural occupations, in 
which nature as it appears is an immediate object of 
action, allow little appreciation for landscape. Natural 
beauty, purportedly ahistorical, is at its core historical; 
this legitimates at the same time that it relativizes the 
concept. Wherever nature was not actually mastered, 
the image of its untamed condition terrified. This 
explains the strange predilection of earlier centuries for 
symmetrical arrangements of nature. In sympathy with 
the spirit of nominalism, the sentimental experience of 
nature delighted in the irregular and unschematic. The 
progress of civilization, however, easily deceives human 
beings as to how vulnerable they remain even now. 
Delight in nature was bound up with the conception 

of the subject as being-for-itself and virtually infinite 
in itself; as such the subject projected itself onto 
nature and in its isolation felt close to it; the subject’s 
powerlessness in a society petrified into a second nature 
becomes the motor of the flight into a purportedly first 
nature. In Kant, as a result of the subject’s consciousness 
of freedom, the fear of nature’s force began to become 
anachronistic; this consciousness of freedom, however, 
gave way to the subject’s anxiety in the face of perennial 
unfreedom. In the experience of natural beauty, 
consciousness of freedom and anxiety fuse. The less 
secure the experience of natural beauty, the more it is 
predicated on art. Verlaine’s “la mer est plus belle que 
les cathédrales” is intoned from the vantage point of a 
high civilization and creates—as is the case whenever 
nature is invoked to throw light on the world human 
beings have made—a salutary fear.

OÙ  J’ HABITE.DE  L’ APPARTEMENT
DES  PORTES  PAS  VUES
DEPUIS  MON  ENFANCE.OÙ  JE  SUIS  MAINTENANT.



Julia Kristeva
Monstrous Intimacy, 
lecture given in 1994

Siegfried Kracauer
History: The Last Things 
Before the Last, p. 18, 
1969
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(...) the etymology of revolt,

… un retour, une reprise du passé en vue d’un 
déplacement, d’une interrogation, un sarcasme, 
contestation, insolence, rupture.

… a return, a re-engagement with the past envisaging 
a displacement, an interrogation, a derision, a 
contestation, an impertinence, a break with the past. 

~

Faites confiance aux monstres qui, à la traversée des 
langues et des esprits, à l’abri des écrans télévisés et dans 
le secret des pages, composent l’utopie d’une intimité 
polyphoniques.

Have confidence in those monsters who, crossing 
between languages and minds, sheltered from television 
screens and inhabiting secret pages, make up the utopia 
of a polyphonic intimacy.

Every idea is coarsened, flattened, and distorted 
on its way through the world. The world which takes 
possession of it does so according to its own lights and 
needs. Once a vision becomes an institution, clouds of 
dust gather about it, blurring its contours and contents. 
The history of ideas is a history of misunderstandings. 
Otherwise expressed, an idea preserves its integrity and 
fullness only as long as it lacks the firmness of a widely 
sanctioned belief. Perhaps the period of its inception is 
most transparent to the truths at which it aims in the 
midst of doubts.

POUR  Y  ENFERMER  DES  CHOSES.PEUT-ÊTRE  JAMAIS  VUES. INCROYABLE.MON  BUREAU  GRAND  ET  CLAIR
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MON  ENFANCE,  CHEZ  MES  PARENTS.  
C’ EST  ÇA  !PAS  VU  UN  TEL  ESPACE  DEPUIS...

LA  CONTINUATION  DE  TOUTES  
LES  TRACES  VERS  CE  PASSÉ...BERLIN  EST...



Rebecca Solnit
A Field Guide to Getting 
Lost, p. 29, 2006

Giorgio Agamben
L’ouvert, De l’homme et de 
l’animal, p. 65, 2002
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For many years I have been moved by the 
blue at the far edge of what can be seen, that color 
of horizons, of remote mountain ranges, of anything 
far away. The color of that distance is the color of an 
emotion, the color of solitude and of desire, the color 
of there seen from here, the color of where you are 
not. And the color of where you can never go. For the 
blue is not in the place those miles away at the horizon, 
but in the atmospheric distance between you and the 
mountains. “Longing,” says the poet Robert Hass, 
“because desire is full of endless distances.” Blue is the 
color of longing for the distances you never arrive in, 
for the blue world.

La forêt en tant que milieu  objectivement 
déterminé n’existe pas : ce qui existe, c’est la forêt-pour-
le-garde-forestier, la forêt-pour-le-chasseur, la forêt-
pour-le-botaniste, la forêt-pour-le-promeneur, la forêt-
pour-l’ami-de-la-nature, la forêt-pour-le-bûcheron et, 
enfin, la forêt de légende où se perd le petit Chaperon 
Rouge. Même un détail minime, comme par exemple 
la tige d’une fleur des champs, considérée en tant que 
porteur de signification, constitue à chaque fois un 
élément différent, selon, par exemple, qu’on l’observe 
dans le milieu d’une jeune fille qui cueille des fleurs 
pour en faire un bouquet à piquer dans son corsage, 
dans celui de la fourmi qui s’en sert comme un sentier 
idéal pour aller retrouver son dîner servi dans le calice 
de la fleur, dans celui de la larve de la cigale qui en 
forme le canal médullaire en l’utilisant ensuite comme 
une pompe pour construire les parties fluides de son 
cocon aérien, et enfin dans celui de la vache qui se 
borne à les mâcher et les avaler pour se nourrir.

CODÉS  DANS  MON  CORPS  DE  MANIÈRESVERS  DES  PASSÉS  QUI  SONT ET  C’ EST  AUSSI  VRAI  POUR  ERIKA.QUE  JE  N’ IMAGINE  PAS.
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The frontiers are not east or west, north or 
south, but wherever a man fronts a fact, though that 
fact be his neighbor, there is an unsettled wilderness 
between him and Canada, between him and the setting 
sun, or, farther still, between him and it.

QUI  EST  CHEZ  ELLE  ICI
D’ UNE  MANIÈRE

ERIKA,  QUI...
APPREND  L’ ALLEMAND. TELLEMENT.QUI  NOUS  ÉTONNE  TOUS  DEUX
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Fundamental to the power of this 
almost nightlong carnival was montage  immanent 
and active from the moment the curtain rose, so to 
speak, an hour after sunset when the old man breathed 
“whoosh fire” into the yagé, cracked his tongue like 
a gunshot , and began to sing, curing the yagé that 
would cure us all, the old man included. The power 
of this yagé night came only in part from what could 
be called “mysticism,” and that mystery concerned 
the quite unconscious way in which whites like Eliseo 
and his two companions from Boyaca attributed 
magical power to the “Indian.” Given this attribution 
of magical power to tamed savagery, the power of 
the ritual itself then proceeds to do its work and play 
through splintering and decomposing struc tures and 
cracking open meanings. In this most crucial sense, 
savagery has not been tamed—and therein lies the 
magic of colonial healing through the figure of the 
“Indian.” The “mystical insights” given by visions and 
tumbling fragments of memory pictures oscillating in 
a polyphonic discursive room full of leaping shadows 
and sensory pandemonium are not insights granted by 
depths mysterious and other. Rather, they are made, 
not granted, in the ability of montage to provoke 
sudden and infinite connections between dis similars 
in an endless or almost endless process of connection-
making and connection-breaking. 

Montage: alterations, cracks, displacements, and 
swerves all evening long  the sudden interruptions, 
always interruptions to what at first appears the order 
of ritual and then later on takes on little more than an 
excuse of order, and then dissolves in a battering of 
wave after wave of interruptedness into illusory order, 
mocked order, colonial order in the looking glass. 
Interrup tions for shitting, for vomiting, for a cloth to 
wipe one’s face, for going to the kitchen to gather coals 
for burning copal incense, for getting roots of magical 
chondur from where nobody can remember where 
they were last put, for whispering a fear, for telling and 
retelling ajoke (especially for that) , for stopping the 

song in mid-flight to yell at the dogs to stop barking... 
and in the cracks and swerves, a universe opens out. 

Montage: the manner of the interruptedness ; the 
sudden scene changing which breaks up any attempt at 
narrative ordering and which trips up sen sationalism. 
Between the swirling uncertainty of nausea and the 
abrupt cer tainty of the joke there lies little if any room 
for either the sensationalistic or the mysterious. 

Montage: suddenly altering situations of the group 
within the room and mood-slides associated with 
those changing situations, scenes, as it were . from the 
art of trompe-l’oeil passing in a flash from night to day 
through ages of time from despair to joy and back again 
without any guarantee of happy endings. 

Montage: flashing back and forth from self to group; 
not simply self-absorption broken up and scrambled 
by participation in the group or with one or two 
members of it, but also through such flashing back 
and forth from self to group and group to self a sort of 
playground and testing-ground is set up for comparing 
hallucinations with the social field from which they 
spring. Hence the very grounds of representation itself 
are raked over. 

Another point: the movements and connections 
involved here between self and group are not 
susceptible to the communitas model that Victor Turner 
postulated as a universal or quasi-universal feature of 
ritual. His basic idea concerning this can be quoted, 
thus: 

In flow and communities what is sought is unity, not 
the unity which represents a sum of fractions and is 
susceptible of divi sion and subtraction, but an indivisible 
unity, ‘white,’ ‘pure ,’ ‘primary; ‘seamless.’ This unity 
is expressed in such symbols as the basic generative 
and nurturant fluids semen and milk; and as running 
water, dawn, light , and whiteness. Homogeneity is 
sought, instead of heterogeneity [and the participants] 
are impregnated by unity, as it were, and purified from 

COMME  UN  ANIMAL  EN  NOUS
QUI  SURGIT,

QUI  NOUS  ÉTONNE  TOUS  DEUX
LA  NUIT NOUS  ÉTONNE  TOUS  DEUX.

QU’ ON  N’ A  PAS  VU
DEPUIS  DES  ANNÉES...
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divisiveness and plurality. The impure and sinful is 
the sundered, the di vided. The pure is the integer, the 
indivisible.(1)

Impregnating people with unity may fit well with 
certain fantasies of maleness and fascism. Certainly the 
communitas features of the yagé nights are the antithesis 
of this whiteness , this homogeneity, this soppy 
primitivism of semen and milk and the unified as the 
pure. Against that the yagé nights pose awkwardness 
of fit , breaking-up and scrambling, the allegorical 
rather than the symbolist mode, the predominance of 
the left hand and of anarchy—as in Artaud’s notion of 
theater of cruelty with its poetic language of the senses, 
language that breaks open the conventions of language 
and the sig nifying function of signs through its chaotic 
mingling of danger and humor, “liberating signs,” 
Artaud said , in a disorder that brings us ever closer to 
chaos.(2) It was to what he called “an infinite perspective 
of conflicts” that this theater of cruelty was directed, 
and with all the pitfalls and advantages that such a 
course entailed he drew for inspiration on non-Western 
theater, a course encouraged by the overwhelming 
contempt in which he held the bourgeois world so 
many of whose anthropologists have analyzed ritual as 
serving to structure and solidify society. Not for them 
the “infinite per spective of conflicts.”

The haiku has this rather fantasmagorical 
property: that we always suppose we ourselves can 
write such things easily. We tell ourselves: what could 
be more accessible to spontaneous writing than this (by 
Buson):

It is evening, in autumn, 
All I can think of 
Is my parents.

The haiku wakens desire: how many Western readers 
have dreamed of strolling through life, notebook in 
hand, jotting down “impressions” whose brevity would 
guarantee their perfection, whose simplicity would 
attest to their profundity (by virtue of a double myth, 
one classical, which makes concision a proof of art, the 
other romantic, which attributes a premium of truth to 
improvisation). While being quite intelligible, a haiku 
means nothing, and it is by this double condition that 
it seems open to meaning in a particularly available, 
serviceable way—the way of a polite host who lets you 
make yourself at home with all your preferences, your 
values, your symbols intact; the haiku’s “absence” (we 
say as much of a distracted mind as of a landlord off 
on a journey) suggests subornation, a breach, in short 
the major covetousness, that of meaning. This precious, 
vital meaning, desirable as fortune (chance and 
money), the haiku, being without metrical constraints 
(in our translations), seems to afford in profusion, 
cheaply and made to order; in the haiku, one might 
say, symbol, metaphor, and moral cost almost nothing: 
scarcely a few words, an image, a sentiment—where our 
literature ordinarily requires a poem, a development, or 
(in the genres of brevity) a chiseled thought; in short, 
a long rhetorical labor. Hence the haiku seems to give 
the West certain rights which its own literature denies 
it, and certain commodities which are parsimoniously 
granted. You are entitled, says the haiku, to be trivial, 
short, ordinary; enclose what you see, what you feel, in 
a slender horizon of words, and you will be interesting; 
you yourself (and starting from yourself) are entitled to 
establish your own notability; your sentence, whatever 

LA  FAIM...  LA  PASSION,  MON  DÉSIR,
LE  TEMPS  S’ ENFUIT
LOIN  DE  NOUS

COMME  À  LA  LIMITE...
DE  TOUT  PERDRE.
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it may be, will enunciate a moral, will liberate a symbol, 
you will be profound: at the least possible cost, your 
writing will be filled.

The West moistens everything with meaning, like an 
authoritarian religion which imposes baptism on entire 
peoples; the objects of language (made out of speech) 
are obviously de jure converts: the first meaning of 
the system summons, metonymically, the second 
meaning of discourse, and this summons has the 
value of a universal obligation. We have two ways of 
sparing discourse the infamy of non-meaning (non-
sense), and we systematically subject utterance (in a 
desperate filling-in of any nullity which might reveal 
the emptiness of language) to one or the other of these 
significations (or active fabrications of signs): symbol 
and reasoning, metaphor and syllogism. The haiku, 
whose propositions are always simple, commonplace, 
in a word acceptable (as we say in linguistics), is 
attracted into one or the other of these two empires 
of meaning. Since it is a “poem,” we assign it to that 
part of the general code of sentiments called “poetic 
emotion” (for us, Poetry is ordinarily the signifier of 
the “diffuse,” of the “ineffable,” of the “sensitive,” it is 
the class of impressions which are unclassifiable); we 
speak of “concentrated emotion,” of “sincere notation of 
a privileged moment,” and above all of “silence” (silence 
being for us the sign of language’s fulfillment). If one of 
their poets (Joko) writes:

How many people 
Have crossed the Seta bridge 
Through the autumn rain?

we perceive the image of fleeting time. If another 
(Bashō) writes:

I come by the mountain path. 
Ah! this is exquisite! 
A violet!

it is because he has encountered a Buddhist hermit, the 
“flower of virtue”; and so on. Not one feature fails to be 
invested by the Western commentator with a symbolic 

charge. Or again, we seek at all costs to construe the 
haiku’s tercet (it’s three verses of five, seven, and five 
syllables) as a syllogistic design in three tenses (rise, 
suspense, conclusion):

The old pond: 
A frog jumps in: 
Oh! The sound of the water.

(in this singular syllogism, inclusion is achieved by 
force: in order to be contained in it, the minor premise 
must leap into the major). Of course, if we renounce 
metaphor or syllogism, commentary would become 
impossible: to speak of the haiku would be purely and 
simply to repeat it. Which is what one commentator of 
Bashō does, quite innocently:

Already four o’clock… 
I have got up nine times 
To admire the moon.

“The moon is so lovely,” he says, “that the poet gets 
up repeatedly to contemplate it at his window.” 
Deciphering, normalizing, or tautological, the ways of 
interpretation, intended in the West to pierce meaning, 
i.e., to get into it by breaking and entering—and not to 
shake it, to make it fall like the tooth of that ruminant-
of-the-absurd which the Zen apprentice must be, 
confronting his koan—cannot help failing the haiku; for 
the work of reading which is attached to it is to suspend 
language, not to provoke it: an enterprise whose 
difficulty and necessity Bashō himself, the master of the 
haiku, seemed to recognize:

How admirable he is 
Who does not think “Life is ephemeral” 
when he sees a flash of lightning!

PARCE  QUE  BERLIN  PARLE
D’ UN  SENTIMENT  DE  PERTE.SI  VITE... TOTALEMENT  ET  ABSOLUMENT,DIT  COMMENT,
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The hunter-gatherer, as we encounter him 
in perhaps a decadent form in the Amazon region, 
and perhaps in a depressed form within ourselves, is 
a setter of traps, a “capturer.” He builds structures for 
containing ponies, reindeer, or primeval beasts and 
baskets for catching berries, roots, or eggs. Looking at 
this basic gesture more closely, it becomes clear that it 
is about weaving nets, for traps and baskets can be seen 
as stitches in a net that people cast about themselves. 
All other gestures of work, the making of weapons as 
much as the sharpening of flints, of painting as well 
as burying, can be understood as variations of net 
weaving, that is, hunting and gathering. The state of 
mind that underpins the form of existence expressed 
in this gesture is a lying in wait. Hunters, like gatherers, 
live on the run, poised to jump on their prey, and the 
difference between hunting and gathering, between 
the capturing of animals and the capturing of plants, 
which counts as the original division of labor between 
man and woman, appears to be a difference in the 
rhythm of waiting and acting. It important to keep in 
mind that humans stalk prey in a way exactly opposite 
to the way predatory animals do. The predator animal 
stalks its prey so as to surprise it. A human being sets 
a trap and lets himself be surprised by the prey. The 
predator waits in nature and as nature and waits, too, 
for human beings, because from its standpoint, humans 
are no different from any other prey. A human being 
waits for nature because he himself is not in it, and so, 
from outside it, as the traps are being set, distinguishes 
among deer and cows, berries and eggs. To set traps, 
that is, to exist, he must categorize, that is, “ex-ist.”

Over almost the entire time people have been on earth, 
it has a been characteristic pattern for men to lie in 
wait, by category, for animals, and for women to lie in 
wait, by category, for plants. An existential philosopher 
of the Paleolithic would perhaps have suggested the 
following analysis of being: human beings are entities 
that, unlike any others in nature, lie in wait from 
outside, and this in two ways—the masculine, that of 

zoology, and the feminine, that of botany. What such 
an existential philosopher cannot know is that such a 
human existence is only possible when and as long as 
nature can be lain in wait for, as long as it is tundra. 
Humans are perverse beings. They exist because, in the 
tundra, they stand apart from the tundra. As “human” 
presence draws to a close, about ten thousand years 
ago, as the trees in the environment become more 
numerous and the tundra begins to change into taiga, 
a human being cannot, and no longer needs to, “ex-ist.” 
He can no longer do it, for in the forest, it is difficult to 
make nets, to classify. And it is no longer necessary, for 
in the forest, a human being can feed himself without 
having to lie in wait for nature. It is the ambivalence 
of trees that, on one hand, permits a return to the 
lap of nature but, on the other, not to the nature with 
respect to which a human being is a human being. 
Existentially, nature is grass and human beings are grass 
eaters, a situation insufficiently appreciated by nature 
philosophers, existentialists, and ecologists.

This is exactly the reason for emphasizing the situation 
of Mesolithic thinkers. The appearance of trees in 
the world opened three strategies we are only now 
beginning to evaluate. (How can we hope to recognize, 
so soon, which strategies are opened by the entry 
of machines in the world?) The first strategy: to live 
with the tree, in the tree, and from the tree, and so to 
turn back to a preexistential condition (paradise). The 
second strategy: to submit to the tree, to follow the 
animals in the disappearing tundra, and so try to go 
on existing. The third strategy: to oppose the tree, to 
burn it or cut it down, to allow for grass to grow and 
existence to continue. None of these strategies was 
successful, but the defeat took three different forms. 
Recognition of the tree did not lead to paradise but to 
so-called primitive cultures. Submission to the tree did 
not preserve hunting but led to the rearing of animals 
by shepherds. And resistance to the tree didn’t preserve 
hunting either but rather led to agriculture, that is, 
to our own form of existence. How the gestures of 

PROBLÈME  DU  PLAN-SÉQUENCEON  PEUT  DISPARAÎTRE. SONT  DEUX  MOYENS  D’ EXPLOSER
EST  QUE  COMPRESSION
ET  JUXTAPOSITION
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tundra hunters were transformed into the gestures of 
fishermen on the Amazon and shepherds in the taiga is 
a fascinating question. But the point here is how these 
gestures are reversed to become the gesture of planting.

The gesture of planting is, as the ancients knew but 
we forgot, the overture to the gesture of waiting. After 
covering the seeds with earth, a person sits back and 
waits. The Latin colere, from which cultura is derived, 
does not mean only “harvest” but equally “care for,” 
that is, to wait attentively, to protectively anticipate, 
and agricultura is not only planting and harvesting but 
above all greedily and jealously watching. That appears 
to be lying in wait, as in hunting and gathering, but 
it is a perverse reversal of that gesture. For this is not 
about tying nets and setting traps to be surprised but 
about instigating a process that leads inevitably to an 
intended result. A good hunt is unforeseeable good 
luck; a bad hunt is the norm. A bad harvest, conversely, 
is unanticipated bad luck. The inversion of stalking into 
waiting, tension into passivity, mortal fear into caution, 
which is to say the inversion of the unforeseeable into 
the inevitable, is what is essential about the inversion of 
hunting and gathering into planting. And as we know, 
planting is the root of ownership and the waging of war, 
that is, of waiting in the sense of persevering in one’s 
ownership.

To be able to plant, it is not enough to have watched 
“randomly distributed” grass seeds beginning to sprout 
around the hunting grounds, as soothing explanations 
maintain. The decision to reject the forest, to clear 
it, must already have been made. Among the tools 
of planting are not only spade and plow but also axe 
and fire, at a minimum. It is noticeable in the tropics 
(and perhaps in the Siberian taiga), but even taking 
hypocrisy into account, it is forgotten in those areas 
where forests are no longer enemies. To plant means 
to dig holes, to force nature to become unnatural 
(“cultural”). These holes are the places where trees 
once stood. In short, to plant means to uproot trees 
so that grass can grow in the spaces that are then 

available. The later planting of not only grasses but 
even of trees changes nothing. It only shows to what an 
extent the essence of planting was obscured through 
habit and myth. The Romans knew what agriculture 
is: domination of nature by absorbing the forest 
into the house (domus), that is, by expanding the 
circumference of the earth (orbis terrarum). For the 
Romans, then, synonyms for planting include not only 
culture, imperialism, and domination but equally the 
gestures of ordering (legis-latio), for the orderly rows 
of planted grasses transform the unexpected into the 
inevitable, stalking to waiting. The true planters are 
legionnaires (as the colonial powers still knew in the 
nineteenth century, for colonization was synonymous 
with cultivation and planters with legionnaires). 
The gesture of planting has many sexual, mythical, 
economic, social, and political connotations, but it is 
more important that we recognize its basic orientation, 
namely, the digging of holes to turn the unpredictable 
into the inevitable.

Planting accordingly inverts not only hunting and 
gathering but also nature, and this in such a way 
that the so-called laws of nature that came later were 
reversed to correspond with human intention. It is 
a miracle that, since the Neolithic, wheat has been 
growing successfully according to botanical laws for 
the bakery’s purposes and airplanes have been flying 
successfully for decades according to aerodynamic laws 
for the purposes of tourism. In the course of the last 
millennium, planting obviously became more technical, 
because the theoretical distance to it increased. Planting 
is done mechanically, fertilizing chemically, alteration 
of plants biologically, and the rhythm of ripening 
(waiting) is controlled artificially, for example, by 
using artificially lit rotating boxes for planting, as in 
Japan. But the original Neolithic gesture of planting is 
essentially preserved in all of this, that is, the decision 
to turn nature’s own regularities against nature itself 
and so not only to assert human existence over nature, 
as in hunting and gathering, but to force nature to deny 

S’ IL  Y  A  DES  SIGNIFICATIONS
LES  SIGNIFICATIONS
VERS  L’ EXTÉRIEUR OU  MÉRITENT  D’ ÊTRE  EXPOSÉESQUI  PEUVENT
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itself. The gesture of planting is a powerful and violent 
gesture.

The gesture of planting has enabled human beings to 
live in an artificial world since the Neolithic, that is, 
to stay in a taiga forced by its own laws to be a tundra. 
It exists in and against the tundra, and to exist, it 
transforms taiga into tundra. It is no simpler to replace 
the words tundra and taiga with the words nature or 
art, for such is the gesture of planting’s perversity with 
respect to the world and existence, so completely has it 
inverted man and world, so confused have ontological 
concepts become as a result, that we can no longer 
distinguish between what is given and what is made, 
between nature and art.

The ecological movement, that is, the tendency 
currently pressing into the political domain with an 
eye toward confusing it, but in the foreseeable future 
to breaking it apart, should be seen in this context. 
This posthistorical movement appears to be trying to 
rescue nature from the pestilence of technology (i.e., 
history) and so keep human beings from suffocating 
in their own excrement: to turn history around in the 
opposite direction. But because we no longer can grasp 
the concept of “nature,” because it no longer makes any 
sense to consider stone more natural than concrete, 
or mineral water more natural than Coca-Cola, 
for example, this movement does not refer to itself 
with the romantic phrase “back to nature” but more 
structurally as “the science of relationship” (oikós). 
What it actually is can be judged from such slogans as 
“Have Mercy on Our Forests” and “Save Our Seas.” It 
advocates the planting of trees and the eradication of 
red algae. Neither biological nor economic arguments 
are therefore adequate for a radical understanding of 
this movement. Rather, it is necessary to try to grasp its 
existential position.

It is a movement against the transformation of taiga 
into tundra, against the attempt, underway since the 
Neolithic, to fell and burn trees. Since the essence of 

the gesture of planting has been forgotten through 
habit and myth, it is not easy to see that the ecological 
movement means an inversion of the gesture of 
planting. The planter wants to grow grass rather than 
trees, not because he prefers culture to nature, but 
because he wants to recover that nature he faced in 
the Paleolithic. Ecology, conversely, wants to grow 
trees instead of grass (or other technical products), not 
because it prefers culture to nature, but because it wants 
to recover that nature the Neolithic used to fight against 
nature. The planter fells trees to plant grass, so as to cut 
the grass and harvest it: he exists face-to-face with grass 
and needs grass to exist. Ecology tears grass out to plant 
trees and views the circulatory pattern tree–grass–tree–
grass from a distance, as an entity that no longer exists 
face-to-face with grass but with its own eating of grass.

That gives us a glimpse of the transcendence that 
is expressed in each of the gestures. Hunting and 
gathering are gestures that transcend human beings’ 
physical surroundings. They are gestures that catalog 
the world through nets so as to capture it. Planting 
is a gesture that transcends hunting and gathering 
by manipulating the world into allowing itself to be 
gathered. And ecology is a gesture that transcends 
planting by viewing it from the outside, imposing a 
“strategy” on it. The planter is an inverted gatherer, the 
ecologist an inverted planter. The farmer is an inverted 
nomad, the ecologist an inverted farmer. The hunter is 
prehistoric, the farmer a founder and carrier of history, 
the ecologist posthistorical. The hunter makes a catalog 
of the unforeseeable world (nets). The farmer forces the 
world into an order (tilled fields). The ecologist views 
the world as relationship (as oikós). Transcendence 
is the content of the hunter’s gesture, the form of the 
farmer’s gesture, the strategy of the ecologist’s gesture. 

The gesture of planting is the historic gesture. It is 
dramatic, an action, an agitation. That is why the 
Romans called a field ager and planting agricultura 
(controlled agitation). This gesture has changed 
repeatedly in the course of history, and so greatly that 

IDÉE  D’ INVITER/MENERPARCE  QUE...
PARCE  QUE  LE  TEMPS
BOUGE  SI  RAPIDEMENT...UN  AUTRE  OEIL  INTÉRIEUR
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we can hardly recognize its original form any more. 
But it is now beginning to change into its opposite, 
namely, into tree planting, into ecology. An oikós is the 
opposite of an ager: it is a field not of agitation but of 
acting and reacting. In this inverted gesture, a human 
being is no longer a subject (actor) facing an object but 
a programmer of a context of relationships. The gesture 
of one who asks us to sympathize with rather than 
hate our forests is the gesture of exceeding history. It is 
therefore one of the gestures that permits us to draw a 
conclusion about an existential crisis: an ecologist exists 
differently from a planter. In a word, he no longer exists 
politically but rather ecologically.

I am not going to speak to you about the 
economic, political or juridical aspects of America. I 
am not at all qualified to do so, and my point of view 
will therefore be that of a wild amateurism and a sort of 
cultural metaphysics. The paradox is that I experience 
the country both as completely familiar in its banality, 
its modemity, and as completely alien, completely 
fantastic in its hypermodemity. How are we to sort out 
that? There are scarcely any models. Perhaps the way 
in which Barthes, for example, approaches Japan, and 
he himself says that there is no realistic or descriptive 
ambition involved, that it is basically a fiction. Everyone 
invents his own myth, creates a mythology; the main 
thing is that there is a complicity. ln the case of Barthes 
and Japan, that of the signifier, the complicity of 
the signifier. Obviously, it cannot be the same with 
America. Whereas Barthes was looking for the secret 
of the Japanese signifier, perhaps it’s quite the opposite 
with America. Perhaps we should be looking for the 
extraversion of the sign, that sort of proliferation of 
the sign, that fantastic semiurgy, where something 
has disappeared to, just as something has disappeared 
from the hollowness of the signifiers. But what is it? 
The other model might be Segalen’s. Victor Segalen 
and his concept of radical exoticism (he applies it to 
other cultures and societies): deliberately regarding 
the United States as a primitive society and doing 
so quite candidly, almost anthropologically, but still 
keeping the distance that Segalen wanted to observe 
in exoticism, a distance that allows the radical alterity 
of the object to emerge, allows a void to be created 
around it, so to speak, to make it emerge as an object, 
and trying, for our part to disappear as a subject. We 
can never succeed in doing so, and discourse does not 
allows us to, but it may be possible to decide from the 
outset to regard America as an unidentified object, an 
unidentified cultural or virtual object (this is roughly 
the way you experience it directly, in the raw). Hence 
the idea of arriving there as though in a primitive 
society, in the sense that there is also an absence of 
history (‘primitive society’ is of course a metaphor). Not 

PARCE  QUE...  LES  FRAGMENTS...POUR  EXPÉRIMENTER  CONTRE  COMPRESSION
QUI  DOIVENT  S’ ÉTAYER
CONTRE  LES  RUINES...JUXTAPOSITION  MONTAGE
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exactly of the end of history, but the transposition of 
the historic dimension into another dimension, which 
I tend to see as spatial, as, that is, the transfiguration 
of rime into space, and then the fact that the radicality 
that is our European claim to fame, our characteristic, 
the critical radicality, the radicality of subjective 
consciousness ... over there, all that has passed not into 
consciousness, but into things. Radicality has passed 
into things, has become an object-like radicality with an 
immanent mechanism, which materializes things, and 
the nature/ culture distinction is therefore no longer 
pertinent. Indeed, that is the inspiring thing about the 
United States; the fact that the nature/culture, subject/
object distinction and so on has, so to speak, been 
swept away in a sort of tracking shot in which we have 
to orient ourselves differently. And so we can see the 
United States as the primitive society of modernity or 
of the future, because it is the society that is closest to 
its origins, whereas we are obviously far removed from 
ours. 

The fact of moving into this sort of materialization, of 
the immanent transfiguration of things and of signs 
was for me a continuation of the French, or European, 
experience of ’68 and before, when the problem was 
precisely one of making the transition from history 
to everyday life, of metabolizing ail problematics into 
daily life, into banality. The radicalization of banality 
was the problematic of the 1960s; the problem, a 
somewhat situationist problem if you like, was one of 
radical subjectivity and utopias. At the time, everything 
suggested that we were moving towards a sort of 
blurring of the distinction between culture and life, to 
the abolition of the polarity between the two, reaching 
the point of culture’s self-negation, a self-negation of its 
own distinctive features, so as to attain another culture. 
That is what is meant by a utopia. That is what was in 
the imaginary of the 1960s and of ’68. 

Now, ’68 was in a way a utopia that was not achieved. 
A failure if you like, but not a failure in absolute sense, 
as utopias are not meant to be achieved. Be that as it 

may, I went to America in the 1970s, in other words 
just after the failure of that solution. When I arrived 
in the United States, I found something like a utopia 
that had been achieved, in the sense that there was 
a non-distinction between culture and life, that the 
transition had been made from a noble, elitist culture 
to an anthropological culture or, more accurately, 
an anthropological non-culture. All at once, I found 
that the utopia we had been living in the mode of 
subjectivity had in a way been achieved, materialized. 
All this is fiction of course. Within this fantastic space, 
I was at last relieved of the dimension of culture, 
history and so on, of all the things with which we had 
been saturated for twenty years. I had entered another 
dimension. That of space, which is anything but a 
geographical dimension. Space is like thought itself: 
a dimension in which everything can become visible, 
visual and material, in which everything is boundlessly 
extensive, both horizontally and vertically.

This obviously applies to cities and deserts alike, the 
desert itself being a sort of primai scene, not only a 
geographical desert but a non-place, a sort of achieved 
utopia of space, precisely because it is empty or 
potentially empty. The desert is the virtuality of space, 
its total availability for any event. But the desert is also 
an extensible scene. In other words, the metropolis, the 
cities, seem to have exactly the same desert dimension, 
that of utopia, the no-place where anything is possible 
and everything can be achieved. There was of course an 
element of illusion, of an optical illusion if you like, in 
ail this. But it was deliberate. 

In that sense, America is indeed the original version 
of modernity. Because it has never known the 
primitive accumulation of time, it seems to me to 
live in a perpetual present. And because it has never 
known the slow, centuries-long accumulation of the 
truth-principle, it lives in perpetual simulation, in 
the perpetual actuality of signs. A utopia achieved is 
of course a paradox, as utopias are not meant to be 
achieved. We have, then, a paradoxical situation, and 

UN  MAGICIEN,L’ ESPRIT  EST... LE  CIEL  DE  BERLIN  EST  COMME  ÇA.
QUI  S’ ÉLANCE  DANS  LE  TEMPS
ET  L’ ESPACE.
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it is America’s situation: how does one live in this 
paradoxical situation, as a utopia can be achieved only 
in simulation, not at ail in the sense that it is false, of 
course, but in the sense that the question of true and 
false cannot even arise. We have entered a very singular 
hyperspace.

I looked at the three trees; I could 
see them plainly, but my mind felt that they were 
concealing something which it had not grasped, as 
when things are placed out of our reach, so that our 
fingers, stretched out at arm’s length, can only touch 
for a moment their outer surface, and can take hold of 
nothing. (…) I sat there, thinking of nothing, then with 
my thoughts collected, compressed and strengthened 
I sprang farther forward in the direction of the trees, 
or rather in that inverse direction at the end of which 
I could see them growing within myself. I felt again 
behind them the same object, known to me and yet 
vague, which I could not bring nearer. And yet all three 
of them, as the carriage moved on, I could see coming 
towards me. Where had I looked at them before? There 
was no place near Combray where an avenue opened 
off the road like that. The site which they recalled to 
me, there was no room for it either in the scenery of 
the place in Germany where I had gone one year with 
my grandmother to take the waters. Was I to suppose, 
then, that they came from years already so remote in 
my life that the landscape which accompanied them 
had been entirely obliterated from my memory, and 
that, like the pages which, with sudden emotion, we 
recognise in a book which we imagined that we had 
never read, they surged up by themselves out of the 
forgotten chapter of my earliest infancy? (...) Or were 
they but an image freshly extracted from a dream of 
the night before, but already so worn, so altered that 
it seemed to me to come from somewhere far more 
distant? Or had I indeed never seen them before; did 
they conceal beneath their surface (…) a meaning as 
obscure, as hard to grasp as is a distant past (...)? Or 
again were they concealing no hidden thought, and was 
it simply my strained vision that made me see them 
double in time as one occasionally sees things double 
in space? I could not tell. And yet all the time they were 
coming towards me; perhaps some fabulous apparition, 
a ring of witches or of norns who would propound 
their oracles to me. I chose rather to believe that they 
were phantoms of the past, dear companions of my 

EN  UN  CLIN  D’ OEIL,  IL  SE  FERME.IL  S’ OUVRE  ET  PUIS, NOTRE  VOYAGE  À  BUCHENWALD.OU  BIEN
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childhood, vanished friends who recalled our common 
memories. Like ghosts they seemed to be appealing to 
me to take them with me, to bring them back to life. In 
their simple, passionate gesticulation I could discern 
the helpless anguish of a beloved person who has lost 
the power of speech, and feels that he will never be able 
to say to us what he wishes to say and we can never 
guess. Presently, at a cross-roads, the carriage left them. 
It was bearing me away from what alone I believed to 
be true, what would have made me truly happy; it was 
like my life.

I watched the trees gradually withdraw, waving their 
despairing arms, seeming to say to me: “What you 
fail to learn from us today, you will never know. If 
you allow us to drop back into the hollow of this road 
from which we sought to raise ourselves up to you, a 
whole part of yourself which we were bringing to you 
will fall for ever into the abyss.” And indeed if, in the 
course of time, I did discover the kind of pleasure and 
of disturbance which I had just been feeling once again, 
and if one evening (…) I fastened myself to it, of those 
trees themselves I was never to know what they had 
been trying to give me nor where else I had seen them. 
And when, the road having forked and the carriage 
with it, I turned my back on them and ceased to see 
them, with Mme. de Villeparisis asking me what I was 
dreaming about, I was as wretched as though I had just 
lost a friend, had died myself, had broken faith with the 
dead or had denied my God.

I saw the pines grow 
into the sky. Peaceful stoics  
through the flaming sun. 
I could see the fire 
that would consume them. 

On a white pillow 
old-man mountains have laid their heads  
and gone quiet. 
The pines rustle. 
(Who are they talking to?) 

I saw the blazing pillars 
go on a pilgrimage—into the sky... 

My body crumpled to ashes. 

~

Videl sem bore rasti 
v nebo. Stoike mirne 
skozi ognje sonc.  
Videl sem že požar,  
ki jih bo požgal.

Ne belo blazino so  
naslonili starci-hribi glavé 
in obmolknili. 
Bori šumijo.  
(S kom govore?)

Videl sem jih,  
kako so romali 
goreči stebri—v nebo…

V pepel se mi je sesulo telo. 

LA  CHEMINÉE  DU  CRÉMATOIRE  
COMME  UNE

TOUT  A  L’ AIR  ANCIEN,
MAIS  CE  N’ EST  QU’ ERIKA,  LÀ. LA  ROUE  DU  WAGON  DE  LA  MORT.LIGNE  PARFAITE.
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In 2009 I was studying at the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Vienna and I was at Harun Farocki’s class for 
film. We watched a lot of films, and one of them that 
we saw as students there was Rossellini’s Stromboli. We 
analyzed it, talked a lot about it and there was one scene 
at the end of the film when Ingrid Bergman wants to 
escape the island. She is desperate, standing on top 
of the volcano, she breaks down and cries and prays 
to God. It’s night so you have a shot of the night sky 
which looks somehow sweet because it’s clunky, there 
are big stars, and it’s not really a night sky you would 
expect to see, but it’s the matter of technology from the 
1950’s so you can see it’s a fake, made up sky. That made 
me think about the ways night skies are depicted in 
cinema through the course of years. I wanted to see is it 
possible to recognize, for example different geographies 
or northern and southern hemisphere. Then I realized 
that it’s an image, which is constant through time, 
constellations won’t change in a thousand years, at least 
not perceivably. However, through our perception and 
representation of them we are interpreting and stylizing 
those starry night skies even if the image should look 
more or less the same.

 (…)

I think that the starry night itself is a predecessor of 
cinema. It’s a two-dimensional representation of a 
three-dimensional space, same as cinema. Also, the 
time factor is very interesting because all those different 
stars have different ages. We perceive them in our 
present moment but some of them are already dead for 
millions of years and light finally arrives here so we are 
able to see them. This transformation of time, what we 
unconsciously see in the starry night sky also somehow 
unconsciously happens in cinema. We have that 
preservation of a time capsule, taking something and 
transporting it to a different time period to represent 
it there. Usually it’s the past, sometimes it can be the 
future, like in science fiction films. Transporting that 
on the two-dimensional screen where it appears as 

the filmic time that we perceive in present moment as 
an audience. What is this moment representing, what 
is it analogue for, and what is it being used for? This 
film is a moment of contemplation, of self-reflection, 
and sometimes it can be very eclectic. Obviously, there 
are few sets of mechanisms that the starry night sky is 
being used for.

(…)

For me, the film is also about understanding the 
feelings around a certain period, the 1930’s or the 
1940’s. How the language changes and how the music 
develops. I knew that it should be chronological but I 
thought I could maybe be roughly chronological. Then 
I realized that if I start to shift around, or put films 
from the same year alphabetically (sometimes there’s 30 
films per year) it would be jumping up and down too 
much. I didn’t like that idea so I realized that the film 
should be historically accurate. It took me some time 
to research all the premiere dates and now it feels much 
better because we travel through those starry night 
skies and we see them the way they were lined up on 
screens worldwide. Sometimes the films are somehow 
connected to each other or there is a historical 
relevance. For example, Spielberg’s ET was released 
just before The Thing by John Carpenter. I believe that 
The Thing is a much better film but at the box office it 
didn’t perform well because everybody wanted to have 
a good alien. Right now, these two excerpts are next 
to each other, ET is first and then The Thing and for 
me it makes sense to put them in a way they originally 
premiered.

(…)

I didn’t want to include documentaries because then 
you have an expert explaining endlessly about starry 
night sky. As I said before, I am more interested in 
the interpretation of the image and not the actual 
representation. There are only few real starry night skies 
in the film, most of them are made up. (...)

ET  CES  GENS  
ONT  PU  SURVIVRE  AUX  CAMPS.

ET  TOUT  DE  SUITE  APRÈS,
NOTRE  ACCIDENT...

QU’ ILS  SE  RATTACHAIENT
À  UNE  CHOSE  PLUS  GRANDEJE  CROIS  QUE  LA  RAISON,  C’ EST
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Ici, nous trouvons une catégorie nouvelle, 
celle d’animer ou de s’animer. Nous voyons que tout 
objet, en dehors des connexions mécaniques dans 
lesquelles nous avons coutume de le considérer, peut, 
dans certaines circonstances, s’intégrer à un devenir 
général de nature spirituelle et, projeté sur celui-ci, 
s’animer devant nos yeux, luire, palpiter d’une vie 
nouvelle, toute différente des particularités reconnues 
d’habitude à l’objet, ressortir ainsi, sans transition 
palpable, la vie tout court, s’entourer, comme d’un 
manteau tissu de fils imperceptibles, de toute la poésie 
de celle-ci. Un souffle silencieux et si discret qu’il 
passerait inaperçu pour quiconque ne voudrait pas le 
voir, pénètre maintenant dans le monde et anime d’une 
clarté éblouissante tout ce qu’il y rencontre sur sa route.

The identification of Zionism and liberalism 
in the West meant that insofar as he had been displaced 
and dispossessed in Palestine, the Arab had become a 
nonperson as much because the Zionist had himself 
become the only person in Palestine as because the 
Arab’s negative personality (Oriental, decadent. 
inferior) had intensified. In Zionism, the liberal West 
saw the triumph of reason and idealism, and only that 
(because that is what liberalism wishes principally to 
see); in liberalism, Zionism saw itself as it wanted itself 
to be. In both cases, the Arab was eliminated, except as 
trouble, negation, “bad’’ values. This is surely a unique 
instance of ideology overriding simple economics. 
For to this day on purely economic grounds (and 
considering the vast amount of aid given to Israel 
and Zionism), Israel is a disaster, yet its triumph of 
pioneering reason justifies more and more aid, more 
and more affirmation—with the grounds for affirmation 
shrinking gradually.

Niebuhr and Edmund Wilson date from the forties 
and fifties, respectively. In the decade following the 
June 1967 war, Israel’s borders expanded enormously; 
a large population of approximately one million 
Arabs was accumulated as a result. No one, least 
of all Israelis, could dodge the problem of this new 
Palestinian actuality. The word “Arab” no longer served 
to describe everyone who was not Jewish. There were 
the “old” Arabs in Israel, the new West Bank-Gaza 
set, the militant liberation fighters (later the PLO), 
and the various communities scattered in Lebanon, 
Jordan, Syria, and the Arabian Gulf. For over ten years 
now, Israel has been in military occupation of actual 
territories and people. It is true that the West Bank is 
designated as “Judea and Samaria,” but the people there 
will not be so easily dissolved, at least not yet.

Therefore the new obstacle for Zionism-liberalism is 
the problem of the occupation. Israel will have it that 
military occupation really means “living together,” 
a concept congenial enough to The New York Times 

CA  LEUR  DONNAIT  UNE  FORCE.QU’ EUX-MÊMES.
PARCE  QU’ ILS  PENSAIENT
QU’ IL  Y  AVAIT  QUELQUE  CHOSEILS  ÉTAIENT  CAPABLES  DE  MOURIR,
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on occasion as to warrant wholesale approval. On 
May 2, 1976, the paper’s lead editorial denounced 
“Arab propagandists” for all sorts of abominations 
(chief among them, attacking the occupation of Arab 
territory), then—echoing the official Israeli line—
proclaimed the military occupation of the West Bank 
and Gaza as “a model for future cooperation” between 
Arabs and Jews in former Palestine. In no other context 
could such a statement be made. A military occupation 
was taken as representative of good relations between 
people, a scheme on which to build a common future, 
just as “autonomy” was supposed to be what “the Arabs 
of Eretz Israel” really wanted.

Nor was this all. What we must again see is the issue 
involving representation, an issue always lurking 
near the question of Palestine. I said earlier that 
Zionism always undertakes to speak for Palestine and 
the Palestinians; this has always meant a blocking 
operation, by which the Palestinian cannot be heard 
from (or represent himself) directly on the world stage. 
Just as the expert Orientalist believed that only he 
could speak (paternally as it were) for the natives and 
primitive societies that he had studied—his presence 
denoting their absence—so too the Zionists spoke 
to the world on behalf of the Palestinians. This has 
not everywhere and anytime been possible, as every 
insurgent movement since World War II has learned to 
its advantage. In an age of mass and sometimes instant 
communication, sensational guerrilla or terrorist 
exploits can “speak” directly, can represent directly an 
otherwise blocked presence. In time, this repressed 
presence filters through, the more so, as was the case 
with most Israelis, when it is denied. In the final 
analysis, this latest denial of the Palestinians has turned 
out to be the greatest (but most inevitable) mistake 
made by Zionism since its inception. (…)

It has been generally true, I think, that one almost 
infallible index of acceptability and political legitimacy 
in the United States is who speaks for what. One 
reason for the powerful (nonetheless highly selective) 

legitimacy of the NLF in this country was the spectrum 
of highly placed, highly visible, and otherwise 
prominent figures speaking against the U.S. enterprise 
in Vietnam. When Dr. Spock, Jane Fonda, Noam 
Chomsky, and Senator McGovern all condemn the 
same thing, they can be taken to be validating the 
opposite of what they condemn. Conversely in the 
ease of Israel, when speaking warmly for and on behalf 
of Israel is considered de rigueur for anyone in either 
public or intellectual life, the sheer impossibility of 
finding a space in which to speak for the Palestinians 
is enormous; indeed, every statement on behalf of 
Israel intensifies and concentrates pressure on the 
Palestinian to be silent, to accept repression. Thus it is 
legitimate and acceptable to be for Israel and against 
the Palestinians. The more active principle stemming 
from this axiom is that you will very often find articles 
by Israelis about Israel in public circulation, but very 
rarely articles by Arabs about themselves. This is not 
only a gross numerical disproportion (which has a great 
deal to do with the difference in size and, yes, quality 
between the resident Arab and Jewish communities 
in this country), but also a qualitative one. During the 
1973 war, for example, The New York Times Sunday 
Magazine ran an essay one week by a prominent Israeli 
lawyer on what it felt like to be at war; the next week 
there was a supposedly symmetrical feature, although 
it was written by a former U.S. ambassador to Syria. 
When an Arab voice is heard it is selected in such a 
way as to make the least impression or, as I said earlier, 
when a representative Arab view is put forward it is 
either by a Western expert or it is a quasi-official Arab 
“statement.” Quantity and quality are kept equivalent. 
During the decade after 1967 a great many well-known 
personalities visited Israel, and in the case of the 
writers among them, wrote their impressions. The most 
recent instance is Saul Bellow; others include Stephen 
Spender, Francine Du Plessix Gray, Renata Adler, and 
Gary Wills. After 1967—unlike the period about which 
Edmund Wilson wrote—it was not possible to avoid 
or ignore the occupied territories or the Arabs there. 

QUI  SURVIVAIT.
C’ ÉTAIT  FACILE  DE  MOURIR.DE  PLUS  GRAND  QU’ EUX LE  CAMP  DE  CONCENTRATION,

POURQUOI  REVIENS-TU  TOUJOURS
À  CETTE  EXPÉRIENCE  DE  SURVIE  ?
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Each account o f a visit to Israel therefore includes 
something about the Palestinians. In each case the 
Arabs are dealt with through an Israeli Arab expert, 
usually a worldly wise colonial officer, sometimes 
an academic figure with a background in military 
intelligence. In this respect, Bellow and Spender were 
exactly alike. Their liberal humanity, their concern for 
the “possible” violation of Israeli democracy by military 
occupation was demonstrated by a talk with an expert 
who represented the Arab “reality” to them, alleviated 
their concern for humane values, and reassured them 
about Israeli democracy. In turn, this view of the 
Arab Palestinian inside the occupied territories carne 
to stand for what the Arab Palestinian was, what he 
wanted, how he felt. It would be exactly like sending 
a white “black affairs” officer to tell a visiting Western 
intellectual what the South African black majority really 
was, really wanted, really felt. Only, of course, such 
a misrepresentation would be rejected as incredible. 
Bellow’s To Jerusalem and Back gets its force precisely 
from this accepted, legitimated sort of representation. 
(…)

The sociology of what normally defines a “cause,” or 
perhaps what an issue must be in order to be a cause, 
breaks down completely in the case of Israel today, at 
least insofar as Israel is a subject of discussion of public 
debate. No liberal would be found silent championing 
the cause of human rights in the Soviet Union, or 
Chile, or Africa. Yet when it comes to similar matters 
in Israel, there is an almost total silence. The subject of 
military government, its attendant abuses and human 
rights violations in Israel stubbornly resists any effort 
at making it a “cause.” This is particularly striking in 
cases when sources cited by the very few critics of Israel 
are Israeli sources. For years now the Israeli League 
of Human Rights has been diffusing information on 
such matters as the demolition of Arab houses, the 
expropriation of Arab lands, the treatment of Arab 
workers, torture and illegal detention of Arabs—all 
cases documented principally by translations of articles 

in Israeli journals and newspapers. None of these items 
ever sees the light of day in the United States, and 
not for want of their being sent to editors, television 
columnists, prominent and (usually) outspoken liberals, 
etc. There are literally tens of Israeli news services, 
liberal newsletters, and liberal quarterlies regularly 
covering treatment of Arab Palestinians both inside 
pre-1967 Israel and in the Occupied Territories—to say 
nothing of United Nations reports, accounts written 
by former UN border and armistice supervisors, 
reports of international agencies like Amnesty 
International, the Red Cross, dozens of Arab and 
Arab-American studies—none of which is ever released 
for wide distribution and dissemination in the United 
States. The most recent, and in many ways the most 
outlandish, such deliberate act of omission concerns 
the London Sunday Times “Insight’’ Report on torture 
in Israel (June 19, 1977). Using an exhaustive series 
of investigative techniques, the Times revealed that 
torture of Arabs is a regular, methodical, and officially 
sanctioned device in Israel: that hundreds of Arabs are 
being detained and tortured; that the evidence is wholly 
convincing that the state condones the practice as a 
way of intimidating, controlling, and terrorizing the 
“native» population in the Occupied Territories. With 
only one known exception (the Boston Globe) not a 
single major American newspaper (or journal, weekly 
news magazine, or television news program) carried 
the report, most of them scarcely even mentioned it, 
and not one has mentioned the various Amnesty, Red 
Cross, and other such reports that followed. 

CETTE  OBSCURITÉ
DONT  TU  PARLAIS  ?

EN  DEHORS  DU  RESTE,
EST  UNE  SORTE  DE...

JE  CROIS  QUE  ÇA  VIENT
DE  CE  QU’ ON  A  TOUJOURS  PENSÉ

QUAND  TU  PARLES
DE  TA  PART  OBSCURE  ?
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If anything more sinister, though, are the 
effects of such rampant capitalism on the natural 
environment. The very first page of Martin Salander 
informs us of “the relentless building over of the earth,” 
so that one now seeks in vain “the traces of the old 
shady friendly paths which earlier had led upward 
between gently rolling meadows and gardens.” A 
little farther on in the text we learn that of the great 
trees which used to stand on the land adjoining the 
Salanders’ house, only a single plane tree remains. 
“What’s become of the many fine trees which used to 
stand around the house? Martin Salander, returning 
after a long absence, asks his wife. “Did the owner have 
them cut down to be sold? The fool!” and she explains 
the matter to him as follows: “Someone had taken the 
land away from him, or rather forced him to make 
building sites of it since several other landowners had 
had an unnecessary street laid. There it is, every green 
shade has disappeared and the ground changed into 
a sand and gravel surface. But no one comes to buy 
the lots.” Whereupon Salander comments: “They are 
really scoundrels to wreck the climate for themselves 
like that.” It is almost as if one were reading a report 
from yesterday’s newspaper. Not the least of Keller’s 
achievements is that he was one of the first to recognize 
the havoc which the proliferation of capital inevitably 
unleashes upon the natural world, upon society, and 
upon the emotional life of mankind.

Friedrich Engels, in The Origin of Private Property, 
published in 1884, put forward the view that the 
transition—long predating our historical memory, 
in an era shrouded in myth—from a matriarchal 
and polygamous society to a patriarchal and 
monogamous one was determined by the acquisition 
of property whose inheritance could only be assured 
with certainty by means of a system of monogamy. 
In accordance with this theory, in many ways still 
extremely plausible today, one might say that even 
as high capitalism was spreading like wildfire in 
the second half of the nineteenth century, Keller in 

his work presents a counterimage of an earlier age 
in which the relationships between human beings 
were not yet regulated by money. In one of his 
childhood reminiscences, Heinrich Lee recalls how, 
as a boy, he often used to spend time in a dark hall or 
warehouse filled with every kind of junk and bric-a-
brac imaginable. And, as always when Keller has the 
opportunity of indulging his love for all things antique, 
there follows an incomparable description of all the 
outmoded, useless, and arcane objects piled high on 
top of and in front of each other, beds and tables and 
all kinds of assorted implements, and how sometimes 
on the upper planes and slopes, and sometimes on the 
perilous lonely peaks of this bric-a-brac mountain, 
here an ornate rococo clock and there a waxen angel 
lead a quiet and as it may be posthumous existence. In 
contrast to the continuous circulation of capital, these 
evanescent objects have been withdrawn from currency, 
having long since served their time as traded goods, 
and have, in some sense, entered eternity.

DE  CAMP  DE  CONCENTRATION.
QU’ ON  ALLAIT  FINIR
DANS  UNE  SITUATION

À  UNE  CHOSE  PLUS  SOMBRE
QUE  NOUS  L’ IMAGINIONS...QU’ ON  DEVRAIT  SURVIVRE
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In a letter of 1912, Rilke wrote of the change that 
had come over things in terms that closely recall Marx’s 
analysis of the fetishistic character of the commodity. 
“The world contracts,” Rilke writes, “because even 
things, for their part, do the same, in that they 
continuously displace their existence into the vibration 
of money, developing a kind of spirituality that from 
this moment on outstrips their tangible reality. In the 
period that I am treating (the fourteenth century), 
money was still gold, metal, something beautiful, 
the most easily handled, the most intelligible of all 
things.” In Rilke, a poet that certainly does not have 
the reputation of a revolutionary, we discover again the 
same nostalgia for use value that characterizes Marx’s 
critique of the commodity. Nevertheless, faced with the 
impossibility of a return to the past, this nostalgia in 
Rilke translates into the program for a transformation 
of the world of visible things into the invisible. “The 
earth,” continues the previously cited letter to Hulewicz, 
“has no way out other than to become invisible: in us 
who with a part of our natures partake of the invisible, 
have (at least) stock in it, and can increase our holdings 
in the invisible during our sojourn here- in us alone can 
be consummated this intimate and lasting conversion 
of the visible into an invisible. . . The angel of the Elegies 
is that creature in whom the transformation of the 
visible into the invisible, which we are accomplishing, 
appears already consummated” (Letters of Rainer Maria 
Rilke 2:375). From this point of view, the Rilkean angel 
is the symbol of the transcendence in the invisible of 
the commodified object, that is, the cipher of a relation 
to things that goes beyond both the use value and the 
exchange value. As such, it is the metaphysical figure 
that succeeds the merchant, as Rilke put it in one of the 
late poems: “When from the hand of the merchant / the 
scales pass to the Angel in heaven / they are appeased 
and balanced with space . . . ”

DIS-LE  EN  ALLEMAND,
JE  COMPRENDRAI  PLUS  TARD.

C’ EST  DIFFICILE  À  DIRE
EN  ANGLAIS.

CE  QUE  JE  VOULAIS  DIRE
PAR  LE  CÔTÉ  OBSCURNON,  JE  NE  CROIS  PAS.



Eva Švankmajerová
Touch, p. xxiii, 1994 

(1)      A group of dancing 
girls, trained in military 
fashion, that was named 
after the Manchester 
choreographer John 
Tiller. Introduced in 
the late nineteenth 
century, the troupe was 
hired in Germany by 
Eric Charell, who from 
1924 to 1931 was the 
director of Berlin’s GroPes 
Schauspielhaus theater 
and whose revues and 
operetta productions 
were the forerunners of 
today’s musicals. See 
Derek Parker and Julia 
Parker, The Natural 
History of the Chorus Girl 
(London: Newton Abbot, 
1975).
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In certain circumstances people who 
are in a different time and place can touch each other. 
Anyone can see with their own eyes that they can touch 
messages on a piece of paper, on a document or an 
ordinary letter.

The tedious, antiquated, bureaucratic ‘sorting’, ranking 
of events, of relationships, so futile and dangerous, was 
meant to purge the mad eroticism of touch; to leave 
it to the blind. Our judgements, just like the thoughts 
of our pupils, are censored: ‘No touching!’ We call it 
‘education.’ After all, there are some who get paid for 
touching, that is why they are so well paid for it. That 
is not what the poet meant. Instinctively he was always 
ready to escape from such a strait jacket. He probably 
hoped that we would warmly welcome him as a sad 
child reprimanded for an innocent drawing. Why 
should he pay? He was simply struggling with human 
misery, trying to find a way out. We shouldn’t laugh at 
him, when we can see some among us weaving their 
own carpets or forcing the weaker ones to do it for 
them. We touch materials. Have you ever seen women 
at counters handling rolls of repulsive textiles ‘woven’ 
by other women (or children)? Not lecherously—that 
would suggest a different dimension. But greedily. Full 
of desire. To touch and to hold for a moment. In such 
places, a sign ‘No touching!’ would be meaningless. 
Similarly, we are afraid of silence and the absence of 
some fence along which I ran my finger on my way 
here. In pleasurable privacy. But you know too, that 
touching can be so wonderful that its absence is called 
imprisonment. I won’t hold it against you. All the same, 
let’s be passionate, yet careful!

In the days of cock-a-doodle I went and 
saw Rome and the Lateran hanging from a silk thread. I 
saw a man without feet outrunning a swift horse and a 

sharp, sharp sword cutting a bridge in two.

—The Brothers Grimm, “The Tale of a Cock-a-Doodle”

1
This is what the film diva looks like. She is twenty-
four years old, featured on the cover of an illustrated 
magazine, standing in front of the Hotel Excelsior on 
the Lido. The date is September. If one were to look 
through a magnifying glass one could make out the 
grain, the millions of little dots that constitute the diva, 
the waves, and the hotel. The picture, however, refers 
not to the dot matrix but to the living diva on the Lido. 
Time: the present. The caption calls her demonic: our 
demonic diva. Still, she does not lack a certain allure. 
The bangs, the seductive position of the head, and 
the twelve eyelashes right and left—all these details, 
diligently recorded by the camera, are in their proper 
place, a flawless appearance. Everyone recognizes 
her with delight, since everyone has already seen the 
original on the screen. It is such a good likeness that 
she cannot be confused with anyone else, even if she 
is perhaps only one-twelfth of a dozen Tiller girls.(1) 
Dreamily she stands in front of the Hotel Excelsior, 
which basks in her fame—a being of flesh and blood, 
our demonic diva, twenty-four years old, on the Lido. 
The date is September.

Is this what grandmother looked like? The photograph, 
more than sixty years old and already a photograph 
in the modern sense, depicts her as a young girl of 
twenty-four. Since photographs are likenesses, this 
one must have been a likeness as well. It was carefully 
produced in the studio of a court photographer. But 
were it not for the oral tradition, the image alone would 
not have sufficed to reconstruct the grandmother. The 
grandchildren know that in her later years she lived in 
a narrow little room with a view onto the old part of 

MOI,  PERSONNELLEMENT,CONCERNE  PLUTÔT  CE  DONT C’ EST-À-DIRE  AUSSIJE  SUIS  CAPABLE.



(2)      In the 
autobiographical novel 
Georg, which Kracauer 
completed in 1934 
during his exile in Paris, 
the main character at 
one point recalls his 
childhood delight at 
“the glass battlefields 
of former times” filled 
with tin soldiers. “His 
grandmother,” we learn, 
“had occasionally set 
[the soldiers] up on a 
glass plate and then 
tapped on the surface 
from underneath with her 
finger, in order to bring 
the ranks into disorder.” 
Kracauer, Georg, in 
Schriften, vol. 7 (Frankfurt: 
Suhrkamp Verlag, 1973), 
251.

(3)      A fashionable 
woman’s jacket from the 
1860s, modeled after the 
uniform of the Zouave, 
a French colonial troop 
composed of Berber 
tribes and Europeans and 
recruited in Algiers in 
1830-1831.

(4)      When this essay 
was first published in 
the Frankfurter Zeitung 
in 1927, Kracauer here 
explicitly named Wilhelm 
Dilthey as an exemplary 
advocate of such 
historicist thinking.
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town and that, to amuse the children, she would make 
toy soldiers dance on a glass plate;(2) they also know a 
nasty story about her life, and two confirmed utterances 
which change a bit from generation to generation. One 
has to believe the parents—who claim to have gotten 
it from grandmother herself—that this photograph 
depicts the very same grandmother about whom one 
has retained these few details that may also in time be 
forgotten. Yet eyewitness accounts are unreliable. It 
might turn out after all that the photograph depicts not 
the grandmother but a friend who resembled her. None 
of her contemporaries are still alive. And the question 
of likeness? The ur-image has long since decayed. But 
the now-darkened appearance has so little in common 
with the traits still remembered that the grandchildren 
submit in amazement to the imperative of encountering 
in the photograph their fragmentarily recorded 
ancestor. All right, so it’s grandmother; but in reality 
it’s any young girl in 1864. The girl smiles continuously, 
always the same smile. The smile is arrested yet no 
longer refers to the life from which it has been taken. 
Likeness has ceased to be of any help. The smiles of 
plastic mannequins in beauty parlors are just as rigid 
and perpetual. This mannequin does not belong to our 
time; it could be standing with others of its kind in a 
museum, in a glass case labeled “Traditional Costumes, 
1864.” There the mannequins are displayed solely for 
the historical costumes, and the grandmother in the 
photograph, too, is an archaeological mannequin 
which serves to illustrate the costumes of the period. 
So that’s how women dressed back then: chignons, 
cinched waists, crinolines, and Zouave jackets.(3) The 
grandmother dissolves into fashionably old-fashioned 
details before the very eyes of the grandchildren. They 
are amused by the traditional costume, which, following 
the disappearance of its bearer, remains alone on the 
battlefield—an external decoration that has become 
autonomous. They are irreverent, and today young 
girls dress differently. They laugh, and at the same 
time they shudder. For through the ornamentation 
of the costume from which the grandmother has 

disappeared, they think they glimpse a moment of 
time past, a time that passes without return. Although 
time is not part of the photograph like the smile or the 
chignon, the photograph itself, so it seems to them, is 
a representation of time. Were it the photograph alone 
that endowed these details with duration, they would 
not at all outlast mere time; rather, time would create 
images for itself out of them.

2
“From the early days of the friendship between 
Goethe and Karl August.”—“Karl August and the 1787 
coadjutor election in Erfurt.”—“A visit of a Bohemian in 
Jena and Weimar” (1818).—“Recollections of a Weimar 
high school student” (1825 to 1830).—“A contemporary 
account of the Weimar Goethe celebration on 
November 7, 1825.”—“A rediscovered bust of Wieland 
by Ludwig Klauer.”—»Plan for a national monument 
to Goethe in Weimar.”—The herbarium for these and 
other investigations is provided by the Goethe Society 
yearbooks, a series that in principle can never come 
to an end. It would be superfluous to ridicule the 
Goethe philology which deposits its specimens in these 
volumes, all the more so since it is as ephemeral as the 
items it processes. In contrast, the pseudo-luster of 
the numerous monumental works on Goethe’s stature, 
being, personality, and so on has hardly begun to be 
questioned. The principle of Goethe philology is that 
of historicist thinking, which emerged at about the 
same time as modern photographic technology. On 
the whole, advocates of such historicist thinking(4) 
believe they can explain any phenomenon purely in 
terms of its genesis. That is, they believe in any case that 
they can grasp historical reality by reconstructing the 
course of events in their temporal succession without 
any gaps. Photography presents a spatial continuum; 
historicism seeks to provide the temporal continuum. 
According to historicism, the complete mirroring of 
an intratemporal sequence simultaneously contains 
the meaning of all that occurred within that time. 
Thus, if the connecting links of the Erfurt coadjutor 

QUI  SONT  TRÈS  LOIN,CE  QUI  CONCERNE  DES  CHOSES DE  MOI-MÊME.
OU  DONT  LA  MESURE  PEUT  M’ ÉLOI-
GNER



(5)      Kracauer refers 
to this passage in the 
introduction to History: 
The Last Things before 
the Last (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 
1969), when describing 
his surprising realization 
of the continuity between 
the work he had done 
on film and his present 
concern with history: “I 
realized in a flash the 
many existing parallels 
between history and the 
photographic media, 
historical reality and 
camera-reality. Lately I 
came across my piece 
on ‘Photography’ and 
was completely amazed 
at noticing that I had 
compared historicism 
with photography already 
in this article of the 
twenties” (3-4).

Siegfried Kracauer
Photography, 1927

(6)      The German 
mythological hero, 
faithful protector, and 
counselor Eckart warns 
the Nibelungen at the 
border of the Rudegers 
Mark of the threatening 
Hunns. Kracauer here 
plays on the association 
of Eckart and fidelity as 
manifest In Ludwig Tieck’s 
fable “Tannenhauser and 
the Faithful Eckart” (1799) 
and Goethe’s text “The 
Faithful Eckart” (1811).
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election or the recollections of the Weimar high school 
student were missing in the presentation of Goethe, 
such an account would lack reality for the historicist. 
Historicism is concerned with the photography of time. 
The equivalent of its temporal photography would be 
a giant film depicting the temporally interconnected 
events from every vantage point.(5)

3
Memory encompasses neither the entire spatial 
appearance of a state of affairs nor its entire temporal 
course. Compared to photography, memory’s records 
are full of gaps. The fact that the grandmother was at 
one time involved in a nasty story that is recounted 
time and again because people really do not like to 
talk about her—this does not mean much from the 
photographer’s perspective. He knows every little 
wrinkle on her face and has noted every date. Memory 
does not pay much attention to dates—it skips years 
or stretches temporal distance. The selection of traits 
that it assembles must strike the photographer as 
arbitrary. The selection may have been made this 
way rather than another because dispositions and 
purposes required the repression, falsification, and 
emphasis of certain parts of the object; a virtually 
endless number of reasons determines the remains 
to be filtered. No matter which scenes an individual 
remembers, they all mean something relevant to that 
person, though he or she might not necessarily know 
what they mean. An individual retains memories 
because they are personally significant. Thus, they are 
organized according to a principle which is essentially 
different from the organizing principle of photography. 
Photography grasps what is given as a spatial (or 
temporal) continuum; memory images retain what is 
given only insofar as it has significance. Since what is 
significant is not reducible to either merely spatial or 
merely temporal terms, memory images are at odds 
with photographic representation. From the latter’s 
perspective, memory images appear to be fragments—
but only because photography does not encompass 

the meaning to which they refer and in relation to 
which they cease to be fragments. Similarly, from the 
perspective of memory, photography appears as a 
jumble that consists partly of garbage.

The meaning of memory images is linked to their 
truth content. So long as they are embedded in the 
uncontrolled life of the drives, they are inhabited by 
a demonic ambiguity; they are opaque, like frosted 
glass which scarcely a ray of light can penetrate. Their 
transparency increases to the extent that insights thin 
out the vegetation of the soul and limit the compulsion 
of nature. Truth can be found only by a liberated 
consciousness which assesses the demonic nature of the 
drives. The traits that consciousness recollects stand in 
a relationship to what has been perceived as true, the 
latter being either manifest in these traits or excluded 
by them. The image in which these traits appear is 
distinguished from all other memory images, for 
unlike the latter it preserves not a multitude of opaque 
recollections but elements that touch upon what has 
been recognized as true. All memory images are bound 
to be reduced to this type of image, which may rightly 
be called the last image, since it alone preserves the 
unforgettable. The last image of a person is that person’s 
actual history. This history omits all characteristics and 
determinations that do not relate in a significant sense 
to the truth intended by a liberated consciousness. 
How a person represents this history does not depend 
purely on his or her natural constitution or on the 
pseudo-coherence of his or her individuality; thus, 
only fragments of these assets are included in his 
or her history. This history is like a monogram that 
condenses the name into a single graphic figure which 
is meaningful as an ornament. Eckart’s monogram is 
fidelity.(6) Great historical figures survive in legends 
that, however naive they may be, strive to preserve their 
actual history. In authentic fairy tales, the imagination 
has intuitively deposited typical monograms. In a 
photograph, a person’s history is buried as if under a 
layer of snow.

DISONS  QUE  JE  SUIS,L’ ABNÉGATION.
UN  HOMME  PLUTÔT  PACIFIQUE,
AMOUREUX  D’ HARMONIE,DE  PAR  MA  NATURE,



Gaston Bachelard
The Poetics of Space, 
p. xxxv, 1957
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Indeed, the images I want to examine 
are the quite simple images of felicitous space. In this 
orientation, these investigations would deserve to be 
called topophilia. They seek to determine the human 
value of the sorts of space that may be grasped, that 
may be defended against adverse forces, the space 
we love. For diverse reasons, and with the differences 
entailed by poetic shadings, this is eulogized space. 
Attached to its protective value, with can be a positive 
one, are also imagined values, which soon become 
dominant. Space that has been seized upon by the 
imagination cannot remain indifferent space subject to 
the measures and estivates of the surveyor. It has been 
lived in, not in its positivity, but with all the partiality of 
the imagination. Particularly, it nearly always exercises 
an attraction. For it concentrates being within limits 
that protect. In the realm of images, the play between 
the exterior and intimacy is not a balanced one. On 
the other hand, hostile space is hardly mentioned 
in these pages. The space of hatred and combat can 
only be studied in the context of impassioned subject 
matter and apocalyptic images. For the present, we 
shall consider the images that attract. And with regard 
to images, it soon becomes clear that to attract and to 
repulse do not give contrary experiences. The terms are 
contrary. When we study electricity or magnetism, we 
can speak symmetrically of repulsion and attraction. 
All that is needed is a change of algebraic signs. But 
images do not adapt themselves very well to quiet 
ideas, or above all, to definitive ideas. The imagination 
is ceaselessly imagining and enriching itself with new 
images. It is this wealth of imagined being that I should 
like to explore.

ET  JE  SUIS  PLUTÔT  LÂCHE,
EN  TEMPS  NORMAL,

JE  NE  FERAIS  PAS  DE  MAL
À  UNE  MOUCHE,

QUAND  CE  N’ EST  PAS
INDISPENSABLE.

JE  N’ AIME  PAS  DU  TOUT
ME  BATTRE.



143142 LA  BAGARRE  NI  L’ AFFRONTEMENT...
DE  MOI-MÊME,
JE  NE  CHERCHE  JAMAIS LUI,  IL  NE  S’ EN  VA  PAS.ENGELS,  “ORIGINE  DE  LA  FAMILLE”.



145144 CHEZ  ENGELS,  IL  FAUT  TOUJOURSLITTÉRATURE  CLASSIQUE. DIFFÉRENTES  MANIÈRES  DE
FAIRE  UN  DÉTOUR
PAR  LE  RAYON  SCIENTIFIQUE.



Gilles Deleuze & Elias Sanbar
Two Regimes of Madness: Texts and Interviews 1975–1995, 1982

Notes

(1)      Elias Sanbar, Palestine 1948, l’expulsion, (Paris, le Livre de la Revue d’Études Palestiniennes, 
1983

(2)      In Revue des Études Palestiniennes, 2, Winter 1982, p. 3-17

(3)      Palestine was under a British military Regime until 1921, when the League of Nations 
declared it a Trust Territory of Great Britain. The civil administration began in 1923 and lasted until 
May 15., 1948, when the British departed and the state of Israel was declared.

(4)      Ilan Halevi, Question juive, la tribu, la loi, l’espace (Paris, Editions de Minuit, 1981)

(5)      Boaz Evron, « Les interprétations de l’holocauste: un danger pour le peuple juif », Revue 
d’Études Palestiniennes, no. 2, Winter 1982, p.36-52

147146 UNE  IDÉE  BIZARRE.RENTRER  À  LA  MAISON.
ET  BERLIN,  C’ EST  RENTRER
À  LA  MAISON.JE  NE  SUIS  JAMAIS  ALLÉ  À  BERLIN,



Walter Benjamin
Walter Benjamin’s 
archive, Images, Texts, 
Signs, 2015

(1)      See Martin 
Heidegger, Being 
and Time, trans. John 
Macquarrie and Edward 
Robinson (New York: 
Harper and Row, 1962), 
Division 2, Chapter 5. On 
truth as “the death of the 
intentio” (parenthesis 
below), see Benjamin, 
The Origin of German 
Tragic Drama, p. 36. On 
time in the dialectical 
image, see Qº, 21 in 
“First Sketches.’’ 
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The inner space of our drawing is enclosed in 
a wall. A, B, and C are three houses, which are built into 
the wall; unfortunately their inhabitants cannot stand 
each other. Unhappily too, it happens that the well that 
belongs to the house A is at a, that which belongs to 
house B is at b and the one belonging to house [C] is at 
c. Wells a and c are free-standing, but well b is right on 
the wall and it is impossible to go round it. Each house 
owner wants to get ot his well, without cutting across 
the path of his neighbor. And it is possible. But how?

It’s not that what is past casts its light on what 
is present, or what is present its light on what is past; 
rather, image is that wherein what has been comes 
together in a flash with the now to form a constellation. 
In other words, image is dialectics at a standstill. For 
while the relation of the present to the past is a purely 
temporal, continuous one, the relation of what-has-
been to the now is dialectical: is not progression but 
image, suddenly emergent.—Only dialectical images 
are genuine images (that is, not archaic); and the place 
where one encounters them is language.   [Awakening]  

[N2a,3], p.462

~

What distinguishes images from the “essences” of 
phenomenology is their historical index. (Heidegger 
seeks in vain to rescue history for phenomenology 
abstractly through “historicity.”)(1) These images are 
to be thought of enterely apart from the categories of 
the “human sciences,” from so-called habitus, from 
style, and the like. For the historical index of the 
images not only says that they belong to a particular 
time; it says, above all, that they attain to legibility 
only-at a particular time. And, indeed, this acceding 
“to legibility” constitutes a specific critical point in 
the movement at their interior. Every present day is 
determined by the images that are synchronic with it: 
each “now” is the now of a particular recognizability. 
In it, truth is charged to the bursting point with time. 
(This point of explosion, and  nothing else, is the death 
of the intentio, which thus coincides  with the birth of 
authentic historical time, the time of truth.) It is not 
that what is past casts its light on what is present, or 
what is present its light on what is past; rather, image is 
that wherein what has been comes together in a flash 
with the now to form a constellation. In other words: 

CES  TROIS  PERSONNES...
ERIKA  SE  SENT  BIEN,
ELLE  APPREND  LA  LANGUE. ET  LEURS...TROIS  MILITANTS.



Walter Benjamin
“N - On the Theory of 
Knowledge”, Theory of 
Progress , 2002

(1)      Gilles Deleuze, 
L’image-temps. Cinéma 
2, Les éditions de Minuit, 
Paris, 1985, p. 7.

(2)      Jeanne Favret-
Saada, Les mots, la mort, 
les sorts. La sorcellerie 
dans le Bocage, Les 
éditions Gallimard, Paris, 
1977, p. 26.
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image is dialectics at a standstill. For while the relation 
of the present to the past is purely temporal, the relation 
of what-has-been to the now is dialectical: not temporal 
in nature but figural <bildlich>. Only dialectical images 
are genuinely historical—that is, not archaic—images. 
The image that is read—which is to say, the image in the 
now of its recognizability—bears to the highest degree 
the imprint of the perilous critical moment on which all 
reading is founded. 

[N3,l], pp. 462-63

J’entends par écriture cinématographique 
« a-topique » et romanesque, celle qui procède d’une 
conformation à la demande spectatorielle largement 
majoritaire. Une écriture où le récit fonctionne par et 
sur lui-même selon des structures narratives standard 
(...). Les récits créés avec ce type de  structures 
fonctionnent comme des objets en soi. Comme des 
ensembles clos qui priment sur leur contexte, voire 
qui s’en détachent. Il y a dans ces écritures classiques 
(de films de fiction et documentaire), comme une 
imperméabilité avec le contexte dont le film et issu. 
« Le réel y est montré comme déjà déchiffré »(1), déjà 
interprété, momifié, clôturé, cristallisé. L’écriture de 
ces films consiste en une sorte de jeu de référence 
fonctionnant en circuit fermé et dont le but est la 
production d’un sens ultime déjà donné. A prendre 
ou à laisser. Il s’agit d’un système de codification où 
la fiction en arrive à se faire toute seule. Le message, 
la signification ultime du récit de ces films y sera 
consensuel, à la conformité, à la norme, au Même. 
Ce message y est donné le plus souvent comme du 
prêt-à-porter. Déjà emballé. J’ai nommé cette écriture 
‘a-topique’ (...) : 

rien n’est dit de la sorcellerie qui ne soit étroitement 
commandé par la situation d’énonciation. Ce qui importe 
alors, c’est moins de déchiffrer des énoncés – ou ce qui 
est dit – que de comprendre qui parle, et à qui. Sur le 
terrain, en effet, l’ethnographe, lui-même engagé dans ce 
procès de parole, n’est qu’un parlant parmi d’autres. S’il 
s’avise ensuite de rédiger un mémoire scientifique sur 
les sort, ce ne peut se faire qu’en revenant toujours sur 
cette situation d’énonciation et sur la manière dont il y 
a été « pris » ; faisant, de ce mouvement de va-et-vient 
entre la « prise » initiale et sa « reprise » théorique, l’objet 
même de sa réflexion. (...) J’entends ainsi marquer sans 
équivoque la distance qui me sépare de l’anthropologie 
classique comme de la pensée post-structurale en France, 
dans leur commun idéal de totale a-topie du sujet 
théoricien(2).

(...) A l’opposé, une écriture « topique » (qui peut 

MEMBRES  D’ UNE  ORGANISATION.LEURS  LIVRES.
ON  FAIT  CE  QU’ IL  FAUT,
ON  DÉCAPE  LE  SOL,

L’ UN  D’ EUX  A  REFAIT
SON  APPARTEMENT.



Jean-Jacques Andrien
écrit entre 2011 et 2016
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prendre des formes très différentes en ce qu’elle est 
sécrétée par le sujet lui-même et sa propre matière 
de base) tentera de se démarquer volontairement de 
l’écriture classique « a-topique » par son refus de ses 
stéréotypes, de ses modèles qui l’imperméabiliseraient 
par rapport au contexte dont elle est issue.

M.D. (...) Avec le film,  
j’ai commencé à imaginer des choses, 
des passages, une certaine circulation des habitants. Des 
existences, mais tout juste effleurées. Je voyais toujours 
ça sur l’emplacement de la terrasse. D’ailleurs, je crois 
qu’en réalité, à cet emplacement, il y avait un chemin. 
Un chemin de culture. Les charrois passaient pleins de 
foin, de maïs, ou de luzerne, et, du moment que la mare 
communale était là, les bêtes s’abreuvaient en passant. 
Je voyais toujours la même scène : une femme rentrait 
des champs, son mari l’attendait là, sous le mélèze. 
Le mélèze, on ne peut pas le dater, on ne peut pas lui 
donner d’âge, il a donc toujours été là. Dans cette scène, 
il y avait un enfant qui dormait sous le mélèze, le mari 
le gardait et la femme passait par le chemin, et elle se 
plaignait de la chaleur du jour. Et ce jour, je l’ai appelé 
le 16 avril 1672. Donc, trois cents ans, jour pour jour, 
avant la date du tournage. S’il y avait eu, dans ce passage 
de la femme, un moment, une parole ou un instant qui 
aurait dû être éternisé, c’était le moment où la femme 
regardait l’enfant, tout en se plaignant de la chaleur du 
jour. 

D.N. Ça, vous ne l’avez pas écrit ?

M.D. Je ne l’ai jamais écrit. Et cette phrase, pour moi, 
éternisait l’instant tout entier. Elle englobait la maison, 
l’époque, l’enfant, l’amour du mari, la fatigue du jour. Si 
vous voulez, là où mon émotion était la plus forte, c’est 
quand j’imaginais cette réflexion sur la chaleur qu’elle 
venait de faire. Le soir tombait, cette chaleur avait déjà 
fléchi. La réflexion que faisait la femme était, pour moi, 
complètement bouleversante. C’est peut-être à partir de 
ça que j’ai fait un cinéma de la maison de Neauphle.

Cette femme qui a eu chaud le 16 avril 1672, elle n’a 
rien dit. Elle aurait écrit une seule lettre, un mot, mais 
rien. C’est ce vertige-là, ce manque terrible, qui a fait 
que j’ai fait ce film, ce film là. On filme du vide, du 
rien-dit, du rien-dire. Ce qui s’entend, le silence de la 
maison, c’est justement ce qui n’a pas été dit, ce qui n’a 
pas été exprimé, bien sûr.

JUSTE  POUR  UNE  ÉTAGÈRE.
ON  RÉPARE  LES  MURS,  ET  IL  RESTE
PEU  DE  PLACE  POUR  LES  LIVRES. À  FAIRE  LE  TRI  DE  LEUR  PASSÉ  :

IL  A  INVITÉ  SES  AMIS
À  TRIER  LES  LIVRES,



Marguerite Duras

“Nathalie Granger. La 
classe de la violence”, 
in Entretiens avec 
Dominique Noguez. 
Autour de huit films, 
pp. 29-33, 2001

Frank Venaille
L’enfant rouge, pp. 13-14, 
2018
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D.N. C’est pour compenser l’absence de toute trace de 
cette femme de 1672 que vous avez fait ce film ?

M.D. Oui, ce n’est pas seulement parce qu’elle n’avait pas 
parlé que j’ai parlé quand même, je veux dire : que j’ai 
exprimé quelque chose, essayé, toujours. Non, c’est aussi 
parce qu’il y a une continuité de femmes qui ont passées 
par là, qui sont mortes là, qui ne disaient rien, qui ont 
vécu là dans une sorte d’équivalence, finalement, à ce 
que nous vivons, nous. Avec cette différence, bien sûr, 
que si, moi, j’ai écrit, c’est parce que je savais comment 
écrire ça. Si je n’avais pas eu la maison, j’aurais écrit 
aussi, mais pas de la maison.

D.N. On peut dire aussi que la maison et les femmes 
réapparaissent à la fin de Son nom de Venise.

M.D. Oui, mais ce ne sont pas mes soeurs. Nous ne 
sommes pas fraternellement unies avec celles-là, non, 
ce sont des êtres différents de moi. Encore que je ne 
sois pas une femme qui habite la maison. Ce sont elles 
qui l’ont habitée, celles qui m’ont précédée. Je l’habite 
beaucoup moins qu’elles. Elles, elles avaient des tâches 
très précises, très régulières, auxquelles, moi, je me suis 
soustraite. J’ai triché. Heureusement. Dire que ce film 
est féministe, c’est une facilité, c’est faux. On se trouve 
ici devant un fait énorme, qui est l’occupation des lieux 
par un matériau, comme ça, féminin, un sur-place de 
la femme, mais ce fait ne peut pas émouvoir beaucoup 
en soi, il n’est pas forcément terrible, il ne correspond 
pas à un malheur du vécu de la femme, il correspond à 
une fonction qu’elle avait, millénaire, millénaire encore 
il y a trente, quarante ans, millénaire jusqu’à votre mère, 
jusqu’à ma mère, jusqu’à moi étant jeune. Puis d’un 
coup, ça a été fini. Voilà.

Je me nomme Franck Venaille et je sais 
que mon enfance m’attend dans cette rue Paul-Bert 
proche du Bazar rouge que je salue. Ça. Je me souviens 
parfaitement de ce vaste entrepôt que, de mémoire, 
je situe entre la rue de Cîteaux et le faubourg Saint-
Antoine. On communiquait d’un étage à l’autre par 
un large escalier en colimaçon. Je n’y suis jamais entré 
seul. J’accompagnais ma mère qui se grisait de rêves, 
marchant telle une princesse sur l’authentique tapis 
rouge, dévoré en dessous par des seaux d’eau de lessive. 
Moi-de-onze-ans, j’observais la multitude de nuages 
cachant la vie réelle. La vie unique. Aujourd’hui encore 
je ne me sens pas un apôtre de l’observation minutieuse 
du ciel et d’autrui. Et hier, peut-être j’achetais (je 
volais !) des cartes postales reproduisant des oeuvres de 
Bonnard, Matisse et Georges Braque. J’avais besoin de 
beauté. J’avais besoin d’admirer. C’est à cette époque que 
je me mis à écrire, dans le métro, mes premiers Poèmes 
Mécaniques. Les dernières marches de l’escalier de la 
station Faidherbe-Chaligny à peine franchies, je me 
précipitais sur le kiosque et m’emparais de tous les titres 
(Le Parisien libéré, France-soir, Paris-Presse, L’Humanité, 
L’Aurore) pour retravailler les mots, les essorer, les 
tordre, eux qui s’étalaient là comme autant de blessures 
ou de raisons d’espérer. Ne cherchez pas à me faire 
oublier l’élan qui fut le mien, d’emblée, vers la beauté 
ouvrière. Dès lors le quartier tout entier changeait de 
forme et je me croyais incandescent. Que la lumière 
soit ! Que ce jeune homme (cet enfant plutôt !) mêle 
avec succès l’écriture et la fidélité à une pensée politique 
qui commençait à apparaître dans sa vie. Ce soir, je suis 
avec toi. Je m’endors contre toi, enfant.

“JE  PRENDS  CI,  TU  PRENDS  ÇA.”
“GARDE  CELUI-CI,  JE  VEUX  CELUI-LÀ,
TOI,  CELUI-LÀ, MARX.  BRECHT.EMPORTEZ-LES  !



André Gil Mata

Karl Kraus
Sprüche und 
Widersprüche, p. 199, 
1909
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L’imagination a le droit de s’ébattre à l’ombre 
d’un arbre dont elle fait une forêt.

SCHILLER.MARCUSE.
REPARCOURU  LEUR  PASSÉ. 
CHAQUE  LIVREILS  SE  SONT  MIS  LÀ  ET  ONT



Gertrude Stein
Geography, 1923

(1)      Sergio Stefano 
Tonzig, Sull’evoluzione 
biologica: Ruminazioni e 
masticature, unpublished 
manuscript (owner 
Giovanni Tonzig), p. 18.

(2)      This is an idea 
that goes back to 
Goethe and his essay 
The Metamorphosis of 
Plants, first published in 
1790: “Whether the plant 
grows vegetatively, or 
flowers and bears fruit, 
the same organs fulfill 
nature’s laws throughout, 
although with different 
functions and often under 
different guises. The 
organ that expanded 
on the stem as a leaf, 
assuming a variety of 
forms, is the same organ 
that now contracts it in 
the calyx, expands again 
in the petal, contracts 
in the reproductive 
apparatus, only to 
expand finally as the 
fruit” (Johann Wolfgang 
von Goethe, The 
Metamorphosis of Plants, 
ed. by Gordon L. Miller 
and trans. by Douglas 
Miller, Cambridge, MA: 
MIT Press, 2009, p. 
100). See also Lorenz 
Oken, Elements of 
Physiophilosophy, vol. 
10, trans. by Alfred Taulk 
(London: Ray Society, 
1847), section 1133, p. 
224: “A leaf is a whole 
plant with all its tissues 
and systems; with cells, 
ducts, tracheae; bar, 
liber, wood, stalk, and 
branches.” On the 
history of this debate, 
see the classic work by 
Agnes Arber, The Natural 
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(...)Leave and leave and leave relieve and 
relieve and relieve, candy as everywhere, but it is if it is, 
have happened. I touched it. 

As through. 

Shipping not shipping, shipping not shipping, shipping 
as shipping, shipping in shipping in shipping it. In 
shipping it as easily. Famous as a sire. 

Notably notably reading. 

Fasten as lengthily. As one day. 

Smell sweetly. Industriously and indeed. It is apt to be. 

Is it very apt to be explained. 

I know how to wait. This is a joke. It is a pun. 

Feasibly. A market as market to market. 

In standing in plenty of ways, attending to it in plenty 
of ways, as opera glasses in plenty of ways as raining 
and in plenty of ways, hard as a pear run in the way, ran 
in this way. Ran away. I know the exact size and shape 
and surface and use and distance: To place it with them. 

Any many many any any many many any any many 
many any any many many any. Any one. 

Geography includes inhabitants and vessels. 

Plenty of planning. 

Geographically not at all.

Leaves

Firm, immobile, and exposed to the elements to the 
point of merging with them. Suspended in the air, 
effortlessly, without having to contract a single muscle. 
A bird without flight. The leaf is the first great reaction 
to the conquest of terra firma, the principal result of 
the terrestrialization of plants, the expression of their 
passion for aerial life.

Everything plays a role in its existence, from the 
anatomical structure of the trunk to the general 
physiology of the plant, passing through its history, 
which is the history of all the evolutionary choices 
that have taken place over the course of millennia. 
Everything is presupposed and teleologically enclosed 
in this green surface that opens up to the sky. The 
plants’ arrival into aerial space has pushed them 
toward an infinite bricolage of forms, structures, and 
evolutionary solutions. The structure of the trunk is 
above all the invention of a “mezzanine” that makes it 
possible to overcome gravitational force without losing 
all relation to the Sun and to earthly humidity. Constant 
and direct exposure to air and sun has required the 
construction of a resistant and permeable structure.

It is on leaves that rests not only the life of the 
individual to which they belong, but also the life of the 
kingdom of which they are the most typical expression, 
that is, the whole biosphere.

The whole world of living things, be they plants or 
animals, is supported and rigidly conditioned by the 
energy that plastids steal from the sun in order to 
construct the lines that hold the glucose molecule 
together. Life on earth—the autonomous life of the 
vegetal world as much as the parasitic life of the animal 
world—is thus made possible by the existence and the 
operating capacity of the plastid chlorophylls(1) 

ÉTAIT  UNE  SCÈNE  D’ UNE  PIÈCE
QU’ ILS  AVAIENT  DÉJÀ  JOUÉE.ÉTAIT... ON  PRENAIT  UN  LIVRE...

UNE  EXPÉRIENCE  VÉCUE  EN  COMMUN,
EN  PLUS  D’ UN  SIMPLE  LIVRE.



Emanuele Coccia
The Life of Plants, A 
Metaphysics of Mixture, 
2017

Philosophy of Plant Form 
(Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1950) 
and her essays “The 
Interpretation of 
Leaf and Root in the 
Angiosperms,” Biological 
Review, 16 (1941): 81–105 
and “Goethe’s Botany,” 
Chronica Botanica, 10.2 
(1946): 63–126. See also 
the text by H. Uittien, 
“Histoire du problème 
de la feuille,” Recueil 
des travaux botaniques 
néerlandais, 36.2 (1940): 
460–72. For a more 
modern discussion of 
the question, see R. 
Sattler (ed.), Axioms 
and Principles of 
Plant Construction: 
Proceedings of a 
Symposium held at the 
International Botanical 
Congress, Sydney, 
Australia, August 1981 
(Dordrecht: Springer, 
1982); Neelima R. Sinha, 
“Leaf Development 
in Angiosperms,” 
Annual Review Plant 
Physiology and Molecular 
Biology, 50 (1999): 
419–46; and Hirokazu 
Tsukaya, “Comparative 
Leaf Development in 
Angiosperms,” Current 
Opinion in Plant Biology, 
17 (2014): 103–9. For 
a synthesis of the 
biology of the leaf, see 
the wonderful book 
by Steven Vogel, The 
Life of a Leaf (Chicago: 
University of Chicago 
Press, 2012).

(3)      Tonzig, 
Sull’evoluzione biologica, 
p. 31.
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present in leaves. Leaves have imposed upon the vast 
majority of living beings a unique environment: the 
atmosphere.

We are in the habit of identifying plants with flowers, 
their most sumptuous expression, or trunks with trees, 
their most solid formation. But the plant is first and 
foremost the leaf.(2)

Leaves are not just the principal part of the plant. Leaves 
are the plant: trunk and root are parts of the leaf, the 
base of the leaf, the simple extension by which leaves, 
in staying high up in the air, are supported by and 
nourish themselves from the soil. […] The whole plant is 
identified in the leaf, to which the other organs are just 
appendages. It is the leaf that produces the plant: leaves 
form the flower, the sepals, the petals, the stamens, the 
pistils; and it is also the leaves that form the fruit.(3)

To grasp the mystery of plants means to understand 
leaves—from all points of view, and not just from the 
isolated perspectives of genetics and evolution. In them 
is unveiled the secret of what we call “the climate.”

The climate is not the collection of the gases that 
envelop the terrestrial globe. It is the essence of 
cosmic fluidity, the deepest face of our world, the 
one that reveals it as the infinite mixture of all things, 
present, past, and future. The climate is the name and 
the metaphysical structure of mixture. In order for a 
climate to exist, all the elements within a given space 
must be at once mixed and identifiable—united not 
through substance, form, or contiguity but through 
the same “atmosphere.” If the world is one, this is not 
because there is only one substance or one universal 
morphology. At the climatic level, everything that is 
and has been constitutes a world. Climate is the being 
of cosmic unity. In all climates, the relation between the 
container and the contained is constantly reversible: 
what is place becomes content, what is content 
becomes place. The medium becomes subject and the 
subject becomes medium. All climate presupposes this 
constant topological inversion, this oscillation that 

undoes the border between subject and environment, 
a role-reversing oscillation. Mixture is not simply the 
composition of elements but this precise relationship of 
topological exchange. Mixture is what defines the state 
of fluidity. A fluid is not a space or a body defined by 
the absence of resistance. It has nothing to do with the 
states of aggregation of matter: solids, too, can be fluids, 
without having to pass from a gaseous state to a liquid 
one. The structure of universal circulation is fluid, 
the place where everything comes into contact with 
everything else and comes to mix with it without losing 
its form and its own substance.

The leaf is the paradigmatic form of openness: life 
capable of being traversed by the world without being 
destroyed by it. But it is also the climatic laboratory par 
excellence, the oven that produces oxygen and frees it 
into space, the element that renders possible the life, 
the presence, and the mixture of an infinite variety 
of subjects, bodies, histories, and worldly beings. The 
little green limbs that populate the planet and capture 
the energy of the Sun are the cosmic connective 
tissue that has allowed, for millions of years, the most 
disparate lives to cross paths and mix without melting 
reciprocally, one into the other.

The origin of our world does not reside in an event that 
is infinitely distant from us in time and space, millions 
of light years away; nor does it reside in a space of 
which we no longer have a trace. It is here and now. The 
origin of the world is seasonal, rhythmic, deciduous 
like everything that exists. Being neither substance nor 
foundation, it is no more in the ground than in the 
sky, but rather halfway between the two. Our origin is 
not in us—in interiore homine—but outside, in open 
air. It is not something stable or ancestral, a star of 
immeasurable size, a god, a titan. It is not unique. The 
origin of our world is in leaves: fragile, vulnerable, yet 
capable of returning, of coming back to life once they 
have passed through the rough season.

OU  BOBBY  SEALE.
D’ ELDRIDGE  CLEAVER,  SUR  LEQUEL
ILS  AVAIENT  PRIS  DES  NOTES. COMME  UN  LOCUS,  UN  POINT  FOCAL,J’ AI  PENSÉ  UTILISER  ÇA



Jean-Baptise Para
Substance noire, p. 14, 
2010
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Frank Venaille a déclaré dans un entretien : 

« Les paysages – si beaux et étranges 
soient-ils – sont toujours au service de l’écriture. 
Et pas l’inverse. » Il ne s’assigne pas pour tâche de 
décrire des panoramas extérieurs mais, entre autres 
choses, de travailler l’horizontalité et la verticalité des 
formes tout en cherchant les points de réversibilité, de 
symétrie ou même de compatibilité érotique entre les 
paysages du dehors et les paysages du dedans. Dans la 
dynamique du poème, le mouvement ininterrompu du 
fleuve et l’évocation d’une longue errance sur ses rives 
permettent de travailler par contraste les ruptures de 
ton, la mutabilité des séquences et le ebb and flow de la 
prosodie qui préfigure le flux et le reflux (...)

POUR  MON  PLAN-SÉQUENCE.
UN  CENTRE,  UN  AUTRE  CARREFOUR,
COMME  BERLIN,

ET  ESSAYER  DE  FAIRE  EXPLOSER
LES  SIGNIFICATIONS

UN  PLAN-SÉQUENCE  D’ UNE  HEURE,
UN  PLAN  ININTERROMPU...



165164 MAIS  LA  SITUATION  QU’ ON  VOYAITÀ  PARTIR  DE  CETTE  SITUATION. CHACUN  APPORTAIT  AVEC  LUI
N’ ÉTAIT  RIEN  À  CÔTÉ
DE  CELLE  QU’ ON  VIVAIT.



Jacques Derrida
Archive Fever. A Freudian impression, pp. 1-5, 1996
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ET  CES  QUATRE  SUBJECTIVITÉS
FUSIONNAIENT

TOUT  UN  BAGAGE  D’ HISTOIRE,
DE  SUBJECTIVITÉ. DONT  ON  POUVAIT  DIRE  LE  CONTENU,

PAR-DESSUS  CES  LIVRES,
QUI  AVAIENT  DES  TITRES,



Ma campagne est belle (...) non parce qu’elle 
est plus ou moins vraie en tant que telle (cf. ton 
reproche : belle mais unilatérale), mais parce qu’elle est 
l’habit qu’il faut pour y camper ma véritable fable (...)

Mahmoud DarwichCesare Pavese

169168
À  CÔTÉ  DE  CE  QUE
NOUS  EN  AVIONS  FILTRÉ.MAIS  LE  CONTENU  NE  COMPTAIT  PAS

DANS  LES  FICTIONS
QUE  NOUS  JOUIONS.DU  RÔLE  QU’ ILS  AVAIENT  TENU
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UNE  CONVERSATION  AUTOUR
DE  QUELQUE  CHOSE  DE  PARTAGÉ,

C’ ÉTAIT  UN  RETOUR,
CAR  JE  N’ AVAIS  PAS  EU DEPUIS  LONGTEMPS.COMME  CET  UNIVERS  POLITIQUE,



173172 ILS  ÉPROUVAIENTJ’ AIME  BIEN  CES  TYPES.
ILS  S’ EN  SENTAIENT
DÉFINITIVEMENT  COUPÉS.

UNE  RUPTURE  ABSOLUE
AVEC  LE  PASSÉ.
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The Marxist analysis of the fetishistic 
character of the commodity is founded on the idea 
that “no object can be invested with value if it is not 
something useful. If it is useless, the labor that it 
contains has been uselessly spent and therefore creates 
no value.” According to Marx, “production itself is 
directed in all its development toward use-value, not 
toward exchange value, and it is therefore only through 
the exceeding of the measure in which use-values are 
required for consumption that they cease to be  
use-values and become means of exchange, 
commodities.” Coherently with these premises, the 
enjoyment of use-value is opposed by Marx to the 
accumulation of the exchange value as something 
natural to something aberrant, and it can be said that 
his whole critique of capitalism is conducted on behalf 
of the concreteness of the object of use against the 
abstraction of the exchange value.(1) Marx evokes with 
a certain nostalgia the case of Robinson Crusoe and of 
the autarkic communities for whom exchange value is 
unknown and in which the relations between producers 
and things are therefore simple and transparent. He 
thus writes in Capital that “capitalism is suppressed 
from the outset if it is postulated that the enjoyment, 
and not the accumulation, of goods is its motive force.” 
Marx’s critique is limited in that he does not know to 
separate himself from the utilitarian ideology, which 
decrees that the enjoyment of use-value is the original 
and natural relation of man to objects; consequently the 
possibility of a relation to things that goes beyond both 
the enjoyment of usevalue and the accumulation of 
exchange value escapes him.(2)

Modern ethnography has discredited the Marxian 
prejudice that “no object can be invested with value if 
it is not something useful” and the idea serving as its 
basis, according to which the utilitarian principle is 
the psychological motive of economic life. The study 
of archaic economies has demonstrated that human 
activity is not reducible to production, conservation, 
and consumption, and that archaic man seems in fact 

to have been dominated in all activity by what has been 
defined, perhaps with some exaggeration, as a principle 
of unproductive loss and expenditure.(3)

Mauss’s studies on the potlatch and on ritual prodigality 
do not merely reveal what Marx did not know—that 
the gift, and not exchange, is the original form of 
exchange—but also reveal a whole series of behaviors 
(which range from the ritual gift to the destruction 
of the most precious goods). From the point of view 
of economic utilitarianism, these behaviors appear 
inexplicable, and on the basis of them one might say 
that primitive man could attain the rank to which he 
aspired only through the destruction or negation of 
wealth. Archaic man gave gifts because he wished to 
lose, and his relation to objects was not governed by the 
principle of usefulness, but by that of sacrifice. On the 
other hand, Mauss’s research shows that, in primitive 
societies, the thing was never simply an object of use, 
but was endowed with a power, a mana, equivalent to 
that of living beings, and was profoundly implicated 
in the religious sphere. Where the object had been 
withdrawn from its original sacred order, sacrifice and 
the gift always intervened to restore it to that order. 
This requirement was so universally dominant that an 
ethnographer has been able to affirm that, in primitive 
cultures, the gods existed only to give structure to the 
human need for sacrifice and self-expropriation.

Baudelaire was perhaps alluding to behavior of this 
kind when he spoke of “a kind of dandy encountered 
by the travelers in the forests of North America.” What 
is certain is that he hated “repugnant usefulness” too 
much to think that the world of the commodity could 
be abolished by means of a simple return to use-value. 
For Baudelaire, as for the dandy, the enjoyment of use 
is already an alienated relation to the object, scarcely 
different from commodification. The lesson that 
Baudelaire bequeathed to modern poetry is that the 
only way to go beyond the commodity was to press its 
contradictions to the limit, to the point at which the 
commodity as such would be abolished and the object 

OÙ  JE  N’ ÉPROUVE
QUE  LA  CONTINUITÉ  DU  DÉSIR.EN  UN  SENS

INTENTION,
RENDUE  D’ AUTANT  PLUS...LA  CONTINUATION  DE  LA  MÊME



Giorgio Agamben
The Appropriation of 
Unreality, pp. 48-49, 1977
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would be restored to its own truth. As sacrifice restores 
to the sacred sphere what servile use has degraded and 
profaned, so, through poetic transfiguration, the object 
is pulled away both from the enjoyment of its use and 
from its value as accumulation, and is restored to its 
original status.

(...)

Scholia

(...)

Marx and use-value

(1)      The position of Marx on this point is not 
clear and was modified over time. In the Manuscripts 
of 1844, he still seemed to consider use-value as 
something unnatural on a par with exchange value. 
“Private property,” he writes, “ has made us so stupid 
and one-sided that an object is only ours when we have 
it—when it exists for us as capital, or when it is directly 
possessed, eaten, drunk, worn, inhabited, etc.—in short, 
when it is used by us” [The Economic and Philosophic 
Manuscripts of 1844 (New York: International 
Publishers, 1964), 139].

Natural and unnatural needs

(2)      It is curious that N. O. Brown and the other 
theorists of “liberation,” although recognizing that 
Marx neither explained what was meant by “excess 
of use-value” nor understood the sacred origin of 
money, should nevertheless appeal to common sense 
in affirming the necessity of distinguishing between 
natural and unnatural needs, between the necessary 
and the superfluous. These theorists thus substitute 
for the bourgeois repression of the “natural” a 
moralistic repression of the superfluous. What is most 
revolutionary in modern art with regard to the theorists 
of liberation is the understanding, from the outset, that 
only by pushing to the extreme limits both  “unnatural 
need” and “perversion” could one rediscover oneself 

and overcome repression.

Bataille and unproductive expenditure

(3)      The most rigorous attempt to define this 
principle and found upon it a science of economy 
is found in Bataille’s essay “La notion de dépense” 
(The notion of expenditure) (La critique sociale, n. 
7, January 1933), taken up and developed later in 
La part maudite (1949) [The Accursed Share, trans. 
Robert Hurley (New York: Zone Press, 1988)]. Mauss, 
whose magisterial “Essai sur le don” (Essay on the gift) 
(L’année sociologique, 1923-24) was behind the idea 
of Bataille, did not simply oppose ritual prodigality 
and the potlatch to the utilitarian principle, but, more 
wisely, demonstrated the inadequacy of this opposition 
in accounting for social behavior.

PAR  L’ EFFONDREMENT
ET  L’ ÉVAPORATIONCLAIRE  ET  POIGNANTE QUOI  QU’ IL  AIT  ÉTÉ,DE  L’ EST...



Serge Daney
Do desfilar ao desfile, 
pp. 226-227, 1989
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Mas também fez um filme chamado Ici et 
ailleurs, que passou em 1975 quase despercebido, um 
dos mais belos filmes que alguma vez foram feitos 
sobre a ideia de engajamento, de intervenção ou, mais 
simplesmente, de “militância”. Há nesse filme uma 
cena bastante longa e penosa cujo “sentido” só hoje, 
finalmente, me apareceu. Vemos pessoas, pessoas 
da rua, anónimas, normais, quadros, empregadas 
domésticas, pessoas mal vestidas, obtusas, destruídas, 
tristes... e estas pessoas desfilam perante uma câmara 
de vídeo que, sozinha, as filma umas a seguir às outras. 
Mas cada uma delas traz consigo uma imagem, uma 
fotografia fixa, e é essa imagem que elas vêm fazer 
filmar, umas atrás das outras, dando palmadas nas 
costas e sucedendo-se. Como se, nesta cena, Godard 
estivesse tentado a substituir o “vinte e quatro imagens 
por segundo” por um “vinte e quatro pessoas trazendo 
vinte e quatro imagens por segundo”: uma verdadeira 
mise-en-abyme. Já não é a câmara de cinema que 
regista as coisas, são as pessoas que vêm trazer a sua 
imagem como uma cruz diante de uma câmara de 
vídeo indiferente, colocada ali, num tripé, e que as 
encadeia, alinhadas. Esta ideia de “fazer fila” com 
a sua imagem para que ela seja registada (como se 
estivéssemos no Leste e a imagem fizesse parte – é o 
sonho godardiano – dos bens de primeira necessidade) 
regressa em Grandeur et décadence d’un petit commerce 
de cinéma, feito para a televisão, em que as pessoas 
também desfilam, mas para debitar, uma por uma, uma 
longa frase de Faulkner.

Em 1975, Ici et ailleurs passou por um capricho ou 
um gag. No entanto, o filme dizia a que ponto se 
tinha tornado difícil intervir – de um ponto de vista 
militante – com imagens. Ainda que  simpatizante da 
causa palestiniana, tendo filmado nos campos, Godard 
não tinha encontrado um princípio organizador das 
imagens que trouxera. Faltava-lhe um movimento 
para organizar essas imagens. Então, como sempre 
nestes casos, trocou a questão pela mesma questão 
ao quadrado: “Porque é que não consigo montar 

estas imagens?” Trata-se, creio eu, da última vez 
que um cineasta acompanhou uma causa (e de uma 
organização) política. Termina um longo período 
da história do cinema. Evidentemente, em Godard, 
o regresso ao inanimado (a paragem da imagem) é 
um acontecimento ao mesmo tempo catastrófico e 
prazeroso (numa palavra, sadomasoquista). Nas suas 
Histoire(s) du cinéma (et de la télévision), radicaliza a 
coisa. Trata-se de recuperar pedaços de cinema, ora 
fixos, ora reenquadrados, em tempo real ou em câmara 
lenta, de os montar com músicas, letras e textos, e de 
proceder a uma improvisação cujo objectivo já não 
seria restituir o movimento do mundo mas sim  
refazê-lo a partir de retalhos (aparas, migalhas) já 
caídos do mundo filmado, a partir de imagens já 
registadas, saturadas de sentido e emoção. Mas é 
verdade que a questão última de Godard é: “Em que 
medida é que o cinema fez de nós historiadores?”

CETTE  PERVERSION  SINISTRE
CE  SOCIALISME  EST-EUROPÉEN,
CE  COMMUNISME, D’ UNE  AUTRE  VOIE.D’ UN  DÉSIR  RÉEL  :



(1)      The most complete 
study on melancholy 
remains that of Klibansky, 
Panofsky, and Saxl, Sat urn 
and Melancholy (London, 
1964), whose omissions 
and doubtful points will 
be noted in the course of 
this chapter.

(2)      This symptom 
(and not, as Panofsky 
seems to hold, 
slothful somnolence, 
especially given that 
the authoritative 
Aristotle—De somno et 
vigilia, 457a—affirmed 
that melancholics were 
not lovers of sleep) 
perhaps best explains 
the gesture of holding 
up the head with the left 
hand, so characteristic 
of the depictions 
of the melancholic 
temperament (in the 
oldest representations, 
the melancholic often 
appeared standing, in the 
act of squeezing his left 
ear with his hand). This 
attitude probably came to 
be misunderstood as an 
indication of sleepiness 
and assimilated to 
depictions of sloth: the 
path of this convergence 
may be sought in the 
medical theory of the 
harmful effects of the 
somnus meridianus 
(midday sleep) placed in 
relation with the noonday 
demon of sloth.

(3)      These two 
quotations from Problem 
30 of Aristotle’s Problems 
are from the translation 
by W. S. Hett (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 
1937), 953a and 954a-b.

Bringing up to date 
the list of melancholics 
listed by Aristotle in his 
Problem 30 [Hercules. 
Bellerophon, Heraclitus, 
Democritus, Maracus] 
would risk excessive 
length. After its first 
reappearance, among 
the love poets of the 
duecento, the great 
return of melancholy 
began with humanism. 
Among artists, the 
cases of Michelangelo, 
Dürer, and Pontormo 
are exemplary. A second 
epidemic struck in 
Elizabethan England 
(see L. Babb, The 
Elizabethan Malady, 
Lansing, 1951); the case 
of John Donne is a good 
example. The third 
epoch of melancholy 
was the nineteenth 
century: among the 
victims were Baudelaire, 
Nerval, De Quincey, 
Coleridge, Strindberg, 
and Huysmans. During all 
three periods, melancholy 
was interpreted with 
daring polarization 
as something at once 
positive and negative.

(4)      The rediscovery 
of the importance of 
the astrological theory 
of influences of Saturn 
for the interpretation of 
Dürer’s Melencolia was 
the work of K. Giehlow 
(Dürers Stich ‘Melencholia 
I’ und der maximilianische 
Hutmanistenkrels, Vienna, 
1903) and A. Warburg 
(“ Heidnisch antike 
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Melancholy(1) or black bile (melaina chole) is 
the humor whose disorders are liable to produce the 
most destructive consequences. In medieval humoral 
cosmology, melancholy is traditionally associated 
with the earth, autumn (or winter), the dry element, 
cold, the north wind, the color black, old age (or 
maturity); its planet is Saturn, among whose children 
the melancholic finds himself with the hanged man, the 
cripple, the peasant, the gambler, the monk, and the 
swineherd.  The physiological syndrome of abundantia 
melancholiae (abundance of melancholy humor) 
includes darkening of the skin, blood, and urine, 
hardening of the pulse, burning in the gut, flatulence, 
acid burping, whistling in the left ear(2), constipation 
or excess of feces, and gloomy dreams; among the 
diseases it can induce are hysteria, dementia, epilepsy, 
leprosy, hemorrhoids, scabies, and suicidal mania. 
Consequently the temperament that derives from its 
predominance in the human body is presented in a 
sinister light: the melancholic is pexime complexionatus 
(worst complected), sad, envious, malevolent, avid, 
fraudulent, cowardly, and earthly.

Nevertheless, an ancient tradition associated the 
exercise of poetry, philosophy, and the arts with this 
most wretched of all humors. “Why is it,” asks one of 
the most extravagant of the Aristotelian problemata, 
“that all men who are outstanding in philosophy, 
poetry, or the arts are melancholic, and some to 
such an extent that they are infected by the disease, 
arising from black bile?” The answer Aristotle gave 
to his own question marks the point of departure of a 
dialectical process in the course of which the doctrine 
of genius came to be joined indissolubly to that of 
the melancholic humor under the spell of a symbolic 
complex whose emblem ambiguously established itself 
in the winged angel of Dürer’s Melencolia:

Those for instance in whom the bile is considerable and 
cold become sluggish and stupid, while those with whom 
it is excessive and hot become mad, good-natured or 

amorous, and easily moved to passion and desire. . . . But 
many, because this heat is near to the seat of the mind, 
are affected by the diseases of madness or frenzy, which 
accounts for the Sibyls, Bacis, and all inspired persons, 
when their condition is due not to a disease but to a 
natural mixture. Maracus, the Syracusan, was an even 
better poet when he was mad. But those with whom 
the excessive heat has sunk to a moderate amount are 
melancholic, though more intelligent and less strange, 
but they differ from the rest of the world in many ways, 
some in education, some in the arts, and others again in 
statesmanship.(3)

This double polarity of black bile and its link to the 
“divine mania” of Plato were gathered and developed 
with particular fervor in that curious miscellany of 
mystic sects and avant-garde cabals that gathered, in the 
Florence of Lorenzo the Magnificent, around Marsilio 
Ficino. In the thought of Ficino, who recognized 
himself as a melancholic and whose horoscope showed 
“Saturnum in Aquario ascendentem” (Saturn ascendant 
in Aquarius), the rehabilitation of melancholy went 
hand in hand with an ennobling of the influence of 
Saturn(4), which the astrological tradition associated 
with the melancholic temperament as the most 
malignant of planets, in the intuition of polarized 
extremes where the ruinous experience of opacity and 
the ecstatic ascent to divine contemplation coexisted 
alongside each other. In this context, the elemental 
influence of the earth and the astral influence of Saturn 
were united to confer on the melancholic a natural 
propensity to interior withdrawal and contemplative 
knowledge:

The nature of the melancholic humor follows the quality 
of earth, which never dispersed like the other elements, 
but concentrated more strictly in itself . . . such is also 
the nature of Mercury and Saturn, in virtue of which the 
spirits, gathering themselves at the center, bring back 
the apex of the soul from what is foreign to it to what 
is proper to it, fix it in contemplation, and allow it to 
penetrate to the center of things.(5)

EN  TOURNANT  LE  COIN.
ON  LE  SENT  PARFOIS  DANS
CES  LARGES  RUES  SOMBRES,  LA  NUIT, LÀ  SURTOUT.ON  LE  SENT  À  L’ EST,



Weissangung in Wort und 
Bild zu Luthers Zeiten” 
in Sitzungsberichte der 
Heidelberg Akademic 
der Wissenschaften, vol. 
26, Heidelberg, 1920). 
Warburg’s interpretation 
of Dürer’s image as a 
“pamphlet of humanistic 
comfort against the 
fear of Saturn” which 
transforms the effigy of 
the planetary demon into 
the plastic incarnation 
of the contemplative 
man, strongly influenced 
the conclusions of the 
aforementioned study by 
Panofsky and Saxl.

(5)      Marsilio Ficino, 
Theologia platonica de 
animarum immortalitate, 
critical edition by R. Mar-
cel, Paris, 1964, book 13, 
chap. 2.

(6)      The error is thus 
repeated even by careful 
students such as Edgar 
Wind (Pagan Mysteries 
in the Renaissance, 
Harmondsworth, 1967) 
and Rudolf Wittkower.

(7)      Proof of the 
early convergence of 
melancholy and tristitia-
acedia, which appeared 
rather as two aspects 
of the same reality, 
is found in a letter of 
Saint Jerome: “ Sunt 
qui humore cellarum, 
immoderatisque jeiunis, 
taedio solitudinis ac nimia 
lecfione, dum diebus 
ac noctibos auribus suis 
personant, vertuntur 
in melancholiam et 
Hippoeratis magis 
fomentis quam nostris 
monitis indigent” (There 
are those who, because 
of the dampness of the 
cells, immoderate fasts, 
the boredom of  

soli tude, and the 
excessive reading 
sounding in their ears 
day and night, are given 
to melancholy and 
need the poultice of 
Hippocrates more than 
our admonitions) (Epistle 
4).

(8)      The author is 
actually Hugo de Folieto 
(Patrologia latina, 176, 
1183ff.).

(9)      Guilielmi 
Parisiensis, De universo, 
1, 3.7 (in Opera omnia).

Giorgio Agamben
Stanzas, Word and 
Phantasm in Western 
Culture, pp. 11-14, 1977
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Thus the cannibal and castrated god, represented 
in medieval imagery as lame and brandishing the 
harvesting scythe of death, became the sign under 
whose equivocal domination the noblest species of 
man, the “religious contemplative” destined to the 
investigation of the supreme mysteries, found its place 
next to the “rude and material” herd of the wretched 
children of Saturn.

It is not easy to discern the precise moment when the 
moral doctrine of the noon-day demon emerged from 
the cloister to join ranks with the ancient medical 
syndrome of the black-biled temperament. When the 
iconographic types of the slothful and the melancholic 
appeared fused in calendar illustrations and popular 
almanacs at the end of the Middle Ages, the process 
must have already been under way for sometime; only a 
poor understanding of sloth, one that identifies it with 
its late travesty as the “ guilty sleep” of the lazy person, 
can explain why Panofsky and Saxl, in their attempt 
to reconstruct the genealogy of Dürer’s Melencolia, 
reserved such scant space for the patristic literature 
on the “noonday demon.” To this poor understanding 
we also owe the erroneous opinion (repeated by all 
who have traditionally preoccupied themselves with 
this problem)(6) that acedia had a purely negative 
valuation in the Middle Ages. It may be supposed, 
on the contrary, that the patristic discovery of the 
double polarity of tristitia-acedia prepared the ground 
for the Renaissance reevaluation of the atrabilious 
temperament within the context of a vision in which 
the noonday demon, as the temptation of the religious, 
and black humor, as the specific malady of the 
contemplative, should appear assimilable, and in which 
melancholy, having under-gone a gradual process of 
moralization, presented itself as, so to speak, the lay 
heir of cloistral sorrow and gloom.(7)

In the Medicine of the Soul of Hugh of St. Victor, the 
process of allegorical transfiguration of humoral 
theory appeared close to completion. If in Hildegard 
von Bingen the negative polarity of melancholy was 

still interpreted as the sign of original sin, in Hugh the 
black bile was now identified rather with the tristitia 
utilis (useful sorrow) in a perspective where the 
humoral pathology became the corporeal vehicle of a 
mechanism of redemption:

The human soul uses four humors: sweetness like 
blood, bitterness like red bile, sadness like black bile. . 
.  Black bile is cold and dry, but ice and dryness can be 
interpreted now in a good, now ill an evil sense.

. . . It renders men now somnolent, now vigilant, that 
is, now grave with anguish, now vigilant and intent on 
celestial desires. . . . You obtained, through blood, the 
sweetness of charity; have now, through black bile, O 
melancholy, sorrow for your sins!(8)

This reciprocal penetration of sloth and melancholy 
maintained intact their double polarity in the idea of a 
mortal risk latent in the noblest of human intentions, 
or the possibility of salvation hidden in the greatest 
danger. With this in mind, we can understand why 
the “greedy desire to see the supreme good”  should 
be found in the writings of Constantine the African, 
the master of the  medical school of Salerno, as one of 
the causes of melancholy of the religious, and why, on 
the other hand, the theologian Guillaume d’Auvergne 
could affirm that in his day “many pious and religious 
men ardently desired the melancholy disease.”(9) In 
the stubborn contemplative vocation of the saturnine 
temperament  reappears the perverse Eros of the 
slothful, who keeps his or her own desire fixed, on the 
inaccessible.

LA  PIERRE  SEMBLE  AVOIR  ÉTÉ  MANGÉE
PAR  UN  ACIDE.DANS  CES  RUES  OÙ PEUT-ÊTRE  PAR  L’ ACCUMULATIONIL  Y  A  UNE  QUALITÉ  D’ USURE,



Walter Benjamin
Origin of the German 
Trauerspiel, 1925

Canção tradicional 
portuguesa
Arr. Gilberto Costa
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Presentation is the crux of their method. Method 
is indirection. Presentation as indirection, as the 
roundabout way (...) Renunciation of the unbroken 
course of intention is its immediately distinguishing 
feature. In its persevering, thinking constantly begins 
anew; with its sense of the circumstantial, it goes back 
to the thing itself. This continual breathing in and out 
is the form of existence most proper to contemplation. 
For inasmuch as the latter pursues various levels 
of meaning in observing one and the same object, 
it receives the impetus of its constantly renewed 
beginning as well as the justification of its intermittent 
rhythm. Just as the majesty of mosaics remains intact 
when they are disassembled into capricious bits, so 
philosophical observation fears no dissipation of 
momentum. Both come together out of the singular and 
disparate; nothing could attest more powerfully to the 
impact of what is transcendental—be it a saint’s image 
or the truth. The value of thought-fragments is all the 
more decisive the less they are immediately capable of 
measuring themselves by an underlyning conception, 
and the brilliance of the presentation depends on 
this value to the same extent that the brilliance of the 
mosaic depends on the quality of the poured glass.

Meu lírio roxo do campo 
My purple lily of the field

Meu lírio roxo do campo,
criado na primavera.

Quem me dera, amor, saber, Ai! Ai!

A tua intenção qual era!
A tua intenção qual era,
qual era o teu proceder.

Meu lírio roxo do campo, Ai! Ai!
Quem te pudesse ir colher.
Quem te pudesse ir colher.

Oh! meu amor quem me dera!
Desejava, amor, saber, Ai! Ai!

A tua intenção qual era!

DE  BOMBES  À  FRAGMENTATION,DE  SHRAPNELS,
C’ EST  PEUT-ÊTRE  L’ AIR,
L’ AIR  EMPOISONNÉDE  GAZ...



Lewis Mumford
Technics and Civilization, 
1934

(1)      My current 
PhD thesis project 
“Eclats et disparitions, 
enquête sur des fictions 
ethnographiques” as 
well as the performance 
project “Cannibale-le 
musée anthropophage” 
(2015) develop in detail 
some exemples of 
ethnograhic films and 
popular culture objects 
that reduce an otherness 
to fictional symbols as is 
the word “indigenous” 
itself.
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The mine, to begin with, is the first completely 
inorganic environment to be created and lived in by 
man (...) Field and forest and stream and ocean are the 
environment of life: the mine is the environment alone 
of ores, minerals, metals. Within the subterranean rock, 
there is no life, not even bacteria or protozoa, except 
in so far as they may filter through with the ground 
water or be introduced by man. (…) Except for the 
crystalline formations, the face of the mine is shapeless: 
no friendly trees and beasts and clouds greet the eye. 
In hacking and digging the contents of the earth, the 
miner has no eye for the forms of things: what he 
sees is sheer matter, and until he gets to his vein it is 
only an obstacle which he breaks through stubbornly 
and sends up to the surface. If the miner sees shapes 
on the walls of his cavern, as the candle flickers, they 
are only the monstrous distortions of his pick or his 
arm: shapes of fear. Day has been abolished and the 
rhythm of nature broken: continuous day-and-night 
production first came into existence here. The miner 
must work by artificial light even though the sun be 
shining outside; still further down in the seams, he 
must work by artificial ventilation, too: a triumph of the 
“manufactured environment.”

(...)

Did the mine acclimate us to the views of science? 
Did science in turn prepare us to accept the products 
and the environment of the mine? The matter is not 
susceptible to proof: but the logical relations, if not the 
historical facts, are plain.

The practices of the mine do not remain below the 
ground: they affect the miner himself, and they alter the 
surface of the earth.

The most commonly represented 
archetype of “indigenous” women in television, film, 
and popular media is that of woman’s maternity. The 
narrative is often heavily focused on the male figures, 
with the female presences having little opportunity 
to speak, sometimes standing in the background of 
the action, taking care of the children, or busy with 
domestic tasks. Another frequent cliché regarding 
“native” women is their association with the archetype 
of exotic beauty; in these cases the “native” naked 
body is eroticized, reducing once again, the feminine 
presence to a dichotomy of seduction or procreation—
both notions strictly depending on the presence of a 
man.

In several televisual documentaries, and contemporary 
fictional films, indigenous communities are portrayed 
as being united and indivisible, in such a way that a 
diegetic resemblance, rather than the reality, seems 
to be the narrative objective. The romanticized 
iconography of the noble savage excludes the idea 
of marginality within the community, portraying a 
significant lack of antisocial behaviour. These narratives 
depict individuals as happy in groups without a need 
for private space, narcotics are consumed in groups 
for transcendental rituals versus individually to escape 
reality, and the Western heterosexual couple is the 
norm, thus making maternity the inescapable destiny of 
women.(1)

These concerns weighed on me incessantly while 
filming with the Navarro, a Zapotec family in Santo 
Tomás Jalieza (Oaxaca, Mexico). I was worried 
about letting myself get carried away by a cultural 
unconscious that would influence my relationship with 
the people that I was filming. I was also worried that I 
would film them with a clinical coldness and distance 
similar to those of the folkloric and popular Western 
images so frequently depicted of the “natives”. 

(...)

MAIS  C’ EST  COMME  SI  DES  COUCHES  
DE  GRÈS  SE  DÉTACHAIENT.

DE  CET  ENVIRONNEMENT
QU’ ILS  MÉPRISAIENT  TANT. QUI  EST...  QUI  N’ EST  RIEN  !JE  SUIS  ALLÉ  À  L’ ALEXANDERPLATZ,
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The Navarros have built an economical and sustainable 
practice thanks to the backstrap loom, a pre-Hispanic 
weaving technique. Thanks to its transmission within 
several indigenous communities, this craftsmanship is 
still practiced, not only in Mexico, but also in the rest 
of Latin America and Asia, and has been preserved 
for more than 500 years. Traditionally it is a feminine 
task, and that is why the knowledge is mostly passed 
down through women, even though more and more 
men have dedicated themselves to the craft. Within the 
Navarros, Mariana, Crispina, Margarita, and Inés are 
the weavers. Gerardo used to weave as well, but stopped 
after becoming a full-time painter.

It was surprising that, from the first moments, our 
mutual exchange gravitated toward a very specific topic: 
“Freedom”. A word that, as Valery describes, “sings more 
than it speaks,” a sensitive field prone to sentimentalism 
and archetypes. When talking about freedom in 
weaving, Crispina says,

“Weaving is not an employment. It is part of one’s life. 
As I have been living it, I have it as a part of my life. At 
home, when weaving, it’s the quietest moments, and one 
is fully entertained, even forgetting the day and the hour. 
(...) Someone told me once that I like to do it, that’s why 
I think in this way. Well, yes, I really like it, because no 
one is commanding me, but I’m doing it like this, free.” 

(...)

It would be fairly plausible, romantic, and idealistic to 
affirm the absence of conflict between the members 
of the family. In several instances, Inés, Crispina, and 
Margarita declared that there were no fights amongst 
them. I suppose that it wouldn’t have been a confession 
to make to a complete stranger, as I was. The Navarro 
would spontaneously share some of their problems 
to me, and did not share some others. Mariana, for 
instance, didn’t want to be interviewed, and she never 
wanted to talk about her feelings, whereas Crispina 
or Inés would do so fluidly. Thus, it is impossible to 

pretend that my mental picture of the house and the 
family, which were developed out of mere impressions, 
would be the reality. It was an approach, a shared 
experience, in which each one of us controlled a 
certain degree of what was being exposed and given. 
It is impossible to pretend that it was more than a 
relationship, as one has a friendship or a love: our 
mutual presences were determined by tacit frontiers 
that we would be placing, taking away and re-placing, 
as time was passing. 

(...)

Here at the Navarros, I wasn’t searching for fusion, 
nor passion—that was neither the theme nor the 
appropriate form. I was looking for something less 
evidently visible, something that doesn’t necessarily 
manifest itself. The first weeks I filmed exclusively with 
a hand-held camera, and as time was passing, I stopped 
feeling the need to film at such a close proximity. I 
increasingly wanted to film with a tripod, to have 
stability to give space to the dim phenomena that the 
movement of my body would have erased.

I began to reduce the depth of field, and to open the 
frame. At the beginning, I was only using long-focus 
lenses and close-up shots, as if I was desperately trying 
to get closer. By the end of shooting, I was doing 
the contrary: using long-focus lenses to be able to 
put myself away. To reduce the depth of the field is 
analogous to a sculptural gesture, a piece of matter 
is chosen to be moulded. I thought about the Rodin 
Museum in Paris (where I live), where unfinished 
sculptures are exhibited in which human body parts are 
only sketched, a salient movement coming out of the 
stone or marble. I thought about the reduced depth of 
field in these terms, as an allowance to dig a plane into 
the real, a sharp fringe of visibility, or as a microscope, 
allowing the viewer to choose where to place the gaze 
and observe the profusion of details. 

The decision to reduce the depth of field was also 

DE  RÊVE  AFFREUXQUI  EST  UNE  SORTE  DE... JE  CHERCHAIS  LES  TRACESDE  MODERNITÉ  ET  DE  PROGRÈS.



Laura Huertas Millán

Notes from La Libertad’s 
production journal, 2016

(1)      Wind, Art and 
Anarchy, pp. 42-4.

(2)     E. Castelnuevo, 
‘Attribution’, 
Encyclopaedia Universalis 
II, 1968, p. 782. Arnold 
Hauser makes a more 
general comparison 
between Freud’s 
‘detective’ methods 
and Morelli’s in his The 
Philosophy of Art History, 
1959 (...).
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generated in order to focus on the threads of the 
weaving produced at the Navarro’s home. If their 
economy and ethics are constructed on the act of 
weaving, the threads can therefore be considered 
the raw material founding the entire sustainability. 
The thread is made of cotton, it is an organic matter 
changing with time. It is fragile, and when it is hanging 
on the backstrap loom, it acquires qualities of constant 
movement. The purpose of my presence among the 
Navarro family evolved into being able to catch that 
vibratory movement. The oscillation of the fibres, 
invisible to the naked eye, is the best representation 
that I could find on that context of freedom as it was 
shown to me, and as I was perceiving it. Freedom is 
present in its movement, its rhythm, its delicacy, and its 
composition by several invisible and virtual filaments: 
gestures and decisions, acts that do not leave an 
immediate trace. With time and perseverance these acts 
form knots, and structure an image, coherence, and an 
extension of matter. 

Dieu est dans le détail. 
G. Flaubert et A. Warburg.

Un objet qui parle de la perte, de la destruction, de la 
disparition d’objets. Il ne parle pas de lui. Il parle d’autres 

objets. Vous inclura-t-il également ? 
J. Johns

(...)

Museums, Morelli said, are full of  
wrongly-attributed paintings—indeed assigning 
them correctly is often very difficult, since often they 
are unsigned, or painted over, or in poor repair. So 
distinguishing copies from originals (though essential) 
is very hard. To do it, said Morelli, one should abandon 
the convention of concentrating on the most obvious 
characteristics of the paintings, for these could most 
easily be imitated—Perugino’s central figures with 
eyes characteristically raised to heaven, or the smile 
of Leonardo’s women, to take a couple of examples. 
Instead one should concentrate on minor details, 
especially those least significant in the style typical of 
the painter’s own school: earlobes, fingernails, shapes of 
fingers and toes. (...)

Morelli’s books [writes Wind] look different from those 
of any other writer on art. They are sprinkled with 
illustrations of fingers and ears, careful records of the 
characteristic trifles by which an artist gives himself 
away, as a criminal might be spotted by a fingerprint... 
any art gallery studied by Morelli begins to resemble a 
rogue’s gallery...(1)

This comparison was brilliantly developed by an 
Italianart historian, Enrico Castelnuovo, who drew a 
parallel between Morelli’s methods of classification and 
those attributed by Arthur Conan Doyle only a few 
years later to his fictional creation, Sherlock Holmes.(2)

The art connoisseur and the detective may well be 
compared, each discovering, from clus unnoticed by 
others, the author in one case of a crime, in the other of 

CHEZ  LES  ANTIQUAIRES
DE  CE  QU’ ÉTAIT  CET  ENDROIT.
J’ ALLAIS QUAND  MON  PÈRE  Y  ÉTAIT.

CHERCHER  DES  CARTES  POSTALES  
DE  L’ ALEX



(3)      Wind, Art and 
Anarchy, p. 40.

(4)      For distinctions 
between symptoms 
and signs or clues, 
see C. Segre, ‘La 
Gerarchia dei Segni’, 
in A. Verdiglione (ed.), 
Psicanalisi e semiotica, 
Milan 1975, p.33; T.A. 
Sebeok, Contributions 
to the Doctrine of Signs, 
Bloomington 1976.

(5)      Bottero (...), p.154 
and after.
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a painting. 

(...)

To some of Morelli’s critics it has seemed odd ‘that 
personality should be found where personal effort is 
weakest’. But on this point modern psychology would 
certainly support Morelli: our inadvertent little gestures 
reveal our character far more authentically than any 
formal posture that we may carefully prepare.(3)

‘Our inadvertent little gestures’—we can here 
without hesitation replace the general term ‘modern 
psychology’ with the name of Sigmund Freud. 

(...)

But what significance did Morelli’s essays have for 
Freud, still a young man, still far from psychoanalysis? 
Freud himself tells us: the proposal of an interpretative 
method based on taking marginal and irrelevant details 
as revealing clues. Here details generally considered 
trivial and unimportant, ‘beneath notice’, furnish the 
key to the highest achievements of human genius.

(...)

We have outlined an analogy between the methods 
of Morelli, of Holmes, and of Freud. (...) In all three 
cases tiny details provide the key to a deeper reality, 
inaccessible by other methods. These details may be 
symptoms, for Freud, or clues, for Holmes, or features 
of paintings, for Morelli.(4) 

(...)

Towards the end of the 19th century (more precisely, 
in the decade 1870-80), this ‘semiotic’ approach, a 
paradigm or model based on the interpretation of 
clues, had become increasingly influential in the field 
of human sciences. Its roots, however, were far more 
ancient. 

(...)

Hunters and diviners 

For thousands of years mankind lived by hunting. 
In the course of endless pursuits hunters learned to 
construct the appearance and movements of an unseen 
quarry through its tracks—prints in soft ground, 
snapped twigs, droppings, snagged hairs or feathers, 
smells, puddles, threads of saliva. They learnt to sniff, 
to observe, to give meaning and context to the slightest 
trace. They learnt to make complex calculations in an 
instant, in shadowy wood or treacherous clearing.

Successive generations of hunters enriched and passed 
on this inheritance of knowledge.

(...) Its characteristic feature was that it permitted the 
leap from apparently insignificant facts, which could 
be observed, to a complex reality which—directly at 
least—could not. And these facts would be ordered by 
the observer in such a way as to provide a narrative 
sequence—at its simplest, ‘someone passed this way’. 
(...) The hunter could have been the first ‘to tell a story’ 
because only hunters knew how to read a coherent 
sequence of events from the silent (though not 
imperceptible) signs left by their prey. 

This ‘deciphering’ and ‘reading’ of the animals’ tracks 
is metaphorical. But it is worth trying to understand it 
literally, as the verbal distillation of a historical process 
leading, though across a very long time-span, towards 
the invention of writing. (...) [D]ivination pointed 
towards the future, while the hunters’ deciphering was 
of what had actually happened, even if very recently. 
Yet in terms of understanding, the approach in each 
case was much alike; the intellectual stages—analysis, 
comparison, classification—identical, at least in theory. 
But only of course in theory: the social contexts were 
quite different. In particular, it has been observed that 
the invention of writing must have had a great effect on 
Mesopotamian divination.(5) It gave the gods (besides 
divinity and their other advantages) the power of 
communication with their subjects through written 

QUELLE  ÉTAIT  L’ HISTOIRE
SUR  BUCHENWALD  ?OUI,  BUCHENWALD. NOTRE  ARRIVÉE  À  BERLIN.

NOUS  Y  SOMMES  ALLÉS
QUELQUES  JOURS  APRÈS



(6)      See J.J. 
Winckelmann, Briefe, 
ed. H. Diepolder and W. 
Rehm, vol.II, Berlin 1954, 
p.316 (letter 30 April 1763 
to G.L. Bianconi in Rome) 
and note on p.498. ‘Little 
insights’ are referred to in 
Briefe vol.1, Berlin 1952, 
p.391. 

(7)      This is not only true 
of novels about early 
life and development 
(‘Bildungsromanen’). 
From this point of view 
the novel is the real 
successor to the fable. 
See V.I.Propp, Le radiche 
storiche dei racconti di 
fate, Turin 1949.

(8)      (Various authors) 
L ‘Identité. Séminaire 
interdisciplinaire dirigé 
par Claude Lévi-Strauss, 
Paris 1977.

(9)      Galton, Finger 
Prints, pp.24 and 
following.

(10)      See L. 
Vandermeersch ‘De la 
tortue à l’achillée’, in 
Divination et Réalité (...), 
pp.29 and following; J. 
Gernet, ‘Petits écarts et 
grands écarts’, in same 
collection, pp.52 and 
following.

(11)      Galton, Finger 
Prints, pp.27-8 (and see 
the acknowledgement 
on p.4). On pp.26-7 he 
also refers to a precedent 
which never took practical 
form: a San Francisco 
photographer who had 
proposed facilitating 
identification of 
members of the Chinese 
community by the use of 
fingerprints.
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messages—on stars, human bodies, everywhere—which 
the diviners had the task of deciphering. (This was an 
idea which in turn over thousands of years would flow 
into the image of ‘the book of nature’.)

(...)

In the course of the 18th century things changed. In 
a real cultural offensive the bourgeoisie appropriated 
more and more of the traditional lore of artisans 
and peasants, some of it conjectural, some not; they 
organised and recorded it, and at the same time 
intensified the massive process of cultural invasion 
which had already begun, though taking different 
forms and with different content, during the counter-
reformation. The symbol and crucial instrument of this 
offensive was the French Encyclopédie. But one would 
also have to analyse such small but revealing incidents 
as whenWinckelmann (the 18th century archaeologist) 
learnt from an unnamed Roman mason that the 
mysterious unidentified little stone concealed in the 
hand of a statue discovered at Porto d’Anzio was ‘the 
stopper or cork of a little bottle’. 

The systematic collecting of such ‘little insights’, as 
Winckelmann called them elsewhere,(6) was the basis 
of fresh formulations of ancient knowledge during 
the 18th and 19th centuries, from cookery to water 
resources to veterinary science. As the number of 
readers grew, so access to specific experience was 
increasingly had through the pages of books. The 
novel provided the bourgeoisie with a substitute, on a 
different level, for initiation rites, that is for access to 
real experience altogether.(7)

(...)

Every society needs to distinguish its members, but the 
ways of meeting this need vary with place and time.(8) 
There is, first of all, the name; but the more complex the 
society, the less satisfactorily a name can represent the 
individual’s identity without confusion. (...)

And in Bengal, as well as in China, there was a custom 
of imprinting letters and documents with a finger tip 
dipped in ink or tar:(9) this was probably a consequence 
of knowledge derived from divinatory practice. Anyone 
who was used to deciphering mysterious messages in 
the veins of stone or wood, in the traces left by birds, 
or in the shell of a tortoise,(10) would find it easy to 
see a kind of message in the print of a dirty finger. In 
1860 Sir William Herschel, District Commissioner of 
Hooghly in Bengal, came across this usage, common 
among local people, saw its usefulness, and thought to 
profit by it to improve the functioning of the British 
administration. (...) But really, as Galton was to 
observe, there was a great need for some such means 
of identification: in India as in other British colonies 
the natives were illiterate, disputatious, wily, deceitful, 
and to the eyes of a European all looked the same. In 
1880 Herschel announced in Nature that after 17 years 
of tests, fingerprints had been officially introduced in 
the district of Hooghly, and since then had been used 
for three years with the best possible results.(11) The 
imperial administrators had taken over the Bengalis’ 
conjectural knowledge, and turned it against them.

(...)

Understanding society through clues

But that same conjectural paradigm, in this case 
used to develop still more sophisticated controls over 
the individual in society, also holds the potential 
for understanding society. In a social structure of 
ever-increasing complexity like that of advanced 
capitalism, befogged by ideological murk, any claim 
to systematic knowledge appears as a flight of foolish 
fancy. To acknowledge this is not to abandon the idea 
of totality. On the contrary; the existence of a deep 
connection which explains superficial phenomena 
can be confirmed when it is acknowledged that direct 
knowledge of such a connection is impossible. Reality 
is opaque; but there are certain points—clues, signs—
which allow us to decipher it.

PEUT-ÊTRE  UN  NIVEAU  D’ HYSTÉRIE,
PAS  MOYEN  D’ APPROCHER
CE  SENTIMENT... DE  PEUR,DE  PANIQUE,



(12)      The reference 
here is to L.Traube, 
‘Geschichte der 
palaeographie’, Zur 
Palaeographie und 
Handschriftenkunde, ed. 
P. Lehmann,vol.1, Munich 
1965 (based on edition 
of 1909)—this point has 
been brought out by A. 
Campana, ‘Palaeographia 
oggi. Rapporti, problemi 
e prospettive di una 
«coraggiosa disciplina»’, 
Studi urbinati XLI, 
1967, new series B, 
Studi in onore di Arturo 
Massolo, vol.II, p.1028; 
A. Warburg, La rinascita 
del paganesimo antico, 
Florence 1966 (the first 
essay dates from 1893); L. 
Spitzer, Die Wortbildung 
als stilistisches Mittel 
exemplifiziert an 
Rabelais, Halle 1910; M. 
Bloch, The royal touch; 
sacred monarchy and 
scrofula in England and 
France, London 1973 
(first published 1924). 
The examples could 
be multiplied: see G. 
Agamben, ‘Aby Warburg 
e la scienza senza nome’, 
Settanta July-Sept. 1975, 
p.15 (Warburg and Spitzer 
are quoted, and Traube 
mentioned, on p.10).

(13)      Besides 
Campanella’s Political 
Aphorisms, which 
originally appeared in 
Latin as part of Realis 
Philosophia (De politica 
in aphorismos digestata), 
see G.Canini, Aforismi 
politici cavati dall’Historia 
d’Italia di Francesco 
Guicciardini, Venice 1625 
(see T. Bozza, Scrittori 
politici italiani dal 1550 al 
1650, Rome 1949, pp.141-
3, 151-2). And see entry 
under Aphorisms in the 

Dictionnaire Littré.

(14)      Even if it was 
originally used in law; 
for a brief history of the 
term see R.Koselleck, 
Critica illuminista e crisi 
della società borghese, 
Bologna 1972, pp.161-3

(15)      The point will be 
further developed in the 
final version of this work. 

(16)      Compare 
Stendhal, Ricordi 
di egotismo,Turin 
1977, p.37: ‘Victor 
(Jacquemont) strikes 
me as an exceptional 
man: recognisable as 
a connoisseur… spots 
a fine horse in a four-
month-old colt still 
unsteady on its legs’ 
(Stendhal excuses himself 
for using the French word 
connoisseur in the sense 
it had acquired inEnglish). 

(17)      See Y. Mourad’s 
splendid and penetrating 
book, La physiognomonie 
arabe et la ‘Kitab Al-
Firasa’ De Fakhr Al-Din 
Al-Razi, Paris 1939, 
pp.1-2.

(18)      See the 
extraordinary adventure 
attributed to Al-Shafi’i 
(in the 9th century AD of 
the Christian calendar) in 
Physiognomonie, pp.60-
1, which is like something 
from Borges’s writings. 
The link between ‘firasa’ 
and the deeds of the king 
of Serendippo’s sons is 
raised, appropriately, by 
Messac, Le ‘Detective 
Novel’ (...).
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This idea, which is at the heart of the conjectural or 
semiotic paradigm, as made itself a place in a wide 
range of intellectual contexts, most deeply affecting 
the human sciences. Minute graphic characteristics 
have been used to reconstruct cultural shifts and 
transformations (...).The flowing robes of Florentine 
paintings in the 15th century, the linguistic innovations 
of Rabelais, the healing of the king’s evil (scrofula) by 
French and English monarchs (to take a few of many 
possible examples), have each been taken as small 
but significant clues to more general phenomena: 
the outlook of a social class,or of a writer, or of an 
entire society.(12) The discipline of psychoanalysis, 
as we have seen, is based on the hypothesis that 
apparently negligible details can reveal deep and 
significant phenomena. Side by side with the decline 
of the systematic approach, the aphoristic one 
gathers strength—whether through a Nietszche or an 
Adorno. Even the word aphoristic is revealing. (It is 
an indication, a symptom, a clue: there is no getting 
away from our paradigm.) Aphorisms was the title of 
a famous work by Hippocrates. In the 17th century 
collections of ‘Political Aphorisms’ began to appear.
(13) Aphoristic literature is by definition an attempt 
to formulate opinions about man and society on the 
basis of symptoms, of clues; a humanity and a society 
that are diseased, in crisis. And even crisis is a medical 
term, dating from Hippocrates.(14) In literature too 
it can easily be shown that the greatest novel of our 
time—Marcel Proust’s À la Recherche du Temps Perdu—
is clearly a rigorous example of the application of this 
conjectural paradigm.(15)

‘Elastic rigour’

But is rigour compatible with the conjectural paradigm? 
The quantitative and anti- anthropocentric direction 
taken by the natural sciences since Galileo has posed 
an awkward dilemma for human sciences: should 
they achieve significant results from a scientifically 
weak position, or should they put themselves in a 
strong scientific position but get meagre results? Only 

linguistics has succeeded (during the course of this 
century) in escaping this dilemma, and so offers itself as 
a model for other disciplines, which to a greater or less 
extent they have followed. 

But the doubt creeps in as to whether this kind of 
rigour is not perhaps anyway both unattainable 
and undesirable, because of the form taken by the 
knowledge most closely bound up with every day 
experience—or to be more precise, with every context 
in which the unique and irreplaceable character of its 
components seems critical to those involved. It was 
once said that falling in love meant over—valuing the 
tiny ways in which one woman, or one man, differed 
from others. This could of course be extended to 
works of art or to horses.(16) In such contexts the 
elastic rigour (to use a contradictory phrase) of the 
conjectural paradigm seems impossible to eliminate. 
It’s a matter of kinds of knowledge which tend to be 
unspoken,whose rules, as we have said, do not easily 
lend themselves to being formally articulated or even 
spoken aloud. Nobody learns how to be a connoisseur 
or a diagnostician simply by applying the rules. With 
this kind of knowledge there are factors in play which 
cannot be measured: a whiff, a glance, an intuition. 
Until now we have carefully avoided this tricky word, 
intuition. But if it is going to be used, as another way 
of describing the instantaneous running through of 
the thought process, then we must make a distinction 
between low intuition and high. 

Ancient Arab physiognomy was based on ‘firasa’: a 
complex notion which generally speaking meant the 
capacity to leap from the known to the unknown by 
inference (on the basis of clues).(17) The term was taken 
from the vocabulary of Sufi philosophy; it came to 
be used both for mystic intuition, and for the kinds 
of penetrating shrewdness which were attributed to 
the sons of the king of Serendippo.(18) In this second 
sense, ‘firasa’ is neither more nor less than the organ of 
conjectural knowledge.(19)

QU’ IL  EST  MIS  DE  CÔTÉ  PARSI  PROFOND
ON  LIT  SUR  LE  PORTAIL  :
“À  CHACUN  SON  DÛ.”LA  DISCIPLINE  MARTIALE.



(19)      Mourad, La 
Physiognomonie, p.29, 
classifies the branches of 
physiognomy as follows 
from the treatise by 
Tashkopru Zadeh(1560 
AD): (1) the lore of 
moles and blemishes 
(2) chiromancy—the 
reading of hands 
(3) scapulomancy—
divination using shoulder 
blades (4) divination 
through tracks (5) 
genealogical lore 
involving examination 
of limbs and skin (6) the 
art of finding the way 
in the desert (7) water-
divining (8) the art of 
finding where metal lay 
(underground) (9) the art 
of foretelling rain (10) 
prediction using events 
of the past and present 
(11) prediction using 
the body’s involuntary 
movements. From p. 15 
Murad is proposing a very 
interesting comparison, 
which will be followed up, 
between the Arab study 
of physiognomy and 
research on perceptions 
of individuality by the 
Gestalt psychologists.

Carlo Ginzburg
Morelli, Freud and 
Sherlock Holmes: Clues 
and Scientific Method, 
1980
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This ‘low intuition’ is rooted in the senses (though it 
goes beyond them)—and as such it has nothing to do 
with the extra-sensory intuition of various nineteenth- 
and twentieth-century irrationalisms. It exists 
everywhere in the world, without geographic, historical, 
ethnic, gender or class exception; and this means 
that it is very different from any form of ‘superior’ 
knowledge, which is always restricted to an elite. It was 
the heritage of the Bengalis whom Sir William Herschel 
expropriated; of hunters; of mariners; of women. It 
forms a real link between the human animal and other 
animal species. 

QUELLE  EST  LA  VÉRITÉ  DE  ÇA  ?QU’ EST-CE  QUE  ÇA  VEUT  DIRE  ? NETTOYÉ  NICKEL  !DEPUIS  QUE  TOUT...
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Nature produces similarities; one need 
only think of mimicry. The highest capacity for 
producing similarities, however, is man’s. His gift for 
seeing similarity is nothing but a rudiment of the once 
powerful compulsion to become similar and to behave 
mimetically. There is perhaps not a single one of his 
higher functions in which his mimetic faculty does not 
play a decisive role.

This faculty has a history, however, in both the 
phylogenetic and the ontogenetic sense. As regards 
the latter, play is to a great extent its school. Children’s 
play is everywhere permeated by mimetic modes 
of behavior, and its realm is by no means limited to 
what one person can imitate in another. The child 
plays at being not only a shopkeeper or teacher, but 
also a windmill and a train. Of what use to him is this 
schooling of his mimetic faculty ?

The answer presupposes an understanding of the 
phylogenetic significance of the mimetic faculty. Here 
it is not enough to think of what we understand today 
by the concept of similarity. As is known, the sphere of 
life that formerly seemed to be governed by the law of 
similarity was comprehensive; it ruled both microcosm 
and macrocosm. But these natural correspondences 
are given their true importance only if we see that 
they, one and all, are stimulants and awakeners of 
the mimetic faculty which answers them in man. It 
must be borne in mind that neither mimetic powers 
nor mimetic objects remain the same in the course of 
thousands of years. Rather, we must suppose that the 
gift for producing similarities (for example, in dances, 
whose oldest function this is), and therefore also the 
gift of recognizing them, have changed in the course of 
history. 

The direction of this change seems determined by 
the increasing fragility of the mimetic faculty. For 
clearly the perceptual world [Merkwelt] of modern 
man contains only minimal residues of the magical 
correspondences and analogies that were familiar 

to ancient peoples. The question is whether we are 
concerned with the decay of this faculty or with its 
transformation. Of the direction in which the latter 
might lie, some indications may be derived, even if 
indirectly, from astrology.

We must assume in principle that in the remote past 
the processes con  sidered imitable included those in the 
sky. In dance, on other cultic occa  sions, such imitation 
could be produced, such similarity dealt with. But if 
the mimetic genius was really a life-determining force 
for the ancients, it is not difficult to imagine that the 
newborn child was thought to be in full possession of 
this gift, and in particular to be perfectly adapted to the 
form of cosmic being.

Allusion to the astrological sphere may supply a first 
reference point for an understanding of the concept of 
nonsensuous similarity. True, our existence no longer 
includes what once made it possible to speak of this 
kind of similarity: above all, the ability to produce it. 
Nevertheless we, too, possess a canon according to 
which the meaning of nonsensuous similarity can be at 
least partly clarified. And this canon is language.

From time immemorial, the mimetic faculty has been 
conceded some influence on language. Yet this was 
done without foundation—without consideration of 
a further meaning, still less a history, of the mimetic 
faculty. But above all, such considerations remained 
closely tied to the common  place, sensuous realm 
of similarity. All the same, imitative behavior in 
language formation was acknowledged under the 
name of onomatopoeia. Now if language, as is evident 
to the insightful, is not an agreed-upon system of 
signs, we will, in attempting to approach language, 
be constantly obliged to have recourse to the kind of 
thoughts that appear in their most primitive form as 
the onomatopoeic mode of explanation. The question is 
whether this can be developed and adapted to improved 
understanding.

DES  ALLÉES  AU  CORDEAU,
CA  DEVIENT  UN  REMARQUABLE
OBJET  ESTHÉTIQUE. LA  ROUE  PARFAITE

DES  CRÉMATOIRES  “SE  DÉTACHANT
SUR  UN  CIEL  DE  PLOMB  ”...



Walter Benjamin
On the Mimetic Faculty, 
1933
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“Every word—and the whole of language,” it has been 
asserted, “is onomatopoeic.” It is difficult to conceive 
in any detail the program that might be implied by this 
proposition. But the concept of nonsensuous similarity 
is of some relevance. For if words meaning the same 
thing in different languages are arranged about that 
signified as their center, we have to inquire how they 
all—while often possessing not the slightest similarity 
to one another—are similar to the signified at their 
center. Yet this kind of similarity cannot be explained 
only by the relationships between words meaning the 
same thing in different languages, just as, in general, 
our reflections cannot be restricted to the spoken 
word. They are equally concerned with the written 
word. And here it is noteworthy that the latter—in 
some cases perhaps more vividly than the spoken 
word—illuminates, by the relation of its written form 
[Schriftbild] to the signified, the nature of nonsensuous 
similarity. In brief, it is nonsensuous similarity that 
establishes the ties not only between what is said and 
what is meant but also between what is written and 
what is meant, and equally between the spoken and the 
written.

Graphology has taught us to recognize in handwriting 
images that the unconscious of the writer conceals 
in it. It may be supposed that the mimetic process 
which expresses itself in this way in the activity of the 
writer was, in the very distant times in which script 
originated, of utmost importance for writing. Script has 
thus become, like language, an archive of nonsensuous 
similarities, of nonsensuous correspondences.

But this aspect of language, as well as of script, does 
not develop in isolation from its other, semiotic 
aspect. Rather, the mimetic element in language can, 
like a flame, manifest itself only through a kind of 
bearer. This bearer is the semiotic element. Thus, the 
nexus of meaning of words or sentences is the bearer 
through which, like a flash, similarity appears. For its 
production by man—like its perception by him—is 
in many cases, and particularly the most important, 

tied to its flashing up. It flits past. It is not improbable 
that the rapidity of writing and reading heightens the 
fusion of the semiotic and the mimetic in the sphere of 
language.

“To read what was never written.” Such reading is the 
most ancient: reading prior to all languages, from 
entrails, the stars, or dances. Later the mediating link 
of a new kind of reading, of runes and hieroglyphs, 
came into use. It seems fair to suppose that these were 
the stages by which the mimetic gift, formerly the 
foundation of occult practices, gained admittance to 
writing and language. In this way, language may be seen 
as the highest level of mimetic behavior and the most 
complete archive of nonsensuous similarity: a medium 
into which the earlier powers of mimetic production 
and comprehension have passed without residue, to the 
point where they have liquidated those of magic.

NOUS  AVIONS  TRAVERSÉ  ÇADU  CHARIOT  À  CADAVRES. PARCE  QU’ IL  Y  A  UN  MONUMENT...
ET  DEVANT  LE  MONUMENT
DE  BUCHENWALD,



Unknown Partisan 
named Iztok
Slovensko pesništvo 
upora 1941–1945. Vol. 1: 
Partizanske, p. 213, 1943
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R.K. No final de DOC’S KINGDOM não havia 
nenhum projecto em vista, nenhuma continuação. 
Não havia nada. Não havia, como é quase sempre 
o caso, qualquer possibilidade de pensar em nada 
enquanto estávamos a trabalhar naquele filme. O 
filme acaba. Começa a crise do dinheiro. O pânico de 
provavelmente não haver mais filmes. Uma sensação 
que tenho de mudar de ares para perceber o que se 
está a passar. Logo depois de DOC’S KINGDOM fui aos 
Estados Unidos. A Erika e a Keja tinham-se mudado 
para os Estados Unidos, em parte para se afastarem 
de mim. Foi uma má altura. Não tinha qualquer 
plano. Antes de partir decidi que era melhor começar 
a escrever qualquer coisa, para começar a funcionar 
aqui e arranjar algum dinheiro. Conhecera alguém 
que me falara da Route One, a estrada e que seria uma 
forma interessante de atravessar a América. Com base 
nesta conversa e sem nada a não ser um mapa, escrevi 
uma proposta de duas ou três páginas sobre uma 
viagem ao longo da Route One. Não havia nenhuma 
ideia sobre que tipo de filme iria ser, havia apenas a 
ideia que poderia ser bom mover-me. Pouco a pouco 
este projecto começou a concretizar-se. Não houve 
concepção de nada. Nem sequer tenho bem a certeza 
que houvesse a ideia de que eu ia realizar esse filme. 
Havia a ideia e não parava de pensar nela, de viver uma 
situação. Uma vez que decidimos que íamos viajar de 
Fort Kent, no Maine, até Miami, encontrámos uma 
forma para um certo período de vida. O filme vai ser, 
de certa maneira, acerca do diálogo entre nós, ou eu, 
como pacotes de consciência em trânsito pelo mundo.

Mas, por exemplo, o Doc não teve qualquer papel neste 
filme. Pensei que o nosso trabalho estava terminado. 
Foi na altura em que ROUTE ONE estava a ser elaborado 
que se decidiu que ele ia trabalhar no filme (porque o 
Paul é jornalista de profissão) como uma espécie de 
jornalista que ia contactar as pessoas à medida que nos 
mudávamos de sítio para sítio. Foi apenas passo a passo 
que finalmente chegámos à ideia que ele iria ser um 
actor central no filme e que de certa maneira estávamos 

Nekoč, čez več milijonov let, 
morda bo geolog iskal, 
kako živeli so ljudje v današnjih dneh.  
Zakrivil ustnice bo v trpek smeh: 
Da, da, takrat pač človek bil je še žival, 
zato dejanj njegovih ni mu šteti v greh.

Če pa bi mogel vedeti, 
kako so naša srca toplo bila tisti čas, 
da nam tovarištvo bilo je več kot mi sami, 
morda drugačno mnenje bi dobil o nas 
in bi razumel naše velike boli. 

~

One day in millions of years, 
maybe a geologist will write 
how people lived in these days. 
His lips will curve into a bitter smile: 
Oh yes, at that time a human being was only an animal, 
which is why his acts should not be taken as sins.

But if he could only know 
how our hearts were beating warmly all that time 
that comradeship was to us more than we were to 
ourselves, 
maybe then he would think differently about us, 
and then also understand our great pains.

C’ ÉTAIT  PLUS  PRATIQUE  D’ Y  MARQUER
LE  SOUVENIR  DES  CAMPS,EN  PLUS  DES  JUIFS...

RÉSISTANTS,  PRISONNIERS
DE  GUERRE,

BUCHENWALD  ÉTAIT  UN  CAMP
POUR  COMMUNISTES,
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um corpo são sem se falar sobre um contexto social 
são em torno desse corpo. E depois toda a ideia de falar 
do organismo social enquanto são ou doente. E assim 
nós estávamos muito conscientemente a lidar com 
a ideia de transformar ideias políticas antigas numa 
outra linguagem em torno da função do médico. Era 
outra camada em cima de tudo isto. É completamente 
a personagem do médico. E há ainda outra camada, 
que é a minha particular ligação a médicos, porque o 
meu pai era médico. Finalmente senti que tinha uma 
sande exactamente do tipo de sande que gosto de ter no 
prato, com muitas camadas, contraditória, altamente 
ambígua e que muda permanentemente de aspecto à 
medida que a vamos virando, para podermos trabalhar 
com ela. Salientamos esta e aquela parte da sande, mas 
no final nunca a conseguimos dominar. Em geral sinto 
que se a domino é porque é demasiado estúpida. É uma 
das razões pelas quais nunca sei dizer sobre o que é um 
filme. Nāo faço filmes “sobre” coisas. Uma das razões 
pelas quais gosto de NOTRE NAZI é a perspectiva estar 
sempre a mudar. Quando se diz, “não percebi para onde 
ia, sobre o que era” do meu ponto de vista, muitas vezes 
isso é uma resposta muito positiva.

 (…)

Uma das considerações neste filme era fazer o mínimo 
de pré-planeamento. Na preparação do filme, eu 
percorrera a estrada toda na direcção oposta. Não tentei 
conhecer ninguém nem nada do género, procurava 
apenas sítios onde me apetecia filmar – sítios, geografia. 
O máximo que ficámos num sítio foram 10 dias. 
Estávamos sempre a mudar de sítio. Eu elaborava 
um pouco as coisas que queria e o Paul saía por aí a 
trabalhar o seu papel, regressando com ideias e cenas, 
normalmente com base no “o que o médico faria” – o 
que é que o médico faria e não faria em determinado 
sítio.

empenhados em continuar o que se passara em DOC’S 
KINGDOM.

B.E. O facto de ele ser médico em DOC’S KINGDOM era 
assim tão importante para ti?

R.K. Era enorme. A ideia do médico foi elaborada 
para o DOC’S KINGDOM foi naturalmente repescada 
em ROUTE ONE. Antes de ir para Portugal, o Paul fez 
mesmo um estágio durante uns meses na unidade 
de urgência de um grande hospital da Europa, onde 
tínhamos amigos que o treinaram. Ia lá todas as noites 
para aprender como usar a bata branca e como tocar 
nas pessoas. Eu encontrara um livro que se tornou 
na nossa bíblia para a elaboração do personagem do 
médico. É um livro do John Berger chamado  
A FORTUNATE MAN. É sobre um médico de província 
algures em Inglaterra. “Um homem afortunado”, no 
sentido em que curar e ajudar era ser integrado numa 
comunidade horizontal e verticalmente completa. 
Como um dos últimos médicos de província do género, 
trabalhava num raio de uns oitenta quilómetros. 
Com pessoas de todas as classes, de camponeses a 
aristocratas, de todas as aldeias, com todas as doenças, 
desde dar à luz as crianças de todos até aos cancros e 
leucemias mais graves. “Afortunado” no sentido de que 
aqui estava uma vida integrada. Usámo-lo muito como 
a bíblia, a moral deste médico e depois abracámos outra 
ideia na qual estava a matutar há algum tempo, que era 
como falar de uma maneira diferente desse projecto 
político de revolução. É obvio que em meados dos anos 
Oitenta isto não fazia parte do programa de ninguém. 
Este tipo de linguagem já não deixa ninguém à vontade. 
A imagem continua lá – a ideia de uma outra forma 
de vida e não apenas isso, mas também a ideia de que 
nós vivemo-la, estivemos em sítios onde foi vivida. 
O que eu começava a perguntar-me (e aqui há muita 
influência da Erika e das curas holísticas) era se a ideia 
de saúde e de cura não era outra maneira de falar sobre 
os objectivos da revolução. Não há maneira de falar de 

LE  MONUMENT  DOMINE
LA  VALLÉE  DE  WEIMAR,DE  RÉSISTANCE  AU  NAZISME.À  DIFFÉRENTES  FORMES  DE  RÉSISTANCE.PUISQUE  C’ EST  AUSSI  UN  MONUMENT
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de ROUTE ONE, por exemplo, e de MAQUETTE: tudo 
depende da situação ser suficientemente rica para se 
ter algo com que se trabalhar. Depois, se se é vivo, 
inteligente, e presente, consegue-se retirar algo da 
situação, porque tudo reflecte tudo. Não importa, 
desde que todos esses elementos lá estejam. Podemos 
descobri-los e virá-los uns contra os outros, de forma a 
fazer explodir muitos sentimentos, ideias e informação.

2A

R.K. A primeira vez que alguém me disse isso foi 
quando outros cineastas do grupo viram os filmes e 
disseram, “Claro, o BERLIN é mesmo bom mas porque 
você fez batota”. Fiquei muito chocado. A unidade de 
espaço e tempo existe quando há uma situação em que 
o espírito está em todo o lado ao mesmo tempo. O meu 
corpo está ali, mas o meu espírito dispara na direcção 
da minha história, das minhas associações, da história 
de outras pessoas, das associações de outras pessoas. 
Há então uma espécie de de equilíbrio nesta ideia 
clássica de unidade, que nada tem a ver com a forma 
como vivemos o mundo. O papel da televisão nas 
nossas vidas, particularmente nesse momento… Acho 
que a Guerra do Golfo ainda não tinha começado, mas 
vamos nessa direcção. A televisão está sempre ligada. 
A televisão está sempre ligada na América. É parte da 
unidade do espaço e do tempo – a televisão a um canto 
da sala, com o som desligado ou ligado e as pessoas a 
fazer coisas.

Assim, a pouco e pouco comecei a juntar o dispositivo. 
Estava absolutamente fascinado pela enorme casa de 
banho. Nunca vira uma casa de banho tão grande na 
minha vida. Sentia-me fascinado pelas reverberações 
entre esta casa de banho e a cave de Topographie des 
Terrors [exposição permanente em Berlim, na Prinz-
Albrecht-Gelände, das instalações da Gestapo], o 
centro de tortura da Gestapo na cave era quase tão 
grande como a minha casa de banho. Eu na casa de 

(…)

Uma das coisas que aprendemos mais depressa 
quando se filma é a diferença entre vídeo e película. 
O vídeo não tem sentido de análise, não tem sentido 
de precisão, não tem sentido de enquadramento. É 
ele próprio, mas é fluido. É electricidade, é fluido. 
Se temos de falar sobre o que era o cinema, então é 
bom trabalhar um pouco em vídeo, porque se torna 
mais claro como o cinema é mecânico, como está 
relacionado com as ideias do século XIX. No limite, 
diria que o cinema é marxista. O cinema é rigoroso, 
analítico, dialéctico, etc. Essa experiência é muito 
importante quando se trabalha num filme. O exemplo 
mais flagrante foi o ROUTE ONE, em que passámos a 
película quando tínhamos umas seis ou nove horas 
de filmagens. Nã custou absolutamente nada passar 
a cinco horas. Era tão obvio, uma vez que podíamos 
realmente ver o que estava a acontecer. A projecção de 
um filme transporta consigo o mesmo tipo de relógio 
biológico que temos no nosso corpo. A uma coisa que 
vejamos em vídeo – talvez por estar tão relacionada 
com o tempo real – dizemos, “Bem, é interessante”. 
Provavelmente nem sequer estamos a dar atenção da 
mesma forma, por isso aquilo passa por nós. Quando 
a vemos em película, ficamos furiosos, “Quem é o 
anormal que deixou ficar aquela imagem com 30 
segundos a mais?”. Isso é muito bom e conduziu a uma 
maior compressão do filme. 

(…)

Quando recebi a encomenda do filme de uma hora – 
quando ia para Berlim – estava muito numa de viver 
as coisas com uma câmara. No início nem questionei 
o problema do filme de uma hora. Pensei que era 
principalmente a questão do contexto. Essa foi a lição 

INTELLIGENCE,  CLARTÉ...
GOETHE.SPIRITUALITÉ...

DES  VERTUS  ALLEMANDES,
SENSIBILITÉ,LE  BERCEAU
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diferentes bocados. Intimamente eu sabia que até as 
primeiras imagens da parede aparecerem na televisão, 
vou estar a filmar. Vou filmar este espaço. Depois vou 
filmar a parede e toda esta parte aqui. Depois vou 
pôr-me em frente à câmara. Isso só terminará quando 
ouvir (a coisa estava de tal forma montada que eu 
não conseguia ver o televisor) a chegada deste novo 
material. Vou começar aqui. A estrutura das ideias foi 
um pouco dada por este percurso das imagens. Mas não 
a queria preparar. Queria que tivesse um verdadeiro 
sentido de improvisação e a possibilidade de se afogar. 
E depois havia aquela outra coisa que se não se tem 
nada a dizer, então não se diga. Por mim, tudo bem. 
Ter a força de estar ali apenas e frente à câmara, de 
ficar sentado e deixar o tempo passar. Houve um take. 
Houve muitas surpresas. Seguiu em direcções que não 
pensei que fosse seguir. Quando tudo ficou pronto, não 
consegui olhar para ele. Limitei-me a mandá-lo. Fiquei 
muito surpreendido quando o vi, tão surpreendido 
como quando vi DEAR DOC.

B.E. Quanto mais trabalhava nas legendas de BERLIN 
mais me sentia eu o batoteiro: a intervenção descontínua, 
posterior aos factos. Isso ia contra a encomenda.

R.K. O Barre e eu fizemos uma banda sonora para 
BERLIN em directo. Sincronizámos os nossos relógios 
e pusemo-nos ao telefone. Ele estava na sua capela no 
sul de França. Houve um toq de départ e ele dez uma 
hora. É bastante notável. Apetecia-me muito pô-lo no 
ar. Claro que a Arte disse que isso não fazia parte das 
regras do jogo: nada de elementos adicionados, nada de 
misturas - e isso requeria uma mistura. Mas isto estava 
muito no espírito da coisa. Podia-se estar num outro 
país, com uma ligação directa traduzindo directamente 
à medida que prosseguíssemos.

B.E. Há algo que fazes com o corpo que um europeu 
nunca faria. Um europeu nunca teria treinado o seu 

banho. Depois queria uma televisão, porque naquela 
altura era uma parte muito grande da minha vida. 
Trabalhei muito naquilo, passo a passo, e fiquei muito 
surpreendido por dizerem que era batota. Não me 
importo de fazer batota, mas aquilo foi estranho, 
porque no imaginar da situação envolvi muito a ideia 
de unidade. Fiz o equivalente ao que os músicos 
chamam o click track. É a batida. Montei todo o tipo 
de peças dos planos-sequência que começara por 
fazer e que sempre acabara por cortar ao fim de dez 
minutos, por me estar a aborrecer. Montei-as numa 
certa ordem e decidi que seriam o meu guia para 
uma hora de improvisação naquela eu sofreria com 
o tempo – eu e a câmara naquele lugar fechado. Pôr-
me-ia a mim próprio na situação em que já pusera 
tantas personagens e tantos humanos – pessoas que 
conheci – com uma câmara apontada à cara delas e 
alguém a pedir-lhes que fossem eles próprios. Isso é 
também uma coisa central em ROUTE ONE. Uma das 
razões pelas quais funcionou foi não haver exigências 
às pessoas que íamos conhecendo, às personagens. 
Nunca foi uma coisa do estilo, “Estamos a falar consigo 
porque queremos saber mais sobre a vida da classe média 
baixa do Sul” ou “Gostaria de saber a sua opinião, como 
negro, sobre o novo governo”. Não houve nenhuma 
abordagem pontual, televisual, ao estilo da reportagem. 
A atitude era mais do género, “Se conseguir conhecer 
esta pessoa, então será óptimo. Vão comunicar as suas 
grandezas e limitações. Não há um programa.”. Muitas 
vezes, quando íamos a estes sítios, eu perguntava o que 
queriam filmar, porque eu não sabia e queria que eles 
me dissessem. Queria que me mostrassem o que filmar. 
Não se tratava propriamente de lhes devolver o direito a 
representarem as suas vidas em imagem, ou a devolver 
o direito à voz aos que não têm voz. Mas porque me 
parecia que era assim que se devia começar: “Digam-
me o que querem dizer. Isso valerá tanto como qualquer 
outra coisa, tanto como qualquer pergunta que eu vos 
pudesse fazer.” Ali estava eu, naquela situação. Tinha 
uma hora de imagens. Sabia um pouco do tempo das 
imagens, sabia quanto tempo demorava cada um dos 

D’ INCONSCIENCE,  J’ AI
DÉRIVÉ  AU  MILIEUDANS  UNE  SORTEUN  QUART  D’ HEURE  PLUS  TARD,ON  EST  PARTIS.



Open a travel guide: usually you will 
find a brief lexicon which strangely enough concerns 
only certain boring and useless things: customs, mail, 
the hotel, the barber, the doctor, prices. Yet what is 
travelling? Meetings. The only lexicon that counts is the 
one which refers to the rendezvous.

Roland Barthes
Empire of Signs, p. 13, 
1970

Bernard Eisenschnitz
Pontos de partida: 
conversas com Robert 
Kramer, p. 35-194, 2000
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corpo durante dezenas de anos para fazer isso. Não que 
te tenhas treinado deliberadamente.

R.K. Mas treinei.

CA  NE  M’ ÉTAIT  JAMAIS  ARRIVÉ.
DE  LA  ROUTE,
UNE  VOITURE  M’ EST  RENTRÉE  DEDANS.

UNE  CONSCIENCE  AUTRE,
PLUS  PROFONDE.UNE  SORTE  D’ INCONSCIENCE.



(1)      Rémy Chauvin, in 
Entretiens sur la sexualité, 
Plon, p . 205 .

(2)      Sur les travaux 
de R. E. Benveniste et 
G. J. Todaro, cf. Yves 
Christen, « Le rôle des 
virus dans l’évolution », 
La Recherche, n° 54, mars 
1975 : « Les virus peuvent 
après intégration-
extraction dans une 
cellule emporter, à la 
suite d’erreur d’excision, 
des fragments de 
DNA de leur hôte et 
les transmettre à de 
nouvelles cellules: 
c’est d’ailleurs la base 
de ce qu’on appelle 
engineering génétique. 
II en resulte que de 
l’information génétique 
propre à un organisme 
pourrait être transférée à 
un autre grâce aux virus.
Si l’on s’intéresse aux 
situations extrêmes, on 
peut même imaginer que 
ce transfert d’information 
pourrait s’effectuer d’une 
espèce plus évoluée 
vers une espèce moins 
évoluée ou génitrice 
de la précédente. Ce 
mécanisme jouerait donc 
à contresens de celui que 
l’évolution utilise d’une 
façon classique. Si de tels 
passages d’informations 
avaient eu une grande 
importance, on serait 
même amené dans 
certains cas à substituer 
des schémas réticulaires 
(avec communications 
entre rameaux après 
leurs différenciations) 
aux schémas en buisson 
ou en arbre qui servent 
aujourd’hui à représenter 
l’évolution » (p . 271) .

(3)      François Jacob, 
La logique du vivant, 
Gallimard, pp. 312, 333.
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L’ orchidée se déterritorialise en formant 
une image, un calque de guêpe ; mais la guêpe 
se reterritorialise sur cette image. La guêpe se 
déterritorialise pourtant, devenant elle-même une 
pièce dans l’appareil de reproduction de l’orchidée ; 
mais elle reterritorialise l’orchidée, en en transportant 
le pollen. La guêpe et l’orchidée font rhizome, en tant 
qu’hétèrogènes. On pourrait dire que l’orchidée imite la 
guêpe dont elle reproduit l’image de manière signifiante 
(mimesis, mimétisme, leurre, etc.). Mais ce n’est vrai 
qu’au niveau des strates – parallélisme entre deux 
strates telles qu’une organisation végétale sur l’une imite 
une organisation animale sur l’autre. En même temps il 
s’agit de tout autre chose : plus du tout imitation, mais 
capture de code, plus-value de code, augmentation de 
valence, véritable devenir, devenir-guêpe de l’orchidée, 
devenir-orchidée de la guêpe, chacun de ces devenirs 
assurant la déterritorialisation d’un des termes et 
la reterritorialisation de l’autre, les deux devenirs 
s’enchaînant et se relayant suivant une circulation 
d’intensités qui pousse la déterritorialisation toujours 
plus loin. II n’y a pas imitation ni ressemblance, mais 
explosion de deux séries hétérogènes dans la ligne de 
fuite composée d’un rhizome commun qui ne peut plus 
être attribué, ni soumis à quoi que ce soit de signifiant. 
Rémy Chauvin dit très bien : « Évolution aparallèle de 
deux êtres qui n’ont absolument rien à voir l’un avec 
l’autre(1) » Plus généralement, il se peut que les schémas 
d’évolution soient amenés à abandonner le vieux 
modèle de l’arbre et de la descendance. Dans certaines 
conditions, un virus peut se connecter à des cellules 
germinales et se transmettre lui-même comme gène 
cellulaire d’une espèce complexe ; bien plus, il pourrait 
fuir, passer dans les cellules d’une tout autre espèce, 
non sans emporter des « informations génétiques » 
venues du premier hôte (ainsi les recherches actuelles 
de Benveniste et Todaro sur un virus de type C, dans sa 
double connexion avec l’ADN de babouin et l’ADN de 
certaines espèces de chats domestiques). Les schémas 
d’évolution ne se feraient plus seulement d’après des 
modèles de descendance arborescente, allant du moins 

différencié au plus différencié, mais suivant un rhizome 
opérant immédiatement dans l’hétérogène et sautant 
d’une ligne déjà différenciée à une autre.(2)

Là encore, évolution aparallèle du babouin et du chat, 
où l’un n’est évidemment pas le modèle de l’autre, 
ni l’autre la copie de l’un (un devenir-babouin dans 
le chat ne signifierait pas que le chat « fasse » le 
babouin). Nous faisons rhizome avec nos virus, ou 
plutôt nos virus nous font faire rhizome avec d’autres 
bêtes. Comme dit Jacob, les transferts de matériel 
génétique par virus ou d’autres procédés, les fusions 
de cellules issues d’espèces différentes, ont des résultats 
analogues à ceux des « amours abominables chères à 
l’Antiquité et au Moyen Âge(3) ». Des communications 
transversales entre lignes différenciées brouillent les 
arbres généalogiques. Chercher toujours le moléculaire, 
ou même la particule submoléculaire avec laquelle noμs 
faisons alliance. Nous évoluons et nous mourons de nos 
grippes polymorphes et rhizomatiques, plus que de nos 
maladies de descendance ou qui ont elles-mêmes leur 
descendance. Le rhizome est une antigénéalogie. 

C’est la même chose pour le livre et le monde : le 
livre n’est pas image du monde, suivant une croyance 
enracinée. Il fait rhizome avec le monde, il y a évolution 
aparallèle du livre et du monde, le livre assure la 
déterritorjalisation du monde, mais le monde opère 
une reterritorialisation du livre, qui se déterritorialise à 
son tour en lui-même dans le monde (s’il en est capable 
et s’il le peut) . Le mimétisme est un très mauvais 
concept, dépendant d’une logique binaire, pour des 
phénomènes d’une tout autre nature. Le crocodile ne 
reproduit pas un tronc d’arbre, pas plus que le caméléon 
ne reproduit les couleurs de l’entourage. La Panthère 
rose n’imite rien, elle ne reproduit rien, elle peint le 
monde à sa couleur, rose sur rose, c’est son devenir-
monde, de manière à devenir imperceptible elle-même, 
asignifiante elle-même, faire sa rupture, sa ligne de fuite 
à elle, mener jusqu’au bout son « évolution aparallèle ». 
Sagesse des plantes : même quand elles sont à racines, 
il y a toujours un dehors où elles font rhizome avec 

ATTIRÉ  DANS  CETTE...UN  SENTIMENT  D’ ÊTRE
UN  DÉSIR  INSUPPORTABLE
DE  SE  DISSOUDRE.

MATRICE  DENSE,
CETTE  MASSE  D’ ÉMOTION,



(4)      Carlos Castaneda, 
L’herbe du diable et la 
petite fumée, Éd. du 
Soleil noir, p. 160. 

(5)      Pierre Boulez, Par 
volonté et par hasard, 
Éd. du Seuil, p. 14 : « 
Vous la plantez clans 
un certain terreau, et 
tout d’un coup, elle se 
met à proliférer comme 
de la mauvaise herbe. 
» Et passim, sur la 
prolifération musicale, 
p. 89 : « une musique 
qui flotte, ou l’écriture 
elle-même apporte pour 
l’instrumentiste une 
impossibilité de garder 
une coïncidence avec un 
temps pulsé ».

Gilles Deleuze & Félix 
Guattari
Mille Plateaux. 
Capitalisme et 
schizophrénie, pp. 17-19, 
1980
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quelque chose – avec le vent, avec un animal, avec 
l’homme (et aussi un aspect par lequel les animaux eux-
mêmes font rhizome, et les hommes, etc.). « L’ivresse 
comme une irruption triomphale de la plante en nous. » 
Et toujours suivre le rhizome par rupture, allonger, 
prolonger, relayer la ligne de fuite, la faire varier, jusqu’à 
produire la ligne la plus abstraite et la plus tortueuse à 
n dimensions, aux directions rompues. Conjuguer les 
flux déterritorialisés. Suivre les plantes: on commencera 
par fixer les limites d’une première ligne d’après 
des cercles de convergence autour de singularités 
successives ; puis on voit si, à l’intérieur de cette ligne, 
de nouveaux cercles de convergence s’établissent avec 
de nouveaux points situés hors des limites et dans 
d’autres directions .Écrire, faire rhizome, accroître 
son territoire par déterritorialisation, étendre la ligne 
de fuite jusqu’au point où elle couvre tout le plan de 
consistance en une machine abstraite. « D’abord va à ta 
première plante et la observe attentivement comment 
s’écoule l’eau de ruissellement à partir de ce point. La 
pluie a dû transporter les graines au loin. Suis les rigoles 
que l’eau a creusées, ainsi tu connaîtras la direction de 
l’écoulement. Cherche alors la plante qui, dans cette 
direction, se trouve la plus éloignée de la tienne. Toutes 
celles qui poussent entre ces deux-là sont à toi. Plus 
tard, lorsque ces dernières sèmeront à leur tour leurs 
graines, tu pourras en suivant le cours des eaux à partir 
de chacune de ces plantes accroître ton territoire(4). » La 
musique n’a pas cessé de faire passer ses lignes de fuite, 
comme autant de « multiplicités à transformation », 
même en renversant ses propres codes qui la 
structurent ou l’arbrifient ; ce pourquoi la forme 
musicale, jusque dans ses ruptures et proliférations, est 
comparable à de la mauvaise herbe, un rhizome.(5)

(...) our book proposes Narcissus as 
the candidate for patron saint or tutelary spirit 
of anthropology, which (above all in its so-called 
“philosophical” version) has always been a little 
too obsessed with determining the attributes or 
criteria that fundamentally distinguish the subject of 
anthropological discourse from everything it is not: 
them (which really in the end means us), the  
non-Occidentals, the nonmoderns, the nonhumans. In 
other words, what is it that the others “have not” that 
constitutes them as non-Occidental and nonmodern? 
Capitalism? Rationality? Individualism and 
Christianity? (Or, perhaps more modestly, pace Goody: 
alphabetic writing and the marriage dowry?) And 
what about the even more gaping absences that would 
make certain others nonhumans (or, rather, make 
the nonhumans the true others)? An immortal soul? 
Language? Labor? The Lichtung? Prohibition? Neoteny? 
Metaintentionality?

All these absences resemble each other. For in truth, 
taking them for the problem is exactly the problem, 
which thus contains the form of the response: the form 
of a Great Divide, the same gesture of exclusion that 
made the human species the biological analogue of the 
anthropological West, confusing all the other species 
and peoples in a common, privative alterity. Indeed, 
asking what distinguishes us from the others—and it 
makes little difference who “they” are, since what really 
matters in that case is only “us”—is already a response.

The point of contesting the question, “what is (proper 
to) Man?” then, is absolutely not to say that “Man” has 
no essence, that his existence precedes his essence, that 
the being of Man is freedom and indetermination, but 
to say that the question has become, for all-too obvious 
historical reasons, one that it is impossible to respond 
to without dissimulation, without, in other words, 
continuing to repeat that the chief property of Man 
is to have no final properties, which apparently earns 
Man unlimited rights to the properties of the other. 

DE  METTRE  UN  PIED
DEVANT  L’ AUTRE  ET...DE  DISPARAÎTRE. JE  ME  DEMANDE  AUSSID’ ÊTRE  ATTIRÉ  À  TERRE.



Eduardo Viveiros de 
Castro
Cannibal Metaphysics, 
pp.43-44, 2009

(1)      I include myself 
among them out of 
courtesy.
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This response from our intellectual tradition, which 
justifies anthropocentrism on the basis of this human 
“impropriety,” is that absence, finitude and lack of being 
[manque-à-être] are the distinctions that the species 
is doomed to bear, to the benefit (as some would have 
us believe) of the rest of the living. The burden of man 
is to be the universal animal, he for whom there exists 
a universe, while nonhumans, as we know (but how 
in the devil do we know it?), are just “poor in world” 
(not even a lark ... ). As for non-Occidental humans, 
something quietly leads us to suspect that where the 
world is concerned, they end up reduced to its smallest 
part. We and we alone, the Europeans,(1) would be 
the realized humans, or, if you prefer, the grandiosely 
unrealized: the millionaires, accumulators, and 
configurers of worlds. Western metaphysics is truly  
the fons et origio of every colonialism.

Hiroatsu Suzuki: Our first film Green Belt was 
filmed in the Mértola area and the Serra de Caldeirão. 
As Rossana lives in Mértola we explored lots of places 
together and met many local people. When I was 
younger I lived in the country for several years in 
Okinawa, an archipelago in the south of Japan, where 
completely different languages are spoken and the 
influence of animism is still very strong. My interest 
in the relationship between nature, spirituality and 
traditional handcraft stems from that time and place. 
The Alentejo landscapes are very different but the way 
people live there reminds me of Okinawa.

The Taste of Crème Brûlée was filmed in Rossana’s 
grandmother’s house, where she lived when she was a 
child. When I first visited this house it reminded me 
of my grandmother’s house in Kyoto, Japan, where 
I used to spend my summer holidays when I was a 
child. Many people who saw this film told us about 
their memories of their grandparents’ houses. The 
sweets made by our grandmothers must be a common 
memory shared by many people of the world.

Rossana Torres: After the film Green Belt, we wanted 
to go straight back to filming in the Guadiana valley. 
However, while we were looking for financial backing, 
an opportunity arose to film in my grandmother’s 
house in the Beira Alta. It was extremely emotional for 
me to return to live in the house of my childhood and 
especially to be in the company of the two beautiful 
sisters.

But we never stopped exploring the area around 
Mértola, without really knowing what we were looking 
for. When we met Nuno, a charcoal burner, and got to 
know the place where the kilns were, we would go and 
accompany his work on a regular basis.

D.A.: Can you tell me a little about the people who 
do this type of work and their living conditions? Did 
you do any research on the history or the future of this 
activity?

D’ ÊTRE  AMENÉ  PAR  L’ HISTOIRECE  QUE  ÇA  A  ÉTÉ  POUR  MON  PÈRE DE  SA  JUDAÏTÉ.À  LA  CONSCIENCE
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H.S.: When I lived in Okinawa, I saw the complete 
charcoal making process in the mountains. There, 
the kilns are usually near the forest, near the source 
of wood. But when I saw Nuno’s two kilns near the 
lake I felt that place to be unique. I have always been 
fascinated by all sorts of kilns: for ceramics, for 
limestone, for bread… I had the experience of working 
in a ceramics kiln, one that was covered with earth. 
I helped keep the fire constantly lit for more than a 
week and then the kiln was closed for it to cool down. 
When I watched the opening of the kiln and saw the 
objects being taken out, it was like treasure coming out 
of the kiln! It was something magical, reminding me of 
alchemy, all that transformation of earth into beautiful 
objects. So the objects were born in the kiln and at the 
same time something special was born in me…

Since the time when I lived in Okinawa, I have been 
interested in architecture that uses natural materials 
such as earth and lime. In the Alentejo there are still 
lots of houses made in rammed earth—a traditional 
construction technique pressing earth between wooden 
frames. I have visited many houses made from rammed 
earth. It touches me, in the landscape of the Alentejo, 
to see the ruins of these houses that collapse and 
disappear with time, returning to the earth once more. 
The charcoal kilns are covered with local soil which also 
arouses a lot of interest in me.

R.T.: Small plantations of holm oaks predominate in 
this area, a species of tree that takes many years to grow 
and can become enormous. Holm oaks are fantastic for 
their shade in the hot summers of southern Portugal. 
They are normally pruned and the cut branches make 
good firewood and good charcoal. Over the last few 
years, what with depopulation and the land being 
abandoned, many of these trees become disease-ridden 
and have ended up dying.

Nuno lives in a small village near Mértola and prunes 
holm oaks, and fells the dead ones. He makes use of 
the wood both for firewood and charcoal and also for 

creating pieces of furniture. He learnt how to make 
charcoal from a neighbour, who, in turn, had learnt it 
from older people. This handcraft skill, almost extinct 
nowadays, uses the earth to cover the trunks of wood, 
leaving openings in order to control the fire. As it’s a job 
that requires great strength, especially when piling up 
wood inside the kiln and later taking the charcoal out, 
Nuno arranges for his family and friends, to come and 
work together on these occasions.

D.A.: How long did the filming take? Did it coincide 
with the time needed to produce the charcoal?

R.T.: The entire process of making charcoal takes 
between three and four weeks. Once the kiln is filled 
with holm oak wood and the fire is lit, combustion 
takes between around five or seven days depending on 
the size of the kiln. During this time, the air openings 
must be  controlled in order for the wood not to burn 
too much or too little. Little by little, the openings are 
covered to prevent the fire from consuming all the 
wood. After having insulated everything, there is a 
waiting period of at least seven days until the kiln cools 
down. Once it even took almost two weeks to cool.

H.S.: We began filming at the two kilns in the middle 
of December and often filmed there until March. 
Everything was really beautiful. We were filming but 
we still didn’t really know what to do with the material.  
At the same time we were filming in other places, other 
people, going where our fancy took us.  At that time we 
didn’t even suspect that the charcoal kilns were going to 
be the main characters in our film…

D.A.: In the film there is not even an explanation 
about the work or the place where everything is taking 
place, not even interviews with the people. Instead, the 
beauty of the light is conveyed with great freshness as 
is the smoke arising from the openings of the burning 
charcoal, the passing of time and the transformation of 
space within this place. When was it that you decided 
on the film’s structure?

QUI  S’ ÉLOIGNAIT  DE  TOUT  ÇA,UN  AMÉRICAIN, DU  SHTETL  DE  SES  PARENTS.VERS  LE  MONDE  MODERNE,  LOIN
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H.S.: When we began to look at all our material we 
considered the possibility that the last image could be 
the cranes flying overhead. The crane is a symbol of 
happiness in Japan. Every year between the months of 
November and February, the cranes arrive in the south 
of Portugal after their journey from Sweden. At the 
end of every day they fly together to rest at a lake. We 
saw them flying one evening and afterwards we waited 
for them on several occasions. The choice of the first 
image was also clear to us when we saw again the image 
of Nuno shutting the kiln door, as this accentuated the 
mystery of what was happening behind that door. After 
that it was a question of choosing the other images 
taking into consideration linking aspects and dialogues 
between each one. How to construct a film without 
commentaries or interviews, “only” with images and 
sound? How to feel the essential elements: fire, water, 
air, earth and space? How to lead the viewer to feel what 
we felt? We did not want to use the images and sounds 
to explain, so how to express all this without words? For 
me the experience of cinema lies beyond words.

R.T.: We don’t usually have the intention of making a 
documentary about an activity where all is explained. 
In Earth we didn’t think about the construction of 
the film while we were filming just as we hadn’t in 
Green Belt and The Taste of Crème Brûlée. That winter, 
we filmed a lot of things in various villages around 
Mértola. The real construction of the film began when 
viewing and choosing images which touched us one 
way or another.  As we aligned the images we began to 
experiment with links between them and intuitively 
discovered ways, like following the rhythms of the 
passing of time.

D.A.: Who are those people, the hunters that don’t 
appear in the area where the charcoal is produced? 
Although those scenes are also interesting, why include 
them in the storyline?

H.S.: During the winter months, the men of the villages 
in this area get together and go hunting wild boar. We 

went with them on several occasions, spending the 
whole day together. At the end of the day, they offer one 
of the hunted wild boar to the population and everyone 
eats and drinks.

While the kilns cool down, the charcoal burner has 
to wait for several days before he can take out the 
charcoal. In the hunting scenes, the hunters also wait 
while talking about the birds which are not seen in the 
image. The last image of the cranes is like an echo of 
these scenes.

R.T.: During the editing of the film there was a need 
for the film to breathe in another place, in a different 
situation, in a more open space where other lives 
crossed with the one being shown.

D.A.: Normally in films that deal with types of 
activities, close-ups are used but not in this case. In 
your film it’s very much the opposite, immense long 
shots are used, a camera that is both fixed and such a 
long way away that the activity being filmed can’t be 
seen very well. What is behind this way you have of 
filming? I’d like to hear you, the film directors, speak 
about the reasons that led you to film like this…

H.S.: We don’t follow rules. We often go to the same 
places from early morning to nightfall, filming the 
whole day. The light is constantly changing. For me, the 
kilns are so mysterious in themselves that I wanted to 
respect and preserve their mystery. The composition of 
the images arose naturally.

R.T.: This film is not a documentary about the making 
of charcoal. This was one of the reasons for not using 
the word “charcoal” in the title—just “earth”. The idea of 
this title is linked to the multiple meanings of the word 
in Portuguese: “earth” is the ground we walk on, “earth” 
is material that can be moulded, “earth” is the place 
where we live and “Earth” is also the name of our world. 
And in the Alentejo the following is sung: “I am in debt 
to the earth / And the earth in debt to me / The earth 
pays me in life / I pay the earth in dying.”

ET  PUIS  ICI,  DE  1930  À  1933...UN  MÉDECIN. DE  LA  COUPOLE  DU  REICHSTAG  !LES  FLAMMES,  JAILLISSANT
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D.A.: Earth is a feature film of sixty minutes. Did you 
cut much in the editing? Could you tell me what you 
had in mind during the editing process?

R.T.: We had to make many choices, mainly between 
very similar compositions; it wasn’t easy choosing 
one from amongst the others as they all looked very 
similar. The other challenge was to work the rhythm, 
for example the time of each image. This work was only 
possible as we were editing the sound which was done 
simultaneously.

H.S.: We did not want the image or the sound to 
explain something. Our question is for example 
when to use close-ups of the charcoal or the smoking 
chimney? We wanted to feel the image, feel the sound, 
we wanted there to be a correspondence between 
images, between image and sound and between sounds.

D.A.: Throughout the film we hear various sounds 
of nature. There’s birdsong and sheep bells that are 
not seen in the scene…The film has a great wealth 
of sounds. What did you have in mind in relation to 
sound?

R.T.: Editing sound was very difficult. On the one hand, 
there were a lot of repetitive sounds we did not want 
to overdo, such as the sheep bells which were constant. 
So too was the sound of cars passing by on a road and 
various songs of birds. On the other hand, we tried to 
create different atmospheres, for example, a more or 
less wet one, one in the morning and another at end of 
the day… And like the way we edited images, we would 
experiment sometimes with one sound sometimes with 
another, sometimes with little annotations—all in a way 
to feel the rhythm of the earth.

H.S.: We occasionally used sheep bells to mark a 
certain moment, as in the last scene of film Green Belt 
where we began to hear sheep bells before they appear 
and drink at the water hole. Here too in the last scene of 
Earth, the sound of the call of cranes is heard before we 
first see them.

We were careful in the way sound can help us feel 
what we cannot see: what is within the kiln and what is 
outside it, what is in the frame and what is outside it.

I would like the sound to touch our heart in some way.

“QUOI  QUE  TU  PUISSES  PENSER,COMME  POUR  DIRE  : LEÇON  OBJECTIVE  SUPRÊME.
“QUOI  QUE  TU  PENSES,
C’ EST  COMME  ÇA.”
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Our speech is not our own: we live inside 
language, consigned to operate within its system. And 
yet it is through our speech that we call ourselves into 
being, that we articulate a sense of ourselves and test 
it in the world. It is a matter of manoeuvring within 
constraint, of finding ways to engage in a bricolage of 
the pre-given that will somehow yield the singular out 
of the shared and make sharable the singular. We draw 
not only on the stability of words, but on grammars 
and narrative codes to shepherd the idiosyncrasy of 
experience into the realm of the communicable 
—a prerequisite for any community. 

To record others as they undertake this constitution 
of the self through speech, as Laura Huertas Millán 
does in works she terms “ethnographic fictions,” is 
to engage in a meta-discourse. Huertas Millán’s films 
speak about speech—about who can speak, of what, 
and how. She listens, creating scenarios in which her 
subjects relay thoughts and experiences. She asks 
how speech—whether linguistic or filmic—creates 
reality and subjectivity. The inquiry is fitting given 
the artist’s longstanding interest in ethnography: 
both ethnography and speech are, after all, forms of 
encounter between identity and alterity. In the works 
Huertas Millán has assembled for “the spring song,” the 
expressions of the films’ subjects and the expressions 
of the films themselves—each existing only by virtue 
of the other—mutually generate a space of fabulation 
and reflection. They create a forum of voicing while 
knowing that speech is not free; it may be more or less 
so, but never purely, always informed by convention, 
history, struggle. 

Perhaps understatement is the better 
way to show that bulldozers are only slightly slower 
than atomic bombs; or that the nature of destruction is 
not altered by calling it the price of progress (…) That 
ways of life are uprooted, fruiting trees sawed down, 
productive land inundated and bodies already buried 
forced out of the ground is to realize that as life teems so 
does death. And that man is the active agent of both.

MA  MÈRE  ÉTAIT  ÉTUDIANTE
AU  BAUHAUS.ET  IL  N’ EN  A  JAMAIS  PARLÉ. UNE  FABRICATION,  UNE  INVENTION.

LA  VIE  À  NEW  YORK  ÉTAIT
UN  PEU...



Gaston Bachelard
The Poetics of Space,  
p. 239, 1957

Agnès Wildenstein
Le principe de plaisir, 
2019
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Le plaisir que procure une œuvre d’art est le seul 
critère de choix pour la programmatrice que je suis.

Le goût n’existe pas, le bon goût est un principe 
bourgeois, une foutaise.

Le plaisir peut prendre diverses formes,  
il peut aussi se trouver dans la souffrance.

Le souvenir du plaisir est la véritable beauté.

La recherche de la beauté est la seule vérité.

LA  RETENUE.LES  BUDDENBROOKS.DE  LA  CULTURE  ALLEMANDE.FONDÉE  SUR  UNE  IDÉE,  JE  PENSE,



Stéphane Mallarmé
Plusieurs sonnets, p. 85, 
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Quand l’ombre menaça de la fatale loi, 
Tel vieux Rêve, désir et mal de mes vertèbres, 
Affligé de périr sous les plafonds funèbres 
Il a ployé son aile indubitable en moi.

Luxe, ô salle d’ébène où, pour séduire un roi 
Se tordent dans leur mort des guirlandes célèbres, 
Vous n’êtes qu’un orgueil menti par les ténèbres 
Aux yeux du solitaire ébloui de sa foi.

Oui, je sais qu’au lointain de cette nuit, la Terre 
Jette d’un grand éclat l’insolite mystère 
Sous les siècles hideux qui l’obscurcissent moins.

L’espace à soi pareil qu’il s’accroisse ou se nie 
Roule dans cet ennui des feux vils pour témoins 
Que c’est d’un astre en fête allumé le génie.

ET  INTELLIGENTEUNE  DISTANCE  MANIÉRÉE
QU’ IL  Y  A  EN  TOUTE
SITUATION  SOCIALE

DEVANT  LES  PASSIONS
ET  L’ OBSCURITÉ  TERRIBLES



233232 UN  UNIVERS  À  LA  THOMAS  MANN.ET  EN  TOUTE  PERSONNE. COMME  SEULE  RETENUE
VALEURS  BOURGEOISES
ET  DÉCOR  BOURGEOIS



Jean-Luc Godard 
Lettre à Elie Sanbar, 1979

235234 INFESTÉ  DE  DÉMONS,  DÉMONIAQUE,CONTRE  LE  DÉSIR  SOMBRE, CE  GENRE  DE  MÉTAPHYSIQUE.
INSUPPORTABLE,
DE  DESTRUCTION.
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Reality is more fabulous, more maddening, 
more strangely manipulative than fiction.  
To understand this is to recognize the naivete of a 
development of cinematic technology that promotes 
increasingly unmediated access to reality. It is to see 
through the poverty of what Benjamin deplored as  
“a truth expressed as it was thought” and to understand 
why progressive fiction films are attracted by and 
constantly pay tribute to documentary techniques. 
These films put the “documentary effect” to advantage, 
playing on the viewer’s expectations in order to 
“concoct fables.” The documentary can easily thus 
become a “style”: it no longer constitutes a mode of 
production or an attitude toward life, but proves to 
be only an element of aesthetics (or anti-aesthetics), 
which at best, and without acknowledging it, it tends 
to be in any case when, within its own factual limits, it 
reduces itself to a mere category, or a set of persuasive 
techniques. Many of these techniques have become 
so “natural” to the language of broadcast television 
that they “go unnoticed.” These are, for example, the 
“personal testimony” technique (a star appears on 
screen to advertize his or her use of a certain product); 
the “plainfolks” technique (a politician arranges to eat 
hot dogs in public); the “band wagon” technique (the 
use of which conveys the message that “everybody 
is doing it, why not you?”); or the “card stacking” 
technique (in which prearrangements for a “survey” 
show that a certain brand of product is more popular 
than any other to the inhabitants of a given area).(1)

You must re-create reality because reality runs away; 
reality denies reality. You must first interpret it, or re-
create it.  . . . When I make a documentary, I try to give 
the realism an artificial aspect. . . . I find that the aesthetic 
of a document comes from the artificial aspect of the 
document. . . it has to be more beautiful than realism, and 
therefore it has to be composed . . . to give it another sense.
(2)

A documentary aware of its own artifice is one that 

remains sensitive to the flow between fact and fiction.  
It does not work to conceal or exclude what is 
normalized as “non-factual,” for it understands the 
mutual dependence of realism and “artificiality” in 
the process of filmmaking. It recognizes the necessity 
of composing (on) life in living it or making it. 
Documentary reduced to a mere vehicle of facts may 
be used to advocate a cause, but it does not constitute 
one in itself; hence the perpetuation of the bipartite 
system of division in the content-versus-form rationale. 
To compose is not always synonymous with ordering-
so-as-to-persuade, and to give the filmed document 
another sense, another meaning, is not necessarily to 
distort it. If life’s paradoxes and complexities are not 
to be suppressed, the question of degree and nuance is 
incessantly crucial. Meaning can therefore be political 
only when it does not let itself be easily stabilized, and 
when it does not rely on any single source of authority, 
but, rather, empties or decentralizes it. Thus, even 
when this source is referred to, it stands as one among 
many others, at once plural and utterly singular. In its 
demand to mean at any rate, the “documentary” often 
forgets how it comes about and how aesthetics and 
politics remain inseparable in its constitution. For, 
when not equated with mere techniques of beautifying, 
aesthetics allows one to experience life differently, or as 
some would say, to give it “another sense,” remaining in 
tune with its drifts and shifts.

J’ ÉTOUFFAIS.ELLE  M’ ÉTRANGLAIT. PAR  LE  SENTIMENT  DE  GRANDEUR.ÉTOUFFÉ  PAR  LES  LIVRES.
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Roots

In Sneffels Yoculis craterem kem delibat 
umbra Scartaris Julii intra calendas descende, 
audas viator, et terrestre centrum attinges. 
Kod feci. Arne Saknussemm.

[Descend into the crater of Yocul of Sneffels, 
which the shade of Scartaris caresses, before the kalends 
of July, 
audacious traveler, and you will reach the center of the 
earth. 
I did it. Arne Saknussemm.]

Jules Verne

They are hidden and invisible to the vast majority of 
animal organisms, who compete for attention on the 
platforms of terra firma. Sunk as they are in a cryptic, 
cloistered world, they pass their lives without the 
slightest idea about the explosion of forms and events 
that swarm between Earth and sky. Roots are the most 
enigmatic forams of the plant world. Their body is often 
infinitely large and infinitely more complex than its 
aerial twin, the one that plants let appear in the light of 
day: the total surface of the root system of a rye plant 
can reach 400 square meters, that is, a surface 130 times 
larger than that of the plant’s aerial body.(1)

In the history of plant life, they arrived relatively late: 
for millions of years, plants could do without roots—in 
the sea as on earth.(2) Primum vegetari deinde radicare 
[first be animated, then grow roots]: plant life would 
seem not to need roots in order to define itself, exist, 
or at least survive. The origin of roots is obscure, and 
it is not easy to distinguish their forms. The first fossil 
evidence dates back to 390 million years ago. As in all 
forms of life destined to last for millions of years, their 
origin is due to fortuitous invention and bricolage 
more than to methodical, conscious elaboration: the 
first kinds of roots were functional modifications of the 

trunk or horizontal rhizomes deprived of leaves.(3)

Their morphology as well as their physiology is 
extremely variable: their functions have changed over 
time and cannot be univocally attributed to them; 
sometimes—as is the case with mycorrhizae—they 
are delegated to other organisms, which enter into a 
symbiotic relationship with the plant.

They seem to live cut off from the multiplicity of living 
beings, and yet it is thanks to them that plants come 
to be aware of what goes on around them. Plato had 
already compared our head, and hence reason, to a 
“root”: the human being, he said, is “a plant of the sky 
[phuton ouranion] and not of the earth,” with the roots 
going up—a sort of inverted plant.(4) But the version 
that was to become canonical was given by Aristotle 
in the treatise De anima: “up and down are not for 
all things what they are for the whole world: if we are 
to distinguish and identify organs according to their 
functions, the roots of plants are analogous to the head 
in animals.”(5) “The action of the two,” Averroes would 
gloss, “is identical.”(6) The analogy between the head 
and the root sets up the one between human being and 
plant, which was to have an extraordinary success in 
the philosophical and theological tradition from the 
Middle Ages and up to the modern period (Francis 
Bacon would still use it). Likewise, in his philosophical 
treatise, when he expands over the parallelism between 
these two, Guillaume de Conches explains that “trees 
push their root, which has their head, toward the 
bottom, in the earth from which they derive their 
nutrition. Man, on the contrary, exhibits his head, 
which is like his root, in the air, because he lives by 
his spirit.”(7) Linnaeus(8) would reverse the direction 
of the analogy, speaking of the plant as an upside-
down animal. But the dictum quemadmodum caput 
est animalibus ita radices plantis (“the root is for plants 
what the head is for animals”) seems never to have lost 
its efficacy. Thus, in the conclusion to his book on the 
motor faculty of plants, Darwin wrote:

MAHLER  EST  GRAND.
RILKE  EST  GRAND.BEETHOVEN  EST  GRAND. ET  CETTE  IDÉE  DE  GRANDEURKAFKA  EST  GRAND.
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It is hardly an exaggeration to say that the tip of the 
radicle thus endowed, and having the power of directing 
the movements of the adjoining parts, acts like the 
brain of one of the lower animals; the brain being 
seated within the  anterior end of the body, receiving 
impressions from the sense-organs, and directing the 
several movements.(9)

Likewise, František Baluška, Stefano Mancuso, and 
Anthony Trewavas(10) extended this intuition through 
research on the concept of plant intelligence and 
attempted to demonstrate that the root corresponds 
perfectly to the animal brain, since they have the same 
capacities. It is through the root system, in effect, that 
a plant acquires the vast majority of information on 
its own state and that of the environment in which it 
is immersed; it is also through the roots that it comes 
into contact with other, limitrophic individuals and 
manages, collectively, the risks and difficulties of 
underground life.(11) The roots make the soil and the 
subterranean world a space of spiritual communication. 
Thanks to them, then, the most solid part of the 
Earth is transformed into an enormous planetary 
brain(12) through which matter circulates, along with 
information on the identity and state of the organisms 
that populate the surrounding environment. It is as if 
the eternal night, in which one imagines the depths 
of the Earth to be plunged, were anything but a long 
and deaf sleep. In the immense and silent horn of the 
underground, night is a perception without organs, 
without eyes and without ears, a perception that takes 
place through the whole body. Intelligence, thanks to 
roots, exists in mineral form, in a world without sun 
and without movement.

In ordinary speech as in literature and art, roots are 
often the emblem and the allegory of what is most 
fundamental and originary, what is most obstinately 
solid and stable, what is necessary. They are the plant 
organ par excellence. And yet it would be hard to 
find a more ambiguous form among those that life 
has created and adopted over the course of its history. 

They are not any more necessary to the survival of the 
individual than the other parts of the organism; from 
a strictly evolutionary point of view, they are not at 
the origin of the plant result—as is the photosynthetic 
function, for example. The advantages they bring are 
those of networking, and not those of isolation or 
distinction. But, even so, it would be naive to consider 
them a secondary and “decorative” appendage. Roots 
are not what we thought they were, but they express 
and embody, all the same, one of the most significant 
traits of plant existence: ambiguity, hybridity, their 
amphibious and double character.

We are dealing here in the first place with ecological 
hybridity. Thanks to roots, the vascular plant, alone 
among all living organisms, inhabits simultaneously 
two environments that are radically different in their 
texture, structure, and organization and in the nature 
of the life that inhabits them: earth and air, sun and sky. 
Plants are not content to touch them lightly, they push 
into each one of them with the same stubbornness, the 
same capacity to imagine and to fashion their bodies 
in the most unexpected forms. Cosmic mediators, 
plants are ontologically amphibious beings:(13) they 
connect environments and spaces, showing that the 
relation between the living being and the environment 
cannot be conceived of in exclusive terms (say, those 
of niche theory, or Uexküll’s); they always have to be 
inclusive. Life is always cosmic, and not a matter of 
niches; it is never cloistered in a single environment, 
but it radiates through all environments; it makes of 
those environments a world, a cosmos whose unity is 
atmospheric.

This ecological duplicity is accompanied and as if 
redoubled by a dynamic, structural duplicity. Although 
in communication and in mutual interpenetration 
(much like in the whole cosmos), the two environments 
not only are juxtaposed against each other but structure 
themselves as reversed mirror images. It is as though 
plants lived two lives at the same time: one aerial, 
bathed and immersed in light, made of visibility and 

C’ EST  UNE  AUTRE  FORMEEST  UNE  IDÉE  MORTELLE.
QUI  DIT  :  
“IL  DOIT  EN  ÊTRE  AINSI.”DE  L’ AUTORITÉ
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of an intense interspecific interaction with other plants 
and with other animals of all kinds; the other chthonic, 
mineral, latent, ontologically nocturnal, chiseled in the 
stony flesh of the planet, in synergistic communion 
with all the forms of life that populate it. These two lives 
do not alternate and do not exclude each other: they 
are the being of the same individual, the only one who 
succeeds in reuniting, in its body and in its experience, 
the earth and the sky, the stone and the light, the water 
and the sun, and to be the image of the world in its 
totality. Already in the body of the plant, everything 
is in everything: the sky is in the Earth, the Earth is 
pushed toward the sky, the air makes itself body and 
extension, and extension is nothing but an atmospheric 
laboratory.

Plants are beings that are ecologically and structurally 
double: but their bodies are the ones that are 
anatomically geminated first. The root is like a 
second body, secret, esoteric, hidden; an antibody, 
an anatomical antimatter that reverses as in a mirror, 
point by point, everything the other body does, and 
that pushes the plant in a direction exactly opposite 
to that of all the efforts it makes above the surface. 
Imagine that, for each movement of your body, there is 
another one that goes the opposite way; imagine that 
your arms, your mouth, your eyes have an antithetical 
correspondent in a matter that mirrors perfectly 
the one that defines the texture of your world: you 
would then have an idea, albeit a vague one, of what 
it means to have roots. This is what Julius Sachs calls 
the anisotropy of the plant body—in other words, 
the antitropy specific to its extremities.(14) As if the 
body of plants were divided into two, each one of 
its parts structures itself according to a force and a 
texture radically opposed to each other. The root is an 
apparatus of meticulous deconstruction of forms and 
geometries from the terrestrial surface, starting with 
the force that seems to determine entirely our life, the 
life of mobile animals: gravity.(15)

Augustin Pyramus de Candolle wrote in the nineteenth 

century:

We give a more exact idea of this organ in saying that the 
Root (radix; racine) is that part of the plant which, at its 
origin, tends to descend towards the centre of the earth 
with more or less energy. It is to this prevailing character 
of roots that some naturalists have made allusion when 
they have designated the root, in a general manner, 
under the name of Descensus.(16)

They are the essence of descent: the way toward the 
bottom, the geological plunge of life. Their existence—
as though they were Otto Lidenbrocks or, better still, 
nonhuman Arne Saknussemms—is a perpetual voyage 
to the center of the Earth, an attempt to meld with it. 
Thomas Andrew Knight had already observed, at the 
start of the nineteenth century, that “it cannot elude any 
observer, even the most inattentive, [that,] regardless of 
the position one puts it in, the seed to bring about the 
root will invariably make the effort to descend toward 
the center of the Earth, whereas the elongated germ 
will take the exact opposite direction.”(17) Extending 
Julius Sachs’s research,(18) Charles Darwin, with his 
son Francis, located the origin of this force in the 
extremities of roots:

Sensitiveness to gravitation resides in the tip; and 
it is the tip which transmits some influence to the 
adjoining parts, causing them to bend. […] Different 
parts of the same plant and different species are 
affected by gravitation in widely different degrees and 
manners. Some plants and organs exhibit hardly a 
trace of its action. […] In the case of the radicles of 
several, probably of all seedling plants, sensitiveness to 
gravitation is confined to the tip, which transmits an 
influence to the adjoining upper part, causing it to bend 
towards the centre of the earth.(19)

One would be wrong to see in this love for the Earth a 
simple effect of gravity: the root does not limit itself to 
perceiving and passively submitting to the gravitational 
force, as does any body situated on the surface of the 
Earth. Of course, gravity is “the most constant and most 

“A  CHACUN  SON  DÛ.”ES  MUSS  SEIN. DE  TRAVAILLER,
ET  ÇA  M’ A  FAIT  PEUR.
PEUR  DE...



Emanuele Coccia
The Life of Plants, A Metaphysics of Mixture, 2017
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permanent force among all the environmental forces 
that act on plants,”(20) but the reaction to gravity is not 
the same as the reactions that other bodies—animal 
bodies—display. It is not simply the effect of weight; it is 
a different attraction, a force of growth that is directed 
toward the center of the planet. Darwin had noticed it:

Geotropism […] excites the primary radicle to bend 
downwards with very little force, quite insufficient to 
penetrate the ground. Such penetration is effected by 
the pointed apex (protected by the root-cap) being 
pressed down by the longitudinal expansion or growth 
of the terminal rigid portion, aided by its transverse 
expansion, both of which forces act powerfully.(21)

It is as if the root doubled the weak force of gravity 
that pushes it toward the bottom. As if the plant, in its 
totality, used all its means to overcome the resistance 
against its descent—with an intensity equal to that 
which the stem uses to elevate itself.

One is tempted to see the root as the most perfect 
accomplishment of the Nietzschean program of amor 
fati: “I entreat you, my brothers, remain true to the 
earth, and do not believe those who speak to you of 
superterrestrial hopes!”(22) The root is not simply a 
base on which the superior body of the trunk is based, 
it is the simultaneous inversion of the push toward the 
upward direction and the sun that animates the plant: it 
incarnates “the sense of the earth,” a form of love for the 
soil that is intrinsic in any vegetal being. In the pseudo-
Aristotelian treatise De plantis, the connection with the 
earth was already understood as one of the essential 
elements of the nature of plants: one reads there that 
“the plant lives on earth, as though tied to it”; and this 
is the reason why “it has no need of sleep.”(23) But this 
is only a part of the truth, and it misconstrues what 
the root brings to each plant: its hybrid, amphibious 
character. The root is only a half of the seeded body 
of the plant—the relation with the earth is just one 
of the two lives of all plant organisms. And it cannot 
be understood except in relation to its other half: 

geotropism is one of the directions of an impulse [élan] 
that has no purpose besides being faithful to the Earth. 
It is an effect and a result of heliocentrism, which 
defines the very essence of plant life. If it needs to bury 
itself in the mineral body of the Earth, this is in order to 
bind it better to the fire that determines, part by part, its 
forms and movements.

D’ ESSAYER  MON  TRUC.D’ EXPLOSER,
J’ AVAIS  MENÉ  CETTE  BATAILLE
IL  Y  A  LONGTEMPS.J’ AVAIS  OUBLIÉ  TOUT  ÇA



(1)      For my treatment 
of Quichua I adopt a 
practical orthography 
based on Spanish from 
Orr and Wrisley (1981: 
154). In addition I use 
an apostrophe (“ ’ ”) 
to indicate stops and 
a superscript h (“h”) to 
indicate aspiration. Words 
are to be stressed on the 
penultimate syllable unless 
indicated by an accent. The 
plural marker in Quichua 
is -guna. However, for 
reasons of clarity, I usually 
do not include the plural 
marker in my discussion of 
individual Quichua words 
even in contexts in which 
I use the term in its plural 
form in English. A hyphen 
(“-”) indicates that word 
parts are suppressed. I use 
an en-dash (“–”) to indicate 
where the vowels of a word 
have been drawn out. I 
use an em-dash (“—”) to 
indicate an even greater 
elongation.

(2)      For ethnographic 
monographs on the 
Quichua-speaking Runa 
of Ecuador’s Upper 
Amazon, see Whitten 
(1976), Macdonald (1979), 
and Uzendoski (2005). 
Mura-torio (1987) and 
Oberem (1980) situate 
Runa lifeways within 
colonial and republican 
history and a broader 
political economy. For 
Ávila, see Kohn (2002b).

(3)      Aya huasca is 
prepared from a vine 
of the same name 
(Banisteriopsis caapi, 
Malpighiaceae) and 
sometimes mixed with 
other ingredients.
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Runa Puma 

Ahi quanta a dir quai era è cosa dura  
esta selva selvaggia e aspra e forte ... 

[ Ah, it is hard to speak of what it was  
that savage forest, dense and difficult ... ] 

—Dante Alighieri, The Divine Comedy, Inferno, Canto I  
[trans. Mandelbaum]

Settling down to sleep under our hunting camp’s thatch 
lean-to in the foothills of Sumaco Volcano, Juanicu 
warned me, “Sleep faceup! If a jaguar cornes he’ll see 
you can look back at him and he won’t bother you. If 
you sleep facedown he’ll think you’re aicha [prey; lit., 
«meat» in Quichua] and he’ll attack.” If, Juanicu was 
saying, a jaguar sees you as a being capable of looking 
back—a self like himself, a you—he’ll leave you alone. 
But if he should corne to see you as prey—an it—you 
may well become dead meat.(1)

How other kinds of beings see us matters. That other 
kinds of beings see us changes things. If jaguars also 
represent us—in ways that can matter vitally to us—
then anthropology cannot limit itself just to exploring 
how people from different societies might happen 
to represent them as doing so. Such encounters with 
other kinds of beings force us to recognize the fact 
that seeing, rep-resenting, and perhaps knowing, even 
thinking, are not exclusively human affairs.

How would coming to terms with this realization 
change our understandings of society, culture, and 
indeed the sort of world that we inhabit? How does 
it change the methods, scope, practice, and stakes 
of anthropology? And, more important, how does it 
change our understanding of anthropology’s object—

the “human”—given that in that world beyond the 
human we sometimes find things we feel more 
comfortable attributing only to ourselves?

That jaguars represent the world does not mean that 
they necessarily do so as we do. And this too changes 
our understanding of the human. ln that realm beyond 
the human, processes, such as representation, that we 
once thought we understood so well, that once seemed 
so familiar, suddenly begin to appear strange. 

So as not to become meat we must return the 
jaguar’s gaze. But in this encounter we do not remain 
unchanged. We become something new, a new kind of 
“we” perhaps, aligned somehow with that predator who 
regards us as a predator and not, fortunately, as dead 
meat. The forests around Juanicu’s Quichua-speaking 
Runa village, Ávila, in Ecuador’s Upper Amazon (a 
village that is a long day’s hike from that makeshift 
shelter under which we, that night, were dili-gently 
sleeping faceup) are haunted by such encounters.(2) 
They are full of runa puma, shape-shifting human-
jaguars, or were-jaguars as I will call them. 

Runa in Quichua means “person”; puma means 
“predator” or “jaguar.” These runa puma—beings who 
can see themselves being seen by jaguars as fellow 
predators, and who also sometimes see other humans 
the way jaguars do, namely, as prey—have been known 
to wander all the way down to the distant Napo River. 
The shamans in Río Blanco, a Runa settlement on 
the banks of the Upper Napo where I worked in the 
late 1980s, would see these were-jaguars in their aya 
huasca-induced visions.(3) The runa puma that walk 
the forests around here,” one shaman told me, “they’re 
from Ávila.” They described these massive runa puma 
as having white hides. The Ávila Runa, they insisted, 
become jaguars, white were-jaguars, yura runa puma. 

Ávila enjoys a certain reputation in the Runa 
communities of the Upper Napo. “Be careful going 
up to Ávila,” I was cautioned. “Be especially wary of 

JE  L’ AI  RETROUVÉ,
JE  L’ AI  TROUVÉEN  REVENANT  ICI, CA  ME  RAPPELAIT  DES  CONCERTS

DANS  LES  SALLES  DE  CONCERT,
AUX  ENTRACTES...



(4)      Norman Whitten’s 
classic monograph, Sacha 
Runa (1976), astutely 
captures this tension 
between sylvan and 
civilized inherent to Runa 
ways of being.

(5)      All translations from 
Spanish and Quichua are 
my own.
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their drinking parties. When you go out to pee you 
might come back to find that your hosts have become 
jaguars.” In the early 1990s, in Tena, the capital of Napo 
Province, a friend and I went out drinking one night at 
a cantina, a makeshift tavern, with some of the leaders 
of FOIN, the provincial indigenous federation. Amid 
boasts of their own prowess—Who could command the 
most support from the base communities? Who could 
best bring in the big NGO checks?—talk turned more 
specifically to shamanic power and where the seat of 
such power, the font of FOIN’s strength, really lay. Was 
it, as some that night held, Arajuno, south of the Napo? 
This is an area of Runa settlement that borders on the 
east and south with the Huaorani, a group that many 
Runa view with a mixture of fear, awe, and disdain 
as “savage” (auca in Quichua, hence their pejorative 
ethnonym Auca). Or was it Ávila, home to so many 
runa puma?

That night around the cantina table Ávila edged out 
Arajuno as a center of power. This village at first might 
seem an unlikely choice to signify shamanic power in 
the figure of a jaguar. lts inhabitants, as they would be 
the first to insist, are anything but “wild.” They are, and, 
as they invariably make clear, have always been Runa—
literally, «human persons”—which for them means 
that they have always been Christian and “civilized.” 
One might even say that they are, in important but 
complicated ways (…), “white.” But they are, some of 
them, also equally—and really—puma.(4)

Ávila’s position as a seat of shamanic power derives not 
just from its relation to some sort of sylvan savagery 
but also from its particular position in a long colonial 
history (see figure 1). Ávila was one of the earliest sites 
of Catholic indoctrination and Spanish colonization 
in the Upper Amazon. It was also the epicenter of a 
late-sixteenth-century regionally coordinated uprising 
against the Spaniards. 

That rebellion against the Spaniards, a response in part 
to the increasingly onerous burden of tribute payment, 

was, according to colonial sources, sparked by the 
visions of two shamans. Beto, from the Archidona 
region, saw a cow who “spoke with him ... and told him 
that the God of the Christians was very angry with the 
Spaniards who were in that land.” Guami, from the 
Ávila region, was “transported out of this life for five 
days during which he saw magnificent things, and the 
God of the Christians sent him to kill everyone and 
burn their houses and crops» (de Ortiguera 1989 [1581-
85]: 361).(5) ln the uprising that ensued the lndians 
around Avila did, according to these sources, kill all 
the Spaniards (save one) (…), destroy their houses, 
and eradicate the orange and fig trees and all the other 
foreign crops from the land. 

These contradictions—that Runa shamans receive 
messages from Christian gods and that the were-jaguars 
that wander the forests around Ávila are white—are 
part of what drew me to Ávila. The Ávila Runa are 
far removed from any image of a pristine or wild 
Amazon. Their world—their very being—is thoroughly 
informed by a long and layered colonial history. And 
today their village is just a few kilometers from the 
growing, bustling colonist town of Loreto and the 
expanding network of roads that connects this town 
with increasing efficiency to the rest of Ecuador. And 
yet they also live intimately with all kinds of real jaguars 
that walk the forests around Ávila; these include those 
that are white, those that are Runa, and those that are 
decidedly spotted. 

This intimacy in large part involves eating and also the 
real risk of being eaten. A jaguar killed a child when I 
was in Ávila. (…) And jaguars (…) also killed several 
dogs during my time in Ávila. They also shared their 
food with us. On several occasions we found half-eaten 
carcasses of agoutis and pacas that were-jaguars had 
left for us in the forest as gifts and that subsequently 
became our meals. Felines of all kinds, including these 
generous meat-bearing runa puma, are sometimes 
hunted.

DANS  LES  ANNÉES  CINQUANTE,DE  LA  PHILHARMONIE  À  NEW  YORK,
LA  MÊME  LUMIÈRE,  
LA  MÊME  CONSCIENCEAVEC  LES  MÊMES  PERSONNES,
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Eating also brings people in intimate relation to the 
many other kinds of nonhuman beings that make the 
forest their home. During the four years that I worked 
in Ávila villagers bought many things in Loreto. They 
bought things such as shotguns, ammunition, clothing, 
salt, many of the household items that would have been 
made by hand a couple of generations ago, and lots 
of the contraband cane liquor that they call cachihua. 
What they didn’t buy was food. Almost all the food they 
shared with each other and with me came from their 

gardens, the nearby rivers and streams, and the forest. 
Getting food through hunting, fishing, gathering, 
gardening, and the management of a variety of 
ecological assemblages involves people intimately with 
one of the most complex ecosystems in the world—one 
that is chock-full of an astounding array of different 
kinds of interacting and mutually constituting beings. 
And it brings them into very close contact with the 
myriad creatures—and not just jaguars—that make 
their lives there. This involvement draws people into 
the lives of the forest. It also entangles the lives of that 
forest with worlds we might otherwise consider “all too 
human,” by which I mean the moral worlds we humans 
create, which permeate our lives and so deeply affect 
those of others. 

Gods talking through the bodies of cows, lndians 
in the bodies of jaguars, jaguars in the clothing of 
whites, the runa puma enfolds these. What are we 
anthropologists—versed as we are in the ethnographic 
charting of the distinctive meaning-filled morally 
loaded worlds we humans create (distinctive worlds 
that make us feel that we are exceptions in this 
universe)—to make of this strange other-than-human 
and yet all-too-human creature? How should we 
approach this Amazonian Sphinx? 

Making sense of this creature poses a challenge not 
unlike the one posed by that other Sphinx, the one 
Oedipus encountered on his way to Thebes. That 
Sphinx asked Oedipus, “What goes on four legs in the 
morning, on two legs at noon, and on three legs in the 
evening?” To survive this encounter Oedipus, like the 
members of our hunting party, had to figure out how to 
correctly respond. His answer to the riddle the Sphinx 
posed from her position somewhere (slightly) beyond 
the human was, “Man.” It is a response that, in light of 
the Sphinx’s question, begs us to ask, What are we? 

That other-than-human Sphinx whom, despite her 
inhumanity, we nevertheless regard and to whom we 
must respond, asks us to question what we think we 

LE  MÊME  TISSU  LOURD,
BIEN  COUPÉ,

DE  GRANDEUR  ET  DE  CULTURE
DANS  LES  YEUX. LES  MANTEAUX  CHAUDS,LES  CHAUSSURES  SOLIDES,



(6)      In an earlier work 
(Kohn 2007) I referred 
to my approach as an 
“anthropology of life.” 
The current iteration is 
closely related to that 
approach except that 
here I am less interested 
in the anthropological 
treatment of a subject 
matter (an anthropology 
of x) and more in an 
analytic that can take 
us beyond our subject 
matter (“the human”) 
without abandoning it. 
Although so much of 
what we can learn about 
the human involves 
thinking with the logics of 
life that extend beyond 
the human, taking anthro-
pology beyond the 
human also requires, as I 
will show, looking beyond 
life.
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know about the human. And her question reveals 
something about our answer. Asking what first goes on 
four, then on two, then on three legs simultaneously 
invokes the shared legacies of our four-pawed animality 
and our distinctively bipedal peripatetic humanity, 
as well the various kinds of canes we fashion and 
incorporate to feel our ways through our finite lives—
lives whose ends, as Kaja Silverman (2009) observes, 
ultimately connect us to all the other beings with whom 
we share the fact of finitude. 

Footing for the unsteady, a guide for the blind, a cane 
mediates between a fragile mortal self and the world 
that spans beyond. In doing so it represents something 
of that world, in some way or another, to that self. 
lnsofar as they serve to represent something of the 
world to someone, many entities exist that can function 
as canes for many kinds of selves. Not all these entities 
are arti-facts. Nor are all these kinds of selves human. 
In fact, along with finitude, what we share with jaguars 
and other living selves—whether bacterial, floral, 
fungal, or animal—is the fact that how we represent the 
world around us is in some way or another constitutive 
of our being. 

A cane also prompts us to ask with Gregory 
Bateson,“where” exacdy, along its sturdy length, “do I 
start?” (Bateson 2000a: 465). And in thus highlighting 
representation’s contradictory nature—Self or world? 
Thing or thought? Human or not?—it indicates how 
pondering the Sphinx’s question might help us arrive at 
a more capacious understanding of Oedipus’s answer. 

(…) Attending to our relations with those beings 
that exist in some way beyond the human forces us 
to question our tidy answers about the human. The 
goal here is neither to do away with the human nor to 
reinscribe it but to open it. In rethinking the human we 
must also rethink the kind of anthropology that would 
be adequate to this task. Sociocultural anthropology 
in its various forms as it is practiced today takes those 
attributes that are distinctive to humans—language, 

culture, society, and history—and uses them to fashion 
the tools to understand humans. In this process 
the analytical object becomes isomorphic with the 
analytics. As a result we are not able to see the myriad 
ways in which people are connected to a broader world 
of life, or how this fundamental connection changes 
what it might mean to be human. And this is why 
expanding ethnography to reach beyond the human 
is so important. An ethnographie focus not just on 
humans or only on animais but also on how humans 
and animais relate breaks open the circular closure 
that otherwise confines us when we seek to understand 
the distinctively human by means of that which is 
distinctive to humans. 

Creating an analytical framework that can include 
humans as well as non-humans has been a central 
concern of science and technology studies (see esp. 
Latour 1993, 2005), the “multispecies” or animal turn 
(see esp. Haraway 2008; Mullin and Cassidy 2007; Choy 
et al. 2009; see also Kirksey and Helmreich 2010 for a 
review), and Deleuze-influenced (Deleuze and Guattari 
1987) scholarship (e.g., Bennett 2010). Along with 
these approaches I share the fundamental belief that 
social science’s greatest contribution—the recognition 
and delimitation of a separate domain of socially 
constructed reality—is also its greatest curse. Along 
with these I also feel that finding ways to move beyond 
this problem is one of the most important challenges 
facing critical thought today. And I have especially 
been swayed by Donna Haraway’s conviction that there 
is something about our everyday engagements with 
other kinds of creatures that can open new kinds of 
possibilities for relating and understanding. 

These “posthumanities” have been remarkably 
successful at focusing on the zone beyond the human 
as a space for critique and possibility. However, their 
productive conceptual engagement with this zone 
is hampered by certain assumptions, shared with 
anthropology and social theory more broadly, con-
cerning the nature of representation. Furthermore, 

PAS  CE  GENRE-LÀ  D’ AUTORITÉ,ET  L’ AUTORITÉ. TEL  QU’ IL  EST.MAIS  LA  CONNAISSANCE  DU  MONDE



(7)       I do not deny 
the fact that certain 
“multinatural” forms 
of being in and 
understanding the 
world, including, 
most conspicuously, 
Amazonian ones, can 
shed critical light on 
what, by contrast, we can 
come to see as our folk 
academic “multicultural” 
conventions (Viveiros 
de Castro 1998). 
Nevertheless, the 
multiplication of natures 
is not an antidote to the 
problem posed by the 
multiplication of cultures. 
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in attempting to address some of the difficulties these 
assumptions about representation create, they tend to 
arrive at reductionistic solutions that flatten important 
distinctions between humans and other kinds of beings, 
as well as th ose between selves and objects. 

In How Forests Think I seek to contribute to these 
posthuman critiques of the ways in which we 
have treated humans as exceptional—and thus as 
fundamentally separate from the rest of the world—by 
developing a more robust analytic for understanding 
human relations to nonhuman beings. I do so by 
reflecting on what it might mean to say that forests 
think. I do so, that is, by working out the connection 
between representational processes (which form 
the basis for all thought) and living ones as this is 
revealed through ethnographie attention to that 
which lies beyond the human. I use the insights thus 
gained to rethink our assumptions about the nature of 
representation, and I then explore how this rethinking 
changes our anthropological concepts. I call this 
approach an “anthropology beyond the human.”(6)

In this endeavor I draw on the work of the nineteenth-
century philosopher Charles Peirce (1931, 1992a, 
1998a), especially his work in semiotics (the study 
of how signs represent things in the world). In 
particular I invoke what the Chicago-trained linguistic 
anthropologist Alejandro Paz calls the “weird” Peirce, 
by which he means th ose aspects of Peirce’s writing 
that we anthropologists find hard to digest—those parts 
that reach beyond the human to situate representation 
in the workings and logics of a broader nonhuman 
universe out of which we humans corne. I also draw 
greatly on Terrence Deacon’s remarkably creative 
application of Peircean semiotics to biology and to 
questions of what he calls “emergence” (see Deacon 
2006, 2012). 

The first step toward understanding how forests think 
is to discard our received ideas about what it means 
to represent something. Contrary to our assumptions, 

representation is actually something more than 
conventional, linguistic, and symbolic. Inspired and 
emboldened by Frank Salomon’s (2004) pioneering 
work on the representational logics of Andean knotted 
cords and Janis Nuckolls’s (1996) work on Amazonian 
sound images, this is an ethnography that explores 
representational forms that go beyond language. But it 
does so by going beyond the human. Nonhuman life-
forms also represent the world. This more expansive 
understanding of representation is hard to appreciate 
because our social theory—whether humanist or 
posthumanist, structuralist or poststructuralist—
conflates representation with language. 

We conflate representation with language in the sense 
that we tend to think of how representation works in 
terms of our assumptions about how human language 
works. Because linguistic representation is based on 
signs that are conventional, systemically related to one 
another, and “arbitrarily” related to their objects of 
reference, we tend to assume that all representational 
processes have these properties. But symbols, those 
kinds of signs that are based on convention (like the 
English word dog), which are distinctively human 
representational forms, and whose properties make 
human language possible, actually emerge from and 
relate to other modalities of representation. In Peircés 
terminology these other modalities (in broad terms) 
are either “iconic” (involving signs that share likenesses 
with the things they represent) or “indexical” (involving 
signs that are in some way affected by or otherwise 
correlated with those things they represent). In addition 
to being symbolic creatures we humans share these 
other semiotic modalities with the rest of nonhuman 
biological life (Deacon 1997). These nonsymbolic 
representational modalities pervade the living world—
human and nonhuman—and have underexplored 
properties that are quite distinct from those that make 
human language special. 

Although there are anthropological approaches that do 
move beyond the symbolic to study the full range of 

ECRIT  QUAND  ?  
C’ EST  UN  LIVRE
SUR  L’ HISTOIRE  D’ ISRAËL.

APRÈS  L’ OCCUPATION
DES  TERRITOIRES.NON,  EN  1972.
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Peircean signs, they locate such signs exclusively inside 
a human framework. Accordingly, those who use signs 
are understood to be human, and though signs may 
be extralinguistic (with the consequence that language 
can be treated as something more than symbolic) 
the contexts that make them meaningful are human 
sociocultural ones (see esp. Silverstein 1995; Mannheim 
1991; Keane 2003; Parmentier 1994; Daniel 1996; on 
“context” see Duranti and Goodwin 1992 ). 

These approaches fail to recognize that signs also exist 
well beyond the human (a fact that changes how we 
should think about human semiosis as well). Life is 
constitutively semiotic. That is, life is, through and 
through, the product of sign processes (Bateson 2000c, 
2002; Deacon 1997; Hoffmeyer 2008; Kull et al. 2009). 
What differentiates life from the inanimate physical 
world is that life-forms represent the world in some 
way or another, and these representations are intrinsic 
to their being. What we share with nonhuman living 
creatures, then, is not our embodiment, as certain 
strains of phenomenological approaches would hold, 
but the fact that we all live with and through signs. We 
all use signs as “canes” that represent parts of the world 
to us in some way or another. In doing so, signs make 
us what we are.

Understanding the relationship between distinctively 
human forms of representation and these other forms 
is key to finding a way to practice an anthropology that 
does not radically separate humans from nonhumans. 
Semiosis (the creation and interpretation of signs) 
permeates and constitutes the living world, and it is 
through our partially shared semiotic propensities that 
multispecies relations are possible, and also analytically 
comprehensible. 

This way of understanding semiosis can help us move 
beyond a dualistic approach to anthropology, in which 
humans are portrayed as separate from the worlds 
they represent, toward a monistic one, in which how 
humans represent jaguars and how jaguars represent 

humans can be understood as integral, though not 
interchangeable, parts of a single, open-ended story. 
Given the challenges posed by learning to live with 
the proliferating array of other kinds of life-forms 
that increasingly surround us—be they pets, weeds, 
pests, commensals, new pathogens, “wild” animals, 
or technoscientific “mutants”—developing a precise 
way to analyze how the human is both distinct from 
and continuous with that which lies beyond it is both 
crucial and timely.

This search for a better way to attend to our relations to 
that which lies beyond the human, especially that part 
of the world beyond the human that is alive, forces us 
to make ontological claims—claims, that is, about the 
nature of reality. That, for example, jaguars in some 
way or other represent the world demands a general 
explanation that takes into account certain insights 
about the way the world is—insights that are garnered 
from attention to engagements with nonhumans and 
that are thus not fully circumscribed by any particular 
human system of understanding them. 

As a recent debate makes dear (Venkatesan et al. 2010), 
ontology, as it circulates in our discipline, is a thorny 
term. On the one hand, it is often negatively associated 
with a search for ultimate truths—the kinds that the 
ethnographie documentation of so many different ways 
of doing and seeing is so good at debunking (Carrithers 
2010: 157). On the other hand, it sometimes seems 
to fonction as nothing more than a trendy word for 
culture, especially when a possessive pronoun precedes 
it: our ontology, say, versus theirs (Holbraad 2010: 180 ).

ln mobilizing Amazonian ethnography to think 
ontologically, I place myself in the company of two 
eminent anthropologists, Philippe Descola and 
Eduardo Viveiros de Castro, who have had a great and 
lasting influence on my research. Their work has gained 
traction in anthropology because of the ways it renders 
ontology plural without turning it into culture: different 
worlds instead of different worldviews (Candea 2010: 

PENSÉS  ET  REPENSÉS,
VÉCUS  ET  REVÉCUS,VUS  ET  REVUS.

CA  A  ÉTÉ  TRÈS  IMPORTANT
POUR  NOUS.CES  MORCEAUX  D’ UNE  HISTOIRE.
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175). But the recognition of multiple realities only side 
steps the question: Can anthropology make general 
claims about the way the world is?(7) Despite the 
many problems that making general claims raises—
problems that our various forms of relativism struggle 
to keep at bay—I think anthropology can. And I think 
anthropology, to be true to the world, must find ways 
of making such claims, in part because (…) generality 
itself is a property of the world and not just something 
we humans impose on it. (…)

I do not, then, wish to enter the ontological from 
the direction of the human. My goal is not to isolate 
configurations of ontological propositions that crop up 
at a particular place or time (Descola 2005). I choose, 
rather, to enter at a more basic level. And I try to see 
what we can learn by lingering at that level. I ask, What 
kinds of insights about the nature of the world become 
apparent when we attend to certain engagements with 
parts of that world that reveal some of its different 
entities, dynamics, and properties? 

In sum, an anthropology beyond the human is perforce 
an ontological one. That is, taking nonhumans seriously 
makes it impossible to confine our anthropological 
inquiries to an epistemological concern for how it 
is that humans, at some particular time or in some 
particular place, go about making sense of them. As 
an ontological endeavor this kind of anthropology 
places us in a special position to rethink the sorts of 
concepts we use and to develop new ones. ln Marilyn 
Strathern’s words, it aims “to create the conditions for 
new thoughts” (1988: 20).

C’ EST  PEUT-ÊTRE  TRÈS  ACTUEL
EN  CE  MOMENT.

“LA  PSYCHOLOGIE  DE  MASSE  DU  FAS-
CISME.” COMME  MARCUSE,  ÇA  PARLE  PLUSC’ EST  TRÈS  ACTUEL.



Stéphane Mallarmé
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André Gil Mata
Sarajevo do meu quarto
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Salut

Rien, cette écume, vierge vers 
À ne désigner que la coupe ; 
Telle loin se noie une troupe 
De sirènes mainte à l’envers.

Nous naviguons, ô mes divers 
Amis, moi déjà sur la poupe 
Vous l’avant fastueux qui coupe 
Le flot de foudres et d’hivers ;

Une ivresse belle m’engage 
Sans craindre même son tangage 
De porter debout ce salut

Solitude, récif, étoile 
À n’importe ce qui valut 
Le blanc souci de notre toile.

“SENTIMENT  DE  SOI  NATIONAL
ET  NATIONALISTE.”DE  L’ AVENIR  QUE  DU  PASSÉ SENTIMENT  NATIONAL  DE  SOI.SENTIMENT  DE  SOI,
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Sensivelmente a meio do Livro VI de 
Meditações, Marco Aurélio aconselha: “Tenta lembrar-
te de como as coisas estão relacionadas, da sua relação 
entre si. Todas as coisas estão implicadas umas nas 
outras e em sintonia. Este evento é a consequência 
de um outro. As coisas são causa e consequência 
umas das outras, respiram juntas e são uma só(1)”. O 
imperador romano está a recordar-nos de uma ideia 
de protomontagem da realidade. Ensaiemos, pois, nós 
uma. 1) Sob um céu aberto e um dia ameno ouvimos 
o som das folhas, do vento e dos chocalhos de ovelha 
que nos surgem cada vez mais perto, como se não 
soubéssemos se vêm de ao pé de um monte ou do 
passado; aos poucos o som torna-se mais presente e 
uma longa fila de ovelhas atravessa, pela frente de uma 
lagoa, o plano como um cordão vivo. 2) A janela está 
aberta de par em par, e a vista da casa é uma outra 
casa. Ou melhor, uma escola. Duas irmãs, já na casa 
dos noventa, amizade praticamente centenária, vivem 
paredes meias com aquela que foi, outrora, a sua 
escola. Um plano onde o presente olha o seu passado, 
espaço e tempo de juventude, um cordão de existência 
que atravessa, que circula toda uma vida. 3) Perto 
de uma presa de água, dois jovens, colocam pedaços 
de madeira dentro de um forno coberto de terra. A 
madeira virará carvão e o vermelho das camisolas dos 
trabalhadores é, de certa forma, a cor dos terrosos 
fornos; transformação e ligação nesse grande cordão 
formado pelo homem e pela natureza, num cinema que 
não privilegia um pelo outro.

Estes três planos são retirados de cada um dos três 
filmes até à data da dupla Hiroatsu-Rossana: Cordão 
Verde, de 2009, uma curta-metragem filmada na zona 
da costa alentejana até à bacia do Guadiana, entre 
Odemira, Monchique e a serra do Caldeirão; O Sabor 
do Leite Creme, de 2013, um documentário com as 
irmãs Cacilda e Fernanda, passado na “casa encantada” 

da infância de Rossana, numa aldeia perto de Viseu; 
e, finalmente, Terra, de 2018, que tem como centro 
a produção artesanal de carvão de madeira, em dois 
fornos na zona da Mina de S. Domingos, no concelho 
de Mértola. A razão de ligarmos os três planos é que 
cada um deles, e por extensão as três referidas obras, 
evidenciam aquilo que a abertura de Cordão Verde 
parecia intuir, não apenas como moto para o filme 
individual, mas como subconsciente programa estético. 
Num cinema que arranca sob o signo da madrugada 
e do despertar, e numa das raras panorâmicas da sua 
obra, ouvimos, no dourado e no negro do céu e do 
monte, o poema: Cordão contínuo, uma paisagem 
áspera, agreste, amaciada pela mão humana. Gestos 
ancestrais que se repetem, redescobrem, infinitamente. 
Da essência rara à alquimia do aroma, a respiração, o 
ritmo da terra, cantam o frágil cordão verde.

Cordão Verde é a designação dada pela WWF(2) 
para a sua estratégia de conservação de ecossistemas 
prioritários no Mediterrâneo e, em Portugal, passou 
a designar o território do Vale do Guadiana, Serras 
do Caldeirão, Monchique e litoral Alentejano. Apesar 
deste uso oficial, que já remete, contudo, para um 
espaço que funciona como “unidade de paisagem”, 
não deixa de ser importante que o gesto inaugural do 
cinema de Hiroatsu e Rossana tenha sido a remoção 
da narração explicativa que o projecto continha, 
por imposição da entidade financiadora do filme (a 
Associação de Defesa do Património de Mértola) e a 
sua substituição pelo referido poema que transfigura e 
abre todo o sentido que podemos atribuir à expressão 
cordão verde. Remetendo-o quer para uma ideia de 
ligação entre o homem e a natureza, mas também para 
uma circularidade das coisas, tal como podemos ler na 
meditação aureliana. Curiosamente, essa transformação 
foi acompanhada de uma outra. No referido plano que 
abre este seu primeiro filme, os realizadores contam 
como, ao fazê-lo, perderam o tripé – isto é, perderam 

C’ EST  UN  EXPERT  EN  BARBECUE  !
IL  A  PUBLIÉ  SON  LIVRE
DE  CUISINE.

BOBBY  SEALE  !  VOUS  SAVEZ
QUE  BOBBY  SEALE  EST  DEVENU...SENTIMENT  DE  SOI  NATIONAL.
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o pé – tecendo a partir daí um cordão artesanal, 
instável, de câmara a mão, frágil como só as coisas 
belas, onde imagens e sons se constituem nessa mesma 
circularidade, nesses mesmos gestos que se repetem, 
nessas alquimias de sentidos.

De um ponto de vista transversal, o cordão do seu 
cinema vai-se apertando, retesando, à medida que os 
espaços dos seus filmes se “apertam”. Se em Cordão 
Verde a câmara dos cineastas vai perscrutar o espaço e 
captar um mosaico de actividades e momentos de um 
dado modo de vida, já em O Sabor do Leite Creme se 
concentra apenas na casa de infância e seus arredores, 
criando aí os seus pontos de observação do mundo. 
Mas em Terra a rarificação do espaço é ainda mais 
assinalável, como se fossem – o espaço em redor e o 
interior de dois fornos – os lugares adequados a uma 
cada vez maior depuração do olhar e concentração dos 
sentidos. 

No cinema de Hiroatsu e Rossana não faz sentido o 
conceito de planos desocupados ou vazios. Isto porque 
todos os elementos pertencem ao mesmo cordão da 
realidade, e cada acontecimento é captado na sua 
própria ritualidade. Seja o pingar dos queijos acabados 
de fazer, a separação, um a um, dos comprimidos da 
semana por uma jovem nonagenária, ou um bando de 
grous que rasgam os céus ao amanhecer. A dignidade 
de cada um desses acontecimentos – por agência 
humana ou não humana – manifesta-se, no seu cinema, 
através do acto da câmara permanecer. Nem muito 
próxima, procurando documentar, nem muito distante, 
com o intuito de recortar uma paisagem. A distância 
intermédia dos seus filmes não pretende realçar, 
hierarquizar ou comentar. É antes a distância que se 
dedica a observar o que acontece, que permanece até 
que cada fio de realidade acabe de ser tecido. Fio esse 
que se juntará, engrossando, simultaneamente pois um 

é o outro, a montagem do filme e o cordão do tempo.

A preservação da integralidade os eventos – sombras 
bailando na parede de um quarto, a luz que muda ao 
passar de uma nuvem, camponeses amontoado palha, 
como num quadro vivo de Jean-François Millet – é 
também uma preservação do seu mistério. De certa 
maneira, cada vez que no cinema se faz um corte há 
um mistério que se dissipa. O plano, que apresentava as 
suas pistas racionais, emocionais e outras, no momento 
da sua desaparição reconduz o seu mistério a um 
mistério mais vasto, o da cena ou do filme. Por isso, os 
planos mais longos no cinema de Hiroatsu e Rossana, 
opção mais visível sobretudo nos seus últimos dois 
filmes, acabam por funcionar como um prolongamento, 
um aprofundamento do mistério em cada um. A cada 
segundo que o plano permanece a nossa roda vida 
de preenchimento de sentidos, emoções, vai girando 
de forma cada vez mais veemente e intensa. Dessa 
integralidade e intensidade faz parte, por exemplo, 
o fora de campo que, ao invés de ser o espaço da 
imaginação do espectador, é real: quando em Terra 
um trabalhador sai de quadro nós sabemos para que 
espaço real ele vai e o que foi fazer; ou em O Sabor do 
Leite Creme quando uma das irmãs sai de um plano 
no exterior, sabemos que foi dentro da casa e que a 
qualquer momento poderá regressar.

A intensidade dos planos de Hiroatsu e Rossana, 
na sua integralidade, no seu respeito por aquilo 
que lá acontece, metaforiza-se nesta ideia: é como 
se estivéssemos sempre no centro de um vulcão. E, 
quando, em Terra, os realizadores filmam a porta dos 
fornos fechados mais não fazem que literalizar esta 
ideia, de uma ebulição e de um mistério. Como no 
título da obra de Fritz Lang, Secret Beyond the Door 
(1947), há sempre algo mais, um sentido, que nunca 
se deixa agarrar, mas sempre nos coloca em guarda, 

LES  PANTALONS  MÉDIÉVAUX  AVAIENT
UNE  COQUILLE  POUR  LE  PÉNIS...

DES  PANTALONS  SPÉCIAUX 
QUI  ONT...  COMME

ELDRIDGE  CLEAVER  A  INVENTÉ
DES  PANTALONS...POST-MODERNE  !
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em expectativa. Em cada plano é como se existisse um 
núcleo obscurecido, o centro de um vulcão misterioso 
ao qual nunca temos acesso, mas que nos deixa em 
estado de uma certa inquietação e êxtase. E o interior 
dos fornos fumegantes de Terra são essa escotilha 
intrigante, esse buraco negro, de alguma forma o 
símbolo do inexplicável, do grande mistério que habita 
não apenas este filme, mas todos os seus filmes.

Deste mistério faz naturalmente parte um projecto de 
cinema que assenta na recusa da ideia de modernização 
capitalista que acelera o olhar, o verbaliza e narrativiza. 
Os filmes de Hiroatsu e Rossana são o contrapeso, o 
freio, nessa transformação frenética do olhar. Nada 
acontece para o consumo da explicação imediata. Não 
há muitas palavras e quando as ouvimos elas não 
explicam nada, são antes a expressão de uma dada 
forma de ir vivendo o presente. Procura-se antes 
o despertar vagaroso dos sentidos, fazer o cinema 
regressar a uma certa vitalidade primordial ligada 
à passagem do tempo, à transformação da luz, ao 
tempo do olhar, do sentir e do pensar do espectador. 
Entrar assim num outro tempo de percepção, que 
é no fundo aquele que é fundamental ao cinema: o 
tempo da observação do outro. Mas outro num sentido 
alargado. Pode o outro ser um espaço (a terra da Terra, 
por exemplo), ou o fumo, a água, o fogo, a madeira, a 
combustão, os pássaros, o céu, as árvores… E quando 
vemos e sentimos este Outro não estamos nunca numa 
condição de testemunha de um dado evento, mas antes 
na de observador de uma progressiva transformação e 
modificação no tempo. É nesse sentido que cada plano 
produz uma dada atmosfera, um dado escoamento 
do tempo onde se observam e se escutam as micro 
alterações do visível ou audível: sejam eles o trejeito 
de um rosto, as formas do fumo saindo de um forno, 
metamorfoseando-se, ou o som de uma mota que passa 
ao fundo de uma rua para logo desaparecer.

Ainda quanto à noção de distância, isto é, ao tipo de 
relação que Hiroatsu e Rossana estabelecem com o que 
filmam, importa salientar que ela não é absoluta, mas 
mágica e relativa. Por exemplo, podemos dizer que os 
realizadores não precisam de aproximar muito a sua 
câmara das duas irmãs em O Sabor do Leite Creme 
para que nos sintamos próximos de ambas, e inclusive 
tendo a noção da personalidade de cada uma delas. 
Ou que a distância se suprime na memória proustiana, 
de tão proustiano filme, pois Hiroatsu confessa que 
reconheceu naquela casa a casa da sua própria avó em 
Qyoto. Ou, de uma forma mais geral, os costumes das 
pessoas daquela zona alentejana, filmadas em Cordão 
Verde, próximas dos costumes das pessoas da Okinawa. 
E mesmo numa dimensão importante e já aflorada do 
seu cinema –  a relação com a natureza – a distância 
da câmara aos elementos pode ser enganadora. Se a 
zona de Mértola pode ser vista como uma espécie de 
Monument Valley dos realizadores, ao contrário do 
que acontecia com John Ford, que procurava fazer a 
ligação entre uma certa mística do local e o universo 
mítico para as suas personagens, aqui a ligação, a 
proximidade, têm uma dimensão própria. Num filme 
como Terra, em que as composições são relativamente 
gerais, poderíamos dizer que o par de cineastas procura 
um outro “grande plano”, que é, por outras palavras, 
a interacção do homem com o fazer da natureza 
(a luz a mudar, as sombras, os estados da terra, as 
formas do fumo e do céu). Como se para filmar de 
perto a natureza e a integração do homem nela (e 
não este como o centro da physis) o grande plano 
correspondesse afinal a um plano geral. 

Se no início da sua obra, nomeadamente, no poema 
de Cordão Verde, nos era apresentada a proposta de 
abordar uma paisagem áspera, agreste, amaciada 
pela mão humana e gestos ancestrais que se repetem, 

C’ ÉTAIT  COMME  ÇA.HARD  !
QUE  LE  SEXE  MASCULIN  AIT  L’ AIR
PLUS  GRAND...IL  A  ESSAYÉ  DE  LANCER  LA  MODE...
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redescobrem, infinitamente, poderíamos ser tentados a 
dizer que pairava sob o cinema de Hiroatsu e Rossana 
a vontade de abordar, preservando, uma certa ideia 
de ruralidade, de gestos que se perderiam com a 
modernização e com a urbanidade. Gesto documental 
esse, aliás, que fez escola nas últimas décadas. Sem 
prejuízo de ser também um filme de uma belíssima 
visão naturalista com os seus planos do pão e das 
flores, flores colhidas e flores caídas, e também de uma 
forma de observar o trabalho, a obra não podia ainda 
determinar que esse “lamento” em filigrana, quase 
invisível pela desaparição de um mundo, seria afinal 
talvez, e por hipótese, o sinal do desaparecimento da 
natureza toda inteira.

 É isso que nos virá a revelar um filme como Terra, 
cuja grande imagem fantasma que sobre ele paira é 
precisamente a da hipótese de termos destruído a 
natureza. Não é possível ver esta obra sem que nos 
surja esse debate antropocénico. De uma forma geral, 
quase poderia dizer-se, que cada vez mais todas as 
imagens da terra, dos animais, da natureza surgem 
manchados por uma certa culpa. Em Terra não é bem 
a culpa da degradação da terra que nos surge, é mais 
um certo fascínio pelo tempo langoroso da ruralidade, 
por um tempo não contaminado pela pressa, pela ânsia 
produtiva e transformadora. É como se víssemos a 
Terra, calma, na sua transformação, fumando. Como 
são belos os planos dos fumos a sair da Terra, alheia 
a tudo o mais, o fumo saindo dos seus fornos, pelas 
suas aberturas, válvulas de escape, como passas de 
um cachimbo ancestral. E nesse tempo de ver e sentir 
joga-se o decisivo do cinema de Hiroatsu e Rossana, 
uma câmara registando um permanecer, uma arte de 
permanecer, com quem vê em cada instante do estar 
vivo um infalível movimento da beleza. Estar vivo para 
absorver essa beleza, mas sobretudo ser lúcido para 
criar a partir desse singelo viver.

“4°,  CONSÉQUENCES.CE  QU’ ON  DEVAIT  APPRENDRE.ON  TROUVAIT  NOTÉAUX  POINTS  1,  2,  3,  4  ET  5,



Rainer Maria Rilke
Duineser Elegien, 1923

(1)      Cf. ‘Treasury of 
ideas’ as Hubert and 
Mauss so aptly describe 
magic.
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(...) Siehe, die Bäume sind; die Häuser, 
die wir bewohnen, bestehn noch. Wir nur 
ziehen allem vorbei wie ein luftiger Austausch. 
Und alles ist einig, uns zu verschweigen, halb als 
Schande vielleicht und halb als unsägliche Hoffnung.

~

(...) Look: the trees exist; the houses  
we dwell in stand there stalwartly.  
Only we pass by it all, like a rush of air. 
And everything conspires to keep quiet about us, 
half out of shame perhaps, half out of some secret hope. 

Signs resemble images in being concrete 
entities but they resemble concepts in their powers of 
reference. Neither concepts nor signs relate exclusively 
to themselves; either may be substituted for something 
else. Concepts, however, have an unlimited capacity 
in this respect, while signs have not. The example of 
the ‘bricoleur’ helps to bring out the differences and 
similarities. Consider him at work and excited by 
his project. His first practical step is retrospective. 
He has to turn back to an already existent set made 
up of tools and materials, to consider or reconsider 
what it contains and, finally and above all, to engage 
in a sort of dialogue with it and, before choosing 
between them, to index the possible answers which 
the whole set can offer to his problem. He interrogates 
all the heterogeneous objects of which his treasury(1) 
is composed to discover what each of them could 
‘signify’ and so contribute to the definition of a set 
which has yet to materialize but which will ultimately 
differ from the instrumental set only in the internal 
disposition of its parts. A particular cube of oak could 
be a wedge to make up for the inadequate length of a 
plank of pine or it could be a pedestal—which would 
allow the grain and polish of the old wood to show to 
advantage. In one case it will serve as extension, in the 
other as material. But the possibilities always remain 
limited by the particular history of each piece and 
by those of its features which are already determined 
by the use for which it was originally intended or the 
modifications it has undergone for other purposes. The 
elements which the ‘bricoleur’ collects and uses are 
‘pre-constrained’ like the constitutive units of myth, 
the possible combinations of which are restricted by 
the fact that they are drawn from the language where 
they already possess a sense which sets a limit on their 
freedom of manoeuvre (Lévi-Strauss, 5, p. 35). And the 
decision as to what to put in each place also depends 
on the possibility of putting a different element there 
instead, so that each choice which is made will involve 
a complete reorganization of the structure, which will 
never be the same as one vaguely imagined nor as some 

“D’ ABOLIR  LE  SALARIAT  ET
LIBÉRER  LA  CLASSE  OUVRIÈRE...“ORGANISATION  DANS  LE  BUT “CHAPITRES  1  À  5,  TEXTES  SUR
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other which might have been preferred to it. 

The engineer no doubt also cross-examines his 
resources. The existence of an ‘interlocutor’ is in 
his case due to the fact that his means, power and 
knowledge are never unlimited and that in this negative 
form he meets resistance with which he has to come 
to terms. It might be said that the engineer questions 
the universe, while the ‘bricoleur’ addresses himself 
to a collection of oddments left over from human 
endeavours, that is, only a sub-set of the culture. Again, 
Information Theory shows that it is possible, and often 
useful, to reduce the physicists’ approaches to a sort of 
dialogue with nature. This would make the distinction 
we are trying to draw less clearcut. There remains 
however a difference even if one takes into account the 
fact that the scientist never carries on a dialogue with 
nature pure and simple but rather with a particular 
relationship between nature and culture definable in 
terms of his particular period and civilization and the 
material means at his disposal. He is no more able 
than the ‘bricoleur’ to do whatever he wishes when 
he is presented with a given task. He too has to begin 
by making a catalogue of a previously determined set 
consisting of theoretical and practical knowledge, of 
technical means, which restrict the possible solutions. 

The difference is therefore less absolute than it might 
appear. It remains a real one, however, in that the 
engineer is always trying to make his way out of and go 
beyond the constraints imposed by a particular state 
of civilization while the ‘bricoleur’ by inclination or 
necessity always remains within them. This is another 
way of saying that the engineer works by means of 
concepts and the ‘bricoleur’ by means of signs. The sets 
which each employs are at different distances from the 
poles on the axis of opposition between nature and 
culture. One way indeed in which signs can be opposed 
to concepts is that whereas concepts aim to be wholly 
transparent with respect to reality, signs allow and even 
require the interposing and incorporation of a certain 
amount of human culture into reality. Signs, in Peirce’s 

vigorous phrase ‘address somebody’.

Both the scientist and ‘bricoleur’ might therefore be 
said to be constantly on the look out for ‘messages’. 
Those which the ‘bricoleur’ collects are, however, 
ones which have to some extent been transmitted 
in advance—like the commercial codes which are 
summaries of the past experience of the trade and 
so allow any new situation to be met economically, 
provided that it belongs to the same class as some 
earlier one. The scientist, on the other hand, whether 
he is an engineer or a physicist, is always on the look 
out for that other message which might be wrested from 
an interlocutor in spite of his reticence in pronouncing 
on questions whose answers have not been rehearsed. 
Concepts thus appear like operators opening up the set 
being worked with and signification like the operator 
of its reorganization, which neither extends nor 
renews it and limits itself to obtaining the group of its 
transformations.

C’ EST  DUR  DE...
“LES  MANIFESTATIONS
DE  LA  CONTRADICTION  PRINCIPALE...” EN  MÊME  TEMPS.

TRÈS  DUR  DE  FILMER
ET  DE  PARLER
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Sky Map is a hand-held planetarium for your 
Android device. Use it to identify stars, planets, nebulae 
and more. Originally developed as Google Sky Map, it 
has now been donated and open sourced.

REVIEWS 4.1 ★★★☆ 468,556 total

Mike Toleno ★★★☆☆  July 18, 2019

It’s better than a lot of similar apps, but it’s really lacking in 
several features that I would consider basic for an astronomy 
app. The help notes say that it «helps you answer the question 
‘What is that star over there?’» but it has very few stars 
identified by name. When you point to an object, nothing 
tells you anything about that object unless it happens to be a 
planet or one of the few labeled objects. There are no catalog 
codes or other identifiers except for several Messier objects 
and a few dozen stars and the planets.

Chamsns Creek ★★★★★  July 14, 2019

This app is extremely useful for an amateur star gazer like me. 
Whenever the sky is clear and the stars ans planets are visible, 
it is so mich fun to find out what they are using this app. 
Works well in Sri Lanka. This is a useful app for parents to 
entertain the curiosity of children regarding the night sky.

Johan du Plessis ★★☆☆☆  June 8, 2019

Something very wrong now. The app worked perfectly...but 
now my sky is completely wrong. The moon is almost 180 
degrees on the opposite side as it should be. I’m trying to spot 
where Jupiter is so I can see its moons (as it will be visible 
tonight supposedly) . I have recalibrated the app, restarted my 
phone and switched between various sensor configs (multiple 
times on all) but with no success. I confirmed my location 
coordinates via Google maps and entered them manually and 
still not right.

Joy Lynn  ☆☆☆☆  June 6, 2019

before it became open source, this app worked great. now i 
have tried it on three different brand new devices with «high» 
compass accuracy, no metal in area, perfect data connection, 
location enabled.. etc etc.. and it has not worked for me in 3 
years. im done trying. 1 star is too much. im sad i loved this 
app so much. now its useless

Snowy houses on a winter’s night. A boy traces 
his finger on a cold window. Very slowly, a camera 
tracks backwards to reveal his surroundings: a small 
home where his mother prepares dinner. In the opening 
shot of The Tree, the Tarkovsky phrase “sculpting in 
time” comes to mind. Moving at a slow, meditative 
pace, the viewer doesn’t just observe this scene but 
thinks and feels through it along with the director. 
The cold is palpable, as is the boy’s loneliness, and the 
camera continues to recede only to begin tracking 
laterally against a wall until we enter what appears to 
be the same home but many years later, finding an old 
man lying down with his dog. While nothing is made 
explicit, as there is hardly any dialogue in the film until 
its final passage, the connection between the boy and 
this man is clear. In a series of long takes, the man treks 
through his town in the middle of the night, gathering 
empty glass jars from doorsteps and venturing further 
and further, leading to a transformative encounter.

We aren’t given context but an evocative quote from 
Franz Kafka sets the tone:

For we are like tree trunks in the snow. In appearance 
they lie smoothly and a little push should be enough 
to set them rolling. No, it can’t be done, for they are 
firmly wedded to the ground. But see, even that is only 
appearance.

Painterly, ethereal and also quite physical, we follow 
the man in mobile long takes as he painstakingly 
performs his task, the clanging together of the jars 
taking on a musicality, and his aching steps an 
enormous weight. Gorgeous images of shadowy streets, 
homes and landscape are rich and immersive. The 
seeming mundanity takes on a transcendental quality, 
and sounds of war heard in the night evoke a violent 
history—both past and present.

(...)

Notebook: Can you talk about the Kafka quote that 

IL  FAUT  Y  TRAVAILLER,  PARLER,
ET  ÇA  PEUT  SÛREMENT
ÊTRE  DÉVELOPPÉ,

C’ EST  UN  CONTRÔLE
OCULAIRE / MOTEUR

C’ EST  UNE  TOUT  AUTRE  SORTE
D’ ENTREPRISE.
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opens the film? 

André Gil Mata: While I’m writing something, I usually 
read things that have a connection to what I’m doing 
or trying to express. In a way it was a coincidence that 
I encountered that quote and I found it inspiring. I 
thought I should share it with the audience. It opens 
things in a questioning way; that sentence makes me 
question a lot about existence.

Notebook: It’s the only context that frames the film. 
We’re not told where and when the film takes place.  

Gil Mata: In my mind, the starting point is a concrete 
historical situation. The first time I was in Sarajevo I 
had taken a picture of a fire and a figure next to a tree 
by a river, with smoke rising to the sky. When I went to 
develop the photograph, I realized there was no fire at 
all, the smoke was created by the different acidity of the 
two rivers mixing together. I was also struck with the 
faces of the people there, which appeared sadder to me 
than the faces back home. I was always thinking about 
how people there survived two wars in their lifetime, 
but because I have not lived through that situation 
I didn’t want to try and represent that subjective 
experience. 

Notebook: So it’s more a study of the resilience of this 
place and the people, the evidence of time you saw in 
the place and the faces. 

Gil Mata: And the cycle of human nature. We don’t see 
what we have already done and we repeat our mistakes 
in cycles, wars, economic crises.

Notebook: For most of the film we simply watch the 
man perform this one task, collecting the jars, and 
we can see his body is worn, that it’s a struggle to to 
carry them on his back, each step takes effort, but he 
continues. You feel a weight of time.

Gil Mata: It’s simple, one of the strongest images I saw 
was of the kids going to pick up water under the fire of 

snipers. Sarajevo is a valley, under the threat of people 
on the mountains, so they would need to run, carrying 
water back. The idea came from that image, and was 
about someone who no longer believes in humankind 
but in a ritualistic state of mind, waking up everyday, 
and doing what you do.

The people in those periods who face such difficult 
times become closer. If we were neighbors today, maybe 
we’d never really know each other, but in wartime we 
will help and need each other. I was thinking about that 
guy’s small role in society, collecting the jars and filling 
them with water for the town, the communal duty of it. 

Notebook: The simplicity and singular focus of his 
task is tremendously moving. When a film scales 
down the range actions to something minuscule places 
importance on the smallest gestures.  

Gil Mata: I agree. If you go back to Murnau’s Sunrise, 
of course there are a lot of things happening but they 
aren’t what’s important—the cinema was always about 
gestures. If you put more actions or story into a film 
you make the viewer distracted from what matters. In 
looking at Sarajevo, you already have so many layers 
of history and in front of your eyes. Carrying those 
bottles, the man is very small next to the whole of 
nature around him.  

Notebook: Time, both as a theme, and formally through 
the duration of shots and pace of the film, is very 
important. You slow things down and expand time in 
the opening shot. 

Gil Mata: I’m not very philosophical. It’s just an image 
that comes to my mind I want to show. The houses 
the boy looks out at as he draws on the window. I was 
always drawing on the window as a child. I want the 
viewer to feel the loneliness of the boy and the mother, 
to feel the absence of a father at war. In order to enable 
the viewer to think about that, I don’t want to say those 
words but find a way to make you feel it on your own 
with peace and time, to think through the film with 

SUR  L’ ÉCRAN  TÉLÉ,
PUIS  QUI  ARRIVENT  ICI,RÉUNIES  ICICES  IMAGESPARLER  ET  FILMER...
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freedom. I could convey the information in one second 
with dialogue but time is the only thing to create real 
thought. We talk a lot in life and if we were more silent 
we would think more and what we would say could 
become more important.  

Notebook: And the opening shot literally transcends 
space and time, as you slowly track to show us the man 
years later, but within the same take.

Gil Mata: I don’t think time is linear, we think too much 
about calendars and the day tomorrow is another day—
our minds are trained to think a certain way.

I found a way to move from one time to another in 
the shot is with a U-shape, starting the camera at the 
window from the boy’s POV and moving back through 
the room to the side and then back in the home. The 
crew was worried about this shot. I wanted the rooms 
to look the same but with many things missing, because 
over the years of struggle, they would have had to burn 
furniture to keep warm. My crew thought it would 
appear it would look like it was the neighbor’s house. I 
didn’t want to put a sign that it was the same house.

Notebook: Only three people and one dog appear in the 
film but we hear a lot more. Can you talk about the use 
of sound?

GIL MATA: Again it’s about not distracting from the 
main focus, and this man represents much more than 
a single person. I always knew I wanted the man to 
have a dog. I had two dogs that were very important 
to me and when they died I decided I couldn’t have a 
dog again because it hurt too much. The dog is more 
like a shadow of him. I wanted to use sound to create 
something beyond the frame you can imagine and 
give you a sense of what’s going on around. I hate film 
extras. It annoys me when there are people crossing 
the frame so you understand we’re in a restaurant or 
whatever. Like we are talking here now and there is a lot 
of noise and other people, but this is just me and you, 
I don’t care about the bartender or people sitting over 

there. The mother was someone I needed in frame in 
order to convey the most important thing in the world 
to the boy, because it’s the same for me. In cinema, you 
can use sound to give the viewer something the image 
cannot. Slowly together, they can take you in different 
directions. Only what must be in the frame is there.
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1

Afoot and light-hearted I take to the open road,  
Healthy, free, the world before me,  
The long brown path before me leading wherever I choose. 

Henceforth I ask not good-fortune, I myself am good-fortune,  
Henceforth I whimper no more, postpone no more, need nothing,  
Done with indoor complaints, libraries, querulous criticisms,  
Strong and content I travel the open road. 

The earth, that is sufficient,  
I do not want the constellations any nearer,  
I know they are very well where they are,  
I know they suffice for those who belong to them. 

(Still here I carry my old delicious burdens,  
I carry them, men and women, I carry them with me wherever I go,  
I swear it is impossible for me to get rid of them,  
I am fill’d with them, and I will fill them in return.) 

2

You road I enter upon and look around, I believe you are not all that is here,  
I believe that much unseen is also here.

Here the profound lesson of reception, nor preference nor denial,  
The black with his woolly head, the felon, the diseas’d, the illiterate person, are 
not denied;  
The birth, the hasting after the physician, the beggar’s tramp, the drunkard’s 
stagger, the laughing party of mechanics,  
The escaped youth, the rich person’s carriage, the fop, the eloping couple, 

The early market-man, the hearse, the moving of furniture into the town, the 
return back from the town,  
They pass, I also pass, any thing passes, none can be interdicted,  
None but are accepted, none but shall be dear to me. 

3

You air that serves me with breath to speak!  
You objects that call from diffusion my meanings and give them shape!  
You light that wraps me and all things in delicate equable showers!  
You paths worn in the irregular hollows by the roadsides!  
I believe you are latent with unseen existences, you are so dear to me. 

You flagg’d walks of the cities! you strong curbs at the edges!  
You ferries! you planks and posts of wharves! you timber-lined sides! you 
distant ships! 

You rows of houses! you window-pierc’d façades! you roofs!  
You porches and entrances! you copings and iron guards!  
You windows whose transparent shells might expose so much!  
You doors and ascending steps! you arches!  
You gray stones of interminable pavements! you trodden crossings!  
From all that has touch’d you I believe you have imparted to yourselves, and 
now would impart the same secretly to me,  
From the living and the dead you have peopled your impassive surfaces, and the 
spirits thereof would be evident and amicable with me. 

4

The earth expanding right hand and left hand,  
The picture alive, every part in its best light,  
The music falling in where it is wanted, and stopping where it is not wanted,  
The cheerful voice of the public road, the gay fresh sentiment of the road. 

O highway I travel, do you say to me Do not leave me?  
Do you say Venture not—if you leave me you are lost?  
Do you say I am already prepared, I am well-beaten and undenied, adhere to 
me? 

O public road, I say back I am not afraid to leave you, yet I love you,  
You express me better than I can express myself,  
You shall be more to me than my poem. 

I think heroic deeds were all conceiv’d in the open air, and all free poems also,  
I think I could stop here myself and do miracles,  
I think whatever I shall meet on the road I shall like, and whoever beholds me 
shall like me,  
I think whoever I see must be happy. 

5

From this hour I ordain myself loos’d of limits and imaginary lines,  
Going where I list, my own master total and absolute,  
Listening to others, considering well what they say,  
Pausing, searching, receiving, contemplating,  
Gently,but with undeniable will, divesting myself of the holds that would hold 
me.  

COMME  TOUTES  LES  AUTRES  STRATES
DE  JUGEMENTPOUR  ÊTRE  REFILMÉES,

QU’ ON  A  EN  ÉVOLUANT
DANS  LE  MONDE...AU  MONDE...
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I inhale great draughts of space,  
The east and the west are mine, and the north and the south are mine. 

I am larger, better than I thought,  
I did not know I held so much goodness. 

All seems beautiful to me,  
I can repeat over to men and women You have done such good to me I would 
do the same to you,  
I will recruit for myself and you as I go,  
I will scatter myself among men and women as I go,  
I will toss a new gladness and roughness among them,  
Whoever denies me it shall not trouble me,  
Whoever accepts me he or she shall be blessed and shall bless me. 

6

Now if a thousand perfect men were to appear it would not amaze me,  
Now if a thousand beautiful forms of women appear’d it would not astonish me. 

Now I see the secret of the making of the best persons,  
It is to grow in the open air and to eat and sleep with the earth. 

Here a great personal deed has room,  
(Such a deed seizes upon the hearts of the whole race of men,  
Its effusion of strength and will overwhelms law and mocks all authority and all 
argument against it.) 

Here is the test of wisdom,  
Wisdom is not finally tested in schools,  
Wisdom cannot be pass’d from one having it to another not having it,  
Wisdom is of the soul, is not susceptible of proof, is its own proof,  
Applies to all stages and objects and qualities and is content,  
Is the certainty of the reality and immortality of things, and the excellence of 
things;  
Something there is in the float of the sight of things that provokes it out of the 
soul. 

Now I re-examine philosophies and religions,  
They may prove well in lecture-rooms, yet not prove at all under the spacious 
clouds and along the landscape and flowing currents. 

Here is realization,  
Here is a man tallied—he realizes here what he has in him,  

The past, the future, majesty, love—if they are vacant of you, you are vacant of 
them. 

Only the kernel of every object nourishes;  
Where is he who tears off the husks for you and me?  
Where is he that undoes stratagems and envelopes for you and me? 

Here is adhesiveness, it is not previously fashion’d, it is apropos;  
Do you know what it is as you pass to be loved by strangers?  
Do you know the talk of those turning eye-balls? 

7

Here is the efflux of the soul,  
The efflux of the soul comes from within through embower’d gates, ever 
provoking questions,  
These yearnings why are they? these thoughts in the darkness why are they?  
Why are there men and women that while they are nigh me the sunlight 
expands my blood?  
Why when they leave me do my pennants of joy sink flat and lank?  
Why are there trees I never walk under but large and melodious thoughts 
descend upon me?  
(I think they hang there winter and summer on those trees and always drop 
fruit as I pass;)  
What is it I interchange so suddenly with strangers?  
What with some driver as I ride on the seat by his side?  
What with some fisherman drawing his seine by the shore as I walk by and 
pause?  
What gives me to be free to a woman’s and man’s good-will? what gives them to 
be free to mine? 

8

The efflux of the soul is happiness, here is happiness,  
I think it pervades the open air, waiting at all times,  
Now it flows unto us, we are rightly charged. 

Here rises the fluid and attaching character,  
The fluid and attaching character is the freshness and sweetness of man and 
woman,  
(The herbs of the morning sprout no fresher and sweeter every day out of the 
roots of themselves, than it sprouts fresh and sweet continually out of itself.) 

Toward the fluid and attaching character exudes the sweat of the love of young 

CETTE  VIDÉO,  LA  BANDE  QUI  DÉFILE,
COMME  LA  BANDE  DE  LA  MÉMOIRE.ET  JE  PENSE  À  CETTE... VRAIMENT  Y  PENSER  AUTREMENT.JE  NE  PEUX  PAS
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and old,  
From it falls distill’d the charm that mocks beauty and attainments,  
Toward it heaves the shuddering longing ache of contact. 

9

Allons! whoever you are come travel with me! 
Traveling with me you find what never tires. 

The earth never tires,  
The earth is rude, silent, incomprehensible at first, Nature is rude and 
incomprehensible at first,  
Be not discouraged, keep on, there are divine things well envelop’d,  
I swear to you there are divine things more beautiful than words can tell. 

Allons! we must not stop here,  
However sweet these laid-up stores, however convenient this dwelling we 
cannot remain here,  
However shelter’d this port and however calm these waters we must not anchor 
here,  
However welcome the hospitality that surrounds us we are permitted to receive 
it but a little while. 

10

Allons! the inducements shall be greater,  
We will sail pathless and wild seas,  
We will go where winds blow, waves dash, and the Yankee clipper speeds by 
under full sail. 

Allons! with power, liberty, the earth, the elements,  
Health, defiance, gayety, self-esteem, curiosity;  
Allons! from all formules!  
From your formules, O bat-eyed and materialistic priests. 

The stale cadaver blocks up the passage—the burial waits no longer. 

Allons! yet take warning!  
He traveling with me needs the best blood, thews, endurance,  
None may come to the trial till he or she bring courage and health,  
Come not here if you have already spent the best of yourself,  
Only those may come who come in sweet and determin’d bodies,  
No diseas’d person, no rum-drinker or venereal taint is permitted here. 

(I and mine do not convince by arguments, similes, rhymes,  

We convince by our presence.) 

11

Listen! I will be honest with you, 
I do not offer the old smooth prizes, but offer rough new prizes,  
These are the days that must happen to you:  
You shall not heap up what is call’d riches,  
You shall scatter with lavish hand all that you earn or achieve,  
You but arrive at the city to which you were destin’d, you hardly settle yourself to 
satisfaction before you are call’d by an irresistible call to depart,  
You shall be treated to the ironical smiles and mockings of those who remain 
behind you,  
What beckonings of love you receive you shall only answer with passionate 
kisses of parting,  
You shall not allow the hold of those who spread their reach’d hands toward you. 

12

Allons! after the great Companions, and to belong to them! 
They too are on the road—they are the swift and majestic men—they are the 
greatest women,  
Enjoyers of calms of seas and storms of seas,  
Sailors of many a ship, walkers of many a mile of land,  
Habituès of many distant countries, habituès of far-distant dwellings,  
Trusters of men and women, observers of cities, solitary toilers,  
Pausers and contemplators of tufts, blossoms, shells of the shore,  
Dancers at wedding-dances, kissers of brides, tender helpers of children, bearers 
of children,  
Soldiers of revolts, standers by gaping graves, lowerers-down of coffins,  
Journeyers over consecutive seasons, over the years, the curious years each 
emerging from that which preceded it,  
Journeyers as with companions, namely their own diverse phases,  
Forth-steppers from the latent unrealized baby-days,  
Journeyers gayly with their own youth, journeyers with their bearded and well-
grain’d manhood,  
Journeyers with their womanhood, ample, unsurpass’d, content,  
Journeyers with their own sublime old age of manhood or womanhood,  
Old age, calm, expanded, broad with the haughty breadth of the universe,  
Old age, flowing free with the delicious near-by freedom of death. 

QU’ ON  A  MISE  DANS
CETTE  CONVERSATION  SUR  LES  LIVRESLA  MÉMOIRE  QUI  EST  LÀ. PARCE  QUE...ET  QUI  DOIT  POUVOIR  S’ INTÉGRER,
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13

Allons! to that which is endless as it was beginningless,  
To undergo much, tramps of days, rests of nights,  
To merge all in the travel they tend to, and the days and nights they tend to,  
Again to merge them in the start of superior journeys,  
To see nothing anywhere but what you may reach it and pass it,  
To conceive no time, however distant, but what you may reach it and pass it,  
To look up or down no road but it stretches and waits for you, however long but 
it stretches and waits for you,  
To see no being, not God’s or any, but you also go thither,  
To see no possession but you may possess it, enjoying all without labor or 
purchase, abstracting the feast yet not abstracting one particle of it,  
To take the best of the farmer’s farm and the rich man’s elegant villa, and the 
chaste blessings of the well-married couple, and the fruits of orchards and 
flowers of gardens,  
To take to your use out of the compact cities as you pass through,  
To carry buildings and streets with you afterward wherever you go,  
To gather the minds of men out of their brains as you encounter them, to gather 
the love out of their hearts,  
To take your lovers on the road with you, for all that you leave them behind you,  
To know the universe itself as a road, as many roads, as roads for traveling souls. 

All parts away for the progress of souls,  
All religion, all solid things, arts, governments—all that was or is apparent upon 
this globe or any globe, falls into niches and corners before the procession of 
souls along the grand roads of the universe. 

Of the progress of the souls of men and women along the grand roads of the 
universe, all other progress is the needed emblem and sustenance. 

Forever alive, forever forward,  
Stately, solemn, sad, withdrawn, baffled, mad, turbulent, feeble, dissatisfied,  
Desperate, proud, fond, sick, accepted by men, rejected by men,  
They go! they go! I know that they go, but I know not where they go,  
But I know that they go toward the best—toward something great. 

Whoever you are, come forth! or man or woman come forth!  
You must not stay sleeping and dallying there in the house, though you built it, 
or though it has been built for you. 

Out of the dark confinement! out from behind the screen!  
It is useless to protest, I know all and expose it. 

Behold through you as bad as the rest,  
Through the laughter, dancing, dining, supping, of people,  
Inside of dresses and ornaments, inside of those wash’d and trimm’d faces,  
Behold a secret silent loathing and despair. 

No husband, no wife, no friend, trusted to hear the confession,  
Another self, a duplicate of every one, skulking and hiding it goes,  
Formless and wordless through the streets of the cities, polite and bland in the 
parlors,  
In the cars of railroads, in steamboats, in the public assembly,  
Home to the houses of men and women, at the table, in the bedroom, 
everywhere,  
Smartly attired, countenance smiling, form upright, death under the breast-
bones, hell under the skull-bones,  
Under the broadcloth and gloves, under the ribbons and artificial flowers,  
Keeping fair with the customs, speaking not a syllable of itself,  
Speaking of any thing else but never of itself. 

14

Allons! through struggles and wars!  
The goal that was named cannot be countermanded. 

Have the past struggles succeeded?  
What has succeeded? yourself? your nation? Nature?  
Now understand me well—it is provided in the essence of things that from 
any fruition of success, no matter what, shall come forth something to make a 
greater struggle necessary. 

My call is the call of battle, I nourish active rebellion,  
He going with me must go well arm’d,  
He going with me goes often with spare diet, poverty, angry enemies, desertions. 

15

Allons! the road is before us!  
It is safe—I have tried it—my own feet have tried it well—be not detain’d! 

Let the paper remain on the desk unwritten, and the book on the shelf unopen’d! 
Let the tools remain in the workshop! let the money remain unearn’d!  
Let the school stand! mind not the cry of the teacher!  
Let the preacher preach in his pulpit! let the lawyer plead in the court, and the 
judge expound the law. 

QU’ A  ÉCRIT  WITTGENSTEIN  :VOICI  QUELQUE  CHOSE
“INTITULÉ  LE  MONDE
TEL  QUE  JE  L’ AI  TROUVÉ,“SI  J’ ÉCRIVAIS  UN  LIVRE
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Camerado, I give you my hand!  
I give you my love more precious than money,  
I give you myself before preaching or law;  
Will you give me yourself? will you come travel with me?  
Shall we stick by each other as long as we live?

The sovereign and soul of this empire 
of junk is a stout, elderly woman in an old-fashioned 
costume who always sits in the same “spot in her ill-lit 
emporium and from there oversees a white-haired old 
man and a whole host of other underlings coming and 
going around the hall. She always wears snow-white 
sleeves pleated in the most artful way, after a fashion 
no longer seen. Not only in this does she somewhat 
resemble a priestess: the to-ings and fro-ings before 
her armchair throne on the part of the male assistants 
and of the customers suggest that law and order are 
invested in her very person. As to a governor or to 
an abbess, we read, “the people … would bring the 
most diverse gifts … field produce and tree fruit of 
every kind, milk, honey, grapes, ham, and sausages are 
brought to her … and these stores are the foundation 
of a life of dignified ease.” Wonderful, too, is the 
passage in which Keller describes how Frau Margret, 
who is scarcely able to decipher the printed word 
and has never learned to reckon in Arabic numbers, 
using no more than four Roman numerals does her 
nonexistent books with a piece of soft chalk on a large 
tabletop by setting up long columns and, by means of 
a complicated series “of transmutations, converts large 
sums of small amounts into smaller sums of larger 
denominations. Her system of signs and symbols, 
so the narrator tells us, would have appeared to any 
other observer like ancient heathen runes, and in 
truth Frau Margret, who is interested in the Christian 
religion only for its intercalated apocrypha and the 
speculations of the sectarians, seems to embody a much 
earlier stage of social development than that which had 
already been attained in her day. For this reason, the 
concept of capital is entirely alien to her. Any surplus 
she accumulates and does not need for immediate 
outgoings is taken out of the current purse, changed 
into gold, and put away in the treasure chest. It never 
occurs to her to let the capital work for her. It is true 
that she sometimes gives credit, but she does not lend 
money for interest. In the vaults of her emporium, 
then, we are a long way from the effects, so lamented by 

“DIRE  QUELLES  PARTIES
SONT  SOUMISES  À  MA  VOLONTÉ

“JE  DEVRAIS  Y  INCLURE
UN  RAPPORT  SUR  MON  CORPS,

“COMME  MÉTHODE  POUR  ISOLER
LE  SUJET,“ET  NE  LE  SONT  PAS,



W. G. Sebald
A Place in the Country, 
pp. 144-146, 2013

Walter Benjamin
Ausgraben und Erinnern, 
undatiert, ev. 1932
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Keller, of the money market on the economic and moral 
constitution of his compatriots. The preference Keller 
shows here, in his portrait of Frau Margret, for a system 
of barter over trading for profit “reveals the extent of his 
aversion to the pace of developments taking place pell-
mell all around him.”

Die Sprache hat es unmißverständlich bedeutet, 
daß das Gedächtnis nicht ein Instrument für die 
Erkundung des Vergangnen ist, vielmehr das Medium. 
Es ist das Medium des Erlebten wie das Erdreich das 
Medium ist, in dem die alten Städte verschüttet liegen. 
Wer sich der eignen verschütteten Vergangenheit zu 
nähern trachtet, muß sich verhalten wie ein Mann, 
der gräbt. Vor allem darf er sich nicht scheuen, 
immer wieder auf einen und denselben Sachverhalt 
zurückzukommen – ihn auszustreuen wie man Erde 
ausstreut, ihn umzuwühlen wie man Erdreich umwühlt. 
Denn „Sachverhalte“ sind nicht mehr als Schichten, die 
erst der sorgsamsten Durchforschung das ausliefern, 
um dessentwillen sich die Grabung lohnt. Die Bilder 
nämlich, welche, losgebrochen aus allen früheren 
Zusammenhängen, Kostbarkeiten in den nüchternen 
Gemächern unserer späten Einsicht – wie Torsi in 
der Galerie des Sammlers – stehen. Und gewiß ists 
nützlich, bei Grabungen vorzugehen. Doch ebenso ist 
unerläßlich der behutsame, tastende Spatenstich in’s 
dunkle Erdreich. Und der betrügt sich selber um das 
Beste, der nur das Inventar der Funde macht und nicht 
im heutigen Boden Ort und Stelle bezeichnen kann, 
an denen er das Alte aufbewahrt. So müssen wahrhafte 
Erinnerungen viel weniger berichtend verfahren 
als genau den Ort bezeichnen, an dem der Forscher 
ihrer habhaft wurde. Im sstrengsten Sinne episch und 
rhapsodisch muß daher wirkliche Erinnerung ein Bild 
zugleich von dem der sich erinnert geben, wie ein 
guter archäologischer Bericht nicht nur die Schichten 
angeben muß, aus denen seine Fundobjekte stammen, 
sondern jene andern vor allem, welche vorher zu 
durchstoßen waren.

“CAR  LUI  SEUL  NE  POURRAIT
ÊTRE  MENTIONNÉ.”

“OU  POUR  MONTRER  QU’ EN  UN  SENS
IL  N’ Y  A  PAS  DE  SUJET, CE  DONT  CA  CONCERNE  L’ IDÉE  QUE  
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Die Straßen im Westen Berlins 
sind freundlich und sauber, sie haben eine gehörige 
Breite, und oft reihen sich nette grüne Bäumchen 
vor ihren Häusern. Aber trotz des angenehmen, ja 
herrschaftlichen Eindrucks, den sie machen, wird man 
nicht selten ohne jeden Anlaß von einem panischen 
Schrecken in ihnen erfaßt. Woher er stammt? Ich weiß 
es nicht. Ich weiß nur, daß sich manchmal, wenn ich 
die mir gewohnten Straßen kreuze, die Angst meiner 
bemächtigt, es müsse sich unverzüglich ein Auflauf 
bilden und irgend etwas Schlimmes geschehen. 
Vielleicht rührt die Angst daher, daß sich diese Straßen 
in der Endlosigkeit verlieren; daß sie von Omnibussen 
durchrattert werden, deren Insassen während der 
Fahrt nach ihrem entlegenen Bestimmungsort auf 
die Landschaft der Trottoirs, der Schaufenster und 
der Balkone so gleichgültig herabblicken wie auf ein 
Flußtal oder eine Stadt, in der sie nie auszusteigen 
gedenken; daß sich eine zahllose Menschenmenge in 
ihnen bewegt, immer neue Menschen mit unbekannten 
Zielen, die sich überschneiden wie das Liniengewirr 
eines Schnittmusterbogens. Jedenfalls ist mir mitunter, 
als läge an allen möglichen verborgenen Stellen ein 
Sprengstoff bereit, der im nächsten Augenblick eine 
Explosion hervorrufen kann. 

Mit unverminderter Deutlichkeit erinnere ich mich 
an einen Abend im Umkreis der Kaiser-Wilhelm-
Gedächtniskirche. Wir saßen in einer kleinen 
Gesellschaft zusammen, als ich auf einmal merkte, 
daß die weite Platzfläche einen Skandal ausbrütete. 
Es ereignete sich nichts, kein Glas klirrte, und die 
Autos beschrieben wie sonst ihre Bahnen. Aber 
jene Atmosphäre, die nachmittags verbrauchte 
Menschenmassen und abgewetzte Hausfronten 
zu umlagern pflegt, war mit einer unerträglichen 
Spannung geladen. Nach einer kurzen Atempause 
brach dann auch richtig ein Krach herein. Ein 
nationalsozialistischer Trupp – die Leute trugen damals 
noch Uniform – glaubte sich von den Gästen im Cafe 
verhöhnt, stieg über die Brüstung und begann zu 

toben. Zuletzt rückte die Schupo an, die den Frieden 
herstellte ... Doch ich hatte eigentlich nicht diesen 
Krach erwartet, sondern einen anderen, der gar keine 
bestimmte Herkunft hätte haben dürfen, und der nun 
wahrscheinlich nur darum nicht eintraf, weil durch den 
nationalsozialistischen Radau die Luft bereits wieder 
gereinigt worden war. 

Gewiß, es gibt ganze Stadtteile, denen der 
durchdringende Geruch politischer Krawalle 
anhaftet; Neukölln etwa oder der Wedding. Ihre 
Straßen sind von Natur aus Aufmarschstraßen, 
und auch im Einerlei des Alltags bedarf es keines 
besonderen Ahnungsvermögens, um zu spüren, daß 
Arbeiterdemonstrationen für sie ein häufiges Schauspiel 
sind, daß sich zu manchen Stunden sämtliche Fenster 
mit Weibern und Kindern füllen, die auf das Gewoge 
unter ihnen starren, daß der gleichmäßige Schritt vieler 
Tausende immer wieder die Häuser erzittern läßt, daß 
Proklamationen und rote Fahnen unaufhörlich an den 
grauen Wänden vorübergleiten. Aber diese Szenen 
haben einen greifbaren, einen beinahe nüchternen 
Inhalt, der sich auch den Straßenzügen mitteilt, in 
denen sie vor sich gehen. Zum Unterschied von 
solchen Räumen flößen jene Straßen des Westens ein 
Grauen ein, das gegenstandslos ist. Weder werden sie 
von Proletariern bewohnt, noch sind sie Zeugen des 
Aufruhrs. Ihre Menschen gehören nicht zusammen, 
und es fehlt ihnen durchaus das Klima, in dem 
gemeinsame Aktionen entstehen. Man erhofft hier 
nichts voneinander. Ungewiß streichen sie hin, ohne 
Inhalt und leer. 

Ist es diese Leere, die sie für Sekunden so unheimlich 
macht? Ich wiederhole, daß ich es nicht weiß. Ich kann 
nur sagen, daß die Tauentzienstraße bös in der Sonne 
glitzert wie ein unmenschlicher Feind, und daß sich 
in allen den Straßen, die ich meine, ab und zu eine 
Erregung ansammelt, die, zur Sichtbarkeit gezwungen, 
dem wütenden Zickzackheer der Schnittmusterlinien 
gleichen müßte. Und ich weiß auch, daß in der 
Nachbarschaft des Kurfürstendamms, dort, wo Kinder 

EST  LE  VRAI  RÉCEPTEUR,ON  NE  PEUT  JAMAIS  PARLER QUI  ORGANISE  ET  ANALYSEL’ OBJECTIF,



Siegfried Kracauer
Schreie auf der Straße , 
1930

Robert Kramer
(Festival Cinema 
Giovani) 1997
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hinter den offenen Parterrefenstern arbeiten oder 
ein Tierarzt den Hund, den er gerade behandelt, 
im Vorgarten spazieren führt, von Zeit zu Zeit 
merkwürdige Schreie zu hören sind.

In drei verschiedenen Sommernächten habe ich die 
Schreie gehört. Sie zeichnen sich dadurch aus, daß 
man nie ihren Grund erfährt. Das erste Mal, als der 
Schrei ertönte, ging ich ihm nach und stieß auf einen 
Betrunkenen, der stumm davonschwankte, sobald 
ich in seiner Nähe war. Das zweite Mal schwebte der 
Schrei – es mußte der gellende Schrei eines Mädchens 
sein – oberhalb eines jungen Paares, das sich gestritten 
haben mochte und nun Arm in Arm zwischen Mond 
und Asphalt lustwandelte. Das dritte Mal bedeutete 
der Schrei zweifellos Mord. Ich lief um die Ecke, 
kaum daß ich ihn vernahm, und verdoppelte meine 
Anstrengungen, als ich mit mir noch andere Leute 
laufen sah. Wir überquerten den Fahrdamm und bogen 
in die Straße ein, aus der das Schreien gedrungen war. 
Dort blickten uns die wenigen Fußgänger verwundert 
nach. Sie schlenderten langsam. Eine Tür fiel vor uns 
ins Schloß.

Heute vermute ich, daß nicht die Menschen in diesen 
Straßen schreien, sondern die Straßen selber. Wenn sie 
es nicht mehr ertragen können, schreien sie ihre Leere 
heraus. Aber ich weiß es wirklich nicht genau.

The subject wasn’t imposed by ARTE but the 
form was: Hi8 video a plansequence of one hour, 
nothing apart from that one our filming, no addition of 
text or sound, no mix. They called this series “Live,” and 
it was offered up with a lot of old-sounding words what 
came out of the period of ‘Cinéma Verité’ or ‘Direct 
Cinema.’ Throughout there was the assumption that a 
camera running continuously can somehow access ‘the 
real.’ I don’t think that I realize how much I was moving 
in another direction or for how long. I was, for better or 
worse, involved in a very complicated dialogue between 
myself then-and-there in Berlin, and the many different 
connections that I have, inevitably, with Germany. 
You could say, a dialogue between myself and the 
reverberation that ‘Germany’ has come.

EN  CHACUN  DE  NOUS.LE  FONDEMENT
AU  GROPIUS  BAU,  À  LA  GESTAPO,
AU  REICHSTAG,EN  FILMANT  HIER



Max Horkheimer & 
Theodor W. Adorno
Dialectic of 
Enlightenment, pp. 12-13, 
1944
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The teachings of the priests were 
symbolic in the sense that in them sign and image 
coincided. As the hieroglyphs attest, the word originally 
also had a pictorial function. This function was 
transferred to myths. They, like magic rites, refer to the 
repetitive cycle of nature. Nature as self-repetition is 
the core of the symbolic: an entity or a process which 
is conceived as eternal because it is reenacted again 
and again in the guise of the symbol. Inexhaustibility, 
endless renewal, and the permanence of what they 
signify are not only attributes of all symbols but 
their true content. Contrary to the Jewish Genesis, 
the representations of creation in which the world 
emerges from the primal mother, the cow or the egg, 
are symbolic. The scorn of the ancients for their all-too-
human gods left their core untouched. The essence of 
the gods is not exhausted by individuality. They still had 
about them a quality of mana; they embodied nature as 
a universal power. With their preanimistic traits they 
intrude into the enlightenment. Beneath the modest 
veil of the Olympian chronique scandaleuse the doctrine 
of the commingling and colliding of elements had 
evolved; establishing itself at once as science, it turned 
the myths into figments of fantasy. With the clean 
separation between science and poetry the division 
of labor which science had helped to establish was 
extended to language. For science the word is first of all 
a sign; it is then distributed among the various arts as 
sound, image, or word proper, but its unity can never 
be restored by the addition of these arts, by synaesthesia 
or total art.* As sign, language must resign itself to 
being calculation and, to know nature, must renounce 
the claim to resemble it. As image it must resign 
itself to being a likeness and, to be entirely nature, 
must renounce the claim to know it. With advancing 
enlightenment, only authentic works of art have been 
able to avoid the mere imitation of what already is. The 
prevailing antithesis between art and science, which 
rends the two apart as areas of culture in order to make 
them jointly manageable as areas of culture, finally 
causes them, through their internal tendencies as exact 

opposites, to converge. Science, in its neopositivist 
interpretation, becomes aestheticism, a system of 
isolated signs devoid of any intention transcending the 
system; it becomes the game which mathematicians 
have long since proudly declared their activity to be. 
Meanwhile, art as integral replication has pledged itself 
to positivist science, even in its specific techniques. It 
becomes, indeed, the world over again, an ideological 
doubling, a compliant reproduction. The separation 
of sign and image is inescapable. But if, with heedless 
complacency, it is hypostatized over again, then each of 
the isolated principles tends toward the destruction of 
truth.

INTÉRESSANTE,  JUSTE.
JE  SUIS  REVENU  À  UNE  MÉTHODE
CONFORTABLE,

ET  MÈNE  D’ UN  FRAGMENT  À  L’ AUTRE
PAR  ASSOCIATION,

 ELLE  CORRESPOND  À  MA  VISION,
PAR  FRAGMENTS,
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There are two ways in which the grid 
functions to declare the modernity of modern art. 
One is spatial; the other is temporal. In the spatial 
sense, the grid states the autonomy of the realm of art. 
Flattened, geometricized, ordered, it is antinatural, 
antimimetic, antireal. It is what art looks like when 
it turns its back on nature. In the flatness that results 
from its coordinates, the grid is the means of crowding 
out the dimensions of the real and replacing them with 
the lateral spread of a single surface. In the overall 
regularity of its organization, it is the result not of 
imitation, but of aesthetic decree. Insofar as its order is 
that of pure relationship, the grid is a way of abrogating 
the claims of natural objects to have an order particular 
to themselves; the relationships in the aesthetic field 
are shown by the grid to be in a world apart and, 
with respect to natural objects, to be both prior and 
final. The grid declares the space of art to be at once 
autonomous and autotelic.

In the temporal dimension, the grid is an emblem 
of modernity by being just that: the form that is 
ubiquitous in the art of our century, while appearing 
nowhere, nowhere at all, in the art of the last one. In 
that great chain of reactions by which modernism 
was born out of the efforts of the nineteenth century, 
one final shift resulted in breaking the chain. By 
“discovering” the grid, cubism, de Stijl, Mondrian, 
Malevich . . . landed in a place that was out of reach 
of everything that went before. Which is to say, they 
landed in the present, and everything else was declared 
to be the past.

One has to travel a long way back into the history of 
art to find previous examples of grids. One has to go 
to the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, to treatises on 
perspective and to those exquisite studies by Uccello 
or Leonardo or Dürer, where the perspective lattice 
is inscribed on the depicted world as the armature of 
its organization. But perspective studies are not really 
early instances of grids. Perspective was, after all, the 

science of the real, not the mode of withdrawal from it. 
Perspective was the demonstration of the way reality 
and its representation could be mapped onto one 
another, the way the painted image and its real-world 
referent did in fact relate to one another—the first being 
a form of knowledge about the second. Everything 
about the grid opposes that relationship, cuts it off 
from the very beginning. Unlike perspective, the grid 
does not map the space of a room or a landscape or a 
group of figures onto the surface of a painting. Indeed, 
if it maps anything, it maps the surface of the painting 
itself. It is a transfer in which nothing changes place. 
The physical qualities of the surface, we could say, are 
mapped onto the aesthetic dimensions of the same 
surface. And those two planes—the physical and the 
aesthetic—are demonstrated to be the same plane: 
coextensive, and, through the abscissas and ordinates of 
the grid, coordinate. Considered in this way, the bottom 
line of the grid is a naked and determined materialism.

But if it is materialism that the grid would make us talk 
about—and there seems no other logical way to discuss 
it—that is not the way that artists have ever discussed 
it. If we open any tract—Plastic Art and Pure Plastic 
Art or The Non-Objective World, for instance—we will 
find that Mondrian and Mal evich are not discussing 
canvas or pigment or graphite or any other form of 
matter. They are talking about Being or Mind or Spirit. 
From their point of view, the grid is a staircase to the 
Universal, and they are not interested in what happens 
below in the Concrete. Or, to take a more up-to-date 
example, we could think about Ad Reinhardt who, 
despite his repeated insistence that “Art is art,” ended up 
by painting a series of black nine-square grids in which 
the motif that inescapably emerges is a Greek cross. 
There is no painter in the West who can be unaware 
of the symbolic power of the cruciform shape and the 
Pandora’s box of spiritual reference that is opened once 
one uses it.

Now it is in this ambivalence about the import of the 
grid, an indecision about its connection to matter on 

SOUS  CET  ANGLE  DE  VISION,  ETC.
À  LA  FOIS  PAR  HASARD  ET
PARCE  QU’ ON  EST  LÀ  SUR  LE  MOMENT,

COMME  DES  MOTS  DANS  UNE  PHRASE,
DES  PHRASES  S’ OPPOSANT,

LA  DÉCOUVERTE  DES  PIÈCES,
LA  TENSION  ENTRE  ELLES  –



(1)      Success here refers 
to three things at once: 
a sheerly quantitative 
success, involving the 
number of artists in 
this century who have 
used grids; a qualitative 
success through which 
the grid has become 
the medium for some 
of the greatest works 
of modernism; and an 
ideological success, in 
that the grid is able—in 
a work of whatever 
quality—to emblematize 
the Modern.

(2)      See, Claude 
Lévi-Strauss, Structural 
Anthropology, New York, 
1963, particularly “The 
Structural Analysis of 
Myth.”
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the one hand or spirit on the other, that its earliest 
employers can be seen to be participating in a drama 
that extended well beyond the domain of art. That 
drama, which took many forms, was staged in many 
places. One of them was a courtroom, where early in 
this century, science did battle with God, and, reversing 
all earlier precedents, won. The result, we were told 
by the loser’s representative, would have the direst of 
consequences: the result would surely be that we would 
“inherit the wind.” Nietzsche had expressed this earlier 
and with a somewhat more comic cast when he wrote, 
“We wished to awaken the feeling of man’s sovereignty 
by showing his divine birth : this path is now forbidden, 
since a monkey stands at the entrance.” Through the 
Scopes trial, the split between spirit and matter that was 
presided over by nineteenth-century science became 
the legitimate heritage of twentieth-century school 
children. But it was, of course, no less the heritage of 
twentieth-century art.

Given the absolute rift that had opened between the 
sacred and the secular, the modern artist was obviously 
faced with the necessity to choose between one mode 
of expression and the other. The curious testimony 
offered by the grid is that at this juncture he tried to 
decide for both. In the increasingly de-sacralized space 
of the nineteenth century, art had become the refuge 
for religious emotion; it became, as it has remained, a 
secular form of belief. Although this condition could 
be discussed openly in the late nineteenth century, it 
is something that is inadmissable in the twentieth, so 
that by now we find it indescribably embarrassing to 
mention art and spirit in the same sentence.

The peculiar power of the grid, its extraordinarily long 
life in the specialized space of modem art, arises from 
its potential to preside over this shame: to mask and to 
reveal it at one and the same time. In the cultist space 
of modern art, the grid serves not only as emblem but 
also as myth. For like all myths, it deals with paradox 
or contradiction not by dissolving the paradox or 
resolving the contradiction, but by covering them over 

so that they seem (but only seem) to go away. The 
grid’s mythic power is that it makes us able to think we 
are dealing with materialism (or sometimes science, 
or logic) while at the same time it provides us with a 
release into belief (or illusion, or fiction).

(…)

In suggesting that the success(1) of the grid is somehow 
connected to its structure as myth, I may of course 
be accused of stretching a point beyond the limits of 
common sense, since myths are stories, and like all 
narratives they unravel through time, whereas grids are 
not only spatial to start with, they are visual structures 
that explicitly reject a narrative or sequential reading 
of any kind. But the notion of myth I am using here 
depends on a structuralist mode of analysis, by which 
the sequential features of a story are rearranged to form 
a spatial organization.(2)

The reason the structuralists do this is that they 
wish to understand the function of myths; and this 
function they see as the cultural attempt to deal with 
contradiction. By spatializing the story—into vertical 
columns, for example—they are able to display the 
features of the contradiction and to show how these 
underlie the attempts of a specific mythical tale to paper 
over the opposition with narrative.

Thus, in analyzing a variety of creation myths, Lévi-
Strauss finds the presence of a conflict between earlier 
notions of man’s origins as a process of autochthony 
(man born from the earth, like plants), and later ones 
involving the sexual relations between two parents. 
Because the earlier forms of belief are sacrosanct they 
must be maintained even though they violate common 
sense views about sexuality and birth. The function of 
the myth is to allow both views to be held in some kind 
of para-logical suspension.

CORRESPOND  AUSSI  À  LA  DÉCOUVERTE  
D’ UN  LIEUDES  IDÉES  S’ ENTRECHOQUANT  –

UNE  AUTRE  RAISON  :  
PRESQUE  COMME  UNE  HISTOIRE,ET  D’ UN  SENTIMENT.



Rosalind E. Krauss
Grids, The Originality of the Avant-Garde And Other Modernist Myths, pp. 9-13, 1985
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The justification of this violation of the temporal 
dimension of the myth arises, then, from the results 
of structural analysis : namely, the sequential 
progress of the story does not achieve resolution but 
rather repression. That is, for a given culture, the 
contradiction is a powerful one, one that will not 
go away, but will only go, so to speak, underground. 
So the vertical columns of structuralist analysis are 
a way of unearthing the unmanageable oppositions 
that promoted the making of the myth in the first 
place. We could analogize this procedure to that of 
psychoanalysis, where the “story” of a life is similarly 
seen as an attempt to resolve primal contradictions that 
nevertheless remain in the structure of the unconscious. 
Because they are there as repressed elements, they 
function to promote endless repetitions of the same 
conflict. Thus another rationale for the vertical columns 
(the spatialization of the “story”) emerges from the fact 
that it is useful to see the way each feature of the story 
(for structuralist analysis these are called mythemes) 
burrows down, independently, into the historical past: 
in the case of psychoanalysis this is the past of the 
individual; for the analysis of myth, this is the past of 
the culture or the tribe.

Therefore, although the grid is certainly not a story, 
it is a structure, and one, moreover, that allows a 
contradiction between the values of science and those 
of spiritualism to maintain themselves within the 
consciousness of modernism, or rather its unconscious, 
as something repressed.

UN  FAIT  DANS  LA  MOSAÏQUE
DES  FAITS.UN  FRAGMENT  D’ HISTOIRE, UN  SENTIMENT,  IDÉE,

IL  EST  IMPORTANT  DANS  TOUT  ÇA  QUE
LES  PLANS  NE  SOIENT  PAS  UN  PLAN,
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Think for a moment of Anat Kam: A 
young Israeli woman who, a few years ago, during 
her compulsory military service, collected digital 
documents containing explicit discussions and 
instructions regarding the “liquidating” of Palestinians, 
euphemistically referred to as “targeted killing.” Two 
years after her release from the military she deposited 
the CD containing these documents at the hands of 
an Haaretz journalist, who published some of their 
indicting contents. Following an investigation by the 
Security Service, the journalist gave away enough 
information to expose his source, and Kam was 
arrested soon after and accused of treason. Imagine 
her, first, as one of the sentries, as part of the ranks 
guarding those sweet documents away from the public 
eye. Now imagine her as a citizen passing on valuable 
documents, in which people are doomed to their fate 
without being brought to trial. Imagine the awakening 
of her consciousness, the possible awareness that arises 
from viewing such documents—if I don’t rescue them, 
they will be trashed or, at best, stored in the archive 
for another 40 or 80 years; either way they will escape 
the public eye. Imagine Kam’s horror while reading the 
contents of those documents, and her determination, 
the well-known “fanatical dedication” of rescuers of 
documents and objects, realizing that she is facing 
the opportunity of founding the Israeli archive of 
executions. Imagine her swallowing one document after 
another, all two thousands of them, ingesting them, 
making sure not a single crumb escape her lips. She 
did not neglect her duties as a sentry, in charge of the 
gates of that archive—she watched over the documents 
well, made sure to produce copies, and established 
several rules of her own for the sake of protecting them 
from others. But as two years passed, she burst with 
anger, shame, rage, fear and responsibility, realizing 
that keeping the documents for herself, in herown 
belly as it were, deprives the private archive she had 
collected on her computer of the public dimension that 
justifies the very existence of an archive, that allows it to 
maintain documents regarding others, that turn it from 

a private collection of documents into an archive per 
se. Therefore, in the responsible manner of an archivist, 
instead of whimsically depositing the documents at 
the hands of just anyone she happened to meet, Kam 
gave them to a journalist of a respectable newspaper. 
In hindsight this proved to be a wrong choice, since 
right there, in the public sphere, instead of citizens, lurk 
wolves.

My first answer, then, to the question “What do we 
look for in an archive?” will be: that which we have 
deposited there. Not necessarily you or I personally, but 
you and I as those sharing a world with others; “we” 
who are beyond the borders of a certain time and place; 
“we” who do not converge into a collective of national 
or ethnic identity; “we” who ought to have been 
regarded as the reason and sense of the archive, but 
were instead replaced by “history”—as if at the end of 
time history itself would come knocking on the gates of 
the archive, demanding to settle the accounts. Archive 
fever crosses borders. It is manifest in the demand for 
gaining access to that which is kept in the archive, and 
no less in the demand for partaking in archival practice, 
through the founding of new sorts of archives—
archives that would no longer allow the dominant type 
of archive, the one founded by the sovereign state to 
go on determining what an archive is. Archive fever is 
a rejection of the logic of the archive as a realization of 
the fifteenth clause of the Declaration of the Rights of 
Man and Citizen, which limits the citizens’ right to the 
archive to their right to “know” or to “require of every 
public agent an account of his administration.” Archive 
fever challenges the traditional protocols by which 
official archives have functioned and continue to do 
so. It proposes new models of sharing the documents 
stored therein, in ways that requires one to think of the 
public’s right to archive not as external to the archive, 
but rather as an essential part of it, of its character, of its 
raison d’ être.

“Archive fever” is not simply a problematic translation 
of a book title, Derrida’s Mal d’archive. It is a real 

MAIS  PLUSIEURS  PIÈCES  RÉUNIES
PAR  VOLONTÉ.RESPIRATION,  ÉVÈNEMENT  FLUIDE,

ET  L’ OBLIGATION  DE  VIVRE  ÇA
D’ UN  BOUT  À  L’ AUTRE,

C’ EST  EN  LES  RASSEMBLANT
QU’ IL  Y  A  VIOLENCE.
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phenomenon that Derrida ignores. It is the result of 
numerous individual initiatives of creating new archives 
and depositories, and of claiming the right to re-
arrange and use existing ones. Radical changes brought 
about by the new social (civil) media have turned 
these initiatives into a contagious and irreversible 
trend,whereby archival procedures, such as collecting, 
extracting and cataloguing, can be practiced through 
these new media in a way that contests the monopoly, 
let alone the authority or prerogatives, of official 
archival agents and institutions. 

(…)

Citizens take part in producing and sharing images, 
knowing that the images one produces always exceed 
one’s capacity to understand their content and meaning; 
that the interpretation of images is a task that calls for 
multiple collaborations; and that each of their images 
might one day emerge—usually by or through the gaze 
of others—as “the missing image.”

This cosmic vertigo of origin and end, 
from cosmos to skull, leads to thoughts of melancholic 
iconography. Melancholia, a Latin term derived from 
the Greek μελαγχολια (literally, “black bile”)is one 
of the four humors that, according to Hippocrates, 
inhabit the human body. Subjects in whom that 
humor predominates are (more) given to states 
of affliction and despondency. A cosmic sadness 
later characterized as the “Saturnine nature,” Dürer 
portrays it in his 1514 engraving Melancholia I, from 
the Meisterstiche prints series, as a meditating and 
vexed winged figure. Spread all around are (among 
other items) geometric instruments of measure and 
tools for astronomical studies. Far off, a star illumines 
the sky and a rainbow frames a beyond that in the 
engraving appears unreachable and regulates the 
image’s entire composition. A figure that crosses all of 
Western culture(s)’ political borders, the iconography 
of melancholy associates anatomy and the heavens; the 
infinite with small, vulnerable human life; and humors 
and transformations proper to nature—entropy. The 
“ black sun of melancholy ” i.e., the emotional eclipse 
Gérard Nerval enunciated in his poem El Desdichado 
(1854), resonates with one of Nazi mysticism’s symbols, 
the “ black sun ” formed by three swastikas. Roberto 
Bolaño’s work repeatedly exposes the corrosive nature 
of this dark iconography, for example when the 
infamous Ramírez Hoffman writes some dark verses 
across the sky in Latin with a Luftwaffe Messerschmitt 
aircraft (Nazi Literature in the Americas, 1996). Almost 
mocking the German Romantics—such as Novalis and 
Caspar David Friedrich, who see a projection space for 
Stimmung (i.e., “humor,” “mood”) in infinite natural 
extensions. If Roberto Bolaño and Patricio Guzmán 
strike us as two very different planets in the same 
galaxy, one can nonetheless note a recurrence of figures 
like the desert and the sky in works by both artists. 
Where Bolaño sinks into the obscurity of the fascist 
aesthetic to look at horror straight on, Guzmán goes in 
the opposite direction, staring insistently toward the 
victims’ side. (...)

CES  BONDS  SONT  NÉCESSAIRES.VOUS,  L’ OBSERVATEUR...
MAIS  NOUS  LE  BRISONS
EN  UNE  EXPLOSION  DE  PARTICULES,

RIEN  À  FAIRE.  PEUT-ÊTRE
QUE  LE  TEMPS  EST  CONTINU,
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Those who here spoke about the war by way 
of the celluloid (...) did not scold history, they beautified 
it, but in a most disgusting way (...) In Yugoslav 
cinema, various forms of un-truth permanently 
replace each other. (...) Quasi-poetics replaces quasi-
epics, quasi-drama replaces quasi-psychology, and 
quasi-mythologization of history replaces quasi-
documentation. Instead of art about the revolution, we 
have revolutionary kitsch. 

At the thought of all those women 
working year after year and finding it hard to get two 
thousand pounds together, and as much as they could 
do to get thirty thousand pounds, we burst out in scorn 
at the reprehensible poverty of our sex. What had our 
mothers been doing then that they had no wealth to 
leave us? Powdering their noses? Looking in at shop 
windows? Flaunting in the sun at Monte Carlo? There 
were some photographs on the mantelpiece. Mary’s 
mother—if that was her picture—may have been a 
wastrel in her spare time (she had thirteen children 
by a minister of the church), but if so her gay and 
dissipated life had left too few traces of its pleasures 
on her face. She was a homely body; an old lady in 
a plaid shawl which was fastened by a large cameo; 
and she sat in a basket-chair, encouraging a spaniel 
to look at the camera, with the amused, yet strained 
expression of one who is sure that the dog will move 
directly the bulb is pressed. Now if she had gone into 
business; had become a manufacturer of artificial silk 
or a magnate on the Stock Exchange; if she had left 
two or three hundred thousand pounds to Fernham, 
we could have been sitting at our ease to-night and 
the subject of our talk might have been archaeology, 
botany, anthropology, physics, the nature of the atom, 
mathematics, astronomy, relativity, geography. If only 
Mrs Seton and her mother and her mother before her 
had learnt the great art of making money and had left 
their money, like their fathers and their grandfathers 
before them, to found fellowships and lectureships and 
prizes and scholarships appropriated to the use of their 
own sex, we might have dined very tolerably up here 
alone off a bird and a bottle of wine; we might have 
looked forward without undue confidence to a pleasant 
and honourable lifetime spent in the shelter of one of 
the liberally endowed professions. We might have been 
exploring or writing; mooning about the venerable 
places of the earth; sitting contemplative on the steps of 
the Parthenon, or going at ten to an office and coming 
home comfortably at half past four to write a little 
poetry. Only, if Mrs Seton and her like had gone into 

JE  DÉTESTE  DISSIMULER  TOUT  ÇA.
BONDISSANT  ENTRE  INTÉRIEUR
ET  EXTÉRIEUR.

CETTE  ILLUSION  DE
“ÇA  SE  PRODUIT”,JE  DÉTESTE  CETTE  FAUSSE  FLUIDITÉ.
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business at the age of fifteen, there would have been—
that was the snag in the argument—no Mary. What, 
I asked, did Mary think of that? There between the 
curtains was the October night, calm and lovely, with a 
star or two caught in the yellowing trees. Was she ready 
to resign her share of it and her memories (for they 
had been a happy family, though a large one) of games 
and quarrels up in Scotland, which she is never tired 
of praising for the fineness of its air and the quality 
of its cakes, in order that Fernham might have been 
endowed with fifty thousand pounds or so by a stroke 
of the pen? For, to endow a college would necessitate 
the suppression of families altogether. Making a fortune 
and bearing thirteen children—no human being could 
stand it. Consider the facts, we said. First there are nine 
months before the baby is born. Then the baby is born. 
Then there are three or four months spent in feeding 
the baby. After the baby is fed there are certainly five 
years spent in playing with the baby. You cannot, it 
seems, let children run about the streets. People who 
have seen them running wild in Russia say that the 
sight is not a pleasant one. People say, too, that human 
nature takes its shape in the years between one and 
five. If Mrs Seton, I said, had been making money, what 
sort of memories would you have had of games and 
quarrels? What would you have known of Scotland, 
and its fine air and cakes and all the rest of it? But it is 
useless to ask these questions, because you would never 
have come into existence at all. Moreover, it is equally 
useless to ask what might have happened if Mrs Seton 
and her mother and her mother before her had amassed 
great wealth and laid it under the foundations of college 
and library, because, in the first place, to earn money 
was impossible for them, and in the second, had it 
been possible, the law denied them the right to possess 
what money they earned. It is only for the last forty-
eight years that Mrs Seton has had a penny of her own. 
For all the centuries before that it would have been 
her husband’s property—a thought which, perhaps, 
may have had its share in keeping Mrs Seton and her 
mothers off the Stock Exchange. Every penny I earn, 

they may have said, will be taken from me and disposed 
of according to my husband’s wisdom—perhaps to 
found a scholarship or to endow a fellowship in Balliol 
or Kings, so that to earn money, even if I could earn 
money, is not a matter that interests me very greatly. I 
had better leave it to my husband.

At any rate, whether or not the blame rested on the old 
lady who was looking at the spaniel, there could be no 
doubt that for some reason or other our mothers had 
mismanaged their affairs very gravely. Not a penny 
could be spared for ‘amenities’; for partridges and wine, 
beadles and turf, books and cigars, libraries and leisure. 
To raise bare walls out of bare earth was the utmost 
they could do. 

So we talked standing at the window and looking, as 
so many thousands look every night, down on the 
domes and towers of the famous city beneath us. It 
was very beautiful, very mysterious in the autumn 
moonlight. The old stone looked very white and 
venerable. One thought of all the books that were 
assembled down there; of the pictures of old prelates 
and worthies hanging in the panelled rooms; of the 
painted windows that would be throwing strange 
globes and crescents on the pavement; of the tablets 
and memorials and inscriptions; of the fountains and 
the grass; of the quiet rooms looking across the quiet 
quadrangles. And (pardon me the thought) I thought, 
too, of the admirable smoke and drink and the deep 
armchairs and the pleasant carpets: of the urbanity, the 
geniality, the dignity which are the offspring of luxury 
and privacy and space. Certainly our mothers had not 
provided us with anything comparable to all this—our 
mothers who found it difficult to scrape together thirty 
thousand pounds, our mothers who bore thirteen 
children to ministers of religion at St Andrews. 

So I went back to my inn, and as I walked through the 
dark streets I pondered this and that, as one does at 
the end of the day’s work. I pondered why it was that 
Mrs Seton had no money to leave us; and what effect 

DANS  CET  ÉTRANGE  ESPACE  BLANC.
“ÇA  COULE”,  “JE  ME  TROUVAIS  LÀ
PAR  HASARD.” MAIS  NON,  C’ EST  SEULEMENTQUE  CE  SOIT  LA  TÉLÉVISION...
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poverty has on the mind; and what effect wealth has 
on the mind; and I thought of the queer old gentlemen 
I had seen that morning with tufts of fur upon their 
shoulders; and I remembered how if one whistled one 
of them ran; and I thought of the organ booming in 
the chapel and of the shut doors of the library; and I 
thought how unpleasant it is to be locked out; and I 
thought how it is worse perhaps to be locked in; and, 
thinking of the safety and prosperity of the one sex and 
of the poverty and insecurity of the other and of the 
effect of tradition and of the lack of tradition upon the 
mind of a writer, I thought at last that it was time to roll 
up the crumpled skin of the day, with its arguments and 
its impressions and its anger and its laughter, and cast 
it into the hedge. A thousand stars were flashing across 
the blue wastes of the sky. One seemed alone with an 
inscrutable society. All human beings were laid asleep—
prone, horizontal, dumb. Nobody seemed stirring in 
the streets of Oxbridge. Even the door of the hotel 
sprang open at the touch of an invisible hand—not a 
boots was sitting up to light me to bed, it was so late.

SUR  BANDE,  ET  REJOUÉ.DES  IMAGES  D’ UN  MONDE  COMPOSÉ ABOUTI  ICI...QUE  J’ AIE...
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The time of our liberation 
struggle was not great only because in it great 
things were decided, but also because ordinary people 
were great in the service of the great cause. This 
extraordinary thing, which happens so rarely in history, 
happened here during the years of the Second World 
War. People became greater than they were before, so 
much greater as to seem quite incredible, especially 
when described in an everyday account. Their deeds are 
historically recorded, but the spirit which lived in them 
and drove them to accomplish those deeds, cannot be 
captured. 

Perhaps. Maybe in moments of artistic inspiration, 
which have the power to penetrate also extraordinary 
states of human consciousness. We, who took part 
in the liberation struggle, were also in such an 
extraordinary state of human consciousness. The 
struggle itself was such that our consciousness had to 
change if it was to serve the struggle, in such a way as to 
leave far behind everyday concerns and desires. Bread 
became less important than the spirit and daily chores 
less important than our historical mission. 

The time of great deeds accomplished by ordinary 
people is becoming ever more distant from us. Who 
knows whether its extraordinary character will be lost 
with it. We are aware of its extraordinariness, but no 
longer feel it.

Tired of all who come with words, words but no 
language  

I went to the snow-covered island.  
The wild does not have words.  

The unwritten pages spread themselves out in all directions!  
I come across the marks of roe-deer’s hooves in the snow.  

Language, but no words. 

Tomas Tranströmer

(...)

Nevertheless, there remain, on the edges and even 
in the midst of this ever-expanding monoculture, 
small-scale local cultures or communities where the 
traditional oral, indigenous modes of experience still 
prevail—cultures that have never fully transferred their 
sensory participation to the written word. They have 
not yet closed themselves within an exclusively human 
field of meanings, and so still dwell within a landscape 
that is alive, aware, and expressive. To such peoples, that 
which we term “language” remains as much a property 
of the animate landscape as of the humans who dwell 
and speak within that terrain. Indeed, the linguistic 
discourse of such cultures is commonly bound, in 
specific and palpable ways, to the expressive earth.

(...)

Without a formal writing system, the language of an 
oral culture cannot be objectified as a separable entity 
by those who speak it, and this lack of objectification 
influences not only the way in which oral cultures 
experience the field of discursive meanings, but also the 
very character and structure of that field. In the absence 
of any written analogue to speech, the sensible, natural 
environment remains the primary visual counterpart 
of spoken utterance, the visible accompaniment of 
all spoken meaning. The land, in other words, is the 
sensible site or matrix wherein meaning occurs and 
proliferates. In the absence of writing, we find ourselves 

J’ AI  PENSÉ  ALLER  DANS  LE  GOLFE.
AVEC  LA  POSSIBILITÉ
DE  FILMER  N’ IMPORTE  OÙ. OU  EN  ISRAËL...PUIS  EN  EGYPTE.



(1)      For an auditory 
example of such tuning, 
the reader may wish to 
listen to a compact disc 
entitled Voices of the 
Rainforest (Rykodisk, 
1991), a compilation of 
field recordings of the 
Kaluli people of Papua 
New Guinea made by 
ethnomusicologist Steven 
Feld. The Kaluli people 
sing with birds, with 
insects, with tree frogs 
and tumbling waterfalls, 
with the rain itself. “And 
when the Kaluli sing 
with them, they sing like 
them. Nature is music 
to the Kaluli ears. And 
Kaluli music is naturally 
part of the surrounding 
soundscape. ... In this 
rainforest musical 
ecology, the world really 
is a tuning fork.” The 
songful language of 
the Kaluli is rich with 
onomatopoeic words 
that echo the speech of 
animals as well as mimic 
the diverse swirling, 
bubbling, and plopping 
sounds made by water 
in the rain forest. But 
like all oral languages, 
the participatory songs 
of the Kaluli people are 
now threatened with 
extinction, in this case 
due to the encroachment 
of oil-drilling operations: 
the new voices in the 
forest are those of 
helicopters and drilling 
rigs. See also Steven 
Feld’s book, Sound 
and Sentiment: Birds, 
Weeping, Poetics and 
Song in Kaluli Expression, 
rev. ed. (Philadelphia: 
Temple University Press, 
1991).

(2)      F. Bruce Lamb, 
Wizard of the Upper 
Amazon: The Story of 
Manuel Córdova-Rios, 
(Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin, 1971), pp. 48-49
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situated in the field of discourse as we are embedded in 
the natural landscape; indeed, the two matrices are not 
separable. We can no more stabilize the language and 
render its meanings determinate than we can freeze all 
motion and metamorphosis within the land. 

~

If we listen, first, to the sounds of an oral language—to 
the rhythms, tones, and inflections that play through 
the speech of an oral culture—we will likely find that 
these elements are attuned, in multiple and subtle ways, 
to the contour and scale of the local landscape, to the 
depth of its valleys or the open stretch of its distances, 
to the visual rhythms of the local topography. But the 
human speaking is necessarily tuned, as well, to the 
various nonhuman calls and cries that animate the 
local terrain. Such attunement is simply imperative 
for any culture still dependent upon foraging for its 
subsistence. Minute alterations in the weather, changes 
in the migratory patterns of prey animals, a subtle shift 
in the focus of a predator—sensitivity to such subtleties 
is a necessary element of all oral, subsistence cultures, 
and this sensitivity is inevitably reflected not just in the 
content but in the very shapes and patterns of human 
discourse.(1)

(...)

Through ancestral stories and tales of recent hunts, 
the hunters continually exchange knowledge among 
themselves regarding the nuanced meanings of 
particular calls made by various creatures, a knowledge 
gleaned from ever-renewed encounters with those 
animals in the wild. In many instances knowledge 
of the specific alarm cries of birds and other animals 
alert the human hunters to the presence of dangerous 
predators, like the jaguar, that they themselves must 
avoid. 

A typical example of such interspecies linguistic savvy 
is an encounter reported by a man named Raci to the 
other members of a hunting expedition, including 

Córdova-Rios, as the various hunters lie in their 
hammocks at night, recounting for each other, in detail, 
their individual efforts of the day: 

It was time to start back and I had no game. Just as I 
turned to come back toward camp a small ground-
sleeping tinamou [a type of jungle partridge] sent out 
his sad call, close to where I was, and he was answered 
by another. You know why their evening call is so sad? 
They don’t like to sleep alone and at sunset each one 
wanders around aimlessly calling and calling until an 
answer comes back from somewhere, and then the two 
move closer and closer together, guided by the calls. 
And so they find a sleeping partner. I answered the call 
and found I was between the two birds. So I backed up 
between the buttresses of a big tree where the ground 
could be seen for a good distance in front of me, and 
I started calling the birds to me. You know that it is 
dangerous to call the tinamou without the protection of 
a big tree. The jaguar sometimes comes in answer to the 
call! The tinamou is also his favorite bird.

One bird was nearby and soon had my arrow in his 
body. He fluttered his wings and kicked a few turns, but 
was soon with me at the base of the tree. I broke his leg 
and put a long streak of his blood under each of my eyes 
to bring good luck.(2)

(...)

Córdova-Rios’s narrative provides vivid evidence of 
the extent to which, in the Amazon rain forest, human 
and nonhuman life-worlds interpenetrate and inform 
one another. Analogous forms of interaction may 
be found in every hunting and foraging culture. For 
subsistence hunting, once again, entails that the human 
tribesman enter into a profound sensorial rapport with 
other animals. And this participation, as Córdova-
Rios makes evident, necessarily extends into the vocal 
dimension, wherein animal cries and communicative 
calls are pondered, mimicked, and replied to by 
human hunters, becoming as it were part of the tribal 
vocabulary. Tribespeople traveling through the forest at 

ALLER  EN  ROUMANIE.J’ AI  ISRAËL  À  RÉGLER.
FILMER  À  BERLIN.
LA  QUALITÉ  QUI  EST...NON.  ALLER  À  BERLIN.



(3)      See, for instance, 
the works of Otto 
Jesperson and Roman 
Jacobson cited in chap. 
3, n. 8 . Late in his life, 
Jacobson claimed that 
the reluctance of linguists 
to acknowledge the 
inner significance of 
speech sounds arose 
simply because early 
attempts to document 
this significance had 
failed to dissect the 
speech sounds into their 
most basic constituents. 
Jacobson and Waugh, 
The Sound Shape of 
Language (Bloomington: 
Indiana University Press, 
1979), p. 185.

(4)      A Koyukon elder, 
quoted in Nelson, Make 
Prayers to the Raven, p. 
26..

(5)      The choice 
of cultures here is 
determined both 
by my intention to 
present examples from 
contrasting biotic regions 
as well as by my wish 
to suggest, in the short 
space of a chapter, the 
wildly variant ways in 
which oral languages 
display their earthly 
dependence.
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some distance from one another, for example, often use 
mimicked animal cries and bird calls to communicate 
among themselves, as a means of calling out to each 
other without drawing the attention of certain animals, 
or of rival human bands that might be lingering in the 
area. It would be startling if these constantly employed 
calls, cries, hoots, riffs, and whistles had no influence 
on the everyday speech of the tribe as a whole. On the 
contrary, in the absence of any formal writing system 
that might stabilize the local language and render 
it impervious to the shifting sounds of the animate 
landscape, the spoken discourse of oral, foraging 
peoples remains uniquely responsive to the multiple 
sounds and rhythms of the nonhuman surroundings, 
and especially attuned to the vocal gestures and cries of 
the local animals. 

(...)

Saussure himself, however, denied the possibility 
of such intimacy between language and the land; 
his resolute insistence upon the arbitrariness of the 
relation between spoken sounds and that which they 
signify led him to downplay the influence of mimicry, 
onomatopoeia, and sound symbolism within the life 
of any language. Nevertheless, more recent research on 
the echoic and gestural significance of spoken sounds 
has demonstrated that a subtle sort of onomatopoeia 
is constantly at work in language: certain meanings 
inevitably gravitate toward certain sounds, and vice 
versa.(3) (Every poet is aware of this primordial depth in 
language, whereby particular sensations are invoked by 
the sounds themselves, and whereby the shape, rhythm, 
and texture of particular phrases conjure the expressive 
character of particular phenomena.) 

(...)

All things can hear and understand our speaking, for all 
things are capable of speech. Even the crackling sounds 
made by the new ice on the lakes are a kind of earthly 
utterance, laden with meaning: 

In falltime you’ll hear the lakes make loud, cracking 
noises after they freeze. It means they’re asking for snow 
to cover them up, to protect them from the cold. . .(4)

Such deference in the face of natural elements—the 
clear sense that the animate terrain is not just speaking 
to us but also listening to us—bears out Merleau-Ponty’s 
thesis of perceptual reciprocity; to listen to the forest 
is also, primordially, to feel oneself listened to by the 
forest, just as to gaze at the surrounding forest is to feel 
oneself exposed and visible, to feel oneself watched by 
the forest. 

(...)

We have begun exploring some evidence for the 
thesis that language, in indigenous oral cultures, 
is experienced not as the exclusive property of 
humankind, but as a property of the sensuous life-
world. We’ve been pondering, that is, some of the ways 
in which the human discourse within indigenous, 
oral communities responds directly to the felt 
expressiveness of other species, of the elements, of the 
intelligent, animate earth. I have drawn some obvious 
examples from an equatorial culture embedded in the 
Amazonian jungle and from a society of the subarctic 
taiga, or boreal forest. Let’s now shift our attention away 
from forests, whether equatorial or subarctic, toward 
the arid, desert ecology of the American  
southwest (...)(5)

The Apache languages are, like Koyukon, part of the 
vast Athapaskan family of languages, but the Apachean 
peoples split off from the northern Athapaskans around 
one thousand years ago, and eventually established 
themselves in the American Southwest. In turning 
from Koyukon culture to Apache culture, we move 
from an indigenous community that, by virtue of 
its semiarctic location, has until recently been well 
insulated from the full impact of European civilization, 
to a native society that, at least since being confined to 
the Fort Apache Indian Reservation in 1872, has been 

PARTAGER...C’ EST  SI  DUR  À  EXPRIMER... DES  ÉCLAIRS  DEET  AIMER  COMME  ÇA,



(6)      Keith Basso, 
‘“Stalking with Stories’: 
Names, Places, and 
Moral Narratives Among 
the Western Apaches” 
(henceforth Basso, 
“Stalking”) in Daniel 
Halpern, ed., On Nature: 
Nature, Landscape, and 
Natural History (San 
Francisco: North Point 
Press, 1987). 

(7)      Ibid., p. 101.

(8)      Ibid., pp. 105-6. 
See also Keith H . Basso, 
‘“Speaking with Names’: 
Language and Landscape 
Among the Western 
Apache” (henceforth 
Basso, “Speaking”), in 
Cultural Anthropology, 
May 1988, p. 111.
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surrounded and circumscribed by an ever-expanding 
population of European settlers. Yet the Apache, despite 
multiple generations of confrontation, confinement, 
and forced assimilation, have retained many of their 
distinct lifeways and linguistic practices. Keith Basso 
is a linguistic anthropologist who has worked with the 
Western Apache from 1959 until the present, living 
intermittently at Cibecue (from the Apache phrase 
deeschii’bikoh—“valley with elongated red bluffs”), a 
village of about eleven hundred people that has been 
inhabited by the Apache for centuries. 

As he became conversant in the Apache language, 
and attuned to the rhythms of life in the village, 
Basso began to notice the remarkable frequency with 
which place-names typically arise in Western Apache 
discourse.(6) The Apache seem to take great pleasure 
simply in uttering the native names of various locations 
within the Cibecue valley. For instance, while stringing 
a fence with two Apache cowboys, Basso noticed one of 
them talking quietly to himself. When he listened more 
closely, Basso discovered that the man was reciting a 
long series of place-names—“punctuated only by spurts 
of tobacco juice”—that went on for almost ten minutes. 
Later, when Basso asked him what he’d been doing, the 
man replied that he often “talked names” to himself.  
“I like to,” he told the anthropologist. “I ride that way 
i n my mind. ” Another Apache told Basso that his 
people like to pronounce place-names “because those 
names are good to say .”(7)

The evident pleasure derived from saying these names 
is clearly linked to the precision with which Apache 
place-names depict the actual places that they name. 
Basso himself mapped 104 square kilometers in and 
around Cibecue, and within this area recorded the 
Apache names of 296 locations. He found that all but 
a few of these place-names take the form of complete 
sentences, each name invoking its place through a 
succinct yet precise visual description. Here are a few 
such names: “big cottonwood trees stand spreading 
here and there”; “coarse textured rocks lie above in a 

compact cluster”; “water flows down on top of a regular 
succession of flat rocks .”(8) Upon pronouncing, or 
hearing, such a name, Apache persons straightaway feel 
themselves in the presence of that place; hence, when 
reciting a series of place-names, the Apache experience 
themselves “traveling in their minds.”

(...)

Basso makes evident here the central importance of 
place in the Western Apache experience of phenomena. 
Yet he provides no indication of why the Apache should 
put so much more stress on geographical location than 
we do. Surely for non-native persons, as well, “all things 
that happen must happen somewhere.” Yet most of us 
do not insist on identifying the precise location of every 
event we hear about. Why, then, do the Apache, and 
native cultures in general, give so much importance to 
places? 

The answer should by now be obvious. To members 
of a non-writing culture, places are never just passive 
settings. Remember that in oral cultures the human 
eyes and ears have not yet shifted their synaesthetic 
participation from the animate surroundings to the 
written word. Particular mountains, canyons, streams, 
boulder-strewn fields, or groves of trees have not yet 
lost the expressive potency and dynamism with which 
they spontaneously present themselves to the senses. 
A particular place in the land is never, for an oral 
culture, just a passive or inert setting for the human 
events that occur there. It is an active participant in 
those occurrences. Indeed, by virtue of its underlying 
and enveloping presence, the place may even be felt to 
be the source, the primary power that expresses itself 
through the various events that unfold there. 

(...)

In Australia, then, among the least technological of 
human cultures, we find the most intimate possible 
relation between land and human language. Language 
here is inseparable from song and story, and the songs 

QU’ ON  SENT
SUR  LES  POILS  DES  BRAS.CHALEUR  RAYONNANTE...   ASSISTER  À  SA  PROPRE...SUR  LES  JOUES.
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82.

(10)      Bruce Chatwin, 
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and stories, in turn, are inseparable from the shapes 
and features of the land. The chanting of any part 
of a song cycle links the human singer to one of the 
animals or plants or powers within the landscape, 
to Crocodile Man or Pandanus Tree Woman or 
Thunderstorm Man—to whatever more-than-human 
being first chanted those verses as he or she wandered 
across the dreaming earth. But it also binds the human 
singer to the land itself, to the specific hills, rocks, and 
streambeds that are the visible correlate of those sung 
stanzas. 

The lived affinity between language and the land is well 
illustrated by an anecdote that American poet Gary 
Snyder tells, from a visit that he made to Australia 
in the fall of 1981. Snyder was traveling through 
part of the central desert in the back of a pickup 
truck, accompanied by a Pintupi elder named Jimmy 
Tjungurrayi. As the truck rolled down the road, the old 
aborigine began to speak very rapidly to Snyder, telling 
him a Dreamtime story about some Wallaby people and 
their encounter with some Lizard girls at a mountain 
they could see from the road. As soon as that story 
ended, he launched into 

another story about another hill over here and another 
story over there. I couldn’t keep up. I realized after about 
half an hour of this that these were tales meant to be told 
while walking, and that I was experiencing a speeded-up 
version of what might be leisurely told over several days 
of foot travel .(9)

A similar tale is told by Chatwin. He was traveling 
in a Land Cruiser with several friends, including an 
Aboriginal man nicknamed Limpy whom they were 
driving to a particular place on his songline. Limpy, 
whose clan Ancestor was the Native Cat, or tjilpa (a 
small marsupial with a long, banded tail), had never 
been to this place along the Native Cat songline, yet 
he now wished to go there in order to see some distant 
relatives who were dying there. During the course 
of seven hours driving through the back country, 

bumping across shallow rivers and under gum trees, 
the Aboriginal man sat motionless in the front seat, 
squeezed between the driver, Arkady, and another 
passenger, except for a short burst of action when the 
truck crossed part  of his songline. Later, 

[w]e came to the confluence of two streams: that is, we 
met the stream we had crossed higher up on the main 
road. This lesser stream was the route of the Tjilpa Men, 
and we were joining it at right angles. 

As Arkady turned the wheel to the left, Limpy bounced 
into action. Again he shoved his head through both 
windows. His eyes rolled wildly over the rocks, the cliffs, 
the palms, the water. His lips moved at the speed of a 
ventriloquist’s and, through them, came a rustle: the 
sound of wind through branches. 

Arkady knew at once what was happening. Limpy had 
learnt his Native Cat couplets for walking pace, at four 
miles an hour, and we W’ere travelling at twenty-five. 

Arkady shifted into bottom gear, and we crawled along 
no faster than a walker. Instantly, Limpy matched his 
tempo to the new speed. He was smiling. His head 
swayed to and fro. The sound became a lovely melodious 
swishing; and you knew that, as far as he was concerned, 
he was the Native Cat. . .(10)

(...) This correspondence between the speaking voice 
and the animate landscape is an intensely felt affinity, 
a linkage of immense import for the survival of the 
people. In a land as dry as the Australian out back, 
where rainfall is always uncertain, the ability to move in 
response to climatic changes is indispensable. An oral 
Dreaming cycle, practically considered, is a detailed set 
of instructions for moving through the country, a safe 
way through the arid landscape.

(...)

The Dreaming songs, in other words, provide an 

ÊTRE  UTILE,
VRAIMENT  À  QUI  QUE  CE  SOIT.

ÉVOLUTION  DANS  LA  VIE,
ET  QUE  ÇA  PUISSE

LA  PORTE  DE  BRANDEBOURG,
LA  RUE  DU  MUR.DES  TRACES  DE  LEUR  PASSÉ.



(11)      The gender 
specificity here is 
intentional: almost all 
orators were men. 

(12)      Frances A. Yates, 
The Art of Memory 
(Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1966).

David Abram
In the Landscape of 
Language, pp. 137-179, 
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auditory mnemonic (or memory tool)—an oral means 
of recalling viable routes through an often harsh terrain. 

Yet there is another mnemonic structure at work in 
the Dreaming. The two anecdotes cited above—both 
of them occurring in moving automobiles—indicate 
that the telling of specific stories or the chanting of 
particular songs is itself prompted by the sensible 
encounter with specific sites. Just as the song structure 
carries the memory of how to orient in the land, so the 
sight of particular fea tures in the land activates the 
memory of specific songs and stories. The landscape 
itself, then, provides a visual mnemonic, a set of visual 
cues for remembering the Dreamtime stories. 

The importance of this second mnemonic relation 
becomes apparent as soon as we acknowledge that 
the songs and stories carry much more than a set of 
instructions for moving through the terrain. While 
the topographic function of the songs is obviously 
of immense importance, the songs and stories also 
provide the codes of behavior for the community; they 
suggest, through multiple examples, how to act, or how 
not to act, in particular situations.

(...)

One of the strong claims of this book is that the 
synaesthetic association of visible topology with 
auditory recall—the intertwining of earthly place 
with linguistic memory—is common to almost all 
indigenous, oral cultures. It is, we may suspect, a 
spontaneous propensity of the human organism—one 
that is radically transformed, yet not eradicated, by 
alphabetic writing. 

Indeed, even within European culture there is a 
celebrated example of this propensity, albeit in a 
thoroughly altered form. In her justly famous book, The 
Art of Memory, Frances Yates describes the mnemonic 
technique utilized by the classical orators of Greece and 
Rome to remember their long speeches (a technique 
regularly practiced by rhetoricians up until the spread 

of typographic texts during the late Renaissance). The 
orator would imagine an elaborate palace, filled with 
diverse halls and rooms and intricate structural details. 
He would then envision himself walking through this 
palace, and would deposit at various places within the 
rooms a sequence of imagined objects associated with 
the different parts of his planned speech.(11) Thereafter, 
to recall the entire speech in its correct sequence and 
detail, the orator had only to envision himself once 
again walking the same route through the halls and 
rooms of the memory palace: each locus encountered 
on his walk would remind him of the specific phrase 
to be spoken or the particular topic to be addressed at 
that point within the discourse. Rather than striving 
to memorize the composed speech on its own, the 
orator found it much easier, and certainly much 
safer, to correlate the diverse parts of the speech to 
diverse places within an imaginary structure, within 
an envisioned topology through which he could 
imaginatively stroll .(12)

(...)

Given this radical interdependence between the spoken 
stories and the sensible landscape, the ethnographic 
practice of writing down oral stories, and subsequently 
disseminating them in published form, must be seen as 
a peculiar form of violence, wherein the stories are torn 
from the visible landforms and topographic features 
that materially embody and provoke those stories.

(...)

For the Amahuaca, the Koyukon, the Western Apache, 
and the diverse Aboriginal peoples of Australia—as for 
numerous indigenous, oral cultures—the coherence of 
human language is inseparable from the coherence of 
the surrounding ecology, from the expressive vitality of 
the more-than-human terrain. It is the animate earth 
that speaks; human speech is but a part of that vaster 
discourse.

BONSOIR.LE  CIMETIÈRE  JUIF  DE  BERLIN-EST. BIEN,  ET  VOUS  ?CA  VA  ?  
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Le tissage s’est pendant des millénaires effectué 
manuellement, on lançait la navette et le fil à la main 
sur le pas de chaîne.

Nous avons filmé ceci dans un atelier de travaux 
manuels pour enfants handicapés. Il s’agit de 
développer leur oeil, leur main, leur patiente et les 
familiariser avec le monde et le gestes du travail.

Voici la navette volante de Kay, de 1733. Ce dispositif 
permettait au tisserand de travailler deux fois plus 
vite. Les tisserands que cette invention mettait au 
chômage envahirent l’atelier de l’inventeur John Kay et 
détruisirent les machines, seul un hasard permit qu’il 
en réchappât.

Manteau trouvé sur le cadavre d’un homme de l’âge du 
fer conservé dans une tourbière de Basse-Saxe.

Le tissage fut la première branche d’activité à être 
presque entièrement mécanisée. 

Un morceau de tissu est un entrelacs régulier, une grille 
de noeuds récurrents.

On appelle « armure » le mode de disposition des fils, 
une étoffe se définit par son « armure ».

Cette « armure » s’appelle une serge.

Tissu se dit « fabric » en anglais. 

(…)

Le capitalisme et la grande industrie ont pris leur essor 
avec le tissage. 

Un tissu est simple, régulier, et sans fin. La régularité du 
tissu couvre de honte la main mal assuré de l’ouvrier : 
l’ouvrier doit être remplacé.

Carton perforé pour métier Jacquard, une machine 
permettant de tisser des motifs. Le métier fonctionne 
avec des cartes perforées, qui trouvent aussi leur emploi 
dans les machines à calculer.

L’arithmétique commande le travail manuel. 

L’origine de la machine à calculer dans le tissage. 

Le précurseur du métier Jacquard – 1728 – pouvait 
tisser des motifs et des images. Jacquard construit 
un métier de 28 m de haut sur lequel il fit tisser son 
portrait. les tiges métalliques tombent ou ne tombent 
pas dans les perforations, exposant ou n’exposant pas 
l’étoffe à telle ou telle couleur.

Le tissage n’est pas éloigné du calcul.  
« Incontestablement la fabrique des pensée  
est comme un métier de tisserand, où  
un mouvement du pied agite des milliers de fils  
qui font monter, descendre la navette,  
les fils glissent invisibles,  
mille noeuds sont formés d’un seul coup. »

Méphisto, déguisé en professeur, s’adresse ainsi à un 
étudiant. Il parle de la mécanisation de la pensée par la 
logique.

Le métier Jacquard décompose l’image en points et 
aligne les points rang sur rang, exactement comme 
l’écran de télévision interprète l’image. 

(…)

Un constat mérite qu’on y insiste : la machine à calculer 
est née du tissage dès le moment qu’on a cru devoir 
tisser une image. Rien n’a mieux que le calcul repoussé 
l’image dans les marges.

L’image et le mot écrit se sont affrontés quelques 
milliers d’années, sans remarquer qu’une troisième 
force se développait, qui ne tarderait pas à les miner. 
Appelons cette troisième force le calcul.

Toute histoire d’une civilisation, si succinte soit-elle, 
indique que l’homme, comme les autres animaux 
vertébrés et articulés, est incapable d’une rotations à 
360º.

Le filage est donc historiquement une réalisation 

ELLE  EST  JUIVE  ?  QUE  FAITES-VOUS  ICI  ?  VOUS  NE  LE  SAVIEZ  PAS  ?
JE  L’ AI  APPRIS
IL  Y  A  UN  AN  SEULEMENT.
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de première importance : l’homme à vertèbres et 
articulations tourne de courtes fibres, qui forment un fil 
dont il fait une pelote.

Le mouvement rotatif est un préalable a servi de 
modèle à la rotation continue du filage.

On dit aussi : le mouvement des planètes a servi de 
modèle à la rotation continue du filage.

Je préfère le dire ainsi : c’est parce qu’ils avaient le 
fuseau, que les hommes ont compris la révolution des 
planètes.

(...)Today the site has been substituted for 
extension which itself had replaced emplacement. The 
site is defined by relations of proximity between points 
or elements; formally, we can describe these relations 
as series, trees, or grids. Moreover, the importance of 
the site as a problem in contemporary technical work is 
well known: the storage of data or of the intermediate 
results of a calculation in the memory of a machine, 
the circulation of discrete elements with a random 
output (automobile traffic is a simple case, or indeed 
the sounds on a telephone line); the identification of 
marked or coded elements inside a set that may be 
randomly distributed, or may be arranged according to 
single or to multiple classifications.

In a still more concrete manner, the problem of 
siting or placement arises for mankind in terms of 
demography. This problem of the human site or living 
space is not simply that of knowing whether there will 
be enough space for men in the world—a problem that 
is certainly quite important—but also that of knowing 
what relations of propinquity, what type of storage, 
circulation, marking, and classification of human 
elements should be adopted in a given situation in 
order to achieve a given end. Our epoch is one in which 
space takes for us the form of relations among sites. 

(...)

The space in which we live, which draws us out of 
ourselves, in which the erosion of our lives, our time 
and our history occurs, the space that claws and gnaws 
at us, is also, in itself, a heterogeneous space. In other 
words, we do not live in a kind of void, inside of which 
we could place individuals and things. We do not live 
inside a void that could be colored with diverse shades 
of light, we live inside a set of relations that delineates 
sites which are irreducible to one another and 
absolutely not superimposable on one another.

Of course one might attempt to describe these different 
sites by looking for the set of relations by which a given 

NON,  JE  L’ AI  DÉCOUVERT
QUAND  QUELQUES...  PAS  DES  AMISON  VOUS  L’ AVAIT  CACHÉ  ?  INCROYABLE.DES  GENS  QU’ ELLE  CONNAISSAIT...
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site can be defined. For example, describing the set of 
relations that define the sites of transportation, streets, 
trains (a train is an extraordinary bundle of relations 
because it is something through which one goes, it is 
also something by means of which one can go from 
one point to another, and then it is also something that 
goes by). One could describe, via the cluster of relations 
that allows them to be defined, the sites of temporary 
relaxation—cafes, cinemas, beaches. Likewise one could 
describe, via its network of relations, the closed or 
semi-closed sites of rest—the house, the bedroom, the 
bed, et cetera. But among all these sites, I am interested 
in certain ones that have the curious property of being 
in relation with all the other sites, but in such a way 
as to suspect, neutralize, or invent the set of relations 
that they happen to designate, mirror, or reflect. These 
spaces, as it were, which are linked with all the others, 
which however contradict all the other sites, are of two 
main types.

Heterotopias

First there are the utopias. Utopias are sites with no 
real place. They are sites that have a general relation of 
direct or inverted analogy with the real space of Society. 
They present society itself in a perfected form, or else 
society turned upside down, but in any case these 
utopias are fundamentally unreal spaces.

There are also, probably in every culture, in every 
civilization, real places—places that do exist and that 
are formed in the very founding of society— which 
are something like counter-sites, a kind of effectively 
enacted utopia in which the real sites, all the other 
real sites that can be found within the culture, are 
simultaneously represented, contested, and inverted. 
Places of this kind are outside of all places, even though 
it may be possible to indicate their location in reality. 
Because these places are absolutely different from all 
the sites that they reflect and speak about, I shall call 
them, by way of contrast to utopias, heterotopias. I 
believe that between utopias and these quite other sites, 

these heterotopias, there might be a sort of mixed, joint 
experience, which would be the mirror. The mirror 
is, after all, a utopia, since it is a placeless place. In the 
mirror, I see myself there where I am not, in an unreal, 
virtual space that opens up behind the surface; I am 
over there, there where I am not, a sort of shadow that 
gives my own visibility to myself, that enables me to 
see myself there where I am absent: such is the utopia 
of the mirror. But it is also a heterotopia in so far as 
the mirror does exist in reality, where it exerts a sort 
of counteraction on the position that I occupy. From 
the standpoint of the mirror I discover my absence 
from the place where I am since I see myself over there. 
Starting from this gaze that is, as it were, directed 
toward me, from the ground of this virtual space that 
is on the other side of the glass, I come back toward 
myself; I begin again to direct my eyes toward myself 
and to reconstitute myself there where I am. The mirror 
functions as a heterotopia in this respect: it makes 
this place that I occupy at the moment when I look at 
myself in the glass at once absolutely real, connected 
with all the space that surrounds it, and absolutely 
unreal, since in order to be perceived it has to pass 
through this virtual point which is over there. 

(...)

Third principle. The heterotopia is capable of 
juxtaposing in a single real place several spaces, several 
sites that are in themselves incompatible. Thus it is that 
the theater brings onto the rectangle of the stage, one 
after the other, a whole series of places that are foreign 
to one another; thus it is that the cinema is a very odd 
rectangular room, at the end of which, on a two-
dimensional screen, one sees the projection of a three-
dimensional space, but perhaps the oldest example of 
these heterotopias that take the form of contradictory 
sites is the garden. We must not forget that in the 
Orient the garden, an astonishing creation that is now 
a thousand years old, had very deep and seemingly 
superimposed meanings. The traditional garden of the 
Persians was a sacred space that was supposed to bring 

TU  N’ AS  PAS  RECONNUJE  VOUS  EN  PRIE,  ALLEZ-Y. L’ AMIE  D’ ANDY  ?  LA  PHOTOGRAPHE  ROUMAINE  ?  
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together inside its rectangle four parts representing the 
four parts of the world, with a space still more sacred 
than the others that were like an umbilicus, the navel 
of the world at its center (the basin and water fountain 
were there); and all the vegetation of the garden was 
supposed to come together in this space, in this sort 
of microcosm. As for carpets, they were originally 
reproductions of gardens (the garden is a rug onto 
which the whole world comes to enact its symbolic 
perfection, and the rug is a sort of garden that can 
move across space). The garden is the smallest parcel 
of the world and then it is the totality of the world. 
The garden has been a sort of happy, universalizing 
heterotopia since the beginnings of antiquity (our 
modern zoological gardens spring from that source).

Fourth principle. Heterotopias are most often linked 
to slices in time—which is to say that they open onto 
what might be termed, for the sake of symmetry, 
heterochronies. The heterotopia begins to function at 
full capacity when men arrive at a sort of absolute break 
with their traditional time. This situation shows us that 
the cemetery is indeed a highly heterotopic place since, 
for the individual, the cemetery begins with this strange 
heterochrony, the loss of life, and with this quasi-
eternity in which her permanent lot is dissolution and 
disappearance.  

From a general standpoint, in a society like ours 
heterotopias and heterochronies are structured and 
distributed in a relatively complex fashion. First of all, 
there are heterotopias of indefinitely accumulating 
time, for example museums and libraries, Museums 
and libraries have become heterotopias in which 
time never stops building up and topping its own 
summit, whereas in the seventeenth century, even at 
the end of the century, museums and libraries were 
the expression of an individual choice. By contrast, 
the idea of accumulating everything, of establishing a 
sort of general archive, the will to enclose in one place 
all times, all epochs, all forms, all tastes, the idea of 
constituting a place of all times that is itself outside 

of time and inaccessible to its ravages, the project of 
organizing in this way a sort of perpetual and indefinite 
accumulation of time in an immobile place, this whole 
idea belongs to our modernity. The museum and the 
library are heterotopias that are proper to western 
culture of the nineteenth century. (...)

Sixth principle. The last trait of heterotopias is that 
they have a function in relation to all the space that 
remains. This function unfolds between two extreme 
poles. Either their role is to create a space of illusion 
that exposes every real space, all the sites inside of 
which human life is partitioned, as still more illusory 
(perhaps that is the role that was played by those 
famous brothels of which we are now deprived). Or 
else, on the contrary, their role is to create a space that 
is other, another real space, as perfect, as meticulous, 
as well arranged as ours is messy, ill constructed, and 
jumbled. This latter type would be the heterotopia, not 
of illusion, but of compensation, and I wonder if certain 
colonies have not functioned somewhat in this manner. 
In certain cases, they have played, on the level of the 
general organization of terrestrial space, the role of 
heterotopias.  (...)

Brothels and colonies are two extreme types of 
heterotopia, and if we think, after all, that the boat 
is a floating piece of space, a place without a place, 
that exists by itself, that is closed in on itself and at 
the same time is given over to the infinity of the sea 
and that, from port to port, from tack to tack, from 
brothel to brothel, it goes as far as the colonies in search 
of the most precious treasures they conceal in their 
gardens, you will understand why the boat has not only 
been for our civilization, from the sixteenth century 
until the present, the great instrument of economic 
development (I have not been speaking of that today), 
but has been simultaneously the greatest reserve of the 
imagination. The ship is the heterotopia par excellence. 
In civilizations without boats, dreams dry up, espionage 
takes the place of adventure, and the police take the 
place of pirates. 

LA  FILLE  AVEC  LA  CAMÉRA  ?  JE  NE  L’ AI  PAS  VUE. “...TUÉ  À  AUSCHWITZ.”ELLE  NOUS  A  VUS  ?
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(1)      C’est une 
résistance (des villages 
francophones des 
Fourons) contre les 
incursions violentes des 
extrémistes flamands 
qui, dans de prétendues 
« promenades », que 
les bourgmestres 
n’interdisent pas 
alors que ce sont 
d’authentiques 
manifestations, d’une 
grande hostilité, et sous 
la protection d’une 
gendarmerie nationale 
belge partisane car 
composée de gendarmes 
flamands, viennent 
les provoquer dans 
leurs villages aux cris, 
en langue flamande, 
de « Rats de wallons, 
prenez votre matelas 
et tirez- vous ». Le film 
intermédiaire de la 
trilogie, Mémoires, 
qui utilise également 
ces images et sons 
documentaires de 1979, 
prend cette question et 
cette période pour sujet.
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Travelling outgrows its motives. It soon 
proves sufficient in itself. You think you are making a 
trip, but soon it is making you—or unmaking you.

~

“Like water, the world ripples across you and for a while 
you take on its colours. Then it recedes, and leaves you 
face to face with the void you carry inside yourself, 
confronting that central inadequacy of soul which you 
must learn to rub shoulders with and to combat, and 
which, paradoxically, may be our surest impetus.”

« Comme une eau, le monde vous traverse et pour 
un temps vous prête ses couleurs. Puis se retire, et 
vous replace devant ce vide qu’on porte en soi, devant 
cette espèce d’insuffisance centrale de l’âme qu’il 
faut bien apprendre à côtoyer, à combattre, et qui, 
paradoxalement, est peut-être notre moteur le plus sûr. »

La trilogie du monde paysan dans le pays de 
Herve (Belgique) réalisée entre 1979 et 2013 par  
Jean-Jacques Andrien (...) nous rappelle, avec grand 
talent, que le geste cinématographique est à la fois un 
geste artistique et un geste politique. 

Les deux films (...) sont, l’un et l’autre, absolument 
contemporains des enjeux, artistiques comme 
politiques, de leur temps respectif de réalisation. 

L’un sera appelé un « documentaire », selon les 
commodes catégorisations en usage, à défaut d’être 
entièrement justes ; et l’autre une « fiction ». 

Mais il faut surtout dire d’emblée que les deux sont 
réalisés par un cinéaste instruit des exigences de la 
modernité cinématographique, celle dont le grand 
cinéaste portugais Manoel de Oliveira justifiait 
la nécessité par l’obligation, qu’il se fixait comme 
programme, de « lutter contre la fatigue du cinéma ». 

Un premier indice nous renseigne déjà, en 1981 (donc 
dès son tout premier film), sur l’inscription de  
Jean-Jacques Andrien dans ce mouvement de la 
modernité cinématographique (européenne au 
moins) de ces années ’70 et ’80 : c’est l’inclusion, dans 
le scénario de Le grand paysage d’Alexis Droeven, 
des images et sons documentaires prélevés dans les 
affrontements de 1979 liés à la résistance des habitants 
des communes francophones des Fourons, dans le nord 
du pays de Herve, contre leur inscription de force dans 
une région d’administration flamande(1).

Le « documentaire » de 2013 (Il a plu sur le grand 
paysage) est une mise en scène de la parole. La 
« fiction » de 1981 (Le grand paysage d’Alexis Droeven) 
est documentée avec le plus grand soin. 

Car Jean-Jacques Andrien pratique un scrupuleux 
et méthodique souci de connaissance des questions 
sociales, économiques, politiques, anthropologiques 
et symboliques qu’il aborde dans ses films, comme il 
pratique le plus grand respect de ses personnages, qu’ils 

NÉ  LE...À  LA  MÉMOIRE  DU  DR  UNTEL.
CERTAINS  SONT...
LEURS  CORPS  NE  SONT  PAS  ICI,

ASSASSINÉ  OU  MORT  EN  JUILLET  1942
À  AUSCHWITZ.



(2)      Au plan, 
notamment, de la 
profondeur de l’héritage 
culturel et symbolique, 
l’agriculteur reste un 
paysan, en dépit de 
l’analyse par Henri 
Mendras, –  néanmoins 
juste et lucide sous de 
nombreux et autres 
critères – , de « la fin des 
paysans » (1967). S’il 
n’en était pas ainsi, les 
agriculteurs de Il a plu sur 
le grand paysage – mais 
plus spécifiquement les 
éleveurs, sans doute, 
comme le souligne, l’une 
d’entre eux, Marylin, qui 
dit toute la satisfaction 
et l’estime de soi que lui 
procure le fait de savoir 
« mener veau à vache » – 
ne seraient pas troublés, 
le plus souvent jusqu’aux 
larmes, dès qu’ils 
abordent la question de 
la transmission du métier 
par leurs parents ou 
celle de la relève (ou de 
la non- relève) par leurs 
enfants. 
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soient joués par des acteurs professionnels (...), ou qu’ils 
assument, devant la caméra de Yorgos Arvanitis et les 
questions (et la prise de son) de Jean-Jacques Andrien, 
ou dans les réunions et manifestations d’agriculteurs, le 
propre rôle d’êtres parlants qu’ils sont dans  
l’existence (...). 

Ceci implique, dans la conception que Jean-Jacques 
Andrien a de l’art du cinéma : 

– Une immersion longue, préalable à la réalisation de 
chaque film, dans le milieu de vie, de travail, de culture 
de celles et ceux qu’il va filmer,  
– Une enquête précise et une connaissance intime des 
problèmes qu’ils affrontent,  
– Et le travail artistique pour faire advenir leur parole 
(Il a plu sur le grand paysage), ou l’écrire (Le grand 
paysage d’Alexis Droeven), y compris sur un des sujets 
les plus sensibles : la question de la transmission, ou de 
la non transmission, non seulement de la terre agricole 
familiale, mais des savoir- faire du métier de « fermier » 
(comme on dit dans le pays de Herve), du métier de 
paysan, ou d’agriculteur(2). 

Dès lors, le cinéma de Jean-Jacques Andrien est un 
cinéma du lieu, et non seulement un cinéma du temps 
– ce qu’il est aussi, bien sûr, Andrien étant de ce cinéma 
de « l’image- temps » tel qu’il fut identifié par Deleuze.

Et c’est ainsi que la singularité des lieux (ici, un territoire 
aussi spécifique que peut l’être un bocage à vocation 
d’élevage et de production laitière) comme la singularité 
des personnes (avec des vies aussi particulières que 
celles d’éleveurs et producteurs laitiers) qui y sont filmés 
atteint l’universalité, et nous ouvre à la pensée sur l’état 
de notre monde contemporain, de tout notre monde 
contemporain, à partir d’un bilan autant sensible que 
rigoureux de l’état (c’est- à- dire de l’impasse) de son 
agriculture, l’agriculture qui fut proposée comme 
modèle productiviste par les politiques nationales et 
européennes il y a maintenant environ 50 ou 60 ans. 

C’est un cinéma qui, sachant donner la parole, ouvre les 

voies sensibles d’une véritable pensée. 

Et ouvre ces voies à tous : cela vaut pour les gens des 
champs comme pour les gens des villes, à un moment 
où les agriculteurs d’aujourd’hui, pourtant exposés 
ni plus ni moins à la survie, sont au risque d’être 
dissimulés à la conscience des gens des villes, derrière 
la dimension des surfaces qu’ils exploitent, celle de 
leurs bâtiments d’élevage, de leurs tracteurs, de leurs 
investissements (et de leur endettement), ainsi que 
la taille atteinte par les puissantes agro- industries 
auxquelles, à leur corps défendant, il leur faut trop 
souvent destiner leur production.

C’est un cinéma résolument contemporain, qui 
renouvelle littéralement (et c’est autant vrai, à chaque 
fois dans deux conjonctures européennes et mondiales 
différentes, en 2013 pour Il a plu sur le grand paysage 
qu’en 1981 pour Le grand paysage d’Alexis Droeven) 
une tradition cinématographique qui a trop souvent 
représenté, et représente encore trop souvent, la 
paysannerie et la ruralité comme un monde perdu, 
entretenant en nous mélancolie et nostalgie à leur 
égard (de cette tradition- là, il conviendrait notamment 
d’excepter, en France, Georges Rouquier, pour 
Biquefarre, en 1983, prolongeant son Farrebique de 
1946 : autre exemple de retour, une trentaine d’années 
plus tard, sur les lieux du premier film ; les grands 
cinéastes de la paysannerie et de la ruralité « reviennent 
sur les lieux », non du crime, mais du geste artistique 
du premier film).

C’est un cinéma qui nous montre des hommes et des 
femmes lucides sur leur propre situation, et en ce sens 
des résistants : des penseurs de leur propre situation, et 
des penseurs du monde qui les entoure, qui les encercle, 
ce monde qui fait en même temps cette situation. 

Ces agriculteurs du pays de Herve et du cinéma de 
Jean-Jacques Andrien, ces agriculteurs d’aujourd’hui, 
si capables d’auto- réflexivité sur les chemins que, 
dans un système complexe et puissant d’incitations et 

HISTOIRES  POSSIBLES...MAIS  LEUR  SOUVENIR... DANS  CE  BOURBIEROU  HISTOIRES  PAS  POSSIBLES.



Jacques Lemière
Introduction à « Le grand 
paysage – Une soirée du 
monde paysan », et à la 
projection de Il a plu sur 
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2016

Jules Supervielle
Gravitations, p. 19, 1925
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d’injonctions, on les a conduits à emprunter, –  mais 
chemins qu’ils ont aussi eux- mêmes empruntés, et 
dont l’impasse actuelle les oblige à faire le bilan –, ont 
une telle intelligence à porter vers nous, spectateurs 
de toute condition, quelle que soit notre histoire et 
notre relation propres à l’agriculture et à la ruralité ... et 
Jean-Jacques Andrien sait si bien, par les moyens de son 
art cinématographique, porter jusqu’à nous leur parole 
et leur intelligence, que nous voilà, nous, spectateurs, 
portés par la capacité de pensée de ces gens et par 
la capacité de pensée d’un tel cinéma : d’un tel geste 
cinématographique. 

Trop d’espace nous étouffe beaucoup plus que 
s’il n’y en avait pas assez.

~

A cause même d’un excès de cheval et de liberté, et 
de cet horizon immuable, en dépit de nos galopades 
désespérées, la pampa prenait pour moi l’aspect d’une 
prison, plus grande que les autres.

MAIS  ÇA,
C’ EST  UNE  HISTOIRE  POSSIBLE.

DE  CE  QUI  NOUS  APPARTIENT
OU  NON. LE  GROPIUS  BAU.

SOUVENT  CE  SOLEIL  ROUGE
LA  NUIT  ET...



Lula Pena
Notas sobre Terra, Hiroatsu Suzuki & Rossana Torres, 2019
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TOUT  CONTRE  LE  MUR,
CONTRE  LA  FRONTIÈRE.UN  MAGNIFIQUE  BÂTIMENT  QUI  ÉTAIT GRAND-PÈREIL  EST  VRAIMENT  SALOPÉ.



Eugène Minkowski
Vers une cosmologie,  
pp. 163-64, 1936
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« Un soir tranquillement blotti sous 
un figuier, je regardais une étoile avec cette précoce 
passion curieuse qui saisit les enfants et à laquelle ma 
précoce mélancolie ajoutait une sorte d’intelligence 
sentimentale... Elle (la gouvernante) feignit de me 
chercher et m’appela, je répondis ; elle vint au figuier ou 
elle savait que j’étais.

– Que faites-vous donc là ? me dit-elle.
– Je regardais une étoile.
– Vous ne regardiez pas une étoile, dit ma mère 

qui nous écoutait du haut de son balcon ; connait-on 
l’astronomie à votre âge ? » (BALZAC. Le lys dans la 
vallée).

Certes, à six ans on ne fait pas d’astronomie,  mais 
on peut regarder une étoile avec « cette passion 
curieuse qui saisit les enfants » et à laquelle une 
« précoce mélancolie » peut encore ajouter « une sorte 
d’intelligence sentimentale ». D’ailleurs à tout âge ne 
nous arrive-t-il pas de regarder une étoile et d’y trouver 
un charme particulier, reflet de tout un côté de notre 
être ? 

Deux manières de regarder une étoile s’affrontent dans 
la scène décrite plus haut : l’une, scientifique, dans une 
objectivité rigoureuse, ne veut voir les faits et les choses 
que dans leur « matérialité », l’autre, « poétique », ne 
s’impose aucune barrière et laisse le regard s’en aller 
vers l’infini pour découvrir dans chaque objet tout 
un monde. L’erreur de la mère consiste à méconnaître 
cette deuxième manière. Elle nous dévoile une lacune 
dans son âme et détermine en nous un mouvement de 
recul. L’astronome lui-même n’en ferait pas autant ; à ses 
heures perdues, il saura regarder les étoiles en poète, et 
qui sait si ce n’est pas cet élan poétique vers l’infini qui 
l’aura poussé jadis vers l’astronomie. 

La science ne connaît que la première attitude. Elle 
a pour domaine les faits nus et froids, privés de tout 
revêtement poétique. Sa progression constante est un 
témoignage suffisant du bien-fondé de sa méthode.

La science de l’âme prétend en faire autant. Comme 
l’astronomie et la physique, elle aussi veut s’en tenir aux 
faits « matériels », rien qu’aux faits. Et, sans se soucier 
de la vraie nature de la vie mentale, ces faits, elle les 
coulera sur le moule des faits du monde extérieur, elle 
les forgera même sur ce modèle si elle n’arrive pas à les 
trouver. C’est ainsi qu’elle centre sur le fait observable 
sa notion fondamentale, celle de la perception, c’est 
ainsi aussi que sous le nom de « subjectif » elle recueille 
tout ce que les « sciences » laissent, dès le début et 
pour arriver à leurs fins, comme une sorte de résidu, 
sur leur route. De là ces bribes comme les sensations, 
les sentiments élémentaires, le  volitions particulières, 
et même les individus isolés, auxquelles on prétend 
réduire, toujours au nom de la « science », la vie 
spirituelle de l’homme et de l’univers.»

REGARDEZ-LE,
COMME  UNE  SORTE  DE...DU  GROPIUS  DU  BAUHAUS. DE  L’ ANTIQUITÉ,  DES  CLASSIQUES.ILS  AVAIENT  UN  SENS
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L’univers tout entier est composé de 
systèmes stellaires. Pour les créer, la nature n’a que 
cent corps simples à sa disposition. Malgré le parti 
prodigieux qu’elle sait tirer de ces ressources et le chiffre 
incalculable de combinaisons qu’elles permettent à sa 
fécondité, le résultat est nécessairement un nombre fini, 
comme celui des éléments eux-mêmes, et pour remplir 
l’étendue, la nature doit répéter à l’infini chacune de ses 
combinaisons originales ou types.

Tout astre, quel qu’il soit, existe donc en nombre infini 
dans le temps et dans l’espace, non pas seulement sous 
l’un de ses aspects, mais tel qu’il se trouve à chacune 
des secondes de sa durée, depuis la naissance jusqu’à 
la mort. Tout les êtres répartis à sas surface, grands ou 
petits, vivants ou inanimés, partagent le privilège de 
cette pérennité.

La terre est l’un de ces astres. Tout être humain est donc 
éternel dans chacune des secondes de son existence. 
Ce que j’écris en ce moment dans un cachot du fort du 
Taureau, je l’ai écrit et je l’écrirai pendant l’éternité, sur 
une table, avec une plume, sous des habits, dans des 
circonstances toutes semblables. Ainsi de chacun.

Toutes ces terres s’abîment, l’une après l’autre, dans les 
flammes rénovatrices, pour en renaître et y retomber 
encore, écoulement monotone d’un sablier qui se 
retourne et se vide éternellement lui-même. C’est du 
nouveau toujours vieux, et du vieux toujours nouveau.

Les curieux de vie ultra-terrestre pourront cependant 
sourire à une conclusion mathématique qui leur 
octroie, non pas seulement l’immortalité, mais 
l’éternité ? Le nombre de nos sosies est infini dan le 
temps et dans l’espace. En conscience, on ne peut guère 
exiger davantage. Ces sosies sont en chair et en os, voire 
en pantalon et paletot, en crinoline et en chignon. Ce n 
sont point là des fantômes, c’est de l’actualité éternisée.

Voici néanmoins un grand défaut : il n’y a pas de 
progrès. Hélas ! non, ce sont des rééditions vulgaires, 

des redites. Tels les exemplaires des mondes passés, tels 
ceux des mondes futurs. Seul, le chapitre de bifurcation 
reste ouvert à l’espérance. N’oublions pas que tout ce 
qu’on aurait pu être ici-bas, on l’est quelque part ailleurs.

Ici-bas le progrès n’est que pour nos neveux. Ils ont plus 
de chance que nous. Toutes les belles choses que verra 
notre globe, nos futurs descendants les ont déjà vues, 
les voient en ce moment et les verront toujours, bien 
entendu, sous la forme de sosies qui les ont précédés et 
qui les suivront. Fils d’une humanité meilleur, ils nous 
ont déjà bien bafoués et bien conspués sur les terres 
mortes, en y passant après nous. Ils continuent à nous 
fustiger sur ls terres vivantes d’où nous avons disparu, et 
nous poursuivront à jamais de leur mépris sur les terres 
à naître.

Eux et nous, et tous les hôtes de notre planète, nous 
renaissons prisonniers du moment et du lieu que 
les destins nous assignent dans la série des avatars. 
Notre pérennité est un appendice de la sienne. Nous 
ne sommes que des phénomènes partiels de ses 
résurrections. Hommes du XIXe siècle, l’heure de nos 
apparitions est fixée à jamais, et nous ramène toujours 
les mêmes, tout au plus avec la perspective de variantes 
heureuses. Rien là pour flatter beaucoup la soif du 
mieux. Qu’y faire ? Je n’ai point cherché mon plaisir, j’ai 
cherché la vérité. Il n’y a ici ni révélation, ni prophète, 
mais une simple déduction de l’analyse spectrale et de 
la cosmogonie de Laplace. Ces deux découvertes nous 
font éternels. Est-ce une aubaine ? Profitons-en. Est-ce 
une mystification ? Résignons-nous.

Mais n’est-ce point une consolation de se savoir 
constamment, sur des milliards de terres, en compagnie 
des personnes aimée qui ne sont plus aujourd’hui pour 
nous qu’un souvenir ? En est-ce une autre, en revanche, 
de penser qu’on a goûté et qu’on goûtera éternellement 
ce bonheur, sous la figure d’un sosie, de milliards de 
sosies ? C’est pourtant bien nous. Pour beaucoup de 
petits esprits, ces félicités de substitution manquent 
un peu d’ivresse. Ils préféraient à tous les duplicata 

OBJETS  HACHÉS,  BRISÉS...RUES  DU  MUR  ! MUR  !PEINT...



Louis-Auguste 
Blanqui
L’éternité par les astres, 
1872

(1)      Donald Worster, 
“Nature’s economy: A 
History of Ecological 
Ideas”, 1977.

(2)      Os marcadores 
científicos para a análise 
do Antropoceno passam 
pelo cruzamento de 
dados naturais (aumento 
da emissão de gases de 
carbono, aumento do 
nível dos mares, aumento 
global da temperatura, 
aumento da velocidade 
do degelo, aumento da 
extinção das espécies 
e da acidificação dos 
oceanos, etc.) com dados 
humanos (aumento da 
população humana, 
aumento do PIB, etc.), 
criando o fenómeno 
que hoje é denominado 
pelos cientistas de 
Grande Aceleração e 
que se terá feito notar a 
partir dos anos 50. Esses 
efeitos antrópicos no 
clima seriam, em grande 
parte, irreversíveis, como 
aponta o Anthropocene 
Working Group (AWG) da 
Comissão Internacional 
de Estratigrafia que 
tem vindo a estudar o 
fenómeno. Para saber 
mais sobre o AWG, 
consultar: https://www.nature.
com/ 
articles/541289n?fotxrotcall 

back=true.
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de l’infini trois ou quatre années de supplément dans 
l’édition courante. On est âtre au cramponnement, dans 
notre siècle de désillusions et de scepticisme.

Au fond, elle est mélancolique cette éternité de l’homme 
par les astres, et plus triste encore cette séquestration 
des mondes-frères par l’inexorable barrière de l’espace. 
Tant de populations identiques qui passent sans avoir 
soupçonné leur mutuelle existence ! Si, bien. On la 
découvre enfin au XIXe siècle. Mais qui voudra y 
croire ? 

Et puis jusqu’ici, le passé pour nous représentait la 
barbarie, et l’avenir signifiait progrès, science, bonheur, 
illusion ! Ce passé a vu sur tous nos globes-sosies les 
plus brillantes civilisations disparaître, sans laisser 
une trace, et elles disparaîtront encore sans en laisser 
davantage. L’avenir reverra sur des milliards de terres 
les ignorance, les sottises de nos vieux âges !

A l’heure présente, la vie entière de notre planète, 
depuis la naissance jusqu’à la mort, se détaille, jour 
par jour, sur des myriade d’astres-frères, avec tous ses 
crimes et ses malheurs. Ce que nous appelons le progrès 
est claquemuré sur chaque terre, et s’évanouit avec elle. 
Toujours et partout, dans le camp terrestre, le même 
drame, le même décor, sur la même scène étroite, une 
humanité bruyante, infatuée de sa grandeur, se croyant 
l’univers et vivant dans sa prison comme dans une 
immensité, pour sombre bientôt avec le globe qui a 
porté dans le plus profond dédain, le fardeau de son 
orgueil. Même monotonie, même immobilisme dans les 
astres étrangers. L’univers se répète sans fin et piaffe sur 
place. L’éternité joue imperturbablement dans l’infini les 
mêmes représentations.

O verbo a-terrar é a ação de regressar à 
terra, de pousar ou de assentar. Aterram os aviões que 
perscrutam o céu mas também as naves que orbitam, 
como os astros, no espaço mais amplo do céu, isto é, o 
cosmos. Propõe-se aqui pensar alguns trabalhos através 
desse gesto aparentemente simples das formas que 
aterram, que regressam e tocam a terra, lembrando que 
esse ato relaciona os corpos que quiseram distanciar-
se – construindo técnicas de sobrevoo e distanciamento 
– com aquelxs que quiseram/querem aproximar-se 
tocando a terra para nela produzirem a vista de um 
corpo ou antes “the view from a body rather than a 
view from above” (Strathern, 2004: 32). Afinal, aterrar 
também é a perspectiva do sobrevoo pela atração 
gravitacional dos corpos que à terra regressam.

É possivel pensar nesta ideia de aterragem depois 
de olhar por alguns minutos para The Blue Marble, 
a célebre fotografia do Planeta Terra tirada a 7 de 
dezembro de 1972 por Apolo 17, que concebeu a 
possibilidade de visualizar a terra de longe, pairando 
sobre ela. Nesta imagem, que não traz hoje novidade 
a não ser ter-se tornado lugar comum de certa 
perspectiva global e unívoca, o toque é mediado pela 
visão aérea e total que jamais parece aterrar. Podemos 
afirmar que nada ficou igual depois The Blue Marble, 
e lembremos que essa imagem é também o ápice da 
chamada “Era da Ecologia”, como afirmou em sumária 
história da disciplina(1), o historiador Donald Worster. 
Olhar a terra a partir desta perspectiva única – a de 
uma humanidade unificada que constrói os engenhos 
das suas mirações – coincide historicamente com 
o período hoje denominado de Grande Aceleração 
iniciado nos anos 50, com a aceleração de atividades 
antrópicas que produziram a crise ecológica que hoje 
é estudada como Antropoceno(2), ao mesmo tempo 
que cristalizou uma visão holística e aérea do globo 
mediada por imagens. Ou seja, esta visão distanciada 
em que, tal como na técnica de natureza morta, o 
descritor se afasta do objeto representado para o 
poder visualizar, acaba por ser consequente com a 

MARTIN-GROPIUS-BAU...COUPANT  À  TRAVERS  LA  VILLE...
ILS  REPPLONGENT  DANS  CE  PASSÉ
AVEC  TERREUR.UNE  GRANDE  EXPOSITION.
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aceleração dos processos extrativos de recursos naturais 
terrestres, assim como com a perspectiva do planeta 
enquanto entidade que tudo conecta. Para isso, basta 
que lembremos de que James Lovelock se entrega nesta 
década de 70 a pensar o planeta como organismo vivo a 
partir da Hipótese de Gaia:

“When we saw a few years ago those first pictures of the 
Earth from space, we had a glimpse of what it was that 
we were trying to model. That vision of stunning beauty; 
that dappled white and blue sphere stirred us all, no 
matter that by now it is just a visual cliché. The sense of 
reality comes from matching our personal mental image 
of the world with that we perceive by our senses. That is 
why the astronaut’s view of the Earth was so disturbing. 
It showed us just how far from reality we had strayed.” 
(Lovelock, 1988).

Algumas décadas mais tarde, e agora mesmo enquanto 
escrevo este texto na janela do meu computador para 
o mundo em 2019, o planeta Terra já não é uma bola 
azul apaziguada por um olhar totalizante da ideia de 
humanidade. Plástico, satélites mortos, gases de efeitos 
estufa e diferentes formas de contaminação e radiação 
envolvem a visão global e conferem-lhe até certas 
características imersivas.

O planeta agoniza. Toca-se a terra pela prova do seu 
fisiocídio ou de provas geográficas de malformação, 
como a famosa ilha de plástico (The Great Pacific Ocean 
Patch) que cresceu no oceano Pacífico na segunda 
metade do século XX, ou dos crescentes crimes 
ambientais, como o desastre de Mariana (2015) ou de 
Brumadinho (2019) que muitxs levou na enxurrada de 
uma lama mais-que-política.

Embora desapossada do olhar colossal que a navegação 
espacial lhe trouxe nos anos 70, a ideia de humanidade 
enquanto espécie converte-se progressivamente em 
colosso geológico imanente capaz de influenciar ritmos 
cardinais do mundo, ou pelo menos assim é descrito 

o seu alcance. Antropoceno é a época geológica da 
espécie humana, dizem, e a prova são os depósitos 
sedimentares que se originaram a partir dos anos 50 
com os primeiros experimentos nucleares. Ignora-se 
claro que essa “espécie” foi inseminada artificialmente 
pelo casamento normativo e cisgénero da modernidade 
e do colonialismo, e que a visão colossal ainda se crê 
parada de fora e em frente ao globo, mesmo que, a 
bom ver, muitxs chafurdem na lama, em especial xs 
que não foram inclusos dentro dessa ideia unificadora 
de humanidade. Para esse processo, contribuiu a 
dificuldade demonstrada pela filosofia ocidental desde 
o período moderno para abraçar um pensamento 
no mundo, restringindo-se a uma hermenêutica da 
sua própria ficção, que é também a ficção de uma 
espécie humana e da visão de um planeta visto de fora. 
Em A vida das plantas, Emanuelle Coccia refere-se 
mesmo à filosofia ocidental como uma “espécie de 
Dom Quixote dos conhecimentos contemporâneos, 
engajada numa luta imaginária contra projeções do seu 
espírito; ou num Narciso fechado nos espectros de seu 
passado, transformados em suvenires vazios do museu 
provinciano. Forçada a não tratar do mundo mas das 
imagens mais ou menos arbitrárias dele que os homens 
produziram no passado, ela se tornou uma forma de 
ceticismo, amiúde moralizado e reformista” (Coccia, 
2018: 24).

Mas entre a vista de fora e a vista particular, aterrar 
pode ser entendido com um gesto contra-interpretativo 
que desmancha a perspectiva unificadora e tutelar, 
para dar lugar a um saber háptico (aterrar é “tocar” 
a terra), mas também a um saber histórico (aterrar é 
“regressar”), assim produzindo um plano de imanência 
(aterrar é estar imerso na terra, sem distinção entre o 
que age e o que contempla). Mesmo planando, aterra-
se porque se volta a estar em presença, marcando o 
que desapareceu ou o que agoniza. E com o regresso 
ao toque, faz-se proliferar modelos de conexão e 
relação com a própria ideia de humanidade e da terra. 
Questiona-se o fundamento pois busca-se, num amplo 
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conjunto de vistas e toques particulares, tornar inteira 
a diferença e não produzir o todo. Foi nessa associação 
de ideias que tentei escolher alguns trabalhos 
contemporâneos onde a construção de visualidades 
particulares da terra nos convocam a pensar o aterrar 
sem fazer distinção entre “produtos” da cultura e “fatos” 
da natureza. 

Muitos dos trabalhos desta seleção são produzidos 
por artistas contemporâneos indígenas no Brasil ou 
que tratam de direitos indígenas em contraposição os 
modelos extrativistas e globalizantes, parte de uma 
pesquisa mais específica que venho desenvolvendo 
sobre a disputa das perspectivas entre indígenas e 
não-indígenas no contexto do Antropoceno. São 
perspectivas inteiras sem por isso serem totalizantes, 
e que nos convocam a aterrar perante o modelo 
extrativista global. São também contra-visualizações 
mais ou menos definidas da vista totalizante do 
Antropoceno (the blue marble apocalíptica), ao mesmo 
tempo expandindo possibilidades de entender as 
relações e fricções entre o que podemos chamar de 
“natureza” e de “humanidade”, palavras ao longo do 
processo da pesquisa tenderão a perder o seu sentido.

1
O trabalho de Denilson Baniwa(3) é um dos mais 
marcantes no campo da arte indígena contemporânea 
no Brasil. Recentemente, nas conversas organizadas 
pelo 4º Mekukradjá – Círculo de Saberes, no Itaú 
Cultural de São Paulo em Maio de 2019, ouvi Denilson 
dizer que não saberia distinguir claramente a esfera das 
suas produções artísticas da sua ampla ação política 
pelos direitos dos povos indígenas.

No vídeo A-gente Laranja (2019), o artista propõe-se a 
intersectar imagens de ataques químicos a populações 
Guarani-Kaiowá perpetrados por fazendeiros no estado 
do Mato do Grosso do Sul ao longo dos anos 2000, 
com imagens de arquivo de aviões norte-americanos 
sobrevoando e lançando o herbicida Agente Laranja 
em pleno período de Guerra do Vietname. O Agente 

Laranja era usado na década de 70 como desfolhante 
em áreas de floresta para que os soldados americanos 
pudessem aceder mais facilmente aos territórios em 
disputa. Apesar de se saber sobre os efeitos nocivos 
desse herbicida, os ataques químicos atuais às 
populações indígenas no Brasil são realizados sem 
pudor, conectando arquivos e histórias que à partida 
não estariam relacionadas. 

Já na série Natureza morta (2016-2019) Denilson 
apresenta várias vistas áreas da floresta amazónica, que 
normalmente são instrumentalizadas como provas 
visuais do desmatamento galopante da área. Numa 
inversão do sentido primeiro destas imagens, a vista 
área das manchas do desmatamento é manipulada para 
representar a forma de corpos ameaçados, como o da 
onça-pintada ou de um corpo indígena paramentado 
por um cocar. A marcação da ausência aufere aqui 
um sentido duplo e dinâmico: a ameaça aos modos 
de existir indígenas liga-se à biodiversidade em/com 
que co-habitam. Assim, a vista aérea de manchas da 
terra descoberta assalta e consome a visão do verde, e é 
neste entrelaçamento que surge a miração de um corpo 
indígena na mata. A visão extrativa é a visão  de uma 
“natureza morta”, e o jogo de palavras com a técnica 
figurativa não é coincidência, assim como em A-gente 
laranja se joga com a figura fraudulenta do “laranja”, 
aquelxs que ocultam a identidade de criminosos fiscais 
e financeiros.

Em ambos os trabalhos de Denilson Baniwa, A-gente 
Laranja e Natureza Morta, o sobrevoo da terra é 
matéria do regresso e de memória. A vista aérea é 
instrumentalizada como marca de apagamento e 
violência onde coincidem história natural e história 
indígena, pois afinal a história dos corpos indígenas é 
baseada no apagamento de um modo de viver “imerso” 
na terra. Por outras palavras, a vista aérea é prova de 
um regresso à pele da terra onde se inscrevem os traços 
do apagamento.
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No projeto Memória da Terra(4) (2018) , o arquiteto e 
urbanista Paulo Tavares desenvolve uma investigação 
em torno dos problema estético-políticos que certas 
lutas territoriais indígenas convocam, concentrando-
se sobre o deslocamento forçado de aldeias Xavante 
entre os anos 40 e 60 do estado do Mato Grosso. Numa 
configuração de “estação documental” composta por 
fotografias e vídeos (que podem ser ativados igualmente 
através de conferências sobre o projeto), Memória 
da Terra compila imagens aéreas de aldeias Xavante 
anteriores ao deslocamento, feitas pelo SPI (Serviço de 
Proteção ao Índio) ou pelo exército norte-americano, e 
compara-as com imagens atuais onde podem ser vistos 
certos isolados padrões botânicos em arco ou círculo, 
que coincidem com a arquitectura, também ela em arco 
ou circular, típica destes aldeamentos indígenas.  

Vistas de cima, estas manchas verdes isoladas no 
meio de territórios altamente desmatados são como 
que “negativos” das imagens de Natureza Morta de 
Denilson Baniwa: a memória botânica torna-se fato 
histórico ou ruína arquitectónica de uma história de 
ocupação do território. Retoma-se a ideia de que não 
há uma separação clara entre história natural e história 
humana e que a “natureza é o que permite estar no 
mundo, e, inversamente, tudo o que liga uma coisa ao 
mundo faz parte de sua natureza” (Coccia, 2018: 23). 
Esta investigação, levou Paulo Tavares e a associação 
Bö’u Xavante a formalizar uma petição junto do 
IPHAN (Instituto do Património Histórico e Artístico 
Nacional) e da UNESCO para classificação destas 
formações botânicas como património arquitectónico 
da cultura Xavante, assim levando mais longe a ideia 
de projetos anteriores como Selva Jurídica (2015), em 
colaboração com Ursula Biemann, sobre a possibilidade 
de pensar a possibilidade de um “contrato natural” 
(Serres, 1990) em contraposição a um contrato social 
(Rousseau), assim como a necessidade de se pensar 
direitos jurídicos para os chamados não-humanos.

3

Levando a reflexão mais longe (ou mais perto), 
podemos considerar o ato de aterrar sem o recurso de 
vistas aéreas. A série de desenhos do artista macuxi 
Jaider Esbell It was amazon (2016) ligam dados ligados 
à objetificação dos corpos escravizados pelo processo 
colonial ao extrativismo de recursos naturais e à 
contaminação dos territórios indígenas no Brasil. Se 
aterrar é o momento entre o sobrevoo e o regresso 
à terra, aqui coincidem as visões da macro-história 
do colonialismo e do extrativismo amazónico com a 
visão aproximada de operações etnocidas sobre corpos 
indígenas ou, de novo, “the view from a body rather 
than a view from above”. Tão próximo quanto parcial, 
o trabalho de Jaider Esbell constrói-se pelo desenho e 
pela palavra, em torno das consequências das visões 
pretensamente imparciais da história colonial sobre 
a parcialidade dos corpos afetados. Assim, numa 
recente exposição sobre redes de dormir intitulada 
Vaivém no CCBB em São Paulo, Esbell apresentou uma 
rede de couro duríssima, incorporando a história do 
agronegócio no território makuxi, e onde se podia ler 
um texto que começava assim: “indígenas esperam pela 
justiça deitados numa rede de couro de vaca”.

4
Gostaria ainda de juntar a esta sequência de trabalhos, 
o filme Ava Yvy Vera/ Terra do Povo do Raio de 2016, 
realizado por um coletivo Guarani-Kaiowá formado 
por Genito Gomes, Valmir Gonçalves Cabreira, Jhonn 
Nara Gomes, Jhonatan Gomes, Edina Ximenez, 
Dulcídio Gomes, Sarah Brites e Joilson Brites, em torno 
da Aldeia Guayviry no Mato Grosso do Sul. Trata-
se de um filme documental que parte do assassinato 
de uma liderança (Nísio Gomes) O filme reconstrói 
o processo de retomada da terra liderada por um 
grupo de jovens, ao mesmo tempo que intercala esses 
momentos performativos com depoimentos de anciãos 
ou algumas situações mais narrativas onde uma voz, 
fora de campo, comenta e conta algumas histórias face 
a diferentes paisagens, revelando camadas invisíveis 
dessas paisagens, quase sempre lugares ermos, ou 
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excessivamente desmatados devido à plantação 
intensiva (e revelando, do mesmo modo que nos 
trabalhos anteriormente citados, camadas invisíveis 
desses lugares). 

Nos 5 minutos iniciais que abrem o filme, assistimos 
a um longo plano frontal de uma árvore, que ocupa 
o centro da imagem de uma paisagem de vegetação 
rasteira aparentemente inócua. Uma voz grave fala no 
antecampo e entendemos que o relato vem de quem 
segura a câmera, embora essa voz nos chegue como 
uma voz off, isto é, como algo gravado a posteriori 
sobre a imagem. Essa voz parece falar sobre e para a 
árvore, esta circula do antecampo para o plano, e no 
plano transita entre figura (árvore) e fundo (campo 
cultivado), criando por momentos a sensação de que 
talvez esta pessoa fala não só de si mas de si e sobre/com 
a árvore para nós:

“Eu sempre vinha debaixo desta árvore para fazer 
ligação. Vinha todo o dia embaixo da árvore. Quando 
chegava a noite era melhor de vir. Só à noite mesmo para 
vir aqui, de dia não dava. Tem muito, muito pistoleiro 
por aqui. Na estrada andam muitos pistoleiros, atiram 
e atiram na estrada. Por causa dos tiros que eu vinha 
aqui de noite. De dia não dava para vir sozinho. Às 
vezes o meu padrinho me acompanhava mas eu vinha 
sozinho mesmo. Eu jogava a borduna nas costas e vinha. 
Aqui mesmo fazia a ligação na árvore. Naquele tempo 
era triste a minha vida… Eu eu vivo sozinho mesmo. 
Não tem ninguém para me acompanhar. Naquele 
tempo, quem poderia me acompanhar ficou lá em 
baixo cuidando do lugar onde está o resto do pessoal. 
Vim aqui para ligar para a FUNAI e para os outros 
parceiros nos ajudarem. E eles falam “amanhã vamos”. 
Desde que entramos lá nesse lugar, não pega sinal de 
celular. Só aqui na árvore pegava sinal de celular. Ainda 
não sabíamos que na estrada também pegava sinal. E o 
meu celular era bem comum. Se tivesse câmera no meu 
celular, tiraria fotos das pessoas que fizeram mal para a 
gente. E…sempre aqui fazia a ligação. Aqui embaixo da 
árvore. Essa árvore ficou para mim como uma torre.”

Surge uma indecidibilidade do lugar desta fala com/
sobre/para a árvore, não tanto pelo fato do sujeito 
de narração se confundir com a árvore, mas porque 
o relato, dilatado no tempo do enfrentamento e da 
contemplação, se refere à memória companheira entre 
a voz e a dita árvore. Essa árvore “sustenta a fala”, ela é 
prova ou documento enraizado no acidente da história 
daquele lugar, ao mesmo tempo que nos indica uma 
zona de indistinção entre humano e extra-humano, e 
entre humano e natureza, mas também entre imagem/
paisagem e texto/voz. A agência da árvore concretiza a 
paisagem como zona de extinção. Ka’guy (em guarani, 
palavra que poderia ser traduzida por “mata” ou 
mesmo “natureza”) e Antropoceno (o desaparecimento 
de Ka’guy) misturam-se. 

Podemos dizer então que a visão combina a 
centralidade subjetiva de quem fala, a centralidade 
subjetiva da árvore e a recordação da mata que outrora 
ali estava, marcando assim a sua ausência. Uma visão 
que aterra nesse plano de relações e perspectivas sem a 
pretensão de uma visão de cima.

5
Por fim, sem querer forçar esta associação errante 
de imagens jornalísticas, projetos de arte ou stills de 
vídeos a uma lógica finalista, gostava de finalizar com 
um apelo à amplitude de perspectivas sobre as quais se 
pode olhar, tocar ou regressar à terra. Os projetos de 
Carolina Caycedo(5), artista que tem centrado parte do 
seu trabalho na história da água e particularmente das 
barragens como mega-empreendimentos “malditos” (o 
nome do projeto de longo termo Be dammed(6) assim 
se apresenta), são exemplos instigantes de como se 
articulam as diferentes vistas e perspectivas, deste a 
tentativa de um trabalho de proximidade feito junto 
dxs lesadxs por esses empreendimentos, das visões 
indígenas sobre os corpos da água, ou das visões aéreas 
e cartográficas de barragens (ela trabalhou sobretudo 
num mapeamento de grandes projetos hidroelétricos 
na Colombia e Brasil). Numa pesquisa sobre conflitos 
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ambientais que claramente não distingue a esfera da 
intervenção política da re-apresentação estética, Be 
damned não pode ser aqui representado por uma 
imagem mas pelo site da artista onde se reúnem 
geocoreografias, sobreposições de mapeamentos aéreos, 
instalações, livros-serpente compostos de documentos, 
conferências, manifestações, petições ou memoriais 
a ativistas assassinados. De certo modo, é possível 
entender que não se trata tanto da posição de onde 
se olha a terra mas da articulação entre os corpos que 
(se) olham, pela terra. Citando Carolina Caycedo, 
“as geocoreografias retomam o uso do corpo como 
ferramenta de resistência, para gerar grafias que nos 
arraigam ao território e nos relacionam com o extra-
humano, produzindo um movimento que expande 
o corpo, individual ou coletivo, e o lugar em que nos 
posicionamos (Caycedo, 2016: 106).

6
Sem querer fazer desta galeria um artigo científico 
exaustivo, optei por abrir os caminhos para pensar 
diferentes acepções do gesto de aterrar que questionam 
a visão cristalizada e homogeneizada do topo (The Blue 
Marble ou Antropoceno). Faltaria ainda explorar muitas 
outras possibilidades que me são caras, como a queda 
e enterrar, que trato em outra parte da pesquisa. Sugiro 
então terminar com quem se prepara para aterrar, 
baixando os olhos para preparar o caminho (que ainda 
está a caminho).

Nota: Este texto foi escrito para o BUALA, a partir 
do desenvolvimento para a tese de doutoramento da 
autora intitulada “Efeito antropocénico: crise ecológica e 
percepções humanidade-natureza nas práticas artísticas e 
etnográficas”, FCSH-NOVA e FFLCH-USP, Bolsa FCT SFRH/
BD/128483/2017.
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Was habe ich erwartet (denn ich weiss, 
dass ich recht 
damit habe, zu warten). Worauf habe ich so  
wahnsinnig gehofft?

Und dieser Wahnsinn ist meine einzige Stärke.

We must do with the image what we already do 
more easily (...) with language. For in each testimonial 
production, in each act of memory, language and image 
are absolutely bound to one another, never ceasing 
to exchange their reciprocal lacunae. An image often 
appears where a word seems to fail; a word often 
appears where the imagination seems to fail. The “truth” 
of Auschwitz, if this expression has any meaning, is 
neither more nor less unimaginable than it is unsayable. 
If the horror of the camps defies imagination, than each 
image snatched from such an experience becomes all 
the more necessary. If the terror of the camps functions 
as an enterprise of generalized obliteration, then each 
apparition—however fragmentary, however difficult to 
look at and to interpret—in which a single cog of this 
enterprise is visually suggested to us becomes all the 
more necessary.

JUSTE  ICI,  DE  L’ AUTRE  CÔTÉ
D’ UNE  PETITE  RUE,

CETTE  COMPRESSION  D’ HISTOIRE
ET  DE  SENS, BISMARCK  A  LE  DOS  TOURNÉ,LE  MUR  ÉTAIT  LÀ,
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We were no longer familiar with the spindle 
that pricked Sleeping Beauty and brought on her 
hundred-year sleep. But just as Snow White’s mother, 
the queen, sat at the window when it snowed, so our 
mother, too, used to sit at the window with her sewing; 
and if three drops of blood never fell from her finger, 
it was only because she wore a thimble while working. 
In fact, the tip of the thimble was itself pale red, and 
adorned with tiny inden  tations, as if with the scars of 
former stitches. Held up to the light, it glowed at the 
end of its shadowy hollow, where our index finger was 
at home. For we loved to seize upon the little diadem, 
which in secret could crown us. When I slipped it on 
my finger, I at once understood the name by which my 
mother was known to the maids. Gnädige Frau, they 
meant to call her, which is to say, “Madam,” but they 
used to slur the first word. For a long time, I thought 
they were saying Näh-Frau—that is, “Madam Needle  
work.” They could have found no other title more 
perfectly suited to impress me with the fullness of my 
mother’s power.

Like all seats of authority, her place at the sewing table 
had its air of magic. From time to time, I got a taste of 
this. Holding my breath, I would stand there motionless 
within the charmed circle. My mother had discovered 
that, before I could accompany her on a visit or to the 
store, some detail of my outfit needed mending. And 
then she would take hold of the sleeve of my middy 
blouse (into which I had already slipped my arm), 
to make fast the blue and white cuff; or else, with a 
few quick stitches, she would give the sailor’s knot in 
the silk neckerchief its pli. I, meanwhile, would stand 
beside her and chew on the sweaty elastic band of my 
cap, which tasted sour. It was at such moments, when 
the sewing things ruled over me with inexorable power, 
that defiance and rebellion began to stir in me. Not 
only because this concern for the shirt that was already 
on my back made for a stiff test of my patience—no, 
even more because what was being done to me stood in 
no proper relation to the multicolored array of silken 

remnants, the thin sharp needles, and the scissors 
long and short that lay before me. I began to question 
whether the box was really meant for sewing in the 
first place. That the spools of thread and yarn within it 
tormented me by their shady allure only strengthened 
my doubt. What attracted me about those spools was 
their hollow core; originally, this was intended for an 
axle which, on being rotated, would wind up the thread 
on the spool. Now, however, this cavity was covered 
on both sides by a black label which bore, embossed in 
gold, the name and number of the firm. Too great was 
the temptation to press my fingertips against the center 
of the tag; too intimate, the satisfaction when it tore and 
I dipped into the hole beneath.

In addition to the upper region of the box, where 
these spindles nestled side by side, where the black 
needlebook glimmered and the scissors lay sheathed in 
their leather pockets, there was the dark underground, 
the chaos, in which the loosened ball of thread reigned 
supreme, and in which pieces of elastic bands, hooks, 
eyes, and scraps of silk were jumbled together. Buttons, 
too, were among this refuse—many of a form that 
no one had ever seen on any sort of clothing. Not 
until much later did I come upon something similar: 
the wheels on the chariot of the thunder god Thor, 
as pictured by a minor master in a mid-nineteenth 
century schoolbook. So many years were needed before 
my suspicion-namely, that this entire box had been 
predestined for something other than needlework—
found confirmation in the guise of a pale little image.

Snow White’s mother sews and outside it snows. The 
more silent the countryside becomes, the more honor 
accrues to this most silent of domestic occupations. 
The earlier in the day the darkness would fall, the 
more often we asked for the scissors. Then we, too, 
would pass an hour following with our eyes the needle 
that trailed its thick woolen thread. Without saying 
a word, each of us would have taken up his own 
sewing things—cardboard disc, penwiper, case—and 
applied himself to the pattern by which flowers were 

UN  SENS  D’ ERREURS  GRAPHIQUES.LE  FILET  EST  TENDU.
AVAIENT  LIEU  LES  INTERROGATOIRES,
CE  QUI  ESTEN  BAS,  LÀ  OÙ
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embroidered. And while the paper made way, with 
a slight crackling sound, for the path of the needle, I 
would now and then surrender to the temptation to 
dote on the knot-work on the underside, which, with 
every stitch that brought me closer to the goal on the 
front, became more tangled.

What [Benjamin] advocated was 
a sort of surrealist technique using what he called 
“dialectical images”—an obscure yet compelling notion 
better left to example than to exegesis; what his friend 
Theodor Adorno referred to as “picture puzzles which 
shock by way of their enigmatic form and thereby 
set thinking in motion.” Picture-puzzles is of course 
how Freud referred to the manifest content of dream 
imagery, and if it was to the manifest and not the 
latent level that Benjamin was drawn, it was because 
of the way such images defamiliarized the familiar 
and shook the sense of reality in the given order of 
things, redeeming the past in the present in a medley 
of deconstructive anarchical ploys. Unlike current 
modes of Deconstruction however, the intent here was 
to facilitate the construction of new forms of social life 
from the glimpses provided of alternative futures when 
otherwise concealed or forgotten connections with 
the past were revealed by the juxtaposition of images, 
as in the technique of montage—a technique of great 
importance to Benjamin. Indeed Stanley Mitchell tells 
us that “Benjamin came to regard montage, i.e. the 
ability to capture the infinite, sudden, or subterranean 
connections of dissimilars, as the major constitutive 
principle of the artistic imagination in the age of 
technology.”(1)

The understanding we are led to is that the “dialectical 
image” is in itself a montage, both capturing the 
aforementioned connections between dissimilars and 
also that which is thereby captured. 

From the examples Benjamin presents, as in his “One 
Way Street,” we can see that such images are created 
by the author but are also already formed, or half-
formed, so to speak, latent in the world of the popular 
imagination, awaiting the fine touch of the dialectical 
imagician’s wand-not unlike Victor Turner’s description 
of the central African herbalist and curer whose adze, 
in chopping bark off the chosen tree, arouses the 
slumbering power of material already there awaiting 
the copula of the magician’s touch. 

DANS  MA  SALLE  DE  BAINS
À  CARREAUX  BLANCS...PEUT-ÊTRE  POURQUOI  JE  SUIS  ICI

PAS  SEULEMENT  ME  PARLER
À  MOI-MÊME.OU  BIEN  NON.
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What may appear as mere elements of image 
and sound in projection can speak to us in the shape 
of the interval as the pattern of the film rests upon the 
screen. The spectator builds the narrative like a bridge 
in the vibrant lightness of his attention. The coherence 
is not imposed nor does it exist as literature to be 
discarded by a discursive understanding.

To hold the image more than to be held by it. The quiet 
of this corresponds to the strength in restraint from 
which the fullness of anticipation and recognition 
arises. Anything seen or heard truly cannot be 
submerged by the later circumstance. It lives within 
one’s own being even when not visible.

With every archive comes a counter-
archive that is forced underground. The archive of 
Yugoslavia had its own counter-archive, as does 
the national archives of Slovenia or Croatia for that 
matter, that today seek to cleanse the past in the 
terms of the Nation. From the start, I didn’t want 
the film to fit cleanly into either of these dominant 
memory institutions—the opposition between 
national reconciliation on the one hand and a simple 
Yugonostalgia on the other. I recognize both as dead 
ends. Perhaps this is why it is a strange film for those 
familiar with this history who may expect more of a 
clear polemic to these ends. It’s not about pulling along 
the weight of an archive into the future, but rather 
critically seeking out the emancipatory seeds that 
remain—and giving them water.

EXPLOSANTFRAGMENTS MONTAGEVERS  L’ EXTÉRIEUR



(1)      Artaud, The Theater 
and its Double, 91.
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Yagé nights challenge this ritual of 
explanation of ritual. They make us wonder at the 
unstated rites of academic text-making, at the means 
for creating intellectual authority, and, above all, at the 
conventions of sense making thereby inscribed through 
conventions of “ordering” the chaos of that which has 
to be explained.

And it is precisely at the holy alliance of the orderly 
with the sacred that Benjamin’s Marxist notion of the 
dialectical image, as developed through Surrealism and 
more especially his early work on allegory in Baroque 
drama, comes into play, divesting the totalizing 
compass of the Romantic concept of the symbol (upon 
which the aforementioned theories of ritual are based) 
by the nonwhite, nonhomogeneous, fragmentedness 
of montage , which on account of its awkwardness of 
fit, cracks, and violent juxtapositionings can actively 
embody both a presentation and a counterpresentation 
of the his torical time which through conquest and 
colonialism matches signs with their meanings. 

Montage : the “interior” scenes of dots and dashes 
of color and of phan tasms, coming and going, death 
scenes, above all fragments of things—shiny blades of 
grass quivering under the rain, a tiny feathered segment 
of intricate pattern (the edge of a bird’s wing, perhaps?), 
the quavering yagé song butting into the river’s rush—
all metamorphosing into memory images as the past 
gains force in its rush into the present “now-time” of 
the Jetztzeiten where time stands still as an image in 
which past and future converge explosively. 

Montage: oscillating in and out of oneself; feeling 
sensations so intensely that you become the stuff 
sensed. But then you are standing outside the 
experience and coldly analyzing it as Bertolt Brecht 
so wanted from his “alienation effects” in his epic 
theater. Only here, in the theater of yagé nights in the 
Putumayo foothills, the A-effect, standing outside of 
one’s now defamiliarized experience and analyzing that 
experience, is inconstant and constantly so, flickering, 

alternating with absorption in the events and their 
magic. Perhaps that is the formula for the profoundest 
possible A-effect, standing within and standing without 
in quick oscillation. It is not the order of ritual or the 
equally celebrated mystical “trip” through the more 
or less harmoniously cadenced zones and stations of 
cosmology that is of importance here. That cosmology 
we know well, and it is a fascist fascination too, with 
the ritual leader, with the harmonics of heroism, with 
order, with mystical flight, with the organic absorption 
of the individual into the “tribe” and so forth. 

Yet even disorder implies the presence of order, and 
on the face of things yagé nights do have features 
providing for continuity and in that sense for order 
too. Chief among these features would be the song 
and the shaman. But the song resists characterization 
in these orderly terms. The best we can do is 
regard it as something like “ordered disorder” and 
“continuous discontinuity.” Its outstanding qualities 
are its irregularly stopping and starting, its frequent 
interruptedness, its sudden swerves and changes in 
pace and the peculiar way by which it is not only a 
massively dominating force but is open to interruption 
by anyone and anything—including this observation 
by Artaud in The First Manifesto for Theater of Cruelty 
regarding the uniquely material side of that theater’s 
language , its humor, to break down, its poetry to make 
afresh: 

It extends the voice. It utilizes the vibrations and 
qualities of the voice. It wildly tramples rhythms 
underfoot [especially that]. It pile-drives sounds. 
It seeks to exalt, to benumb, to charm, to arrest the 
sensibility. It liberates a new lyricism of gesture which, 
by its precipitation or its amplitude in the air, ends 
by surpassing the lyricism of words. It ultimately 
breaks away from the intellectual subjugation of the 
language, by conveying the sense of a new and deeper 
intellectuality which hides itself beneath the gestures and 
signs, raised to the dignity of particular exorcisms.(1)

MAINTENANT  ROBERT  PERDREPAS  DE  TEMPS  À  PERDRE
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As for the shaman, despite his solidity and caring he 
is also a strategic zone of vacuity, a palette of imageric 
possibility. Where he does predominantly swim into 
focus, however, at least in the eyes of the civilized, is 
as the alternating, composite, colonially created image 
of the wild man, bestial and superhuman, devil and 
god—thus reinforcing the montage technique and in a 
way its very fount. Just as history creates this fabulous 
image of the shaman, so the montaged nature of that 
image allows history to breathe in the spaces pried open 
between signs and meanings. 

“Yielding to the very life of the object.”

Is this not the art of the mimetic faculty?

Bataille writes of different political economies of excess, 
his focus of attention being on the way economies 
spend the surplus by means other than capital 
investment, exemplary of which is the festival and 
potlatch. It is logical, therefore, that so much of his 
work concerns religion, which he conceives of as the 
attempt to overcome the alienation from things created 
by work.

QUE  L’ AMOUR  EST  SEULEMENT... OU  PAS  SEULEMENT,  MAIS...
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Leo Goldsmith (Rail):  
Your film is remarkably rich with ideas, but 
you completely eschew text. Although, I think you 
mentioned to me that at one point you did consider 
having voiceover or maybe song lyrics at one point?

Jodie Mack: That’s true—some of the songs did used 
to have lyrics. I was trying to appropriate various vocal 
tropes in pop music, so there was some auto tune and 
things like that. But the problem became that my lyrics 
were essayistic—I just wanted to talk and talk and 
talk. When you listen to pop music, it actually doesn’t 
have many words. So, it felt like a challenge to not use 
language, because if you have lyrics or words, with 
everything moving by at such a fast pace, you can’t rely 
on the viewer hearing and understanding everything. 
Even thinking about the way we know pop lyrics, how 
many times do we get those wrong? A lot. So, throw ’em 
out.

Rail: [Laughs] But obviously there are lots of themes 
and ideas that you want to convey through the film. 
Was that part of the process, to find a way to convey 
ideas through imagery and pattern and montage?

Mack: Ultimately I needed to let go of a lot of my 
expectations for comprehension on the audience’s part. 
It’s like, “Hey! Here’s my movie! It’s about everything, 
everything, everything!” The idea to remove the lyrics 
was freeing because it allowed the viewer to make 
their own assumptions. Making these decisions based 
off montage and connections based off image and 
sound—I felt like that was the more sophisticated 
route to try; to try and imply all of this, but not to look 
down on anyone not getting it. Some of the power of 
experimental film is giving the viewer the autonomy 
to make decisions about what they perceive. So I 
thought, just give it to the viewer. They could perceive 
it on one level; they could understand it on another 
level. This is a film that definitely benefits from a re-
watch. I was really interested in this idea of a speed read 

through history or a data regurgitation or a cinematic 
CliffsNotes told through motifs, as opposed to through 
words.

Rail: Animators have a very specific way of working 
that’s different from that of, say, an observational 
cinematographer. They spend a lot of time in a 
closed studio focusing on minute details and small 
movements—something you capture in the film’s 
coda. But here you’re often working outside, perched 
on a cliff, or in very public situations, in the middle 
of a market with people coming up to you all the time 
asking you, “What the hell are you doing?”

Mack: In a lot of the films that I’ve made—or the parts 
of this film that are shot at home on the animation 
stand—you get focused, sit there for hours, shut the 
door, do the thing. With this film, I was constantly 
talking to people, giving animation lessons, having 
philosophical conversations about mainstream media, 
meeting strangers, talking to kids skipping school, all 
that sort of stuff. Everyone comes up like, “What’s the 
camera? What are you doing?” So I was constantly 
armed with supplies. I had filmstrips; I had clips of the 
animation so I could show it to them. Normally when 
I’m at home I count a lot. I have a little ticket taker that 
I count with when I’m shooting. With this film, I just 
had to pay a little bit less attention. Sometimes I had 
a buddy with me that would click the camera while I 
ran back and forth. Sometimes the buddy became the 
people fielder. But it was a great way to meet people. 
I definitely took down tons of email addresses and 
WhatsApp numbers and still communicate with a 
number of these previous strangers that I met on the 
road shooting. What was interesting to me is that you 
think of animation as something that demands a lot of 
control, but going out into these type of circumstances 
you’re basically forfeiting that type of control and 
embracing the lack of it in some ways. You can’t control 
the clouds and you can’t control the people in the park 
and you can’t control the wind—that was another huge 

EST  SEULEMENT,
OU  PAS  SEULEMENT... EST...
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element—or the sun changing; things like that.

Rail: This process, of course, makes the film a quasi-
ethnographic project. This must have been on your 
mind while making the film, especially because of the 
ongoing conversations about cultural appropriation 
these days.

Mack: Yeah, that was a huge concern. The film was 
basically finished while hanging out with Sensory 
Ethnography Lab at Harvard. It was funny because 
I didn’t feel like I was able to get an ethnographer to 
acknowledge my project as something that was in 
conversation with what they were doing. The difference 
here is that the active camera is a passive camera. This 
is an active camera that’s bringing life to the scenario 
and there’s a very different sense of labor for the 
maker. I shared the labor with the subjects in the way 
that a lot of ethnographic films do not. At Harvard I 
would get into a lot of conversations with people about 
anthropology—this whole idea of cinema as research 
and this whole idea of power dynamics between makers 
and subjects. But I felt like I was working in an obtuse 
form where I didn’t have many examples and I didn’t 
have many mentors to talk to about how to approach 
this type of work.

I thought a lot about the exploitation of people, and 
I wondered: can you exploit objects? Maybe you 
can emancipate objects and give them new spirits 
by turning them into animated dance members or 
something like that. I wondered if maybe I could 
sidestep a big problem of ethnography by working with 
objects. I wondered about the possibilities of learning a 
place through objects versus learning it through people 
or testimonials.

Rail: Working with objects becomes a different way of 
knowing things—to have an object in your hand and 
to touch it, the idea of a tactile sense of something. 
Were you thinking of your animation of the objects, of 

touching and working with these objects, as a kind of 
research?

Mack: That was another reason that I chucked the 
language out of the story. When you go into the idea 
of ethnographic filmmaking—anthropology, Peace 
Corps, white privilege, white savior, guilt, add in the 
next complex yet memefied problem here—when you 
get into these notions it became apparent that I would 
take interest in a textile, then I would go and read 
about it and I would sit in a library, look around, and 
wonder if I could trust anything that was in any of the 
books. How have things been lost in translation? And 
how has it been portrayed based on the position as 
an “other?” As a college professor, I really wanted to 
grapple with this notion of “knowledge,” especially now 
that information is so malleable on the Internet, it really 
proves the problems of the book.

I’m really interested in this idea of different types 
of knowledge: Things you learn or read, which can 
be right or wrong. Learning Spanish in school, and 
then arriving in Mexico and realizing how much 
slang there is and how you don’t actually know the 
language. Again, that was another reason why I took 
the language out. I had no clear position, I didn’t think 
I had any authority, and anything I could possibly say 
could be totally wrong. Information became suspect 
and that was another reason to allow the film to be an 
experience. A lot of people ask, “Why aren’t you telling 
us the names of the patterns? Why aren’t you telling us 
what they mean?” And I say, “Well, it’s very slippery 
and the information that’s recorded about it, I don’t 
know if I believe.”

Rail: My favorite part of the film, which is the sequence 
with the images of—it’s probably not cool to call them 
“tramp stamps,” but let’s say “lower back tattoos”? I’m 
assuming they’re images you found online, that you 
didn’t get 400 people with back tattoos into the studio.

EST  TOUT  CE  QUE  NOUS  AVONS
POUR  NOUS  RETENIR  DE  GLISSER
LENTEMENT...
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Mack: Well it’s so funny, I’ve actually had this idea to 
make this movie called Tramp Stamp. I used to live 
in Chicago, and I got this idea during Lollapalooza 
that I could post up on a corner and just start getting 
everybody’s tattoos because I knew everybody was 
going to have one. Maybe not now because it was kind 
of a 90s thing, an early Aughts thing. Somebody did say, 
“I really don’t see how that part fits into this film.” But 
I totally see it! There’s appropriating these images that 
have meaning as symbols and language, but they make 
it decorative and they don’t actually know. The whole 
idea of tattooing never being a part of “white culture” at 
all, becoming more a decorative embellishment of the 
body. So that was actually going to be a short, like ten 
years ago, then thinking about how to put that into this 
movie was really important to me. All the stills for that 
were sourced from the Internet. Something I thought, 
about half way through making this film, “This film 
would be maybe more interesting if I just made it all 
from the internet,” and thought about the idea of travel 
through the internet. This virtual stereotyping of place 
that comes through by travel advertisement or tourism 
or touristic diary.

Rail: It sets up an interesting conversation between 
what you are doing and the idea of the Google Image 
Search, of finding likenesses between certain things. 
I think this is true of a lot of your films: they are very 
analog responses to a very digital media landscape.

Mack: That’s how I saw it. I felt halfway through making 
it that this movie could have been about anything. It 
could have been about making shoes or plates. It could 
have been about food. A big thing that I wanted to 
include, but just didn’t, was this whole kimchi taco, 
“Currito,” Pastafari world that we’re living in, where we 
hybridize all these foods together. It’s a Frankenstein 
pattern, and all these things can be related to an 
original artisanal practice, the industrialization of that 
practice, the re artisanalization of the practice now for 
the rich. When we grew food it was for everyone. Then 

we industrialized and made it cheap. But, it made us 
all sick. And now to get the good food again, it’s now 
become a thing for a different class. But who has access 
to this type of food?

Rail: This relates to the relationship between artist 
and artisan, or art and craft. This work seems so 
much about the invisibility of the labor behind these 
beautiful textiles. How do you see your relationship as 
a filmmaker and animator to that work? I think this 
is especially important in thinking about the history 
of labor in animation and the difference between the 
individual animator and the post Fordist industrial 
model.

Mack: Exactly! Animation is one of the first 
industrialized art forms in many ways—it takes a very 
large team of people to crank out these projects. The 
idea of independent animation is actually very silly in 
some ways, because it’s like asking an individual human 
to become a team of people, which speaks to this whole 
idea of construction of identity in a labor force: how 
an individual sees themselves as a worker, how they 
wrap their identities around labor, and how they are 
constantly interfacing between many objects for which 
they do not know the origin. Experimental filmmakers 
like to consider themselves underdogs or punks or away 
from some sort of institution. But working with the 
textiles and specifically the textile patterns completely 
unraveled all of that history for me. I could no longer 
take minimalism seriously. This was not a development 
in art. This was a rip off of textile designs. Albers, Stella, 
any of these people—they’re using textile designs really. 
It’s not a huge conceptual step to say, “I’m not going to 
do landscapes and portraits anymore.” It’s always been 
happening and maybe had been the actual first way we 
made art. Because when we first made art, we didn’t 
have this spatial reasoning system of perspective; we 
weren’t on the grid yet. 

CE  SENTIMENT  AFFREUX...GLISSER  LENTEMENT... MAIS  PEUT-ÊTRE
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That was maybe one of the reasons I couldn’t interface 
with people that consider themselves ethnographers. 
That’s a very serious, austere discipline. Perhaps you 
can’t take on this subject with these colorful little 
threads, because there is all these Etsy vibe problems 
that come into it. I feel that textiles are these underdogs 
that reveal a lot but don’t necessarily get the attention 
that they need.

Rail: Do you see relationships between cinema and 
textile fabrication? Watching the film, I was thinking 
about Beryl Korot’s installation Text and Commentary 
(1976 - 77), which brings together video and musical 
composition and weaving. And there’s a connection 
beneath all of this between the work of animators, 
especially early animators, and early computer 
programmers, who were mostly women, so that 
programming, animating, and weaving are all types of 
“women’s work.”

Mack: There is of course a close relationship between 
the sewing machine and the film projector—I.M. 
Singer & Company made both. There are many 
filmmakers and artists that make work about this. 
And then there’s the development of the Jacquard 
loom, which, as I understand, was the first instance 
of binary code. Which I think is where Beryl comes 
into play: this idea that binary code allows numbers 
to function as commands as opposed to words. There 
is a huge relationship there, and I think it gets more 
and more muddy as we move on technologically. I 
would argue that textiles are some of the first ways 
of mapping space in some way. They are the original 
grid. You need this grid to make sense of it and you 
need the grid to make the designs and to make the 
pattern. Therefore everything is on a grid, therefore we 
should learn to draw by thinking of things on a grid, 
etc., etc. Animation of course is the art of time, and 
as I mentioned before, the development of computer 
animation was in parallel with the development of 
computer sound possibilities, which then standardized 

time. In some ways, textiles standardized space, which 
gave a lot to the development of computer technology 
as a way to think about standardizing time.

Rail: You’ve mentioned your work as an educator: 
Can you talk a little bit about this? I always think it’s 
interesting when artists are also teachers. And for 
some people that can be a fraught relationship—often 
because of the time teaching takes away from art-
making—but it sounds like you really enjoy it.

Mack: I love school. When I was a student of Roger 
Beebe’s—in the middle of Florida at a public school—I 
found an immediate goal for myself in the model of his 
life, where he was making films and teaching. I was very 
lucky to get a teaching job quite young.

The time thing isn’t an issue for me—I can find 
the balance. But I question the model we have for 
education. There is a lot of class distinction that goes 
into the idea of mastering something: you have to 
have the means to learn a language; you have to have 
a certain amount of resources to learn music, or to 
be able to read music, or have the time to be able 
to practice your instrument. Same with painting or 
drawing. I find the impossibility of education for all 
extremely problematic. And I find it problematic 
that experimental film is, for the majority, taught 
within very expensive private schools. I wonder, as 
contemporary academic institutions become more 
vocational, what is going to happen? The discipline of 
Film Studies was born because they didn’t want to teach 
filmmaking in universities, because it was vocational. 
They wanted to keep this idea of Big Knowledge, 
talking about cinema and writing and inventing 
nomenclature and adding  isms and  ologies to things. 
But now universities are going, “Please! Please go work 
for Pixar! We really want to bring in this corporate 
element, and we have to give our students jobs.” In 
America at least, it seems almost obligatory for people 
to need undergraduate degrees if not graduate degrees, 

QUE  J’ AI  FILMÉ  POUR  COMBATTRE...
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and to have those not be free from the get-go is a huge 
problem.

At the same time, there’s so much potential there to 
move forward. I feel the real impasse in art and in 
education is “it would be nice if things were funded by 
the government.” But essentially, corporations fund our 
government: all roads lead to blood money. Our whole 
generation is asking how we move forward. How do we 
make bends in the grid? And is the grid made of string 
or metal?

PEUT-ÊTRE  QUE  J’ AI  FILMÉ
POUR  COMBATTRE...
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Segunda-feira, 2 de Setembro | Monday, September 2nd 

Manhã | Morning        #2

IL A PLU SUR LE GRAND PAYSAGE        
Jean-Jacques Andrien, 1981, 100 min.

Here, the cinematographic gesture, anchored in a singular 
place, reaches the universal. Jean-Jacques Andrien returns 
to film in the Northeast of Belgium, in the region of Herve, 
Wallonia, bordering the Netherlands and Germany, where, 
some thirty years earlier, he had shot both Le Grand Paysage 
d’Alexis Droeven and Mémoires. He returns to this familiar 
landscape, and takes up a recurring interrogation of his cinema, 
dealing with transmission or non-transmission of farming 
land, this time in a new context. At a time of reform of the 
Common Agricultural Policy,  and namely of the abolition of 
milk quotas by the European Union, amidst the negotiation of 
the Transatlantic Trade Treaty, this film, built around sensitive 
portraits of farmers, reveals, by giving them a voice and 
showing their struggle for survival, a peasant world of today, 
its deep-rooted culture and its interrogations about the present 
state of the world. (Jacques Lemière)

Tarde | Afternoon        #3

LILLY       
 Jodie Mack, 2007, 7 min.

Animated photo-negatives illustrate a WWII tragedy.

GREETINGS FROM FREE FORESTS (LEP POZDRAV IZ 
SVOBODNIH GOZDOV)        
Ian Soroka, 2018, 99 min.

Drifting through the densely forested landscape of Southern 
Slovenia, Greetings From Free Forests, like a lifting fog, reveals 

Domingo, 1 de Setembro | Sunday, September 1st 

Noite | Evening        #1

BERLIN 10/90        
Robert Kramer, 1990, 64 min.

“In 1991, thanks to a grant, I stayed in Berlin for a while. 
I wanted to work on the fall of the Wall and the ensuing 
reunification. But traces of the Holocaust kept bringing me 
back to the heart of history. Places bore witness to the past 
with a violence I had never experienced. La Sept ordered me a 
sixty-minute sequence shot for the “Live” series. Four times I 
tried to retrieve the connection with present. Nothing suited 
me. Finally, I settled for a minimal option. I found myself in 
my bathroom, the tiles of which reminded me of the torture 
centre in Berlin’s memorial space “Topography of terror”, and 
without consciously meaning it, I resumed the conversation 
started with Our Nazi.” (Robert Kramer, “La fin de l’histoire”, 
Documentaires n° 8, 1994.)



#5

ARCHIVO PITTORESCO 
Lula Pena

Archivo Pittoresco is a map-repertoire of songs intertwined as a 
multilingual lament, played in a very personal percussive guitar 
technique and transcending musical categories.
Each one-song concert explores different paths within the 
constellation of fragments.

a refuge of embedded historical memory. The film travels 
alongside the testimonies of local hunters, foresters, cavers, 
and foragers among others—orbiting around an absence left 
by radical struggle after it has come to fruition and since 
faded.  During WWII, this forest served as a sanctuary for 
the Partisan Liberation Front, who were resisting the Fascist 
occupation of Yugoslavia. Remnants of this event can still be 
found throughout the forest in various states of decay, but 
also within images that sought to preserve the revolution’s 
emancipatory energy for future generations—images now 
stored in an underground film archive buried within the forest 
itself—depicting both the violence and the hope that came with 
radical change.

Noite | Evening        #4

CAVALCADE        
Johann Lurf, 2017, 5 min.

Each time the film flow is interrupted to record an image, the 
strobe light seemingly freezes the motion of the waterwheel—
unleashing its motion patterns and creating an illusion of 
reversed motion and standstill—contradicting its actual speed. 
Our perception is tricked twice simultaneously: the illusion 
of the moving image is created in camera while the illusion 
of standstill is enforced by the strobing on the water wheel’s 
patterns. 

EARTH (TERRA)        
Rossana Torres & Hiroastu Suzuki, 2018, 60 min.

Somewhere in the Alentejo, there are two large earth-covered 
kilns where a man makes charcoal. The essential elements of 
fire, water, air, earth and space reflect, breathe and celebrate the 
rhythm of the Earth.



works of militant filmmakers in reclaiming image and narrative 
through revolutionary and militant cinema. In resurrecting a 
forgotten memory of struggle, Off Frame reanimates what is 
within the frame, but also weaves a critical reflection by looking 
for what is outside it, or what is off frame.

Noite | Evening        #8

LA LIBERTAD        
Laura Huertas Millán, 2017, 29 min.

In the Navarro’s textiles, animals, objects and spaces are 
represented. Their fabrics are made in the backstrap loom, a 
Pre-Hispanic technique preserved by indigenous women for 
centuries.
Through textiles, women have built the archives of a parallel 
history of Mexico’s crosscultural relationships, “mestizaje”, 
colonialism and modernity. Echoing the politics and ethics 
represented in the objects they weave, the Navarro have 
built an ecological and familiar micro society, earning their 
independence and freedom.

THE GRAND BIZARRE        
Jodie Mack, 2018, 61 min.

A postcard from an imploded society. Bringing mundane 
objects to life to interpret place through materials, The Grand 
Bizarre transcribes an experience of pattern, labor, and 
alien[-]nation[s]. A pattern parade in pop music pairs figure 
and landscape to trip through the topologies of codification. 
Following components, systems, and samples in a collage of 
textiles, tourism, language, and music, the film investigates 
recurring motifs and how their metamorphoses function 
within a global economy.

Terça-feira, 3 de Setembro | Tuesday, September 3rd 

Manhã | Morning        #6

VERTIGO RUSH        
Johann Lurf, 2007, 19 min.

Critical examination of the special effect of the dolly zoom—
first used by Hitchcock in Vertigo—Vertigo Rush becomes a 
declaration of love to film and the richness of the cinematic 
language. Used as an extremely effective means of creating 
shock in numerous films (Jaws, Goodfellas), here the focus of 20 
minutes of experimentation is on the sensation of rotating and 
revolving (Vertigo).

THE TREE (DRVO)        
André Gil Mata, 2018, 104 min.

A man, a child, two wars, a river, a tree. 
A man and a child meet on a river bank, sharing the same 
memory and a secret.
They find in each other the serenity, the silence and the time 
they lost in the flowing water of the river.

Tarde | Afternoon        #7

OFF FRAME AKA REVOLUTION UNTIL VICTORY
Mohanad Yaqubi, 2016, 62 min.

Off Frame AKA Revolution Until Victory is a meditation on 
the Palestinian people’s struggle to produce an image and 
self-representation on their own terms in the 1960s and 1970s, 
with the establishment of the Palestine Film Unit as part of the 
PLO. Unearthing films stored in archives across the world after 
an unprecedented research and access, the film begins with 
popular representations of modern Palestine and traces the 



different subjects were imprinted by mistake), jeny303 is a 
composite work intertwining two portraits. On the one hand 
there is jeny, the feminine alter ego of a transgender millennial 
dealing with a heroine addiction. On the other hand, there is 
the 303 building, an iconic modernist architecture in a public 
university in Bogota (Colombia). The images of the body and 
the edifice interlace and depict jeny303, a character on the 
threshold of a transformation to come.

SOL NEGRO        
Laura Huertas Millán, 2016, 42 min.

Antonia is a lyrical singer whose beauty is uncommon, lush and 
somber. Recovering from a suicide attempt in a rehabilitation 
institution, all her family ties are irreparably broken. But 
her sister remains deeply affected by what happened... An 
(auto)fiction intertwining ethnography, musical cinema and 
reenactment, drawing the portrait of an artist coming back 
from the underworld.

HOW I FELL IN LOVE WITH EVA RAS (KAKO SAM SE 
ZALJUBIO U EVA RAS)        
André Gil Mata, 2016, 74 min.

A day in the life of Sena, who lives in a cinema’s projection 
booth, in Sarajevo, screening the few Yugoslavian films of 
which copies still remain, taking us on a journey through her 
past.

Noite | Evening        #11

★       
 Johann Lurf, 2017, 102 min.

A film with no answers but as many questions as there are 
stars in the universe, Austrian structuralist Johann Lurf 

Quarta-feira, 4 de Setembro | Wednesday, September 4th 

Manhã | Morning        #9

NEVADA: OF LANDSCAPE AND LONGING
Ian Soroka, 2011, 15 min.

NEVADA: Of Landscape and Longing is a reminiscence of a 
journey through the desert state of Nevada in the Summer of 
2009. It is an encounter with the state as two distinct sides of an 
American coin, both rural and urban, living through the recent 
economic collapse and longing for an abstract past.

GREEN BELT (CORDÃO VERDE)        
Hiroatsu Suzuki & Rossana Torres, 2009, 33 min.

A poem in image and sound between humankind and nature.

LE GRAND PAYSAGE D’ALEXIS DROEVEN      
Jean-Jacques Andrien, 1981, 88 min.

Eastern Belgium. The district of Fourons, site of a bitter 
linguistic conflict. The changing world of farming—
industrialize or go under, adapt to EEC norms or be sidelined—
provides the film’s historical backdrop. The emotional story is 
every bit as dramatic, concerning the death of the father. These 
tragic events simultaneously affect the life of a young farmer. 
Will he take over his father’s farm or move to the city; create 
a new life for himself far from all the problems and conflicts; 
or leave death and the great landscape of Alexis behind, as 
suggested by his aunt, a lawyer in Liège?

Tarde | Afternoon        #10

JENY303        
Laura Huertas Millán, 2018, 6 min.

Born out of an “objective hazard” (a 16mm roll where two 



Quinta-feira, 5 de Setembro | Thursday, September 5th

Manhã | Morning        #12

MOTION’S NOT DEAD       
 Jodie Mack, masterclass.

A brief presentation of some of the central themes running 
through a body of work containing nearly thirty films: the 
relationship between character and experimental animation; 
the borders between art, craft, and commodity; and animation’s 
position within a documentary practice.

THE TOKYO REELS : POLITICS OF SOLIDARITY       
Mohanad Yaqubi, 2019, WIP. 
The Tokyo Reels is a multi-faceted, collaborative project that 
involves research around the collection of films and posters 
that were kept in the PLO’s representation office in Tokyo. The 
project’s mission is to explore the production of images and 
narratives in the framework of international solidarity between 
Japan and Palestine in the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s.

Tarde | Afternoon        #13

ROUTE ONE/USA        
Robert Kramer, 1989, 255min.

“Route One links Canada to Key West in Florida. In 1936 it 
was the most travelled route in the world. In 1988, it runs 
beside super highways and through suburbs, cutting through 
the old dreams of the country. During five months shooting 
along this route, I did not have the impression of filming the 
past, but rather of revealing the present. From the shadows of 
the interchanges, the town centres of glass and steel stand out 
against the horizon like studio décors. We were in the present, 
affronting difficult times.” (Robert Kramer)

has chosen an audacious and ever-expanding subject for his 
feature film debut: the stars of cinema. Not the movie stars, 
but the stars in the night’s sky, pinpricks of light against the 
darkness excerpted from films beginning at cinema’s dawn and 
continuing to this present day in a project that is planned to 
be expanded yearly. These stellar instances, riven from context 
with sound intact—ambient hums, grand orchestral scores, 
pedantic explanations, dreamy speculation—are magical fields 
of darkness sprinkled with possibilities. Lurf ’s jazzy editing, 
balancing tranquil concentration and jumpy jitters based on his 
methodology of retaining each clip’s length, image and sound, 
sends the audience on a journey across the tones of promise 
and threat that emanate from the cosmos. A subject difficult 
if not impossible to accurately photograph on film, we are 
therefore greeted again and again by the varied interpretations 
of the starry night by matte artists and special effects wizards, 
gazing now in stillness, now in careening motion across or 
into space at incandescent nebulae, distant twinkling dots, 
and the black void in-between. Surveying a history of cinema’s 
fixation with, and escape to, outer space, we find both what 
audiences in their own times saw up there, as well as mirrors of 
our own wonderment: Awe, terror, hope, arrogant confidence, 
melancholic yearning and blank, awesome silence. These are the 
rare moments when the movie audience, backs to the projector, 
in fact faces light projected at them: Our eyes are the screens for 
the cinema of the stars.  (Daniel Kasman)
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NOSTALGIA        
Ian Soroka, 2012, 15 min.

Blending found home-movie audio and silent images of the 
everyday, Nostalgia creates a cinematic space between memory, 
personal media and loss. The work concerns something 
fundamentally human within the personal, an experience built 
from a patchwork of memories, stitched together, that seeks the 
comfort of an idealized past.

THE TASTE OF CRÈME BRÛLÉE (O SABOR DO LEITE 
CREME)        
Rossana Torres & Hiroatsu Suzuki, 2012, 74 min.

Two elderly sisters live in an old house situated opposite the 
school where they used to teach. Their care and attention is 
shared between the house and the garden. Their daily life, 
serene and unhurried, is full of memories and small tasks. 
Whilst the garden reveals the passing of time, the house seems 
to live with quivering light and trembling breath. Illness arrives, 
unannounced apart from that of age itself.

Noite | Evening        #14

TRILHO        
Miguel C. Tavares, 2019, 17 min.

Trilho is a record of sensations that aims to capture the essence 
and breadth of Desencaminharte 2018 , by following the 
construction of ten different projects in Alto Minho over several 
months. In this narrative, the territory is the starting point for a 
poetic analysis of art, landscape and memory.

AEQUADOR        
Laura Huertas Millán, 2012, 19 min.

A travelogue upstream the Amazon river where Modernist 
constructions have been abandoned like the memories of 
an engulfed civilization of the future. A science-fiction 
documentary evoking colonization, former utopias in Latin 
American forests and their cohabitation with the present.

ARCA D’ÁGUA        
André Gil Mata, 2009, 22 min.

On a lake surrounded by tall buildings, a man builds a boat. 
The dream of an impossible journey to escape the memories of 
an everlasting past. 
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international film festivals.
How I Fell in Love with Eva Ras (2016), his first feature film, was 
premiered at FidMarseille where it won the Special Mention of the 
Jury of the International Competition, and was shown in numerous 
film festivals, such as Viennale, Mar del Plata, Rotterdam IFF, Jeonju, 
First Look Film Festival of the Museum of the Moving Image, NY.
His last short-film, In a Snow Globe (2017), was awarded at 
IndieLisboa 2017.
His last-feature film, Drvo (2018) premiered at 68th Berlinale, in the 
Forum section.

Hiroatsu Suzuki
Self-taught filmmaker and visual artist. 
Early on, he regularly visited the Kyoto Museum and attended the 
local film club, where he saw many classic Japanese and international 
films. After a few experiences on independent film productions, he 
moved to Okinawa, where he became interested in photography of 
rural landscapes. 
He travelled to Europe to develop his visual and artistic practice 
through photography and film viewing. Having seen some 
Portuguese films, he decided to come to Portugal and find out more 
on Portuguese cinema. He met Rossana Torres and began filming in 
the Mértola region, then co-directed their first film, Cordão Verde, 
which was screened in Locarno, Toronto, and the Viennale, amongst 
other festivals. Later, their film Terra won the Best Portuguese 
Competition Award at Doclisboa’18.

Agnès Wildenstein is a film programmer born in Strasbourg, 
France, who lives in Lisbon, Portugal. She worked ten years at 
La Cinémathèque française in Paris, twelve years at Locarno 
international film festival in Switzerland. 
Member of the Jean Vigo Award jury for ten years. 
Member of the selection committee of ARTE France Cinema from 
2012 to 2015. 
Jury member in more then twenty film festivals all around the world.
Associate programmer for DocLisboa since 2014 were she curated 
the first complete Luis Ospina retrospective in Europe last year and is 
curating the retrospective on East German cinema this year.

André Gil Mata
Born in 1978, S. João da Madeira, Portugal. Studied mathematics 
and worked in photography and theatre. Gil Mata worked from 2001 
until 2008 as a film curator for Festival de Cinema Luso Brasileiro 
de Santa Maria da Feira. He founded the Photography and Film 
Independent LabStudio Átomo47. He founded the production 
company “Bando à Parte”. 
In 2010, he was selected for the Berlinale Talent Campus at Berlin 
Film Festival. Water Ark, his directing debut, winning several 
awards and being shown in international festivals. House, his second 
short-film, was shown in IndieLisboa’01 and Festival de Cinema 
Luso-Brasileiro de Santa Maria da Feira. The Gravedigger (2013), 
his third short-film, won the Mèlies d’Argent 2013. Captivity (2012), 
his first feature-length documentary, was awarded at Doclisboa 
2012 and won the DocAlliance Award 2013, among other awards at 



Jodie Mack is an experimental animator who received her MFA in 
film, video, and new media from The School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago in 2007. Combining the formal techniques and structures 
of abstract/absolute animation with those of cinematic genres, her 
handmade films use collage to explore the relationship between 
graphic cinema and storytelling, the tension between form and 
meaning. Musical documentary or stroboscopic archive: her films 
study domestic and recycled materials to illuminate the elements 
shared between fine-art abstraction and mass-produced graphic 
design. The works unleash the kinetic energy of overlooked and 
wasted objects and question the role of decoration in daily life.
Mack’s 16mm films have screened at a variety of venues including 
the Ann Arbor Film Festival, Edinburgh International Film Festival, 
Images Festival, Projections at the New York Film Festival, and the 
Viennale. She has presented solo programs at the 25FPS Festival, 
Anthology Film Archives, BFI London Film Festival, Harvard Film 
Archive, National Gallery of Art, REDCAT, International Film 
Festival Rotterdam, Shenzhen Independent Animation Biennale, 
and Wexner Center for the Arts among others. Her work has 
been featured in publications including Artforum, Cinema Scope, 
The New York Times, and Senses of Cinema. She is an Associate 
Professor of Animation at Dartmouth College and a 2018/19 Film 
Study Center Fellow at Harvard University.

Johann Lurf is an artist and filmmaker, using the moving image 
to analyse and restructure space and film. His practice involves 
observational and documentary filmmaking especially in the field 

Ian Soroka (b. 1987) works in non-fiction forms of film and 
video. He studied cinema and philosophy at the University of 
Colorado in Boulder, in Prague at FAMU, and completed an M.S. 
in Art, Culture and Technology at MIT. Ian is a MacDowell Colony 
Fellow, a Princess Grace Foundation-USA Award recipient, and a 
Fulbright Fellow in Slovenia, where he was a guest researcher at the 
Slovenian National Film Archive and Cinematheque. His work has 
screened internationally in festival, gallery and museum contexts 
including: DocLisboa, Art of The Real, Dok.Fest München, BelDocs, 
Rencontres Internationales and Kinoteka, Ljubljana. Ian is from 
western Colorado and is based in the San Francisco Bay area.

Jean-Jacques Andrien
After concluding his film studies at the INSAS in Brussels, Jean-
Jacques Andrien directed several short films, some of which were 
screened at the Cannes Film Festival. His first feature-length fiction 
Le fils d’Amr est mort ! was awarded the Grand Prix in Locarno in 
1975. His second feature fiction, Le grand paysage d’Alexis Droeven 
(1981), a dramatic and poetic film with Nicole Garcia and Jerzy 
Radziwilowicz in the leading roles, portrays a young farmer at a 
crossroads point in his life. Jean-Jacques Andrien returns to the 
same issues thirty years later in his documentary Il a plu sur le grand 
paysage (2012). He also directed Mémoires in 1984 in Australia, 
starring Fanny Ardant and Jeremy Irons in 1988. Since then he has 
been working on a project to return to Australia and shoot Le Silence 
d’Alexandre amongst the aboriginal community of the Tanami 
desert. Jean-Jacques Andrien cinema is built upon long immersion 
periods in the locations he wants to film prior to the shooting.



and The Labyrinth (2018) are the main pieces of this series. Awarded 
at the Locarno Film festival, FIDMarseille, Doclisboa, Fronteira Film 
festival and MIDBO (Colombia), these films were also part of the 
official selections of the Toronto Film Festival, the New York Film 
Festival, Cinéma du Réel, Torino, FICUNAM, La Habana, among 
others. Recent focus on her work have been held at TIFF Lightbox, 
the Flaherty Seminar, London’s ICA and Chicago’s SAIC.

Lula Pena (b.1974) is a self-taught artist singer musician born in 
Lisbon.
Presents work at international transdisciplinary venues mainly in 
solo, but also in collaborations with other artists or performers.
Explores voice, words, sounds and guitar, both as tools or as sensitive 
materials.
Has released three albums but prefers the ephemeral trace of live 
acts.

Mohanad Yaqubi is a filmmaker, producer, and one of the 
founders of the Ramallah-based production house, Idioms Film. 
Yaqubi is also one of the founders of the research and curatorial 
collective Subversive Films that focuses on militant film practices, 
and most recently, a resident researcher at The Royal Academy of 
Fine Arts (KASK) in Gent, Belgium.
Yaqubi’s filmography as a producer includes the documentary feature 
Infiltrators (dir. Khaled Jarrar, 2013), Suspended Time (Several 
directors, 2013) the narrative short Pink Bullet (dir. Ramzi Hazboun, 

of structural film, as well as an approach to found footage which is 
strongly oriented on filmic language itself.
Born in 1982 in Vienna, Johann Lurf studied at the Academy of Fine 
Arts in Vienna and had an Erasmus term at the Slade School of Art 
in London in 2008. He graduated from Harun Farocki’s film class in 
2009. He received the State Grant of Austria for Video and Media Art 
and participated in the Artist-in-Residence Programs at the MAK 
Center for Arts and Architecture in Los Angeles 2011, the SAIC in 
Chicago 2015 and in Tokyo and Rotterdam 2016 as well as in Israel 
in 2019. In the same year he received the Berlin Scholarship of the 
Akademie of Arts Berlin.
His work has been recognised with awards and shown in numerous 
exhibitions, cinematheques and festivals.

Laura Huertas Millán is a French-Colombian artist and 
filmmaker. A graduate of the Beaux-Arts de Paris and Le Fresnoy, 
she holds a PhD in visual arts developed between PSL University 
(SACRe program) and the Sensory Ethnography Lab (Harvard 
University).
Her films Journey To A Land Otherwise Known (2012) and 
Aequador (2011) were part of a series around exoticism, where 
political history, ecology and science-fiction intertwined. These 
works were mainly shown in art event and venues (Guggenheim NY, 
Videobrasil, Bienal de la Imagen en Movimiento, Centre Pompidou, 
Palais de Tokyo, FRONT Triennial…).
In 2012, she started a series on “ethnographic fictions,” hyphenated 
forms in-between visual anthropology and experimental 
documentaries. Sol Negro (2016), La Libertad (2016), Jeny303 (2018) 



the England of the destitute (Des graines dans le vent), the Venezuela 
guerrilla (FALN) and the mutations of American society throughout 
the 1970s and 1980s (Milestones and Route One / USA), as those, 
later on, of French society (À toute allure, Cités de la plaine) and 
Europe at large (Walk the Walk).
Author of about thirty films, essays, documentaries and fictions, 
Robert Kramer was born in New York City in 1939 in an Ashkenazi 
jewish family. He built his life between two continents, between the 
US and France, where he found refuge in the 1980s, and again in his 
final years.
Through his films, Robert Kramer endeavored to witness and 
understand. His cinema often showed those he most loved and that 
was also his way to resist. In his personal and profound reflexion on 
Germany’s history and Nazism, Berlin 10/90, he says : “The spirit is a 
magician leaping into time and space.” 
(this text is partly adapted from a biography by Pauline de Raymond 
for the Cinémathèque Française)

Rossana Torres
Born in Romania while her parents were in political exile, she 
came back to Portugal as a child to live with her grandparents near 
Tondela, and later moved to Lisbon to study visual arts and cinema. 
For a few years, she worked as a film editor with different Portuguese 
filmmakers. In 1994, she moved to Mértola, where she teaches 
photography and video and tutors film and animation workshops for 
children and youngsters. In recent years, she has been collaborating 
with the association Os Filhos de Lumière in developing and 
implementing programs for artistic education through cinema. She 

2014), he co- produced several films including the narrative feature 
Habibi (dir. Susan Youssef, 2010), the short narrative Though I 
Know the River is Dry (dir. Omar R. Hamilton, 2012), the feature 
documentaries Ambulance (dir. Mohammed Jabaly, 2016) as well as 
Ouroboros (dir. Basma Sharif, 2017).
Yaqubi’s first feature film Off Frame AKA Revolution Until Victory, 
2016 made its premiere at TIFF, Berlinale, Cinéma du Réel, Dubai 
IFF, and Yamagata among 50 other premieres and screenings around 
the world.

Nuno Lisboa is the director of Doc’s Kingdom Seminar, where he 
has been programming in collaboration since 2006. In 2017, he was 
the programmer of the 63rd Flaherty Film Seminar.

Robert Kramer
Filmmaker and writer Robert Kramer is one of the major figures 
of independent American cinema. A filmmaker moved by his 
curiosity towards the world and its transformations, Robert Kramer 
recorded thousands of journeys and encounters. He often made the 
philosophical choice not to prepare his shooting and leave as much 
room as possible to surprises, intuition and improvisation. The desire 
to film, “to make”, as he would say, was the starting point for his 
films. 
That desire will impel him to film the Vietnamese people’s resistance 
(People’s War), the Carnation Revolution in Portugal (Scenes from 
the Class Struggle in Portugal), German reunification (Berlin 10/90), 



founded the association Entre Imagem for film production as well 
as cultural and educational projects. She has co-directed three films 
with Hiroatsu Suzuki. Terra won the Best Portuguese Competition 
Award at Doclisboa’18.


